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PREFACE

The'course was a follow-up to all AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Syposium on Subsonic!
'rransonic Configuration Aerodynamicsjield in Neubiberg (Munich) in May 1980. As in the
symposwm the emphasts of the course was on the configuration optimization in the transonic
regime where both mihtary and commercial aircraft must cruise efficiently and where military
aircraft must maneuver in an agile but stable manner. The course material was updated and
presented in a more struktured fashion emphasizing the fluid dynamic interference mechanisms
that are the keys to the optimization. In addition, some aspects of subcritical interference
were also covered, including those arising in the takeoff and landing phase of the flight with
high lift devices deployed. -
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SUBSONIC/TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC INTERFERE1CE FOR AIRCRAFT-
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

by
H. Yoshihara .

The Boeing Company
P. 0. Box 3707, M/S 3N-19

Seattle, WA 98124 hECEDING P)LE BLANK-NOT FIUM
USA

SUMMARY

These introductory remarks provide examples of important subsonic and transonic
fluid dynamic mechanisms that make up interference concepts used in aircraft
optimization. The rationale for the lecture topic selection and the course outline are
then given.

1.. INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic interference in aircraft is defined as the change in the flow over
given elements of the configuration due to the presence of one or more of the other
elements. Interference can arise, for example, locally between the aft camber portion
of an airfoil and the forward portion, or more globally between the nacelle/pylon and
the wing. In practice interfcrence considerations are tied closely to the optimization
of aircraft. Of particular importance is the transonic regime where crucial
performance requirements arise for both military and commercial aircraft. Here
interference effects are magnified by the sensitivity of the flow to perturbations,
particularly with shock waves present. Unfavorable interference in the transonic
regime can have intolerable consequences, but also skillful design can lead to
favorable interference.

Aerodynamic interference is however pervasive over the entire operating spectrum of
the aircraft. In the present lectures, in addition to the transonic interference, we
shall consider some aspects of subcritical interference arising for example in the
takeoff and landing phase of the flight with high lift devices deployed. There are
important interference effects in the supersonic regime, but we shall not consider
these in the present lectures.

In the remaining portion of these introductory remarks, we shall first briefly
review an important fluid dynamic ingredient in interference; namely, the manner in
which perturbations propagate within the flow field. Examples of important
interference are next given starting from the optimization of airfoils and extending to
aircraft configurations which will be covered more thoroughly in the lectures. The
organization nf the lecture course is then briefly outlined.

2. PROPAGATION OF PERTURBATIONS

A key element in interference is the manner in which a perturbation introduced at
one point on the configuration propagates and influences the flow at other points. The
nature of the propagation of disturbances is well known in subsonic and supersonic
flow. In a subsonic flow a perturbation introduced for example at a point on a planar
airfoil will influence the flow at all other points, the magnitude of the influence
geometrically attenuating in the well known fashion. In the supersonic case such a
perturbation is confined to the downwind Mdch WdVe along whici the disturbanice is
unattenuated.

In the transonic case the propagation is more complex, but it can be deduced from
the subcritical and supersonic cases described above. In Figure I an expansion
perturbation introduced at point A propagates along the Mach wave AB to the sonic
line. Here it is reflected as a compression perturbation along the Mach wave BC. At
the airfoil surface the compression perturbation is reflected as a compression
perturbation which then propagates into the shock wave at point D.

SUBSONIC
SONIC LINE B ,PROPAGATION

EXPANSION \
DERTURBATION
INTRODUCED
AT PT. A SHOCK

Figure I. Transonic Propagation of a Perturbation
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At point C the perturbation magnitude is doubled by the reflection. At poirts B
and D where the perturbation impinges on the sonic line and the shock wave, subcritical
disturbances are excited which then propagate, though weakly, to all points of the flow
including points along the airfoil upstream of the original perturbation point A. The
original expansion perturbation has thus resulted in a compression perturbation of
double strength at a downstream point ', and a perturbation of the shock at point D, and
therefore to its displacement.

The propagation of perturbations in the three dimensional case as for a swept wing
would follow generally that described above for the planar case with however sole
modification of the attenuation and the region of influence of the perturbation due to
the additional dimension.

Thus consider the case of the swept wing of constant chord. On the left side of
Figure 2 is first shown the case of a yawed wing of infinite span where the flow is
planar in planes normal to the leading edge. On the right side of Figure 2 is shown a
swept wing of finite span formed by truncating the yawed wing and imposinj a plane of
symmetry. Here the planar flow shock has distorted to the forward shock, and a new
shock, the rear shock, has appeared. The latter is a product of the interference due
to the forcing of the yawed wing streamlines to be aligned with the symmetry wall. At
the wing surface this distortion of the streamline has generated compression
bicharacteristics which have coalesced to form the rear shock. Inversely one cat
consider a contouring of the symmetry wall guided by the yawed uing streamlines to
largely eliminate the rear shock. Such far-reaching influence as seen here is an
important element in transonic interference.

STREAMLINE

PLANE %F SY.IKIRY
PLANAR SHOCK swEPT WIS

FORWARD SHOCK (2D SHOCKJ

N REAR SHOCK

NN RESI (ENVELOPE OfP
YAWED WINE ..I WAVES)

Cp PRFSSUREDISTRIBUTIO(NN) BICHARACIERISUCS

0 FAR-REACHING SP&SWISE INTERFERENCE
VIA HARACTERISTICS

Figure 2. A Spanwise Interference

There is another mode of propagation of strictly three dimensional character
carried out via the trailing vortex system. Here a perturbation at a given point
alters the span loading. This in turn changes the downwash and therefore the effective
angle of attack at neighboring span stations leading to a pressure distribution
change. We shall give a number of examples in the next section where this mechanism
arises.

3. EXAMPLES OF INTERFERENCE

In this section selected cases of interference at subsonic and transonic Mach
numbers will be given to illustrate the wide variety of fluid dynamic phenomena that
enter practical interference considerations. Consider first the simplest case of an
isolated planar airfoil addressing the problem of minimizing the drag for a given lift
and thickness ratio. From the inviscid point of view the formal solution to this
optimization problem is well known; namely, a shockless airfoil derived for example
from a hodograph solution. To be useful the resulting shockless airfoil must be
modified to compensate for viscous effects. The difficulty is that this cannot be
accomplishea by simply compensating for the displacement thickness of the boundary
layer. Let us first recall that the drag is the integral over the profile of the
pressure times the local slope. In the above case the pressure is generated by the
compensated shape plus the displacement thickness that is by the original hodograph
shape. The dilemma is that the shockless pressures act not on the above hodograph
shape, but on the compensated shape underlying the displacement thickness (Figure 3).
The drag is therefore not zero. There is of course the further difficulty that
negative ordinates for the compensated airfoil will arise near the trailing edge, and
there is no direct way to compensate for the effects of the near-wake.
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Figure 3. Compensation for Viscous Effects for Shockless Airfoils

The above difficulties might be circumvented on a numerical level by using an
inviscid design code (pressure distribition prescribed instead of the airfoil slopes)
supplemented with a boundary layer and wake code. Shockless airfoils with near-zero
drag in real flow might then be evolved by a successive approximation procedure, for
example, starting from a hodograph solution.

There is finally the difficulty of validating such a shockless and "dragless"
design in a wind tunnel test. On several occasions it was necessary to adjust the
angle of attack (in some cases the Mach number as well) to recover the "shockless"
pressure distribution. If such an adjustment of the angle of attack is attributed to
wind tunnel wall interference, and there is clearly no assurance of this, then the drag
should be based on the corrected angle of attack and not measured by an uncorrected
balance reading. In the past shockless airfoils have been possibly unfairly assessed
in this manner.

Another approach to the airfoil optimization for cruise lifts is due to Dr. R.
Whitccmb who proposed an aft-cambered airfoil with a "benign shock." His rationale was
to keep the airfoil essentially at zero angle of attack and incorporate an aft camber
to induce a loading on the upstream "aligned" portions of the airfoil. A wedging
displacement effect of the post-shock boundary layer was used to prevent the sliding of
shock down the aft camber to maintain a benign shock, a rare instance of a favorable
effect due to shock/boundary layer interaction. The upstream influence of the aft
camber here can be considered a favorable chordwise interference effect. Aft camber
will produce an aft loading. Moderation in the use of aft camber may be required from
the consequences of the resulting pitching moment as well as from other off-design
considerations.

In the relatively simple case of the planar airfoil we see that the optimization
problem was by no means clearly resolved. Here the complicating aspects of the viscous
interactions, the impact of sometimes ill-defined off-design constraints, and our
inability to carry out reliable wind tunnel tests are responsible for this
unsatisfactory situation. This situation unfortunately is symptomatic of transonic
optimization generally.

The second planar case considers the interference between the elements of an
airfoil with high lift devices. The objective here is to maximize the lift at
subc:ritical velocities. Such a problem is meaningful only for a real flow since the
lift is limited by viscous separation. The favorable interference arising in the case
with a leading edge slat is shown in Figure 4 where the upper surface pressure
distribution on the base airfoil with and without the slat and the upper surface slat
pressures are sketched. Here the slat has induced a downwash in the leading edge
region of the base airfoil greatly reducing its suction peak and correspondingly
delaying leading edge separation. The base airfoil in turn has produced a favorable
interference on the slat by inducing increased velocities with upwash in the
neighborhood of the slat trailing edge. This then permits a trailing edge pressure
recovery on the slat with a greatly reduced aft upper surface pressure gradient thereby
delaying aft separation on the slat. For more general high lift configurations, for
example with aft flap elements added, the mutual interference described above would
carry over between any two neighboring elements.

Interference effects between inviscid and viscous flows as found above are not
uncommon. Another recently revived example is the tailoring of the pressure
distribution to delay boundary layer transition which will be covered by Dr. Whitcomb
later. Other examples arising in complex configurations are described below.
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Figure 4. Favorable interference for a Slatted Airfoil

Consider now the interference problems arising for a high aspect ratio swept wing
in the transonic regima. At the cruise lift it is relatively straightforward to avoid
severe unfavorable interference and achieve reasonably good lift to drag ratios by
eliminating significant isobar and shock unsweeplng by appropriate wing washout and
thickness and camber varlationi.

Difficulty with such swept wings however arises at lifts beyond the cruise value
where the tendency of swept and tapered wings to load up in the outboard region
continues to persist leading to outboard shock-induced separations. For a given lift
the appearance of extensive separation in the outboard region will shift the wing
loading to the inboard more upstream portion of the wing generating a noseup pitching
moment. In addition the resulting increased wake downwash downstream of the inboard
wing leads to a more negative lift on the tail and to a further increase in the nose-up
moment. This combination leads to pitchup which results in an undesirable stick-force
lightening and in more severe cases to a Irngitudinal instability of the aircraft.

The cure for pitchup in principle is clear. One simply prevents the above lateral
shift of the spanwise loading by either delaying outboard separation or by hastening
inboard separation. The challenge is to implement this without undesirable side
effects.

In connection with the outboard separation, a subtle but frequently occurring
interference mechanism arises at the inboard edge of the separated region through the
local reduction of the spanwise loading by the separation. Here trailing vortices are
generated which decrease the effective angle of attack inboard of the separation and
increases it outboard. This then stabilizes the separation pattern, delaying its
spread inbo7rd. Inversely if the separation is eliminated for example by vortex
generators, the above trailing vortices will be removed, bringing back separation on
the inboard side.

As the final example let us consider the interference of the nacelle/pylon and
powered jet on the wing/fuselage. Such interference has recently been aggravated in
the case of an underwing installation of large diameter high bypass turbofan engines.
Here considerations of landing gear length, center of gravity positioning, and
nacelle/pylon flutter have necessitated mounting of the engines in much closer
proximity to the wing than for previous smaller less fuel-efficient and noisier engines.

In all engine installations an important interference effect is the local loss of
the loading. In the transonic case this will lead to a drag increase when the angle of
attack is increased to make up the lift loss. The resulting bucket in the spanwise
load distribution can have a favorable interference effect. Here the alteration of the
trailing vortices will result in a reduction of the local effective angle of attack on
either side of the lift-loss bucket moderating any adverse shock-induced separations
present.

In the transonic case there is another important consequence of the close coupling,
namely, the choking of the flow between the nacelle/pylon/powered jet and the wing
lower surface giving rise to detrimental shocks and shock/boundary layer interactions.
Proper contouring of the configuration therefore assumes increased importance not only
in the shaping of the nacelle/pylon, but in the local redesigning of the wing.

In the past it was sufficient to contour the nacelle and pylon to fit the
subscritical streamlines of the wing/fuselage without modifying the wing. In the
transonic case with closely coupled engines, the above procedure is no longer
adequate. Unfortunately, the necessary transonic computer code to handle the complete
configuration with a powered jet exhaust plume is still in development. The present
alternative is therefore to start with the streamline fitted configuration, with
however the streamlines determined by an available transonic wing/fuselage code, and
then refine this baseline design in the wind tunnel. Here local leading and trailing
edge camber modifications must be considered.



The large turbofan engines , also led to unfavorable interference at subcritical
high lift conditions with high lift devices deployed. In the case that the leading
edge slat is sealed against the naLelle and pylon a significant reduction of the
maximum lift results. It is caused by the contamination of the boundary layer in the
forward regions of the wing by the separated flow from the nacelle and pylon channeling
up the corner formed by the slat, pylon, and nacelle (see Figure 5). The contamination
then leads to a premature stall of the wing.
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Figure 5. Adverse Viscous Interference at Subcritical High-Lift Conditions

A satisfactory cure for the above difficulty is the addition of a strake at an
appropriate location on the nacelle (Figure 5). Such a strake generates a powerful
leading edge vortex which siphons off the low energy boundary layer flow on the
nacelle, pylon, and slat transporting it downstream well above the wing upper surface.

The above examples are but a sampling of important interference effects arising at
transonic speeds. Omitted, for example, is a whole class of interferences which arise
in fighters at maneuver lifts where vortices generated upstream by separations on the
fuselage, canards, or strakes interact with the wing or tail to cause both favorable
and unfavorable interference. These cases will be covered in the lectures.

4. ORGANIZATION OF THE LECTURES

As in the examples of the last section, interference effects to be covered in the
present lecture series will be linked closely to specific aircraft performance
objectives. Considerations of interference in the optimization process will therefore
be undertaken constrained by overall vehicle requirements.

Important interference effects were seen to envolve fluid dynamic phenomena far too
complex to be analyzed by existing computational methods. A direct optimization is
thereforc out of reach. Optimal configurations must be sought by a search process
wherein experience is used both to eliminate detrimental gross fluid dynamic features
as strong shocks and boundary layer separations and to promote favorable interference.
It is therefore not surprising that the end design is not unique.

The lecture course has been divided into three parts. The first part (Lectures 1
to 5) forms background material describing the computational and testing tools. In
describing the numerical methods complex algebraic details are omitted whenever they
distract from the essential features of the methods. The first part concludes with a
review of the overall design process where the compromised gross features of the
aircraft are evolved, based upon its overall performance requirements, which defines
the starting point for the optimization.

Lectures 6 to 14 cover the wide range of interference phenomena arising in the
optimization of both military and commercial aircraft. Here the emphasis will be on
describing the relevant fluid dynamic mechanism that drives the optimization. Lectures
here are intentionally duplicative, so that alternative approaches toward a given
design goal can be demonstrated.

The third part on the last day will cover advanced innovative interference concepts
in aircraft design. The near-term applications will be for military aircraft where
such concepts are pioneered and thoroughly developed before being applied to commercial
aircraft. Such subjects as powered lift, aeroelastic tailoring, swept forward wings,
variable geometry and novel weapons carriage will be among the topics to be discussed.
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COMFUTATIONAL MEtIROIO; FOI -SUPOONIC AND TRA.XONIC ABFiODYN;AIIC LL;ZIGN

by

JY.W. Slooff

Ifead, Th.oretical Aerodynamic- Irpt.,
National Aerospace ILboratory NLF

Arsterdam

The Netherland.-

SUM,4ARY

An overview is provided of computational methods that .an be used in solvine the design problem of
aerodynamics; i.e. the problem of finding the detailed shape of (parts of) configurations of which the
gross geometric characteristics have already been determined in a preliminary, overall design frocess, and
that, subject to certain constraints, have to meet given aerodynamic requirements.
Attention is focussed on methods for solving the classical inverse problem of aerodynamics and on

approaches using optimization techniques. Both methods limited to subsonic flow utilizing panel method

technology as well as methods based on finite difference/volume formulations for compressible, tranconic
flow are covered.
In conclusion a discussion is presented of the relative merits of the various computational approaches to
the problem of aerodynamic design.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK-NOT F1M
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the process of aerodynamic design one can, traditionally, distinguish two phases (Fig. 1). The
first phase, that of PRELIMINARY DESIGN, consists of i parametric study in which the major 1esign variables
such as general dimensions, wing loading (CL), basic wing planform, etc. are fixed. During he second
phase, that of DESIGN DEVELOPMENT or DETAILED DESIGN the geometry of the wing and other configuration parts
is worked out in detail.

It is primarily this second phase that represents the market for tte now decade-old technical/
scientific discipline tl'at we call COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD). However, it must be expected that,
%ith computing speeds and algorithm efficiency still increasing continuously, computational aerodynamic
methods will also intrude gradually in the phase of preliminary design.

By far the greater part of the effort invested in CFD over the past 10 to 15 years has been in
developing methods and computer codes that solve the direct problem of aerodynamics, i.e. the problem of
determining the flow about a given shape at given incidence, Mach and Reynolds number. This has greatly
improved the possibilities for the early, but admittedly approximate, aerodynamic ANALYSIS of airplane
configurations. However, the greatest potential of CFD, when suitably adapted, is probably in the possi-
bility of directly computing shapes that will produce prescribed aerodytiamic characteristics. In this
DESIGN mode, computational aerodynamic methods are really complementary to wind-tunnel testing, (1].

The purpose of this lecture is to review such design-type of computational methods for subsonic and
transonic flow. The review will be limited to methods that can be used or, at least in principle can be
extended for use in situations involving aerodynamic intsrference. For this reason methods for single
airfoils based on eonformal mapping principles w,l hod 6raph methods will not be covered. For those
interested in conformal mapping methods references [2] to [51 provide siitable entry. A review of design
methods for transonic flow, including hodograph methods, has recently bt en given in chapter 5 of (6] and
(7].

In the following sections we will first ,-e'.ent a classification of computational aerodynamic design
methods. This will facilitate a systematic description of the various methods that can be found in the
literature. The most important of these, (from the point of view of this author) will be discussed in some
detail. The discussion will be concluded by a comparison of the possibilities and limitations of the
various approachc, lcading to ccrtain suggestions for irnrpovin the applicability and efficiency of
aerodynamic design methods.

For a good understanding of the material presented it is essential that the reader be familiar with
at least the principles of current CFD techniques for subsonic and t ansonic flow. It will also be helpful
if he is familiar with the principles of the calculus of variations and oDtmization techniques.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMIC DESIGN METHODS

Computational aerodynamic design methods can be categorized according to various criteria correspond-
ing with different viewpoints. The aerodynamic designer will be inclined to distinguish by the flow regime
(subsonic, transonic) in which the methods are applicable as well as by the geometrical capabilities
(2-D airfoils, wings, bodies, etc.). A matrix of existing computational aerodynamic design methods
following this classification, with numbers of listed references, is given in table 1. Note that there are
several "holes in the market".

With respect to geometric capabilities an important aspect of design methods is the extent to which
direct control can be executed over the geometry (in addition to the indirect control that can be
excercised through e.g. the pressure distribution). Because design methods can give rise to the problem
that the geometry required to realize given aerodynamic characteristics may not be acceptable from the
point of view of the structural engineer, some form of explicit control over the geometry is highly
desirable. This, ofcourse, is particularly important in the case of airplane modification studies, where
certain parts of the geometry may be modified and others must be kept fixed. It is indicated in table 1
which of the existing methods offer the possibility of excercising direct control over the geometry.
Distinction is made between the possibility to keep parts of the geometry fixed (mixed analysis/design
problem) and the possibility to allow the geometry to vary only within certain constraints.
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Next let us have a look at design methods from the point of view of the cvmpu.ational aerodynamicist.
We may then distinguishes three classes of formulations viz. (Tab. 2):
1. Inverse methods This category contains methods for solving the classical inverse problem of aerc-

dynamics, i.e. that of determining the detailed shape of a body that will produce a given pressure
distribution.

2. Indirect methods Indirect methods are characterized by the fact that, in principle, the designer has
direct control over neither ae-odynamic quantities such as lift, pitching mment and pressure distribu-
tion nor over the geometry. Rather than specifying such quantities directly, the designer has to
manipulate a number of (generally nun-physical) parameters and see what comes out of it. The hvdograph
and fictitious gas methods are in this category. In this lecture we will consider the rictitious gas
method only.

3. Aerodynamic optimization methods This category is characterized by the use of automated design proce-
dures in which an optimization algorithm and a fluid dynamics solver are linked together to, directly,
minimize a given aerodynamic object function, such as drag.

Another possible division of design methods is by the mathematical and numerical flow model that is
used. The present discussion will be essentially limited to inviscid, potential flows. The modeling of
viscous effects will be touched upon whenever appropriate, but will be discussed in more detail in
another lecture of this series. The p,.tential flow model is usually adequate lor design calculations,
which generally involve no, or only wzak shock waves. Methods based on the Euler equations, to the author's
knowledge, are not (yet) used in design-type calculations.

Potential flow methods restricted to subsonic flows that can be described by the linear Laplace or
Prandtl-Glauert .equation are generally of the PANEL HETHOD varietye. I.e. they use discretized surface
distributions of sources, doublets, vorticity etc. Methods that can also deal with (non-linear) transonic
flow situations utilize Finite Difference (FD), Finite Element (FE) or Finite Volume (FV) discretizations
of the flow field.

Because aerodynamic design problems are non-linear by neture, at least in the boundary conditions,
they must be solved by iteration. Hence, aerodynamic design methods, inverse methods in particular, can
also be distinguished by the way in which the problem is linearized in each iteration step. In this
respect we may distinguish between methods in which the problem is linearized analytically and, from the
outset, is formulated as a sequence of linear boundary value problems (b.v.p.) and methods which directly
address the full non-linear boundary value problem. With the iterative linear b.v.p. formulations numerical
discretization takes place after the (analytical) linearization of the problem. With the non-linear b.v.p.
formulation the full non-linear problem is discretized, resulting in a system of non-linear algebraic
equations. The latter are then solved by means of some standard (iterative) solution method for non-linear
algebraic equations (9].

Although the non-linear b.v.p. approach, in principle, is the most general of the two, most existing
methodz -'ploy the iterative linear b.v.p. formulation. Reasons for this are:
1. The fact that the conditions for uniqueness and solubility of linear b.v. problems are generally better

known than those of non-linear problems.
2. Methods and computer codes for linear b.v. (flow) problemz are already available in most cases and can

readily be implemented in program systems for the iterati'e linear approach.

In the following sections we will describe the main characteristics of a fairly large number of
aerodynamic design methods that are known to the author. Some of these cannot (yet) be found in the
literature. The purpose of this description is to provide the back-ground for a discussion of the possibil-
ities and limitations of the various approaches. Since these (the possibilities and limitations) are a
direct consequence of the way in which the design problem is formulated it is most convenient to follow the
classification of table 2.

3. INVERSE METHODS

3.1 General aspects

In the inverse problem of aerodynamics the detailed shape is to be determined of a body of which the
grors gcometrical and main load chara ctriaticz arc alrcady 'known from a preliminary desu 4
detailed geometry is to be determined such that, for a given Mach number, the body will produce a given
pressure distribution. This "target" pressure distribution is chosen in agreement with the main load
characteristics adopted in the preliminary design process. Because the shape of fuselage-type bodies is
generally determined by other than aerodynemic requirements, inverse methods are usually directed towards
obtaining the detailed shape of airfoil or wing-like bodies.

In incompressible or (linear) subsonic flow the inverse problem is non-linear in the boundary condi-
tions only. In transonic flow the problem is non-linear in both the boundary conditions and the flow
equations. Due to the non-linearity of the boundary conditions, the inverse problem is fundamentally more
complicated than the analysis problem. This is already so in the case of 2-D incompressible flow, as
pointed out by LighthillC and Woods 1 , and more recently by Volpe and Melnik 12 . In particular it has been
demonstrated by Lighthill, using conformal mapping techniques, that a unique and correct solution to the
inverse problem of 2-D, incompressible flow dues not exist unless a number of additional conditions in the
form of certain integral constraints are satisfied. Lighthill formulated these integral constraints in
terms of the zero lift velocity distribution (qo) and the angular coordinate 0 in the plane obtained by
conformally mapping the airfoil to a circle, viz.

f log q d 0 =0(31)
-n

f log qo cos 0 dO = 0 (3.2)
-0
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f log qo sin 0 d O = 0 (3.3)

The velocity distribution q is, of course, readily related to the pressure distribution t..ough the isen-
tropic relation

cp = -kL J[+~-)L1q)Y_-_ (3.4)Cp YM

(or the equivalent for incompressible flow).
The first of the conditions (3.1)-(3.3) is a consequence of the fact that qo is required to be an

analytical (i.e. non-singular) function, that takes the unit value at infinity. If the free-stream
velocity is taken to be different from unity, the right-ha*.d sight of Eq. (3.1) takes a value different
from zero. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) together express that the airfoil to be mapped to the (closed) circle
be closed (zero trailing edge thickness) and that the specified velocity distribution is consistent with
the specified circulation. Woods has pointed out that similar constraints are also required in the mixed
design problem in which the pressure distribution is prescribed for some parts of the airfoil and the shape
is prescribed for other parts. Volpe and Melnik1 2 have pointed out that the role of constraints and the
question of correct formulation of the inverse problem have never been properly addressed for (2-D)
compressible flows and that, as a consequence, most existing inverse methods for transonic flow are not
well formulated. For 3-D flows the situation is still more unsatisfactory. To the author's knowledge the
question of proper formulati.n has not been addressed even for incompressible flows. This, however, has
not prevented the development of useful inverse procedures.

The problem of non-linearity in the boundary conditions is avoided when the boundary conditions are
satisfied in the wing mean plane, as in classical thin wing or transonic small perturbation (TSP) theory.
The inverse problem then can be reduced to a Dirichlet boundary value problem for Lhe perturbation velocity
potential 4.

The additional conditions to be satisfied for a pruper formulation of the inverse TSP problem are not
known. However, we do know these conditions for the limiting case of incompressible flow from the classical
thin airfoil and thin wing theories. For a good understanding of the inverse problem it is useful to
consider these first.

In thin airfoil theory13 , the symmetric (thickness) and antisymmetric (lifting) parts of the incom-
pressible flow are described by the following integral relations

ut(x,°) = x- (3.5)2wTr0  X-C

0 C

In these expressions ut is the chordwise perturbation velocity due to thickness and w is the perturbation
velocity normal to the z-axis due to lift. They can be expressed as the chordwioe (4x) and normal (4z)
derivatives of the perturbation velocity potential. [wl and EuJj denote the jumps in normal and chord-
wise velocity across the slit (0< x< 1, z = 0) where the airfoil 9o.ndary conditions are satisfied. With
the linearized boundary conditions, [fwl8 and wt are related to the airfoil geometric quantities as
follows

0 +  dz t
0 _ = 2 (3.7)

dz
w, dx c (3.8)

where the subscripts t and c refer to thickness and camber, respectively, and a is the angle of attack.
In the direct problem, with the geometric properties (3.7), (3.8) given, (3.5) must be considered as

an integral expression for ut and (3.6) as an integral equation for [J8. Equation (3.6) is the classical
integral equation of lifting surface theory. It is known that equation (3.6) does not have a unique solu-
tion, unless an additional condition is satisfied; the reason being that there exists a non-trivial solu-
tion of the homogeneous equation. In thin airfoil theory the Kutta condition

0+

[u(x=1TX + = 0 (3.9)
0-

together with its implication of a jump in velocity potential extending from the trailing edge to down-
stream infinity is the additional condition that guarantees a unique (and indeed physically relevant)
solution.

In the inverse problem the situation is exactly opposite. We then have th. situation that equation
(3.6) represents an integral expression for determining the camber and incidence from the specified load
distribution flul, while (3.5),with (3.7), represents an integral equation for the unknown thickness distri-
bution.

Since the integral equation (3.5) of the inverse thickness problem is the same as that (3.6) of
lifting surface theory we must also specify an additional condition to be satisfied in order to have a
well-posed problem with a unique solution. The relevait choice to be made for this additional condition is
of course the closure condition:
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I m(l)]- d, C (3.10)
0

requiring that the airfoil be clsed (C = 0) or have a given trailing edge thickness (C > o). lith C > 0
there is a net source flow trailing behind the airfoil.

It can be shown that in the mixed boundary value problem, in which the velocity distribution iu
prescribed over part of the slit and the geometry over the remainder, both a condition fixing the circula-
tion and the closure condition must be enforced in order to obtain a Droblem with a unique solution. It is
emphasized that without satisfying, either explicitly cr implicitly, the necessary additional condition(s)
any numerical scheme is bound to fail. Corresponding additional conditions must be satisfied in the case
of 3-D (thin) wing flow. Note, that in thin airfoil theory as described above the airfoil shape can be
determined directly, without iteration.

At this point it is instructive to notice that the Kutta condition (3.8) together with the closure
condition (3.9) represent the equivalent in thin airfoil theory of Lighthill's constraints (3.2) and (3.3.
While these conditions are necessary and sufficient for a unique solution they do not guarantee a valid
solution. For a uniformly valid (that is non-singular, (i) solution in thin airfoil theory, the airfoil
must be cusped at both ends. In other words, the additional constraint

w(x = 0,I) = 0 (3.11)

must be imposed on the solution of the inverse thickness problem. Evidently (3.11) is the thin airfoil
equivalent of Lighthill's constraint (3.1). We will call equations (3.1), (3.11) the regularity condition.

As pointed out by Volpe and Melnik' 2 , Lighthill's constraints, or rather the equivalent of those,
must also be satisfied when the boundary conditions are linearized about a given (non-planar) approxima-
tion of the airfoil that is being sought. In the latter case the inverse problem can be solved as a
sequence of Dirichlet boundary value problems for the velocity potential with the geometry updated through
the normal velocity W resulting after each Dirichlet step (Fig. 2a).

The distribution of the surface potential required for the Dirichlet boundary condition is obtained
by integration of the target velocity distribution, i.e.

s

0 (s = 0) + f q(s')ds' (3.12)
s=O

The constant of integration %, in (3.12), fixes the average level of the potential at the airfoil
relative to that at infinity and through this the total net mass flux from the airfoil to infinity. Hence
4o can be used to satisfy the equivalent, for thick airfoils, of the closure condition (3.10).

At this point a remark must be made with respect to the boundary conditions at infinity. For panel
methods these are of little concern because they are satisfied implicitly by the elementary source and
doublet/vortex solution. In transonic FD/FE/FV methods they must be imposed explicitly at the outer
boundary of the computational domain. For a properly formulated analysis method with Ueumann boundary condi-
tions in the near-field, (airfoil surface), the far-field boundaty condition must be of the Dirichlet type,
with allowance for a jump in potential corresponding with the circulation around the airfoil. Conversely,
methods utilizing Dirichlet-type near-field boundary conditions should have Neumann-type far-field boundary
conditions, with allowance for an integral mass flux constraint corresponding with the required amount of
trailing edge openness of the airfoil. In none of the transonic inverse methods that can be found in the
literature this point is dealt with adequately. It was, however, (partly?) recognized by Volpe and
Melnik .

Volpe and Melnik also argue, that in order to obtain a proper stream surface, we must require the
solution to contain a branch point or dividing streamline. This, in general, requires a stagnation point.
This last requirement can also be brought-up as follows. Note, that since

q2 = U2 + W2  (3.13)

the normal velocity W resulting from the solution of the Dirichlet proolem, must be small with respect to
U (and a), or, in other words

W << U,q (3.14)

This implies the requirement

W(so) = 0 (3.15)

where so = s(U= 0). Equation (3.15), of course, is the equivalent of the regularity condition (3.11). As
discussed in (12], the implication of this requirement is that a free parameter such as the magnitude of
the free stream or a free parameter in the target pressure distribution must be introduced.

In three dimensions the question of well-posedness of the inverse problem does not seem to have been
addressed properly even for incompressible flow. One aspect is that the 3-D equivalents of Lighthill's
constraints have not been formulated. Apart from this there are strong indications that the 3-D inverse
problem is ill-posed, in the sense that small differences in specified pressure distribution may lead to
large differences in geometry. The point was first noted in [1]. An example taken from [55) has been
reproduced in figure 3.

Related aspects of the 3-D inverse problem, in particular when formulated in terms of a sequence of
Dirichlet problems with geometry corrections based on calculated normal velocity distributions, are the
following:
The conversion of specified pressure or velocity distribution into specified velocity potential is funda-
mentally more complicated than in 2-D flow. Assuming the normal velocity to be sufficiently smali the
conversion is described by the equation

+ , = q2 (c,n) (3.16)
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, ii being orthogonal curvilinear coordinates on the (approximation to the) wing surface. The problem of
finding * is similar to one in three-dimensional boundary layer computations, [15], in which the boundary
conditions at the edge of the boundary layer require the knowledge of the velocity components of the outer
inviscid flow while only the pressure distribution is given. It leads to an initial value problem with
either the potential or both velocity components at the leading edge given as initial conditions. Because
of the hyperbolic nature of this initial value problem, the characteristics of which are the streamlines,
the solution may contain discontinuities manifesting themselves in "intersecting streamlines" or limit
lines (Fig. 14), unless the prescribed pressure distribution and/or the initial conditions satisfy addi-
tional requirements. Clearly such discontinuities are not acceptable in the inverse problem*). However, it
is not evident how they should be avoided. Presumably one should either avoid to linearize the full non-
linear problem in such a way that the solution of initial value problems is required at intermediate steps
or one should choose the initial ionditions (€ or direction of q at the leading edge) such that discon-
tinuities are avoided.

The problem of correcting the geometry when the normal velocity (W) is known from the solution of the
Dirichlet problem is closely related to the problem of computing the displacement thickness of a 3-D
boundary layer. It follows from a discussion by Lighthilllb that, assuming the displacement 6 to be small,
6 is determined by a quasi-linear first-order equation of the type

( h + an (pV61) = PW hh n  (3.17)

In (3.17) t, n are orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and .., h. metric coefficients. Note that the stream-
lines are also the characteristics of (3.17). Hence the remarks given above with respect to the determina-
tion of 0 from (3.16) are also relevant for the determination of 6 from (3.17).

The difficulties described above ai, circumvented, to some extent, in iterative-Neumann or residual-
correction type of formulations of the inverse problem (Fig. 2b). In such formulations the residual, that
is the difference between the actual and required pressure distribution, is determined in each iteration
step, by means of an analysis (Neumann) code and a correction to the geometry, driving the residual to
zero, is obtained from some (simplified) inverse procedure. It will be clear that in this case the closure
and regularity conditions must be satisfied in the simplified inverse procedure.

The third category of inverse methods (non-linear boundary value problem approach, Fig. 2c) directly
addresses the full non-linear problem. This should, of course, also be formulated such that the closure
and regularity conditions are satisfied.

In the following sections we will discuss a number of examples of inverse methods from the various
categories in some detail.

3.2 Methods based on thin airfoil theory

Subsonic flow models
An example of an early panel method containing a design option is that of Woodward17 1 (1967). In

this method the flow about a wing-fuselage configuration is simulated by means of (Fig. 5):
- line source and doublet distribution along the fuselage axis, to simulate fuselage volume and camber
effects

- constant source density panels in the wing mean plane, representing wing thickness
- constant "pressure (difference) panels", i.e. constant bound vorticity panels with their associated
trailing vorticity, to represent wing lift effects

- constant bound vorticity panels on a (cylindrical) part of the fuselage around the wing-fuselage inter-
section, to model interference effects.

The method can be considered to provide an approximate solution for the problem of linearized subsonic or
supersonic flow about thin wings mounted on a fuselage of simple shape. In the analysis mode, the
strengths of the vorticity panels is determined by solving a system of linear equations that results from
satisfying the boundary condition of tangent flow at discrete vorticity panel control points. It is now
known6 ,'9 that such a discretization scheme is numerically unstable when the panel mid-points are selected
as control points. Woodward, empirically, Cii.umfvcntcd thic problem by positioninR the control points at
95 % of the central panelZchord. In the design mode the method is used to compute the wing twist and
chordwise camber slopes j that, in the presence of the fuselage, and for a given wing thickness, will
sustain a prescribed spanwise and chordwise lift distribution. The camber surface itself is obtained by
integration

Z0 (x,y) = Z (y) + x -- df (3.18)
xye(y)

where Zo(y) is an integration constant which, within the limitations of linearized theory can be chosen
freely.
Utilizing the relation

ACp = 2 (Cpup-Cpth.) (3.19)

between lift distribution ACP, upper surface pressure distribution Cu and pressure distribution due to
wing thickness CPth , the design mode can also be used to design the up camber surface for a given upper
surface pressure distribution and given wing thickness distribution.

In the design mode the strengths of the wing vorticity panels are related directly to the prescribed
load distribution. Only the strengths of the fuselage vorticity panels have to be solved for. Note that in
this "inverse lift" problem the closure and regularity conditions do not appear and that the Kutta condi-
tion is satisfied implicitly by the vorticity panels. However, due to the linearized (thin wing) boundary
conditions, the results are not valid at the leading edge of wings with round-nosed airfoil sections.

*) In the boundary layer case the discontinuity may be indicative for a separation line, with the discon-
tinuity representing the "footprint" of the associated vortex sheet in the outer inviscid flow.
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nesign options similar to those described above are also available in the early Boeing subsonic
wing-fuselage code A236, as communicated briefly by Rubbert in (8]. /n example of application can be
found in (18]. A summary of the capabilities is repruduced in figure 6. The method differs from Wovdward's
in the sense that on the fuselage, which can be of arbitrary shape, the exact boundar; conditions are
satisfied. This is realized through constant density source panels on the fuselage surface. Wing lift
effects are modeled by the vortex lattice variant (Fig. 7) of constant density (normal) doublet panels.

According to [8], the method also contains the option to do the inverse thickness problem. However,
in the present author's experience, the discretization scheme used (constant density source panels) is
Lnstablt, in the sense of (191, when tangential velocity boundary conditions are applied. This would be so
even if a closure condition were enforced, which is not mentioned. Hence, there is some doubt whether this
option is useable.

A further notable feature of the method is that it contains a Riegels type of leading edge correction.
The purpose of such correction is to remove the singularity of solutions of thin-wing theory at the leading
edge of wings with round-nosed airfoil sections. For background of the Riegels type of leading edge correc-
tion see, e.g., Weber 21 or Van Dyke14.

The NLR linear subsonic inverse code, [22] combines several features of the Loodward I and Boeing A230
codes, as indicated in figure 8. As in the Boeing code, the fuselage surface is covered with constant
density source panels. Wing lift effects are modeled through Woodward constant pressure panels with,
however, the control points at the panel centers. This discretization scheme, while unstable in combination
with analysis-type boundary conditions, is stable (in the sense of (8], [19]) in combination with the
design-type boundary conditirns utilized here.

Wing thickness effects are modeled through constant density x-doublet panels (doublet axis in free
stream direction). It can be shown, (2-], that this is equivalent to line source/sink begments with equal
but opposite strength along the leading and trailing edges of a panel. In analogy with the vortex lattice
method this is called a sourcL lattice method. In contrast with the constant source density panel, this
discretization scheme is stable in combination with design type boundary conditions at panel center
control points. A further attractive feature of the scheme is that the closure condition (3.10) is satis-
fied implicitly for each chordwise strip of panels.

A unique feature of the NLR code is that it also contains means for explicit control over the
geometry, in particular with respect to wing twist, (maximum) thickness, leading edge radius and trailing
edge angle. Required values for these quantities may be specified at all span stations. The extra equations
modeling these geometric requireme.ts are added to the system that represents the pure aerodynamic problem.
The resulting total system of equations is over-determined and is solved in a weighted least squares sense
utilizing the formulation of transposed matrices. The designer may choose different weights for the upper
and lower surface pressure distributions and geometry requirements. The option may be used to satisfy the
regularity condition or, more in general, to avoid shapes that are undesirable from the point of view of
full scale wing structures. It may also be used to satisfy wing thickness requirements resulting from
multi-disciplinary, preliminary design considerations.

In NLR practice the code is never used in stand-alone mode but is part of a more comprehensive
computer-program system for the design of thick wings through a residual-correction formulation. The
latter will be discussed in section 3.4.

Apart from the thin-wing type methods discussed above, the literature also contains a number of
methods, (23], (24] which, utilizing vortex lattice modeling, are directed towards optimizing the twibt and
camber of thin lifting surfaces for minimum induced drag. These lifting surfaces may be multiple and
mutually interfering. Fuselage effects, however, are not modeled. While such methods are not inverse
methods in the actual sense of the word they do allow or even require the specification of chordwise lift
distributions, the spanwise distributions being determined by means of an optimization process (see also
section 4).

Transonic flow
Transonic flow with thin-wing boundary conditions is, classically, described by means of transonic

small perturbation (TSP) theory. As we shall see in the following survey inverse TSF methods are generally
less well developed than their subsonic counterparts. This is reflected in particular in the limited
geometric capabilities and the almost common lack of control over closure. The situation is primarily a
rePAlt Of the Net tbRt, diie tn the non-1 inPAity Of the TSP !Ow equations, the surfacc as vroll az th.
space around the configuration must be discretized. In addition, the lift and thickness problems can nu
longer be dealt with separately.

Early work on a mixed direct/inverse method for transonic airfoil design, based on transonic small
perturbation theory and utilizing a relaxation type of finite difference technique has been reported by
Steger and Klineberg25 . These authors have studied the problem of an airfoil in transonic flow with given
leading-edge geometry with the pressure distribution specified over the remaining portion of the chord. A
perturbation velocity potential formulation was used in the leading-edge region and a first-order equation
system

3F + w+ - = 0 (continuity) (3.20)

u_ . = 0 (irrotationality) (3.2|)
z x

in the remainder of the flow field (Fig. 9). F was chosen according to the Guderley-Von Karman formulation
of TSP theory. Steger and Klineberg do not mention and, apparently, do not explicitly batisfy the necessary
additional condition (closure) required for uniqueness. However, at the same time, rather than specifying
u directly as a boundary cvndition in the finite difference relaxation process, they utilize an iterative
procedure in which, successively,
i) a complete relaxation sweep is performed with direct (analysis) boundary conditions for an estimate of

the required geometry
ii) an improved estimate for the geometry is obtained from the irrotationality condition (5.C1) by, succes-

sively;
ii.1) replacing u(z = 0), on the slit (Fig. 9) in the finite difference expression for (z = 0), by

the required surface value of u.
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ii.2) chordwise integration of to yield

dZ, X aw
w = Tx (,z = ±O)d + C,

x
I

= Tf (&,z = !O)d + C1  (3.22)

and
x

= f wdx + C2  (323)
xl

dZ

the constants of integration C, and C2 being used to enforce continuity in Z and at x,, where
the new shape is joined to the fixed leading-edge geometry.

Although a convergence proof for the procedure is not given, the process doe3 converge apparently. Not in
the least, according to the authur.,because they maintained consistency between the numerical formulation
of direct and inverse boundary conditions, and presumably also because a Neumann type boundary condition
is satisfied in each relaxation sweep. Note, that there is no control over the trailing-edge gap, and that
the angle betwepn the free stream and the reference coordinate system is held fixed (Fig. 9), implying
that the orientation of the given leading-edge geometry with respect to the free stream is also fixed.

While the examples presented by Steger and Klineberg are of a fairly academic nature, Langley2 s of
ARA, utilizing a similar iterative procedure, but a (non-conservative) Murman and Krupp2 7 type perturba-
tion velocity potential formulation through the entire flow field, succeeded in carrying the inverse TSP
method to appreciably more practical levels of application. The latter is reflected in the fact that
Langley arranged his program to have various options. For example the upper surface and lower surface, aft
of a fixed leading-edge geometry, may be altered simultaneously or separately; alternatively the pressure
distribution may be specified over the upper surface and the thickness distribution may be kept constant.
The latter option was incorporated in order to avoid problems like negative or too large trailing-edge
thickness which, as in the Steger/Klineberg approach, may result from the absei,ce of control over airfoil
closure. It is interesting to note that Langley, in [26], reports the failure of attempts to solve the
inverse problem directly by enforcing the Dirichlet boundary condition for

x

*(x) = f u(E)d + (xd) (3.24)
x 
I

on the slit (reason why he switched to the "indirect" inverse approach in which successive analysis-type
calculations are made with regular updating of the airfoil shape through the irrotationality condition).
The additional conditions associated with the inverse problem are not mentioned in [26]. Hence, it seems
likely that the failure was caused by not satisfying the necessary additional conditions, resulting in a
wrongly posed problem.

Both Steger and Klineberg2 5 and Langley26 stress that the crux of the design problem is the t-eatmcnt
of the airfoil boundary conditions. In Langley's method the Neumann boundary condition is implemented by
substituting the given surface slope E for z in the finite difference expression

dx

( zz)i,j (z) 2 (i,+I - li,j - Z(lz)i,j)

for *zz at the (jth) mesh line coinciding with the slit (Fig. 9). The cross-derivative z = a in the
expression (3.22) for the geometry update is approximated by x 3z

(')s . = - 0) + 4(- (xi (3.26)

with (%x)i- replaced by the required velocity.
It should De noted that the geometry update procedure, equation (3.26) in particular, implies continuity
of *x in the z-direction, but not necessarily in the x-direction. In terms of the general discussion of
section 3.1 this means that the regularity condition is not satisfied. The analysis calculetion on the
other hand does imply continuity of *x because of the finite difference approximation for xx" This
numerical inconsistency could, presumably, have a negative effect on the convergence of the iteration
process and, apparently, shows up as a local oscillation in the resulting pressure distribution at the
point x, where the fixed leading edge geometry meets the remaining, nfw shape (Fig. 10).

It is further worth noting that Langley reports that substantial underrelaxation (0.1 to 0.3) is
required in updating the surface slopes through the irrotationality condition and that 150-300 fine grid
iterations, preceeded by a similar amount on two successive coarser grids are required for convergence.

In a later effort at ARA by Forsey and Carr briefly reported by Lock 8, the problem of not being able
to successfully enforce the Dirichlet-type boundary condition was apparently overcome. At the same time
the method was extended to 3-D wings. An example of application is given in figure 11.

Use of the "indirect'inverse technique (as well as failure of the "Dirichlet technique") has also
been mentioned by Schmidt et al.2 9 and Schmidt and Hedman 30. In the latter paper the closure problem is
crudely disposed off by rotating the lower surface around the airfoil section leading-edge point.

Inverse methods based on TSP formulation which do utilize Dirichlet boundary conditions (except,
again, in the leading-edge region, where a fixed shape is assumed), have been studied by
Shankar et al.3 1',3 . In [31], a non-conservative, transonic similarity form

[K - (y+1)Ox xx + 0 = 0 (3.27)

of the 2-D Guderley-Von Karman TSP equation is used. K being a transonic similarity parameter and 2

U
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representing a stretched coordinate. In the leading-edge region the Neumann boundary condition is
implemented as in Langley's method. This leads to the following difference equation being solved at tht
airfoil grid point3 where the shape, i.e. 4z is prescribed

[(-Ylx xx~i,j ~ 4 ij1 - (3.28)67

The non-linear term, as usual, is approximated by central differences at elliptic points and by upwind
differences in hyperbolic points. At the design-portion of the airfoil grid points, the Dirichlet boundary
condition is implemented as

€i,j = €i-I,j + ui-i,j (x i,j-xi-l,j)(.)

ui_ ,j being the required velocity, specified at half-mesh. Equation (3.29) enforces continuity of € at
x = X). The level of 4 in the design portion is updated during each relaxation sweep. After the relaxation
process has converged, the new airfoil slope is computed from the exact inverse of equation (3.28), i.e.

* ) -i, I ) (3.30)2%i~ = ~ -i~

In this way full consistency between the analysis and design formulations is achieved, thereby avoiding,
presumably, local oscillations at the analysis/design junction x, of the kind observed in figure WO. As
mentioned earlier the finite difference procedure, and the difference formula for xx in particular,
implies continuity of a._at x, on both upper and lower surface. Hence, the regularity condition is satir-
fied. It is suggested here, that these two, implicit, additional conditions also serve to fix the circula-
tion and trailing edge oeenness and thereby the uniqueness of the solution. As in the Steger anI
Klineberg' and Langley5  procedures this does not leave room for control over the trailing-edge thickness.
However, it would seem possible to, additionally, exercise control over trailing-edge closucc by intro-
ducing the orientation of the fixed leading-edge geometry with respect to the fret' stream as an additional
free parameter.

In (32] Shankar et al. have extended their approach to 3-D wings in the presence of a body. The
approach was taken to modify the existing 2-D Bailey-Ballhaus TSP analysis cede as extended by Mason et
a.13. The 3-D code utilizes fully conservative differencing.

Tha 3-D design examples presented in [32] suffer severely from the absence of control over trailing
edge thickness. Several suggestions are given for, fairly crude, remedies for this situation, such as
rotating the lower surface about the leading edge. However, the possibility mentioned above, to control
closure through introsuction of an additional free parameter which represents the orientation of the fixed
leading edge geometry with respect to the free stream, is not considered.

In a further paper 34 Shankar, now considering Dirichlet boundary conditions over the whole of the
chord, addresses the closure problem by varying the constant of integration in equation (3.2h), or, in
other words, by varying the potential at the leading edge. In particular he uses the following procedure:
(1) Compute the flow field for a given starting geometry with the purpose of providing a first estimate

for the potential LE at the leading edge
(2) Compute the potential on the wing plane from (3.2;), (with x1 = xLE).
(3) Solve the Dirichlet problem for the difference equations by means of line relaxation.
(4) Determine the trailing edge gap tTE from equation (3.10) and the derivative 3tTE/n4LE; determine

correction ALE from

atTE

LE tTEI3 LE (3.31)

(5) Repeat steps (3) and () until closure is achieved.
Note that the determination of the n2 derivatives (3tT)h/( aLEm (n is the number of span stations)

is very costly since each requires another Dirichlet problem to be solved. For this reason a simplified
procedure is used involving only a small fraction of the gradient matrix elements tTE/aELg. Clearly,
there is a need for more effieient procedures that enforce closure. As we shall see in the next section
one possibility seems to be to update the leading potential after each relaxation sweep.

3.3 Iterative methods utilizing Dirichlet-type boundary conditions

In this section we will discuss methods that, basically, solve for the non-linearity in the boundary
conditions by means of an iterative process of the type of figure 2a.

Subsonic flow models
Design options utilizing Dirichlet-type, or rather tangential velocity boundary conditions on thick,

lifting geometries are contained by the Boeing PA1AIR System, [35], (36]. The PA1AIR system utilizes
linear source and quadratic doublet distributions on flat panels that can be used in combination with
various types of boundary conditions (Fig. 12a). The doublet/design network can be used for the design of
thin camber surfaces. The source/design network is used for the design of thick geometries. It can be used
in combination with other types of network to solve complete design problems as well as mixed analysis/
design problems in which part of the geometry is fixed (Fig. 12b). As such it is highly versatile. In the
source/design network the closure condition is imposed explicitly; the linear source distribution provides
the additional free parameter necessary for this. The regularity condition, however, is not considered.

A rather extreme example illustrating the consequence of not satisfying the regularity condition in a
mixed analysis/design problem is presented in figure 12. The solution, obtained after three iterations is
clearly singular at the points where the fixed and free parts of the geometry are matched. This would be
the case in all mixed analyses/design problems with arbitrary prescribed pressure distributions. Similarly,
the solution would be singular at the stagnation point in complete design, requiring some form of local
smoothing of the designed geometry.

A 3-D example [36] of a mixed analysis/design problem using PANAIR has been reproduced in figure lb.
The example illustrates that the method is capable of (approximately) recovering, after 2 iterations,the
geometry of a shape the pressure distribution of which was taken as "target". Note that in this case the
regularity condition is satisfied automatically through the particular choice of the pressure distribution.
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In the example of figure 14 the problem, mentioned in section 3. 1, of converting the given pressure
distribution into a distribution of velocity potential or velocity components was circumvtnt.,d by
specifying the tangential velocity components to have the direction o1 the velocitie., of the modified
(starting) geometry and the magnitudes of the velocities of the original geometry (which i., to bL
recovered). A consequence of this choice iz that the original geonetry cannot have been recovered exacly,
unless the velocity directions on the modified and original geometries were identical.

References (35), [3b] do not provide detoil. about the procedurc utilized for updating the ,eonctry
from the normal velocity components in each iteration.

A method for the design of multiple airfoils with given pressure distribution has been do:crit.d by
Ormsbee and Chen3 7. The method, based on earlier work of OellersO, differs from the majority of invr.,t,
methods in the sense that a formulation in terms of stream function , rather than velocity rotential i-
utilized. As a consequence the approach is fundamentally limited to two-dimenoional flows.

The integral equation to be solved in this method is of the type

z(s)u cos a - x(s)U sin a - 0 (s')tn r(s,s')d'

= constant L3.32)

where s is the arc length along the airfoil, z(s) and x(s) are the airfoil coordinates and j(s') represents
a surface vorticity distribution. In the iterative process chosen 1(s') is set equal to the local
(prescribed) velocity (as it should be in the converged solution) and z(s) is calculated directly for
fixed x(s) in each iteration ztep. The discretization scheme chosen employs flat panels with constant
vorticity. Control points are chosen at panel centers.

It is worth noting that the use of vorticity distributions-only implies that the closure condition
is satisfied implicitly. Another consequence is that only airfoils with zero trailing edge thickness are
admitted. The stream function formulation, presumably, implies that also the regularity condition is
implicitly satisfied. This might explain the authors' remark that "specificat )n of 1 on the entire airfoil
results in overspecification of the problem and reasonable answers may not be obtaired". They also commu-
nicate the experience that "special care is (must be?) taken in specifying the velocities near the leading
and trailing edges". This suggests that the method may not be fully properly fornulated in the mathematical/
numerical sense.

The method can be used for the design of single as well as multiple airfoils with fixed gap and
overlap between components. The latter, according to the authors, "can cause a nonconverging iterative
process if the specified velocity at the trailing edge of the forward element is inconsistent with the
high velocity peak on tho flap".

Examples of single and two-element airfoils designed for high lift with attached flow have been
reproduced in figure 15.

Transonic flow
The first reported effort to solve the full potential transonic lifting 2-D inverse airfoil problem iz

that of Tranen". Broadly speaking Tranen's method can be considered as a version of the Garabedian-Korn"
analysis method with the Neumann boundary condition on the airfoil surface replaced by a Dirichlet boundary
condition. In the Garabedian-Korn method the quasi-linear form of the full potential equation is solved in
polar coordinates w,r in a computation plane obtained by mapping the region exterior to the airfoil onto
the interior of a unit circle. Non-conservative differencing with simple upwind bias in the supersonic zone
is used and the resulting non-linear system of equations is solved by means of SLOR.

The distribution of the surface potential required for the Dirichlet boundary condition in Tranen's
method is obtained by integration of the target velocity distribution, viz. Eq. (3.12). While in the
original analysis method the velocity components are calculated by means of central differences at the
mesh points themselves, Tranen, in specifying the surface potential in the Dirichlet problem, found that
for a stable dircretization it is necessary to specify the pressure (velocity) at half-mesh and to
determine * through integration, using an expression of the type

= i-1 + (U.f).H Aw (3.33)

f being the mapping modulus. (Note that a similar strategy was followed by Shankar3, see Section 3.2.) In
Tranen's method the constant of integration determining tne level of the buifaCc ...... aican eithesr be
fixed or can be used to control closure. In the latter case a correction 600 to the surface potential
level is applied after each relaxation sweep. The magnitude of this correction is taken to be proportional
to the net mass flux Q (transpiration) through the airfoil surface, i.e.

o .Q (3.34)

with

max
Q f pV ds (3.35)

0

where V is the velocity component normal to the surface (radial direction). The value of the proportional-
ity constant has been determined empirically. However, utilizing the fact that the potential of a source
(in incompressible flow) equals Q Zn P (P being the distance to the source in the physical plane) it should
also be possib~e to determined c theoretically.

Tranen's way to control closure is probably more efficient than that of Shankar34 , described in the
preceding section; the reason being that Tranen's procedure does not require the numerical determination,
through additional Dirichlet problems, of the derivative atTE/aCLE prior to update of the potential but
corrects the potential after each relaxation sweep.

It can be argued ([12], see also section 3.1) that the Dirichlet problem in Tranen's method is not
properly posed because of the far-field boundary condition that is used and that the inverse problem as a
whole is not well forimulated because the regularity condition at the stagnation point is not imposed. The
latter is reflected in the way the new airfoil shape is determined. The latter problem requires two steps:
i. determination of the normal velocity V from the Dirichlet solution

ii. determination of the displacement of the stagnation streamline (integration of new surface slopes).
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In determining the norral velocity V at the surface mesh rointo from thc Dirichlet ,vlutlon ran, 3

utilizes the usual -entral difference expression, (O]

vi = i " i - o .

with the potential in the dumy point (i,O), inside the airfoil (outside the unit circle in the coeputa-
tional plane) determined by satisfying the difference forn of the flow equetions in the surface r.voh
points. As described in the preceding section a similar procedure was adopted by Fhankar' 2 for thi TOP
equation.

The fact that Tranen does not enforce proper branching of the surface streamline i reflect 1 in
particular in the procedure for the determination of the displacement of the "stagnation streadine", Th
displacement 4 of the new surface, relative and normal to tht old shape is determined by luoarature usicn,
the mass conservation expression

4 1 p U. 4. + CV jPi..IV 1
1i i [i-I i-I 2-i-I

Ui, Vi etc. are determined by means of central differences of the type (3.36). However, at the truiling
edge V is set equal to zero by ertrapolation from upstream grid pointo. At the sure timc soe smoothing
procedure is required at the grid points nearest to the "stagnation point" (i.e. the point where U, but
not necessarily V, is equal to zero) where the integration is started.

As a result of the improper formulation of tho inverse problem and the necessar::y required adjust-
ments to the surface displacement Tranen requires a direct (= analysis) calculation to check the roulting
pressure distribution. A flow chart of the complete design procedure is reproduccd in figure l. Notk. that
the procedure exhitits aspects of a residual-correction type of formulation (Fig. 2b .

Convergence 13 considered to be obtained when the pressure distribution output by the analysir program
is sufficiently close to the prescribed pressure distribution from the previous inverse ea o. Althmagh
convergence in the proper mathematical sense is not guaranteed in Tranen's procedure, examples such as
reproduced in figure 17 sugges. that engineering requirements can be met in two or three inverse - lirect
iterations.

Approaches similar to Trenen's have been followed by Volpe"1 and Arlinger" in developing inverse
methods for two-element airfoil systems in two-dimensional transonic flow. Method, of this type are
useful in the design of transonic manoeuvre devices.

In both methods the infinite physical domain is mapped into a computational domain convisting of the
finite annular region between two concentric circles. In this plane the main airfoil iL mappl into a
circle of unit radius and the slat or flap into a circle with smaller radius. In this computational plant
finite differences and SLOR are used to solve the full potential equation. The relative position of the
elements is fixed during the iteration cycles.

In Volpe's'1 method Dirichlet boundary conditions must be applied on the entirety of both or either
one of the airfoil elements. The level of the potential on each of the elements is taken fron an analysis
solution for a starting geometry. The resulting trailing edge gap must be accepted as it is or can be
corrected "manually". As in Tranen's method the regularity condition is not imposed.

Arlinger's 2 method accepts mixed Neumann/Dirichlet boundary conditions in much the same way as in
Shankar'sP inverse TSP method, discussed in section 3.2. As in [31] the regularity condition is satisfied
at the junction of the fixed and free parts of the geometry, but there is no control over clocure.

A more fundamental (but not necessarily more practical) approach to the 2-D inverse single airfoil
problem for the full potential equation has been taken by Volpe and Melnik in [12]. The fundamental differ-
ence with Tranen's3 9 procedure is that Volpe and Melnik satisfy the regularity condition, i.e. their
solutions represent proper stream surfaces. They do so by allowing the magnitude q. of the free stream to
vary in such a way that, in Tranen's terminology, V = 0 where U is specified to be zero. In this way they
succeed in solving the "pure" inverse problem by a sequence of Dirichlet problems with no need, at any
stage, for a.direct solution over the current airfoil contour. However, they do not control closure in the
sense that a given trailing edge thickness is designed for.

The formulation and solution of the viricnlet probica in VU.' cth difCr "rom Tranen's in
number of technical but not insignificant details. The most important of these are:
- the "circle plane" finite difference technique is based on Jameson's' (non-conservative) rotated
difference scheme and mapping procedure rather than those of the Garabedian-Korn method40

- the constant of integration fixing the surface potential is chosen arbitrarily but a source term ro tn r
is subtracted from the potential. The source term is also represented in the far-field boundary condi-
tion and allows for a net mass flow through the boundary as well as for mass generation at shoc 4avez
introduced by the non-conservative differencing.

- After each relaxation sweep both the free stream velocity q and the source term o are corrected in
order to enforce V = 0 at the leading edge stagnation point and at the trailing edge. Hence there is no
room for control of closure and whatever trailing edge gap results from the computation is accepted.

- After each Dirichlet problem the perturbation slope

V.60 ie,j=! M tan
-
' U (3.38)

i,j=I

is used to determine the corrections to the mapping modulus that will drive the approximate airfoil
surface to become a streamline. Upon convergence the inverse mapping from the unit circle to the converged
airfoil shape is carried out using the known mapping modulus and airfoil slopes.

A point of concern with respect to Volpe's method is that substantial underrelaxation must be applied
to the changes in airfoil shape in order to ensure convergence of the design process. In spite of this the
number of Dirichlet cycles required for convergence is fairly large, being of the order of 15. This should
be compared with the 2 to 3 cycles, which, apparently, are required in Tranen's approach. We will return
to this point shortly.

A remark must be made first with respect to the treatment of the trailing edge. It is recalled that
the target surface pressure (velocities) are specified at half-mesh and the circulation fixed by integra-
tion. At the same time, after satisfying the difference equations, the velocity components are calculated
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at tne mesh points themselve., by means of central differencee. As a result, U at the trailing edge is not

necessaril. z.ero. Hence there is no complete ccnsctency with the direct solution where tile circulation is
fixtd by requiring U to be zero at the trailing edge. In the inverse method a small correction to the
circulation of O(h 2 ), h being the '-uh width, will in general be sufficient to drive U exactly to zro at
the trailing edge.

Having noticed that in general, U * U at tne trailing edge one may conclude that 60 (equation (36))
will lco in general remain bounded. Hence the question arises whether the source term o zhould be used tQ
dlrve J * 0 at the trailing edge. An interesting alternative would seem to be to use o for control over
the trailing edge gap ins teali. Some control, if necessary at all, over tile boundednesz of S0 at the
trailing edge could be ,xarc:sed through a ctrall) correction of O(h2 ) to the circulation. There i. reaon
to beleve that the u.s of tile source term o to control closure might also improvw the convergence charac-
teristics. The arg'ument being that the value of o ij completely determined by the total integrated net
mas, flux through the surface aMd depends only very weakly on the norrl velocity in one particular (tile
trailing edge) point.

P dkstinctiy different approach to (2-0) transonic flow cmputations (both analysis and decign) has

beer. taken by Carlson".. Instead of using a body conforming finite difference mesh in the circle plane,
Carlon uses (stretched) Cartesian coordlnate , in the physical plane. As a consequence special complicated
difference *,ormalav must be uzed to .atisfy the airfoil boundary condition.3 in both the analysis, and
design rod-.

From the design point of view Carlson's mtthod, while based on full potential theory
tnon-con;ervative), is very similar to the small perturbation formulation of 'hankar' . In both rethodL a
mixed boundary value problem is solved with the leading edge shape or a greater portion of the airfoil
fixed and tile pressure prescribed over the remaining portion (xlc > .Oo). As in Ohanker's rethod the
orientation of tile given leading edge shape with respect to the free stream is fixed and there is no
actual control over airfoil closure. Clssure can be obtained only by adopting a sharper or blunttr nose
shape.

From the numerical point of view the analysis and design formulations of Carloon are not completely
equivalent. A., a result there is no perfect agreement between direct and inverse calculations.

A point worth mentioning is further that, rather than determining the new geometry after convergence
of the mixed boundary value problem, the geometry is updated after every ten relaxation sweeps. In combi-
nation with successive grid refinement Carlson found this to be the most economic procedure.

Mhe first inverse method for 3-D transonic potential flows is that of Henne"'. Henne's method can be
considered as the 3-D equivalent of Tranen's" -D method. The Jameson-Caughey FLO22 wing codet has been
modified to accept Dirichlet boundary conditions. Figure 18 presents a simplified chere uf the prvcedurt.

fienne does not address the complete 3-D problem of determining tile velocity components, and hence tht
surface potential, a5 mentioned in section 3.1. Instead, the surface value for the potential in the
Dirichlet problem is obtained by "streamwise integration of the velocity at constant span itationo". Thi
could mean that tile contribution of the spanwise velocity component to the Lurface pre.sure i. neglected.
Tie spanwii,, variation of the surface potential at tile leading edge is reported to be used as a parameter
for trailing edge closure. However, [1,5] does not provide details. Details about the determination of the
surface displacement from the normal velocities are given neither. Nor is mention made of any additional
(regularity) conditions enforcing proper branching of the stream surface at the leading edge.

As in Tranen'sq case Henne's method requires direct analysis computations to check whether tile
design goal has been achieved. Similarly it is doubtful whether the scheme will converge in tht proper
mathematical sense. However, the examples of application presented in [45], one of which is reproduced in
figure 19, indicate that convergence in an engineering sense can be obtaired in .2 to 6 inverse cycle.. To
this author's knowledge the method is probably the only 3-D transonic inverse method that has beer used in
a production-type environment.

A somewhat unusual scheme for the 3-D conversion of a given pressure into a Dirichlet-type boundary
condition is utilized by Shankar"' in an effort to modify the FL030 finite volume wing-fuselage analysis
code e into a desvgn code. Starting out from the analysis solution for a suitable estimate of the rtquired
geometry Shanftai applies a correction to the surface value of the potential in each relaxation weep. Tis
correction it determined from the isentropic relation for the density

1 , :-' M(q2_1) ] Y- 0 .39)

This is linearized to read

do = mj2-YM2.jIql.dlq (3.140)

or

((n+1)-o(n) = )  (3.40

Utilizing the isentropic relation

{C + 1~ (3.4a)Sp = fCp , 2+11 .2

equation (41) can, in general curvilinear coordinates, be rewritten as

(n .+v ,,) So M [(n) - {C +~ ] 3-
70. ] IP

In (3.43) U and V are the contravariant surface velocity components. Cpt is tile "ta'get" Cp-distribution.
Equation(3.43), in discretizt-d form, is solved for the correct,-n 60 to the surface potential. Note that
the procedure is related but not identical to one in which the direction of the surface velocity is kept
fixed but the magnitude updated.

Using the contravariant velocity component W, computed at half a mesh from the wing surface, the
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geometry is corrected, without control over cloture, after each relaxation sweep. Tht author of [47] io
not very clear, however, on the preci., procedure and communicates the opinion that a better procedure to
update the wing coordinates, including control over closure should be included.

Remrks like the latter seem to indicate tlat we have only just begun to tackle tle i-D inverce
problem for transonic flow. Considerable effort will be required before we will arrive at well founded,
reliable engineering tools of practical significance.

3.4 Residual-correction or iterative Neumann-type methods

In thic section mthods are described that are based on an iterative process of the type depicted by
figure 2b.

Subsonic flow
An engineering type of inverse method directed in particular towards nulti-element high-lift airfoil

design has been described by Peatty and Narraore, The method is based on the Douglas- Neumann ess)
second-order potential flow method with parabolic surface elements and linear source and vorticity distri-
butions. Tile earlier idea of Wilkinson"1 is used of determining the (additional) vorticity distribution
along the mean line of the airfoil (element) that is necessary to remove the difference between the actual
and required upper surface velocities (Fig. 20a). This vorticity distribution is used to calculate the
required change in slope of the mean-line elements. The original thickness is then wrapped around the new
camberline to determine the new configuration. The latter, in turn is analyzed with the direct mode of the
program. A sirplified flow chart is reproduced in figure .?Cb. According to [4,], between 1 and 15
iterationj are needed for convergence which is considered in an engineering sense only.

The method is capaole of dealing with configurations on which the upper surface pressure distribution
is specified on one or more elements and the geometry of tile remaining elements is cpecified. The lower
surface pressure distribution must always be accepted as it ic. The relative location of the leading edge
of each airfoil element remains fixed with respect to the trailing edge of tile airfoil ir-mediately
upstream. An example oe application is reproduced in figure 20c.

Tie method also has limited capabilities for solving the mixed boundary condition problem that is
typical for high-lift system design. When used as such, changes in the mean-line in the region where the
,hape must be kept fixed are simply disregarded. Also the change in lower surface shape absociated with
the change in mean-line is disregarded.

An approach similar to that described above has been u.ed by Fornaoier$ 2 in conctructlng a program
system for the design of 3-D wings with given thickness and given upper surface pressure di.tributions.
The system contains a vortex lattice method for calculating the required change in camber surface and the
MBB Panel Method" * for checking whether tile actual upper surface pressure distribution is sufficiently
close to the desired one.

A residual-correction formulation for 3-D wings, [22!,emtloying the thin wing inverse method of Fray
and Slooff described in section 3.2 and the NLR Panel Hethods for arbitrary (thick) configurations has
been in use at ILR since 1974. A flow diagram of the method has been reproduced in figure 21. The linear
(thin wing) inverse method is used to determine the geometry corrections that are needed to drive the
difference 6Up between the actual and required pressure distribution to zero. The thick wing panel method
is used for determining the residual 6.Cp

The method is used for the dezign of thick wings with given pressure distribution on both upper and
lower surface in the presence of a fuselage and/or other configuration elements of fixed geometry. An
essential feature for convergence is the Weber/Riegels leading edge correction. A unique feature, as
mentioned already in section 3.2, is that explicit control can be exercised over the geometry while
approaching the required pressure distribution as close as possible. This option has proven to be of
great value for avoiding undesirable geometries.

An example of application of the method is given in figure 22. Shown is the result of the redesign
with and without geometry constraints of the (inner) wing of a wing-fuseiagv configuration. The starting
geometry of the win6 was obtained by a wing-alone design for the same target pressure distribution, other
-xamples may be found in (55].

An approach to the mixed analysis/design problem that, in principle, can be used for general _i-D
configurations or parts thereof has been studied by Malone . Malone formulates the problem in terms of
minimizing the least squares object function

,n /\2

E = wiC pt-Cp) , i = 1(1)n (3.! )

through variation of the normal velocity Wj, j =(1)m,at a selected number of surface points. The minimi-
zation of E through variation of the Wi is done numerically by means of a steepest descent method (57].
For this purpose the problem is first linearized around a starting geometry, providing starting values
E(°) and Ce°  Then, a vector is constructed with components. 6Wj suh that Ek

° ) + 6E = E(o) + Z . takes
pi 3aWj J

a minimum value. This requires the determinetion of the derivatives T_-. These derivatives are determined
numerically by means of finite differences and an analysis type panel J method. The panel method, Hess' s

method in this case, is used to compute the variations 6 p due to a sequential perturbation 614 of tle
normal velocity at panel centers. This requires in panel me hod solutions with fixed influence coefficients.
The derivatives are used to construct the gradient vector representing the direction in tile design-variable
space in which the decrease of the object function is maximal. The optimization algorithm then determines
the step-length in this direction that will minimize E, after which a new gradient and step-length search
is executed. This sequence is repeated (of the order of 5 times) until a further decrease of E is no longer
significant. Then the Wj are used to correct tile geometry in a 2-D, stripwise fashion, after which the
whole process is repeated (Fig. 23) for the new estimate of the geometry. About six "outer" iterations are
needed for "reasonable" convergence.

As described in (56], the method does not have control over closure and the regularity condition is
not satisfied. This might be one reasone for tile fact that tile author of [,6] observes that "local pressure
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deviations near the leading and trailing edge are evident". It would :eem oosible, however, to i.mprovw
the method in this respect by imposing constraints on Wi in the minimization problem through the intro-
duction of feas-'ible directions.

The approach, as sketched, is interesting because (whun the cloture problem ha. been olvvd) it i.
one of the few that offers a possibility for the design of local regioL, of aircraft geor'try, ouch a.
wing-body fillets or landing gear pods. It also ha- the advantage that the analyci., code can be replaced
relatively easily by a better one if it cc-v., available. A drawback, shared with other rethodc utiliziiig
numerical optimization (section 10 is that the method is relatively costly; about 30 x K pare rethod
solutions being required if K is tht number of dvesign variableu.. Note, however, that only about u of the:e
require the calculation of new influence coefficients, the mo;t costly part of panel methods.

Transonic flow
A simple, but apparently efftctivw re~idual-correction type of approach toward, the s-V tran.ciic

inver~c airfoil problhm has been described by ravis . In thl- rethod the FL'O anysis cod [to] i..
utilized to determine the actual pressure distribution for the latst gtomvtry. 11t re..idual Cp i: the
driver for a -implv, perturbation type of ourface modification (invcr.,e) routine. For the latter Iavis ha:
taken transonic wavy-wall formulae. These relate the required change in pressure to a change in surfacu
curvature when the local Mach number is -1 and to a change in surface :Iore When X'oc >l . Thu perturbution
slores ard curvatures are then integrated to yield ordinate modifications.

Due to the local perturbation character of the wavy-wall formula the rethod can be used only for
local modifications to the pressure distribution of an exi.>ting airfoil. [59] presents re.ult5: for upptr
surface contour modifications only, with no control over the trailing edge gap. About 20 iterativv cycleu.
are needed for convergence.

While, from the design point of view, the poovbilities of DaviL' method are limited to local rmdifi-
cations, an advantage of his approach is that only m.odest development .fforts are needt d to ottain a
working code; the reason being that the (cQmplicated) ans.i;s code is retaineu in its original form and
only the ( girplo) geometry correction package must be developed.

An approach related to tL, of Pavis , but with appreciably wider deoign capabilities ha been
realized in the NLR INTRAH, program ;tcm, [iso). This ,ysten combines the 2-D vers'ion of the subsonic
thin wing inveroe code of [22] and an inverc supersonic wavy-wall formula with the ier'toel IRAFO fa.t
solver analysis code. A flow diagram is depicted in figure 24. The method can be u.ed for the Complete

design with full closuro control of 2-D airfoils in transonic flow, with or without hiock-wave.. A, a
unique feature it retain. the ross ibilitie--> of [21 for explicit Control over leading-dge radius,
(maximum) thickness and trailing-edge angle.

Figure 25 presents an example of the design of an airfoil with a weak hock, .tarting out from the
NACA 0O12 airfoil. Ccnvergence to engineering accuracy is obtained after about 10 iterations. Tht
experience is that shock-free airfoilo may require upto .25 iterations before convergence is obtained in
terms of pre-sure distribution, but appreciably le7 when wave drag L, aken as the critrium.

Another possibility for solving the inverse problem through the use of an analy.eil, method, has been
studied by McFadden". In (63] a modified verzion of the Pauer-Carabedian-Korn-Jameoon b KJ) circle plane:
relaxation program" $ with non-conservative rotated differnce cheme, and a functional relations'hip
involving the napping and the velocity distribution along the airfoil surface in the physical and
computational planes are used in an iterative sequence. In each iteration a functional relationship of the
type

d( n + i  I (n)

-LsT (w,r =I

is used to obtain a better approximation to the mapping function of the required airfoil. In (3.4 ) s is
the arc length along the airfoil and ,- the angular coordinate in the circe plane; tht mapping is essen-
tially determined by d. q (s) is the required velocity distribution and (n) is the potential on the
airfoil surface as obtined from the preceding BGKJ relaxation solution.

Note that, upon convergence, equation (3.45) leads to the identity

q[3) .21 = (w = I)d' (3.4b)

Note also that the procedure bears some resemblance to the "indirect" inverse TOP formulation;, di5cu.,es
in section 3.2. In the latter, the irrotationality condition (3.2) plays the same role as equations
(3.45)/(3.46) in McFadden's approach.

Further noteworthy features of McFadden's rethod are that
- the (iterative) relaxation process and the outer iterations for the geometry are intermingled
- on fine meshes an additional artificial viscosity term that suppresses the formation of shock wavec ib

required for convergence (which takes 200-700 relaxation cycles). As discussed in [E3] the undvirable
effects of this limitation can be overcome largely by a suitable design strategv

- in order to avoid singular behaviour of (3.145) at the stagnation point (q = 0) a special treatment,
implying modification of (n), is incorporated

- while the analysis routine requires M_ and q. to be given (the latter is set equal to unity) the
critical velocity c* must be chosen in the design program. M. is determined from the isentropic relation

= ~ (-1)M~(3.47)

- instead of setting q. equal to unity, the free stream velocity, as in Volpe's12 method, comes out as a
result of the design calculations. However, rather than using q. to eliminate the stagnation point
singularity, q., in McFadden's approach, is used to minimize the functional

i
2
v (n))2 - a.S ] 2

dW 
.46)

I 0 n(
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'hilv a rotive for thi. particular choice i not r'ivtn, thue r .ult -,r. to L, that th-, owrll 1.s,-
ness of the new airfoil i. approxirattly thv .it u. thaV of thu -tarting air'cll.

- thur, i. no ccntrol ovkr clo-ure. Thu trailinr tdu gap ra.-t bt acccptd a. it .. r ru.t t1 n5*.3- ,

through changes in thu target precure distribution. Axn : ttrn:itivt to-.ibilit. wiala ser to t- t, .
q to control the trailing udgk gap ruth, r than to rini iztu (3.h8).

An uxanple of applicution of !"cFIddn'. rkthod ha%. ben rtrroduck d in firurc t.. -as .'i le i.
inttreStine in that it illu.trtu the fact that a :rcoth urfac prue urt dictribution dci. n-t ....,r-

ily l cad to a shock-free flow or even a fl~w with low wave drag; the .hap, of the -cnic lin ,. w l, Il

the figur for wave drag (40 count.) indicate the prt.enct. of a -hock wave in the fl w fiuld thavt .e-n.
and vanishes ac it approachuc the airfoil. :ote that (C5] contains" ,,v' ral u.suful uidtlin- - c,:r the

choice of "target" pretcure dis tribution, in rultin to low wave drua.
A modified version of thu nethod, known a. the 1!vdifitd !!apying " (0) rth L r Lt

Grurran Aerospace.

A rezidual-correction type of formulation for --D wine. in trans:onc flow, haU been d'.crita
briefly by Garabudian and McFadden* ' ! ( , alo .'ira.idat f). Thu nethod utili-e- a vtrs ,n of thu k[l'-
analysvis code, (b],) in corbination with a r~litionship bu'twten gUetCry correction ans prure rusisual

of the type
a0  a() + a S a a q

'[ere, S(X1 ,Y ) defines the wine ouracc in the thcarvd Farabolic coordinatc .o.tur, t,, 1 ,,) of the
FL2- code, JS and 6q2 denote the geo.try corrections, and zsurface velocity (squared) re.iduaL,
resp:tively. a, a ,a and a, are pararvttrs " electcd to ucclcrate convergvnce", lt5]. ictails ar, not
provide. in [v], N5], []. :otv, however, that the first and seccnd tur s of (3.4u) are relatua to
csrvat.re and slope modification., revrectively. Thi- surge.ts that the approach i. relatea to that of
Davi s " f,- 2-D airfoils.

iL order "to avoid questions of clo;,ure ind other cenplication, with the ltrotr.", Eq4] IA. .4 .),
at tach iteration step, is solved subj.ct to the conctrua.t that 6S>6.. As a result the wine surface i.
modifid ornv where the lee.! speed is sufficiuntly high.

An examps,_ of Npplication is presented in fieore 27. An interusting feature of the nethod i. the
determinaton (and vi-talization) of wave drag through spatial irte ration of the .artificial viscosity
term of the aiscrclizatisa schene. Further details about the method arc to be found in [tT].

3.5 Nonlinear boundary value prshlem formulation

Here we will describe methods t.,at follow iterative :ch ez of the type of firurc -2c or variation.
thereof. As we shall see, in most of tht meLhods of this categor the inverse problem is formulatcd a- a
minimization problem.

Subsonic flow
Utilizing panel method technoloC., an approach based on ninimizing a functional of the type

E = Ui-U o50)

has been described in a ,eries of publications by Bristow" b ' 0. In Eq. (3.50) U; represents tht actual
tangential velocity at a panel control point i and Ut, the corresponding "target" value. In order to yield
a stream surface E must be minimized subject to the constraint that the normal velocity V is zero.

In [68] the problem is solved for bodies of revolution utilizing flat panels with constant oource
density. The problem variables are the source densities ci and the panel slopes a!. Minimizing E requ!.os

that the first variation of E is zero which is the case when

aE n2 W U-t) Uii

7 (U -U ) = 0 j = I()n

and

2 (1 U .-U~ t 0 k = 1(1)n (3.51b)

with the constraint

V. = 0 i = 1(1)n (3.52)

U. and V. are expressed in terms of a and 0k by means of aerodynamic influence coefficients
Ail = Ai4(ai,a ) and Bij = Bij(ai,aj)

Ui = . A. .(a.,a.)o. + cos ai
1 (3.53)

Vi = Bi (ai,aj)o. - sin ai

the terms cos ai,- sin ai stemming from of the component of the free stream velocity. Note, that because

a and a are related through the btream surface constraint (3.52) the equations (3.51a) and (3.51b) are not
independent. Bristow chooses to use (3.51a).

Equations (3.51a) and (3.52) with (3.53) represent a system of 2n non-linear equations for 2n
unknowns o, ak. In otdir t9 olve this system Bristow linearizes (3.51a) and (3.52) around a starting
solution u(Oh Ui (aj, o?

°
J) obtained by solving the analysis (Neunann) problem for a starting

geometry. This leads to the linear system
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( UV i  s u 0 U

where
A.. (o) (o)

6 i  A ) 6o •  
- o - sin a. A. 3.5)

and
(o) GB.. (o) (o)

6Vi  B B s o. + s._ j 0 + Cos a 601 (3.-6)

The influence cofficients and their derivatives art calculated analytically. After solving (3.54) for 60
and Sa the geometry is updated through 6a and a new starting .olution iz created through the solution of
a Neumann problem for the corrected geometry. Hence, the iterative process can also be considered to be
of the type of figure 2b.

It is worth mentioning that Bristow, through further approximations, manages to eliminate 6 fron
the system (3.54). This, although of peactical importance, is not essential. Of more fundamental importance
is tie fact, that with thc constant source density and mid-panel control point discretization the (square)
system of equations (3.54) does not leave room for imposing the closure condition. Moreover, as we have
seen earlier, this discretization scheme is basically unstable in the sense of [19]. The first problem,
i.e. that of closure, is solved by Bristow by introdicing the closure condition as an additional constraint
to the minimization problem through the technique of Lagrangt Multipliers. The problem of instability is
overcome by means of an elaborate smoothing operation involving the use of "subtitute elements". In spite
of this the author reports that "an inability to converge" may be apparent. This might also be due to the
fact that Bristow does not address the regularity condition. Underrelaxation in updating the geometry is
used to improve convergence. As indicated by the example reproduced in figure 27 about 10 iterations are
needed for convergence.

Basically the same approach was used by Briztow6 9 ,70 in developing an inverse method for 2-D multiple-
element airfoils, culminating in the MAAD progrum system, 170]. The main differences with the preceding
method for axisymmetric flow are the following.
- The method utilizes constant or, optionally, linear source distributions and iinear vorticity distribu-

tions on flat panels. The source and vorticity distributions are related according to Green's third
identity [711). 'his implies that the source strength is directly related to the normal velocity through

Vi = oi - sin ai (3.57)

and the vorticity strength to the tangential velocity through

Ui = cos ai 4 lyi (3.58)

This greatly facilitates the analytical elimination of the 6Yi and Soi from the final system of equations
(the equivalent o: (3.51)) that is to be solved; only the 6ai's remaining as independent variables.

- The squared residuals in the object function (3.50) are weighted through the arc length of the relevant
panel.

- Both complete inverse and mixed analyses/design problems, with the shape of certain parts of the
geometry fixed, can De dealt with.

An example of application of the MAAD program has been reproduced in figure 29. Shown is the recon-
structioi, in 5 iterations, of the so-called Williams flap (a configuration obtained through a conformal
mapping procedure).

The multinle airfoil mixed analysis/design problem has also been studied by Labrujbre7
2
, 7

3
,
74

.

Labruj4re formulated the problem in terms of minimizing a lunctional oU 'h= tsp

n { ( U 2 + w V. + w Z _ . (3.59)t p,i np,i P,p=1 )= g~ ~l 9p,i\( pti p,i)/ : p,i

In (3.59) U and V, again, represent the tangential and normal velocity, respectively. The Z0 i's represent
coordinates, in a local coordinate system, of the pth airfoil element geometry that is bein solved for
and the Z iN represnt a starting or "target" geometry. The wt ., wnp. and w represent (positive)

weighting coefficients. ASp i represents the panel length.

Surface doublet distributions Pi only are used to model t e flow. Note that this implies that the closure
condition is satisfied implicitly, but that the airfoil elements must have zero trailing edge thickness.

E, Eq. (3.59), is minimized by varying:
- the doublet strengths up i,
and, as far as required ana admitted by the designer,
- the angles a between the local and reference coordinate systems (Fig. 30)
- the coordinates of the origins of all but one of the local coordinate iystems
- the Z i's.
The system of non-linear equations resulting from setting the first variation of E equal to zero is
solved by means of Newton's method. The aerodynamic influence coefficients and their derivatives with
respect to the geometry variables are calculated analytically. For the latter purpose use is made of the
small curvature expansion technique of Hess so.

The choice (3.59) for the object function and in pFrticular the possibility to manipulate the
weighting coefficients wt, wn and wg has a number of interesting congequences.
1. By choosing wt n 0 the problem reduceg io a Neumann problem for Zk°!

2. With wn a 0 a Dirichlet problem for Z1 is obtained.

4) A different choice was made in (69]
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3. w. a 0 represents the pure inverse problem.
The latter option is never used in practice for two reasons. The first is that, in order to impose the
regularity condition Wg ,,uet be *0 at or near the stagnation points (Ui = 0). Zecondly, in case of
multiple airfoils, the'pure inverse problem may be ill-posed when the airfoil elements are completely
free to move. (When the airfoil elements are sufficiently far apart their relative position iz no longer
important.) Note further, that in principle the solution obtained through the minimization of (3.59) may
exhibit "leakage" (Vi * 0). In practice thi.s can be suppressed by choosing a sufficiently high value for
wn•

While pioneering the approach sketched above Labru~jLre considered variou. types of doublet distribu-
tions and surface representations, [72], [73]. In the final "production" version of the method (the NLh
MAD Program System, [74]) quadratic representations are used for both doublet distribution and geometry.
The velocities are calculated at panel centers. The program has further been embedded in a bigger system,
together with the "viscous" analysis method of Oskamvs, providing a posibility for the allowance for
viscous effects.

An early (test) example of Labrujbre's method, taken from (731, is presented in figure ?1. Shown is
the reconstruction of an airfoil-flap configuration with fixed overlap. Three Newton iterations were
required for convergence.

Transonic flow
Inverse methods for transonic flow that directly address the non-linear boundary value problem do not

exist at present. The main reason is that the analytical determination of the derivatives that are needed
for constructing the gradient of the residual is virtually impossible. Methods minimizing object functions
of the type of (3.50) by means of numerical optimization techniques will be discussed in section 4.

4. DIRECT DESIGN BY MEANS OF (NUMERICAL) OPTIMIZATION

In this section we will discuss methods, involving the use of aerodynamic analysis methods in combina-
tion with a (numerical) optimization algorithm, that directly address the problem of optimizing a cho en
aerodynamic quantity, such as drag. The linear (vortex lattice) based methods for the minimization of
induced drag, (23], (24], already discussed in section 3.2, can also be considered to belong to this
category. However, they utilize the technique of Lagrange multipliers rather than numerical optimization.

While applications of the direct numerical optimization approach have seen the use of various aero-
dynamic codes, only one single feasible directions/gradient optimization algorithm, developed by
Vanderplaats7 G, seems to be used almost exclusively, in particular in combination with transonic flow
codes.

The approach is fairly recent (1974, Hicks et al.77 ), owing its existence entirely to the availabil-
ity of large and fast computer system. Because of the excessively large computational requirements, at
least in 3-D, the approach is sometimes referred to as "design by brute force". Nevertheless it holds
great potential for the future. A reappraisal of the technique has been given recently by Hicks7". Several
chastening experiences are also reported in [86].

A generalized flow diagram of the design - by - numerical - optimization technique is presented in
figure 32. Inherent to the numerical optimization approach are tle choice of an aerodynamic object function
F that is to be minimized, a number of quantities to be constrained G, and the choice of a set .f design
variables. The object function can be the drag or any other suitable aerodynamic quantity. The constraints
can be of aerodynamic or geometric nature; e.g. CL and/or t/c greater than a specified value. The design
variables are taken to be the coefficients Ai of a number of shape functions

n
Z =Z A..f. (4.1)

i=1

describing (modifications to) the starting wing geometry.
The process begins by perturbing, in sequence, each of the shape function coefficients Ai. The

resulting n shapes are analyzed by means of the aerodynamic program (determination of F and Gj's) and the

derivatives 1L 3G, ,or rather the difference quotients A A. are determined. The next step is the
formation, by ithe 1 optimization program, of the gradient 1 VF and the determination of the
direction of ,teepesb descent of F, in the n-dimensionai space formed oy tne oasis vectors ii, wniie
satisfying the constraints. The optimization program then executes a number (typically 3) of bteps in this
direction, with another aerodynamic analysis performed at each step, until either a constraint is met or F
attains a minimum. In the first case, or when the minimum of F is lower than the previous minimum, tle
process is repeated; new gradients are determined, etc.. When the latest minimum of F is equal to or
higher than the previous one the process is terminated.

The optimization process described above requires typically 10 complete cycles or, in other words,
10(n+3) analysis calculations, [79]. This immediately illustrates the weakest point of the numerical
optimization approach. In order to keep the computational effort required within rtaornabl! bounds one ha
to put severe limitations on the number n of design variables, in particular in 3-D flow. The problem is
enhanced by the fact that for acceptable convergence of the optimization process it is necessary to avoid
"numerical noise" in the partial derivatives of the object function, [81], [82]. This requires that the
relaxation pro-ess in each analysis calculaLiou mub be continued unt il the residual ha. reached a levei
beyond that which is often customary in "normal" analysis calculations. It also appears to exclude the use
of analysis codes with simple boundary layer corrections, [78]. The reason for the latter is that the
airfoil aerodynamic quantities do not vary consistently enough when boundary layer and potential flow are
coupled in the weak interaction sense.

One way to reduce the number of analysis calculations required in 3-D applications is to evolve the
design variables in a series of steps, [84]. For example by first designing the upper surface, section by
section, going from root to tip and then the lower surface. Clearly it is also very important to select a
starting geometry having aerodynamic characteristics which are already close to the target. This asks for
an information systems/data base approach. With pre,!ious experience stored in the data base, the latter
can be searched for the most suitable starting solution. As described in [79] the data base approach can
also be used to speed-up the convergence of numerical optimization by at least a factor two. With the
resulti of all preceding geometry perturbations stored it is pcssible to construct higher partial
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derivatives of the object function and utilize higher order gradient methods.
With the severe limitations on n, the choice of the shape functions is of utmost importance. Tle

choice should be directed towards describing a sufficiently wide class of practical oolutions. While
simple polynomial expressions were used in early applications (77], [801, of the numerical optimization
concept, a more sophisticated class of shape functions describing more local georetry modifications was
used in later applicutions, (81], (82], [83]. However, as discussed in [84], there is a need for still
better shape functions with even more localized curvature variations. In fact i, can be argued, following
arguments similar to those used by Daviq59 in selecting the geometry correction formulae in his residual-
correction type of inverse method, that while curvature based shape functions are suitable for areas with
subcritical flow, slope based 6hape functions might be more appropriate in areas with locally supersonic
flow. In general it can be stated that the design variables must be chosen carefully for each individual
optimization problem. Not in the least because the choice also affects the convergence of tho optimization
progress, [79].

While the choice of the design variables is of great practical sienificance, the choice of the object
function, in conjunction with the choice of the aerodynamic and geometric constraints, is of more
fundamental interest. In two-dimensional transonic applications, (77], [79], [80], [81], it has been
customary to select the wave drag as the quantity to be minimized, subject to constraints on, e.g.,
airfoil thickness or volume, lift and/or pitching moment. Although it is clear that constraints are
necessary in a seaningful drag minimization problem it is by no means clear how exactly the problem should
be formulated in order to guarantee a unique solution. The problem is illustrated by figure 33, taken from
[79). Shown are the results of two drag minimization runs with identical free stream conditions and
identical constraints on lift and airfoil volume. Only the starting solutions differ. As illustrated by
the figure the iwo resulting airfoils are totally different in shape. Clearly the problem, as formulated,
has more than one, local minimum and neither of the two necessarily represents the absolute minimum.

Figure 33, the airfoil on the right in particular, also illustrates another problem of direct
(inviscid) wave drag minimization. In the absence of (direct) control over the pressure distribution the
solution may acquire unrealistically high pressure gradients, such as near the upper surface trailing edge.

A strong point of the numerical optimization approach is the possibility of selecting object functions
and constraints suitable for multi-point designs. An example of a two-point design problem directed towards
the design of airfoils with low drag cree- can be found in [81]. Low speed airfoil design applications are
considered in [851. It is also entirely sible to consider, e.g. transonic drag minimization and low-
speed stall requirements simultaneously.

While the direct minimization of (inviscid) wave drag is feasible in two dimensions, it is not, at
present, in the case of three-dimensional wings. Several unsuccessful attempts in this direction can be
found in the literature, [82], (83], [84]. The main reason for this failure is the lack of accuracy in the
determination of the pressure drag with the currently available 3-D codes and the limited number of mesh
pointb. Another problem would seem to be that the problem of uniqueness in three dimensions is even more
severe than in tuo dimensions. The accuracy problem might be overcome when more efficient algorithms
and/or more computer power (vwctor machines) allow the number of mesh points to be increased. The unique-
ness problem would probably r.!quire the introduction of more constraints or more sophisticated object
functions.

Because of the difficulties just mentioned most 3-D applications [83], (84], of design-through-
numerical-optimization have seen the use of the pressure distribution type of object function

N f \F I C C-C(42
i=O (CPPtarget)

When used in this mode, design-by-numerical-optimization is an extremely expensive ,ubstitute for the
inverse approach described in the preceding section. While the latter is absolutely feasible on currently
available general main frame compulerb, the fvrzci , lequi iig at, ordei of magnitud more computer time, is
absolutely not, at least in an industrial environment. On the other hand, inverse design through numerical
optimization does have the advantage that direct control over the geometry can be excercised through the
application of constraints. The latter possibility is absent in most of the inverse methods discussed in
section 3, at least for transonic flow.

The technique of numerical optimization has also been used by Lamar8 7 in the exploratory design of
optimal camber surfaceb fvi lendcr (low aspect ratio) wings with IpAdine edge separation. For this
purpose the CONMIN optimization code7 6 was coupled with a vortex lattice method supplemented with the
leading edge suction analogy of Polhamus8s .

Summarizing the discussion on design by numerical optimization, it may be said that the potential
possibilities of the approach are enormous with, at present, unique capabilities such as multi-point and
constrained design. However, the approach is also unique in terms of required computer resources.
Substantial improvements in both flow optimization code algorithms and/or computer efficiency, relative to
current general standards, are required before numerical optimization in 3-D wing design can be used on a
routine basis.

5. SPECIAL METHODS: FICTITIOUS (YAS CONCEPT

A special class of methods, directed in particular towards the modification of existing shapes for
the purpose of elimiuating transonic wave drag, is formed by those based on Sobieczky's fictitious gab
concept, [90]. As diszussed in [89], the fictitious gas methods are closely related to the Sobieczky-Eberle
hodograph methods. Both are based on the concept of the elliptic continuation of the subsonic part of a
mixed subsonic/supersonic flow field into the supersonic zone by modifying the pressure-density (or
velocity - density) relation. However, instead of working in the hodograph plane the fictitious gas method
utilizes a direct (aalysis) transonic potential flow method in which the pressure (velocity)-density
relation is modified locally whenever Mlocal > 1.

The modified analysis code is used to compute the fictitious gas flow about a given base configura-
tion, the transonic wave drag characteristics of which, at given angle of attack and Mach number, have to
be improved. When the solution to the fictitious ges flow problem is known, the correct supersonic flow
field inside the sonic surfaces is determined by solving an initial value problem with the initial data
given on the sonic surface. The new correct flow inside the sonic "umbrella" defines a new stream surface
that is tangent to, and has the same curvature as, the stream surface (contour) at the intersection of the
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sonic surface and the original body. In this way a part of the original body is modified and indeed in

such a way that, at the same conditions of Mach number and angle of attack a transonic shock-free flow io
obtained. Hence, the fictiti( - gas method should be considered as a shock-free redesign method"'.

An appealing feature of the fictitious gas method is that, in principle, any available 2-D or 3-D
analysis code may be modified and used to solve the elliptic part of the problem. In 2-D, Sobieczky et
al.90 use Jameson's FL06 codezo, while in another application of the concept Eberle" uses a 2-D version
of his finite element method. Applications in 3-D have seen the use9 0'53 of a Bailey-Ballhaus type of
transonic small perturbation code as well as (91], (94] the more advanced Jameson-Caughey full potential
FLO22 and FLO27 codes. As demonstrated in [95], (96] it is also possible to utilize analysis codes
including viscous-inviscid interactions.

In two dimensions 9 l,92 the initial value problem in the supersonic part of the flow field may be
solved by means of either a characteristics methods in a hodograph-like working plane or by a finite
difference marching procedure 97 . In 3-D a marching procedure is used, going inward from the sonic surface
by successive surfaces of constant density for the full potential eluation or constant longitudinal flow
speed u for tne small perturbation equation.

An importan, point to note is that the (re)design problem as sketched above Ooes not always have a
useful solution. This is associated with the character of the initial value problem to be solved in the
supersonic part of the flow field. In the 2-D hodograph plane the problem is well posed and the solution
is readily found. However, as mentioned earlier, the solution may not be useful because of the appearance
of limit lines in the transformation from the hodograph to the physical plane. Limit lines or surface. may
also appear directly when the marching procedure is used . If they appear, a next attempt towards a
physically meaningful solution may be made by using a "more elliptic" fictitious gas law. An additional
complication in 3-D is that the initial value problem for the supersonic domain seems to be ill-posed"';

i.e. small changes in the initial data will cause large changes in the solution el~ewhere. As a consequence
the marching procedure, or, indeed, any numerical method, is unstable in principle. However, the instabil-
ity appears to be manifest only when spanwise §radients are large, and, apparently, is of little conse-
quence for moderate to high aspect ratio wings . Note that as discussed in section 3.1 the 3-D invexse
problem is also "ill-posed".

Some examples of application of the fictitious gas method are reproduced in figures 314 and 35.
Figure 34, taken from (90], shows the (inviscid) shock-free redesign of the NACA b4A1O airfoil at a Mach
number of 0.72 and 0.4 degrees angle of attack. Note that the modified airfoil i. somewhat thinner and has
a 10 % lower lift coefficient. An illustrative 3-D example, taken from [95] has been reproduced in
figure 35. Shown is the result of the shock-free redesign of a 15.7' swept wing built-up from GA(W)-2 type
airfoil jections. This type of airfoil is known to have good low speed CLmax characteristics, but as
indicated by the figure, the high speed characteristics at M = 0.8 are poor. Also shown is the resu"t of a
shock-free redesign at M = 0.8 which has not affecteu the first 9 % of the airfoil chord. Because of the
latter it can be expected that the new wing will also have a good low speed CLmax.

Examples such as this serve to illustrate the point that the fictitious gas method is a viable tool
for the shock-free redesign of a given wing in the final tages of the aerodynamic design process. However,
because of the fact that a suitable basic shape is required from the outset, additional tools such as
those described in the preceding sections are required if the complete aerodynamic design of a wing or
airfoil is the objective.

It seems approprinie at this point to comment on the, apparently, still wide-spread misconception
that, from an engineering point of view, shock-free flows are less interesting than other supercritical
airfoil flows. This is so, it is argued, because the best L/D for a given Mach number is always obtained
with a weak shock present and also because of the large aerodynamic center shifts that would be produced
by shoeks occurring at slightly off-design conditions.

Although the statement that (L/D)max is obtained when a weak shock is present is correct, at least for
a given geometry, this does not necessarily make "shock-free" designs less attractive. Thiu is so first of
all because the problem of aerodynamic design is generally to find a shape that, subject to certain con-
straints, maximizes L/D (or rather minimizes D) for given lift. his is a different optimization problem
than LhaL of fixidlie, the best L/D f a ivcn shapC. A Zcondrcacon i that "-bock-free " , g r
seldom turn out to be really sho'k-free in practice. Due to inappropriate boundary layer modelling, wind
tunnel wall interference and aeroelastic distorsion, most if not all shock-free designs exhibit weak shock
waves at and around the design CL and Mach number in the wind tunnel or atmospheric flight environment.
Shock-free designing must therefore be viewed as one (of several) possible means to design for flows with
small or negligible wave drag for a certain range in CL and Mach number. The reader is referred to the
Round Table Discussion contained by [98] for a recent discussion on the issue. The possible problem of
rapid shifts with Mach number of the aerodynamic center is not confined to shock-free designs. Iuch rapid
shifts occur on most advanced and many conventional airfoils in transonic flow. Airplane designers have
learned to live with it, with Mach trim compensators found on most commercial jtt transport:.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Having discussed the possibilities and limitations of several approaches in aerodynamic design, the
question may be raised which, if any, of the various techniques is to be preferred. As usual with such
questions a general and definitive answer cannot be given. The answer will depend on the particular circum-
stances that apply and will vary from case to case.

There also appears to be divergence of opinion on the matter: In [8b] one author states (p. 383) that
"Because of their relative simplicity and computational efficiency, coupled with (these) weaknesse ,
inverse methods seem best suited for initial wing design. Some other technique is then required to produce
an optimized design". Another author communicates the opinion (p. 439) that "Direct optimization appears
to be well suited for early design iterations involving large geometry changes subject to design constraint.
Later refinements can probably be accomplished more efficiently with an inverse solution". Who is right?

If a choice between the various possibilities is to be made ,able 3 may be of some help. The table
illustrates the point that if a general design method for complete wings is required the fictitious gas
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method does not suffice. Neither do, of course, residual-correction type of inverse methods with only
local redesign capabilities, such as [59], (b4]. In this author's opinion an inverse approach allowing
global wing design as well as local design modifications is, at present, the best compromise, numerical
optimization being to expensive. Subsonic codes having this caVbility are those of (St)], [70], [4] and
(poscibly) that of (35]. To the author's knowledge they do not exist for t-r-nsonic flow, with the po-5,ible
exception of [42].

The most serious limitation of most existing inverse methods iL. that it ic not possible to impose
constraints on the geometry. Efforts should be directed towards developing inverse codes having such
capability, in particular for transonic flow. Existing codes having this capability are those of [a],
[61], (72-74], and to some extent, [70], (see table 1).

Another problem with inverse methods is that the specification of the target pressure distribution
puts a heavy burden on the aerodynamicist. As an example, for transport aircraft, the target pressure
distribution must be chosen such that, at least at the design condition, boundary layer separation is
avoided and that drag is minimized while obtaining an acceptable geometry. At the zame time the choice
should lead to acceptable off-design characteristics.

That the problem is not at all trivial, e.g. in relation to wave drag minimization, is illustrated
by figure 26, showing that a suitably looking shock-free surface press, e distribution may not be suitable
for the minimization of wave drag. Another example of this kind is presened in) figure 3b which was taktn
from (64]. The figure on the right presents the result of an inverse (McFaoden's) method; the resulting
airfoil carries a wave drag of 38 counts. The figure on the left, on the othe" hand, presents the nearest
shock-free solution (zero wave drag) as obtained with a hodograph method. Note that the latter rciuit
could also be obtained by means of the fictitious gas method. As mentioned, the fictitious gas could be a
useful tool for the final elimination of the ware drag from a design that has already been taylored in all
other respects.

It is conjectured that most if not all of the limitations of inverse methods could be avoided through
an approach which we will call inverse numerical optimization. In this conjectu:'al scheme (Fig. 37, tht
design variables are parameters describing the pressure distribution rather than the geometry. The optimi-
zation algorithm is used to optimize a target pressure distribution, e.g. with the objective to minimize
the drag. Using the latest available estimate of the geometry this can be done relatively cheap through an
induced drag (Trefftz plane, (91]) routine, a boundary layer code and a pressure drag routinL. With the
target Cp-distribution established the new geometry can be determined by means of an inverse code. Subse-
quently the off-design characteristics can be determined by means of an analysis codt. The process is
repeated when the new geometry differs significantly from the previous one or when a geometry or off-design
constraint is met. In the latter cases (new) constraints will have to be imposed on the values of the
parameters describing the pressure distribution. Information from all the previous iterations can be used
to determine these new values.

It is the author's opinion that an approach of the type sketched above, is worthy of further investi-
gation, in particular when embedded in an information systems/data base approach, [100].
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WITHOUT CONSTRAINTS ON THICKNESS AND TWIST

c) FRONT VIEW OF WINGS OF WING-BODY CONFIGURATIONS (Z-SCALE ENLARGED 5x)

Fig. 22 Continued
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Subsonic/Transonic Viscous Interactions

by

Ii. Yoshihara
Boeing CompanySeattle, WA

98124 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Significant viscous interactions arising at transonic cruise and maneuver
conditions and low speed/high lift conditions are described for airfoils and swept
wings. Consequences on the performance and stability of fighter and airlift aircraft
are briefly sketched. Computational methods using the integral boundary layer/wdke
equations are then described in a narrative fashion.

1. INTRODUCTION

In transonic flow the forces and moments on an airfoil or wing cannot be predicted
viably without incorporating the effects of viscosity. This is primarily due to the
presence of shock waves on the configuration which interact with tle boundary layer to
distort the inviscid pressure distribution.

Important effects of viscosity also arise at low speed high lift conditions
occurring for example during takeoff and landing. Of particular importance are the
effects of viscosity on configurations with high lift devices where the maximum lift
is limited by the appearance of severe separation.

Viscous interactions will accordingly play an essential role in the fluid dynamic
interference mechanisms, key to the configuration optimi~ition in both the transonic
and subsonic flow regimes.

In the following we shall first describe the nature of the viscous interactions
that arise for airfoils and swept wings as well as their consequences on the
performance and stability of the aircraft. This is followed by a brief review of
computational methods for two and three dimensional viscous flows where the viscous
flow is modeled by the integral boundary layer/wake method which has received wide
attention in the transonic case.

2. NATURE OF THE VISCOUS INTERACTIONS IN TRANSONIC FLOWS

Let us first consider the case of a typical aft-cambered airfoil at a high
subsonic free stream Mach number at a cruise lift and a higher lift where the airfoil
is in buffet. In Figure 1 are sketched side-by-side tile flow patterns for the
inviscid and viscous cases at the cruise lift together with a comparison of their
pressure distributions. In the inviscid case it is seen that the shock wave is
located at the trailing edge. The shock at lower free stream Mach numbers forms
further upstream and displaces downstream as the Mach number is increased. When the
shock reaches a point just upstream of tile 1dr'e f.UUVX Surface cuvvature, a small
further increase in the Mach number will displace the shock abruptly to the trailing
edge. This behavior is typical of aft-cambered airfoils and is due to the fact that
as the shock moves onto the aft camber region, the supersonic flow upstream of the
shock is exposed to the high surface convexity. The result is a rapid expansion of
the flow increasing the Mach numbers upstream of the shock. The resulting
strengthened shock then displaces downstream further compounding the above effects
until the shock reaches the trailing edge.

In Figure I the tffects of viscosity are seen to modify significantly tile above
inviscid picture. Here as the shock displaces onto the aft camber region, the
strengthened shock representing a severe adverse pressure gradient causes an abrupt
thickening of the boundary layer. This wedging displacement at the base of the shock
first impedes and finally halts the downstream movement of the shock thereby avoiding
a strong shock. The shock/boundary layer interaction here has altered the normal
shock in the inviscid case to an oblique shock with a greatly reduced pressure rise.

The viscous interactions as described above for the aft cambered airfoil are
dramatic. The effects are less dramatic in the case of more conventional airfoils,
but they are nevertheless still of significance.

Another significant effect of the viscous interaction is the reduction of the
effective aft camber resulting from the difference of the boundary layer displacement
on the uppci and lower surfaces. This leads to the reduction of the plateau loading
shown in Figure 1. Finally the effects of the near-wake modify the pressure
distribution primarily in the trailing edge region.
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For thick airfoils and for thinner airfoils at moderate lifts, an important
synergistic viscous Interaction can arise identified by Pearcey, Osborne, and Haines
(Ref. 1). They labeled it as a Type B interaction, distinguishing it from the more
familiar type A interaction where this synergism is absent. Such a case arises when
the boundary layer encounters two successive adverse pressure gradients of sufficient
strength, as for example the shock pressure rise followed by the trailing edge
pressure recovery. After encountering a strong shock pressure rise, the boundary
layer abruptly thickens, and its velocity profile loses its customary turbulent
fullness. If the boundary layer then encounters the second adverse pressure gradient
in this vulnerable state, it is less able to remain unseparated. The result is
usually a sudden severe separation which extends from the shock to a point downstream
of the trailing edge. The flow is especially susceptible to a severe Type B
interaction if both a local shock-induced separation bubble and a trailing edge
separation are present as shown in Figure 1.

A case with severe separation is sketched in Figure 2 where the airfoil is in
buffet. Here buffet on the rigid airfoil is characterized by broad-band fluctuations
of the lift and moment caused by the unsteadiness of the severely separated boundary
layer. Here the unsteadiness produces fluctuations of both the aft pressures as well
as the shock location. Buffet onset occurs when the shock-induced separation no
longer reattaches on the airfoil but at some point downstream of the trailing edge as
shown in Figure 2. It is characterized by a sudden drop in the trailing edge pressure.

Buffet as described above must not be confused with the flutter phenomena where
the unsteady aerodynamic driving force is produced by the aeroelastic deformations of
the wing.

For future reference it will be appropriate to comment here or the role of the
Kutta condition at the airfoil trailing edge in establishing the circulation and hence
the lift on the airfoil. Circulation is in general a global feature of the flow
determined by the relative apportio.ient of the free stream into the portions passing
above or below the airfoil. For shdrp trailing edges this apportionment is
established by postulating the flow to stream smoothly off the airfoil trailing edge,
a model consiLtent with experimental observations. At a subsonic trailing edge, as
the trailing edge is approached along the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil and
along the rear stagnation streamline, the pressure must then tena to a common value
which in the case of a finite trailing edge angle must be the stagnation pressure.
That is, the Kutta condition must be satisfied.

In the case of the high subsonic flow of Figure 2 with the terminating shocks at
the trailing edge, the Kutta condition no longer plays a role in establishing the
circulation. Here the match of the pressure and the flow direction just downstream of
the trailing edge is achieved, independent of the circulation on the airfoil, by the
adjustment of the obliqueness of the two trailing edge shocks. In this case the
circulatiun is determined by the relative mass flux impedance (choking) of the space
above (or below) the airfoil measured by the "throat" geometry at the shoulder of the
airfoil.

At lower free stream Mach numbers than represented in Figure 2 where the shock
wave is located upstream of the trailing edge, one must also expect a reduced role of
the Kutta condition and a dominant role of the choking at the airfoil "throat" in
establishing the circulation. That is, a relaxation of the Kutta condition in such a
flow for example tiould aftect the pressures near the trailing edge but not
significantly distort the overall circulation.

Let us consider next the case of a swept wing of moderate sweep. In Figure 3 are
shown the shock wave and separation patterns for two Mach numbers in the high subsonic
range. In the upper sketch for the lower free stream Mach number the forward shock
shown is the counterpart of the airfoil shock and is usually the first to appear as
the flow becomes supercritical. The rear shock is formed at a higher Mach number by
the coalescence of compression waves generated along the plane of symmetry of the
wing. As the Mach number is further increased (the lower sketch), the rear shock
strengthens and extends in the inboard direction. The forward shock assumes a greater
sweep (at approximately the local Mach angle) eventually intersecting the rear shock.
The shock outboard of the point of intersection, labeled the outboard shock, is
usually the strongest of the shocks. Shock-induced separation first appears
downstream of this shock. As the shock-induced separation worsens, it contaminates
the trailing edge separation usually present, resulting in the compound (Type B)
interaction described earlier. The separated region shown in Figure 3 then spreads to
the tip and extends inward as the rear shock becomeL stronger.

The part-span vortices shown in Figure 3 are the free trailing vortices that are
the continuation of the bound vortices that terminate on the wing (see KUchemann, Ref.
2). They must be consistent with the corresponding span load distribution.

The separated region in Figure 3 has extended downstream of the trailing edge.
The flow therefore is in buffet locally. Intensity of the overall wing buffet would
then depend upon the extent of the wing span that is in buffet. In a wind tunnel test
the output of the balance would indicate the expected broad band frequency spectrum,
but it would also show discrete spikes. The latter are due to the unsteady loads
generated by the excitation of the natural structural modes of the elastic wing by the
buffet.
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The swept wing considered above is characteristic of an airlift or commercial
transport aircraft with wing sweeps of the order of 30" and aspect ratios of the order
of eight. Fighter wings, on the other hand, are of considerably smaller aspect ratio
of the order of four for swept wings with 40 -50 sweep and of even lower aspect ratio
for delta or arrow wings with leading edge sweeps in excess of 60". There is an
essential maneuverability requirement for fighters to operate in the high subsonic
region at lifts considerably beyond buffet onset. In such cases the viscous
interactions become highly complex with the flow becoming unsteady.

Consider the case of a fighter swept wing shown in Figure 4 from Ref. 3. On the
left side of the figure is shown the shock and separation patterns to be expected in
the region between drag divergence and buffet onset. The flow configuration here is
much the same as for the higher aspect ratio case of Figure 3. On the right side of
the figure is a sketch of a "frozen" flow visualization picture prepared by Moss (Ref.
3) at a much higher angle of attack where not only buffet intensity is of serious
concern but where catastrophic lateral instabilities can also arise. Here the strong
outboard shock has unswept to an extent that it has reached the wing leading edqe.
The wing is stalled in the entire outboard region of the wing.

The second case is for a delta wing with a leading edge sweep in excess of 60" at
a high subsonic Mach number. Here the wing has sufficient sweep that strong shocks,
and therefore severe shock/boundary layer interactions, do not arise. Such wings,
designed for high supersonic performance, have sharp leading edges. At large angles
of attack, leading edgt separation will arise as shown in Figure 5. Such a separation
represents a free shear layer separation, a class of separations that is unique to
three dimensional flows. Here the boundary layer air ca both surfaces approaching the
leading edge is convected away frem the surface in a free vortex "sheet" which
eventually spirals into a line vortex. Such a separation is in contrast to the bubble
type separation shown earlier in Figure 3, where the low energy separated fluid is
trapped in a bubble at the configuration surface. In the case of wings with sharp
leading edges where the flow separates at the leading edge, the above free shear layer
separation is essentially an inviscid phenomenon. The case of a blunt leading edge
differs only in that the separation line on the leading edge along which the free
shear layer leaves the surface must be determined from a viscous flow analysis.

Further examples of free shear layer separations as those arising in the case of

lifting bodies are given in Ref. 4.

3. THE LOW SPEED/HIGH LIFT CASE

It is clear that an airfoil placed at large angles of attack at low speeds is
susceptible, not only to leading and trailing edge separations, but to a Type B
interaction between the two separations. It is also well known that leading and
trailing edge devices significantly delay these difficulties. The case of the leading
edge slat was described in an earlier lecture. Here it was found that the leading
edge slat greatly reduced the leading edge suction peak on the main element while the
latter induced a lower pressure at the trailing edge of the slat thereby greatly
reducing the slat aft pressure recovery. These effects significantly delay leading
edge separation on the main element and trailing edge separation on the slat.

A similar favorable interference with regard to alleviating the viscous effects
for the case of an aft flap is shown in Figure 6 from Ref. 5. Here the favorable
interference is shown at both a fixed lift and a fixed angle of attack.

In designing multi-element airfoils confluent boundary layers must be avoided
where the low energy wake or an upstream element becomes entrained into the boundary
layer of the following element to deteriorate the flow.

In a commercial transport configuration, leading edge slats or Kruger flaps are
installed along essentially the entire span to protect the wing from leading edge
separation. Spanwise gaps in the aft flap installations, however, are more difficult
to avoid. Here an outboard gap is provided for low speed ailerons, while flaps are
not deployed downstream of the engines to avoid jet impingement on the flap. In
Figure 7 are shown an oil flow picture and a corresponding sketch pointing out the
consequences of the above missing flap segments. Understandably trailing edge
separation is present in the unprotected outboard span stations. Along the inboard
gap the separation is significantly milder due to the unloading of this segment of the
wing by the nacelle. Severe outboard separation is particularly undesirable since it
will deteriorate the aileron effectiveness as well as contribute to pitchup.

2.3 PERFORMANCE CONSEQUENCES OF VISCOUS INTERACTIONS

In the present section the consequences of the transonic viscous interactions on
the vehicle performance are briefly reviewed in order of increasing severity of tile
interaction. The discussion will be confined to the case of fighters or airlift
aircraft with swept wings.

At the cruise condition the wing design is such that the shocks arising are
sufficiently weak that their entropy losses are negligible. The shock/boundary layer
interaction however, still modifies the shock location and thickens the post-shock
bodndary layer thus affecting the forces and moments on the wing. In the case of alt
cambered airfoils the shock/boundary layer interaction had in fact a beneficial effe,.t



in preventing a strengthening of the shock by halting its displacement onto the aft
high convexity region.

At greater lifts both shock-induced and trailing edge separations worsen
particularly downstream of the outboard shock, spreading first outboard to the tip and
then inboard. Buffet will then occur, its intensity increasing with lift. Buffet is
of concern for its effect on the fatigue life of the aircraft structure. Potentially

more severe however is the possibility of tail flutter excited by the wake of the
buffeting wing flow.

With the tip region of the swept wing severely separated, an undesirable
longitudinal instability, pitchup, will arise. The responsible nose-up pitching
moment is due in part to the inboard (and therefore an upstream) shift of the loading
on the wing and to the resulting increased inboard wing downwash which induces an
added download on the tail. Pitchup is an undesirable inherent feature of high aspect
ratio sweep wings that must be avoided.

In fighter aircraft usable lift for transonic maneuverability is icsually limited,
not by buffet, but by the appearance of severe lateral instabilities. Such
instabilities a-e caused by lateral differences of the wing separation or by the
blanketing of the tail by the separated wing wake. Lateral rigid body divergences as
wing drop and nose slice are of major concern.

The above examples by no means exhaust the important viscous interactions that
impact performance. Omitted, for example, are viscous effects on the fuselage as the
aft-fuselage drag, and other complex interactions of vortices and wakes generated by
upstream configuration components with the downstream components.

3. FORMULATION OF THF VISCOUS FLOW PROBLEM

In the present section the problem of the viscous flow over wings in the transonic
regime is formulated. The class of applicable flows is restricted here to those at
large Reynolds numbers where the boundary layer is predominantly turbulent and
attached with possible locil regions of separation near the trailing edge or
downstream of shocks. The scope of flows is thus restricted to only the simplest of
viscous flows described in the previous section.

In Figure 8 is first shown the hierarchy of flow equations to treat real flows
starting from the Boltzmann equation which gives a statistical accounting on a
molecular scale. Averaging of this equation over the molecular velocities then
results in the unsteady "Navier-Stokes" equations which in principle govern both
laminar and turbulent flows. If such equations could be solved, they could handle all
of the complex flows described in the previous section. If one now averages these
equations in a suitable macroscopic fashion, the simpler steady Reynolds equations are
obtained, but at the cost of having to provide an empirical modeling of the Reynolds
stresses (the closure problem). An asymptotic expansion of these equations for large
Reynolds numbers yields the thin layer viscous equations, which to first order
simplify to Prandtl's boundary layer equations. "Averaging" of the boundary layer
equations across the layer results finally in the integral boundary layer equations
which we shall consider. The viscous equations in the thin layer approximation are
valid only for the mildest viscous interactions described in the previous section,
perhaps covering the region of drag divergence, but possibly stretched with additional
enpirical modeling tu the buffet onset region.

At the level of the thin layer approximation, the problem is divided into two
parts, that for the outer inviscid flow and the thin viscous layer adjacent to the
configuration and in the downstream wake. A coupling of the two flows must then be
devised. In the following we shall first comment only briefly on the inviscid flow
methods, a detailed lecture having been given earlier by Dr. Jameson. Boundary
layer/wake methods are then described followed by a description of the
inviscid/viscous flow coupling procedures.

3.1 THE INVISCID FLOW PROBLEM

For most applied transonic problems th exact potential methods are best suited
and most widely used. The potential approximation is valid so long as the total
temperature is uniform, and the shock waves occurring within the flow are sufficiently
weak. Here the shock strength is measured, for example, by the quantity Mn - 1
where Mn is the component of the Mach number normal to the shock upstream of the
shock. The entropy change across the shock is then proportional to (Mn - 1)3, a
weak function of the shock strength. In a well-designed swept wing, the twist and
camber are chosen such that at the design point the shock waves are adequately swept.
At off-design conditions shock unsweeping can arise, for example at increased lift,
but the resulting shock/boundary layer interaction as described earlier will incline
the shock to an oblique shock. Both the sweep and obliqueness will weaken the shock
sufficiently that the potential approximation will be valid.

Thus methods with the more complex Euler equations are not warranted with their
increased computer costs and memory requirements. Small disturbance methods are
inadequate, and they offer no reduction in computer costs.
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3.2 BOUNDARY LAYER METHODS

Widely used viscous equations in the transonic problem are the integral boundary
layer equations. Potentially more general formulations have been unable to treat any
better the complexities arising in transonic flow due for example to shock waves.
More complex differential equation methods for example have not only not yielded
superior results but required more than an order of magnitude greater computing time
than integral methods.

In the case of planar turbulent boundary layers, a representative integral method
is that developed by Green (Ref. 6). It is composed of a set of three first order
ordinary differential equations derived from the continuity equation, streamwise
momentum equation, and the Bradshaw/Ferriss turbulent energy equation. Dependent
variables arising in these equations are the momentum thickness e, the form factor
H = 6*/a where 6* is the displacement thickness, the entrainment function Ce
measuring the rate at which the inviscid flow enters the boundary layer, and Ue the
velocity at the edge of the boundary layer. The system of three equations with four
unknowns is made determinate by considering one of the unknowns as a prescribed input
function to be furnished from the inviscid flow, for example Ue in the case of
attached flow (the direct problem). It will be seen later that for the separated
case, the proper input function is the displacement thickness (the inverse problem).

In the three dimensional case, analogous integral boundary layer equations are
those derived for example by Smith (Ref. 7). They form a set of four first order
partial differential equations expressing the conservation of mass, streamwise and
stream-normal momenta, and Green's lag entrainment equation in the streamwise
direction. The unknowns are the streanwise momentum thickness eli, the streamwise
form factor 61/e11 where 61 is the streamwise displacement thickness, the
entrainment function Ce, the angle o between the outer and limiting streamlines (the
latter forming the skin friction lines), and Ue and a the magnitude and direction of
the velocity vector at the edge of the boundary layer. Here again two of the six
dependent variables must be taken as input functions, for example in the case of
attached flow Ue and x.

In the case of attached flows with Ue and a as inputs, the above system of
equations is fully hyperbolic where the characteristics are the outer inviscid flow
streamlines (double family), the limiting streamlines, and a family lying between the
above two. With the problem fully hyperbolic in the direct case, the formulation and
solution of the problem are straightforward. Here the method of characteristics forms
a reliable guide. Thus initial or starting conditions must be furnished along a
space-like line near the wing leading edge where the values of the dependent variables
must be prescribed. Additionally boundary conditions must be prescribed along
time-like boundariez as along the wing centerline or the tip chord when the range of
influence of these boundary points falls onto the wing. Here the number of data to be
prescribed equals the number of characteristics pointing into the planform.

As in all hyperbolic systems, weak solutions containing flow discontinuities are
possible. The physical nature of these discontinuities cannot be determined until the
set of equations are expressed in proper conservation form so that jump conditions can
be derived. It is to be noted that if other pairs of dependent variables are taken as
input functions, the character of the equations will be different (see Ref. 8).

Both the two and three dimensional integral equations described above have also
been applied to the wake by setting the skin friction equal to zero and adjusting the
dissipation length scale parameter to be consistent with the asymptotic far-field wake.

A review of the three dimensional integral boundary layer/wake methods as well db

differential equation methods was recently given by Smith (Ref. 9).

3.3 FORMULATION OF THE REAL FLOW PROBLEM - VISCID/INVISCID FLOW COUPLING

For the formulation of the real flow problem, we shall first introduce the concept
of an equivalent inviscid flow. In such a flow the airfoil boundary condition is
modified such that the flow outside the boundary layer in the real flow is
reproduced. Within the thin layer approximation, this is accomplisned by displacing
the airfoil surface by the boundary layer displacement thickness or alternatively by
imposing a transpiration velocity at the surface of the airfoil (Ref. 10). Here,
analogous to the relationship of the airfoil thickness to the source strength in thin
airfoil theory, the transpiration velocity is related to suitable derivatives of the
displacement thicknesses.

The formulation of the real flow problem follows directly from the introduction of
the equivalent inviscid flow. The boundary layer equations, defining the necessary
displacement thickness, constitute auxiliary relations that complete the definition of
the airfoil viscous tangency condition for the equivalent inviscid flow. Since the
pressure is assumed to be constant across the boundary layer, the surface pressures as
determined in the equivdlent inviscid flow will therefore yield the desired airfoil
pressures in the real flow.

The highly implicit formulation of the real flow problem described Above makes a
direct numerical solution difficult. Iterative methods will be a necessity, and these
are now described.
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In the classical weak coupling procedure, for example in the case of an airfoil
with an dttached flow, both the inviscid and boundary layer/wake flows are posed in
the direct form. First, the inviscid flow over the airfoil is computed yielding the
(inviscid) pressure distribution. The latter is then inputted into the boundary
layer/wake code, which in turn yields the displacement thickness or its equivalent the
transpiration velocities. The latter forms an upgraded effective surface shape with
which the above process is repeated. In tle case of attached flow the above procedure
has been found to be convergent even with shock waves present (see for example Refs.
11 and 12).

If the boundary layer is,,separated, Green's integral boundary layer equations in
the direct form become"stiff that is, the coefficients of the equations become such
that a small error in the pressure gradient input leads to a large error in the
displacement thickness. The above classical coupling procedure then ceases to
converge.

A coupling procedure to circumvent this difficulty has been proposed by Le Balleur
(Ref. 13), that is, the semi-inverse method, where tile inviscid flow is posed in the
direct form, but the boundary layer flow is posed in the inverse form to avoid the
above stiffness. With tne displacement thickness inputted to both flows, each will
result in a pressure distribution which in general will not match. An update scheme
is then used which yields a correction to the input displacement thickness to reduce
the pressure distribution mismatch. The above update scheme is based on the solution
to a simplified boundary value problem where the small disturbance potential equation
is used together with a linearized Green's equation (see Ref. 14).

The above semi-inverse procedure has yielded convergent solutions for the
unseparated cases (Ref. 13), but as yet satisfactory results have not been achieved
for the separated cases for which the method was developed. Posing the boundary layer
problem in the inverse form has eliminated the stiff character of the equations, but
it appears that the update procedure is inadequate in the shock region. Research is
continuing in this area, but the scarcity of reliable experimental data for separated
flows has impeded the progress.

Coupling of the inviscid and boundary layer/wake flows in the three dimensional
case as for a swept wing dre in tile early stages of oevelopment. For the attached
case both the classical weak interaction and the semi-inverse procedures can be used
(Ref. 8).

In the semi-inverse procedure, the streamwise form factor and the inviscid flow
angle a, for example, can be used as input functions for the boundary layer equations
which will retain a fully hyperbolic character. Coupling procedures for the three
dimensional separated cases are still in development.

3.4 HIGHER ORDER BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS

In the previous section the equivalent inviscid flow was defined. Here a modified
airfoil tangency condition was used which yielded the real flow exterior to the
boundary layer, in particular the pressure distribution at tle edge of the boundary
layer. Since the pressure was assumed to be invariant across the boundary layer, the
airfoil surface pressures calculated in the equivalent inviscid flow would then yield
the desi,.ed surface pressures for the real flow.

In the neighborhood of the shock and the trailing edge the invariance of the
pressures across the boundary layer ceases to be valid. The surface pressures as
calculated in the equivalent inviscid flow are no longer the desired surface pressures
for the viscous flow in these regions. Fultilling the Kutta condition in the
equivalent inviscid flow for example would not satisfy the Kutta condition in the real
flow leading to concern in the determination of the circulation.

In a subcritical flow a mismatch of the trailing edge pressures would clearly be
of concern since the circulation is significantly affected by the Kutta condition. In
the high subsonic region, however, it was pointed out earlier that the Kutta condition
losses its significance in establishing the circulation with a greater role played by
choking considerations. A mismatch of the trailing edge pressures caused by the
failure of the first order boundary layer theory would therefore not affect
significantly the overall circulation.

The real flow about the trailing edge is a strong interaction flow. That is, the
presence of the boundary layer significantly alters the inviscid flow in these
regions. The analysis of the boundary layer flow about the trailing edge therefore
cannot be carried out by isolating it and imposing the inviscid flow conditions at its
outer edge.

There have been a number of investigations deriving higher order boundary layer
equations. Thus for example Nakayama, Patel and Landweber (Ref. 15) added a
simplified transverse momentum equation in lieu of the transverse pressure
invariance. The improved method added only minor complications to the first order
theory. The importance of the remaining significant higher order effects not
considered above however remains unresolved.
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The strong interaction at the shock wave on the other hand is significantly more
difficult. Usable theories cannot be expected in the near future. For the near-term
one must use first order methods adjusting them phenomenologically to yield acceptable
solutions in a consistent fashion.

4. EXAMPLES

In the present section computational examples are given which illustrate both
recent advances as well as highlight significant shortcomings still unresolved.

In the case of airfoil flows with attached boundary layers, there have been
notable contributions for example for the RAE 2822 airfoil for which test results are
available (Ref. 16). In Figure 9 is shown the test/theory comparison of the pressure
distribution and the displacement and momentum thickness obtained by Collyer and Lock
(Ref. 11). Here an exact potential method was coupled to Green's lag entrainment
integral method using the weak interaction procedure. A partially non-conservative
shock capture was employed "to compensate" for the error in the entropy rise across
the shock. A check of the normal Mach number upstream of the shock would show that
such compensations are not needed in this case (n 1.15, total pressure loss of
0.3%). A simple curvature effect was incorporated into the wake contact jump
conditions. In the calculations the angle of attack was adjusted by +0.55. to match
the measured lift.

Figure 10 shows the test/theory comparison for the pressure distribution obtained
by Le Balleur (Ref. 13). An exact potential method is coupled to an integral boundary
layer/wake code, developed by Le Balleur, using the semi-inverse procedure described
earlier. Here the free stream Mach number was raised by 0.002 and the angle of attack
decreased by 0.19, both relative to the test values.

In Figure 11 is another set of test/theory comparisons, still for the RAE 2822
airfoil. One result is due to Longo, Schmidt, and Jameson (Ref. 12) who coupled the
exact potential code with Horton's integral boundary layer/wake method in the weak
coupling mode. The free stream Mach number in the calculation was increased by 0.004,
while the angle of attack was decreased by 0.870 to match the measured lift. Another
calculation shown in Figure 11 is due to Melnik (Ref. 17) who coupled the exact
potential method with Green's lag entrainment method in the weak interaction mode.
The Mach number here was increased by 0.003 while the angle of attack was decreased by
0.57 ° to match the measured lift. Finally the results with the Euler equations
coupled with the integral boundary layer/wake method obtained by Schmidt, Jameson, and
Whitfield (Ref. 18) are shown in Figure 11. Here only the Mach number was adjusted
increasing it by 0.004. In the above case the normal Mach number upstream of the
shock is approximately 1.16 corresponding to a total pressure loss across the shock of
less than 0.4%. The entropy increase across the shock is therefore negligible
removing any theoretical differences between the Euler and exact potential
formulations.

The noteworthy feature of the above test/theory comparisons is the excellent
agreement obtained in the pressure distributions and in the displacement and momentum
thicknesses. The confusing aspect is that the merits of the refinements in the
various methods have been masked by the widely varying adjustments of the free stream
Mach number and angle of attack. Such adjustments, intended primarily to correct for
the wind tunnel wall interference, have in some cases inadvertently compensated for
shortcomings of the numerical solutions. This points to the need for reliable
experimental results where the wall interference is suitably defined for example in
terms of wall pressure measurements. Inputting the latter into the calculations would
then preclude the need to adjust the frue stream M.ach number and angle of attack.

In the three dimensional case the development of real flow procedures
understandably lags the planar case. Although there are ongoing activities in
coupling the exact potential code with the three dimensional boundary layer/wake
codes, no published accounts are presently available.

There are however interesting results published exercising the three dimensional
integral boundary layer codes where the necessary input data are furnished from
experiments. One case is the flow in the inboard region of a swept wing at low speeds
tested by Lindhout, Elsenaar, and van den Berg (Ref. 19). A sketch of a flow
visualization picture from Ref . 19 is shown in Figure 12 in welrh trailing edge
separation is indicated.

In Figure 13 is shown the calculated limiting streamlines obtained by Cousteix and
Houdeville (Ref. 20). Here the boundary layer problem was posed in the direct mode
inputting the measured speed and flow direction of the outer inviscid flow. A
marching in the streamwise direction was carried out using an explicit difference
scheme, terminating the marching when the streamwise skin friction vanished. The
envelope of limiting streamline characteristics suggested ;n Figure 13 would then
correspond to a separation line. However with the boundary layer equations recast as
a system of ordinary differential equations by the explicit marching procedure, a
stiffness of the equations occurs in the vicinity of the envelope invalidating the
solution in that neighborhood.
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The above flow was calculated by a number of other investigators using integral as
well as differential equation methods, and their results are summarized in Ref. 19.
The results from most methods were found to be in reasonable agreement.

Another interesting set of calculations is for the case of the infinite yawed wing
at low speeds tested by Elsenaar, van den Berg, and Lindhout (Ref. 21). This case was
calculated by a number of investigators using both the integral and differential
equation methods, and the results are reported in Ref. 22. One interesting
calculation is due to Stock (Ref. 23). Since the experiments indicated trailing edge
separation, an inverse formulation of the integral boundary layer method was used
where the input function was the measured displacement thickness in the direction
normal to the leading edge. In this formulation the explicit marching could be
carried out through the separated region, yielding results that compare reasonably
with experiments (see Figure 14). In the case of the infinite yawed wing where the
spanwise derivatives are zero, the inverse formulation, behaves, perhaps not
surprisingly, as in the planar case without stiffness difficulties. Such a behavior
should not however be expected to carry over to the general three dimensional case
formulated in a comparable inverse mode inputting the displacement thicknesses.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our primary objective has been to convey an appreciation of the significant
effects of viscosity in transonic flows. Here key fluid dynamic mechanisms were
described that make up the inviscid/viscous flow interactions. Performance
consequences were also described ranging from the mild effects at cruise conditions,
affecting the lift to drag ratio, to severe interactions leading to catastrophic
flutter and rigid body instabilities.

Numerical methods were described to treat the real flow, but they were restricted
to the mildest of strong interactions. Even within this limited scope, substantial
further effort is needed to model the shock/boundary layer interaction in a reliable
manner and to develop viscous equations and inviscid/viscous flow coupling procedures
capable of treating three dimensional separated flows. Here it would be desirable to
have a procedure capable of predicting buffet onset. Finally accurate and complete
experimental data for transonic separated flows are needed for both airfoils and wings
for the validation of computational methods.
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TRANSONIC AIRFOIL DEVELOPMENT

by Richard T. Whitcomb
Distinguished Research Associate

Langley Research Center, NASA
Hampton, Virginia 23665

U.S.A.

SUMMARY

This lecture consists of three parts, in which discussions are presented of the
current state of development of transonic or supercritical airfoils designed for fully
turbulent boundary layers on the surfaces, previous research on subcritical airfoils
designed to achieve laminar boundary layers on all or parts of the surfaces, and current
research on supercritical airfoils designed to achieve laminar boundary layers. In the
first part the use of available two dimensional computer codes in the development of
supercritical airfoils and the general trends in the design of such airfoils with
turbulent boundary layers are discussed. The second part provides the necessary
background on laminar boundary layer phenomena. The last part, which constitutes the
major portion of the lecture, covers research by NASA on supercritical airfoils
utilizing both decreasing pressure gradients and surface suction for stabilizing the
laminar boundary layer. An investigation of the former has been recently conducted in
flight using gloves on the wing panels of the U.S. Air Force Fill TACT airplane,
research on the later is currently being conducted in a transonic wind tunnel which has
been modified to greatly reduce the stream turbulence and noise levels in the test
section.

SYMBOLS

CD drag coefficient, Drag/qS

CL lift coefficient, Lift/qS

Cp pressure coefficient, pt - p /qS

Hz cycles per second

M free stream Mach number

n disturbance amplitude ratio

p local static pressure

p free stream static pressure

q free stream dynamic pressure

Rn Reynolds number

S wing area

A sweep angle

SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS DESIGNED FOR TUBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

The first airfoils designed specifically to delay drag rise by improving the
transonic or supercritical flow above the upper surface were the "peaky" airfoils
developed experimentally by by Pearcy (Ref. 1). They provide an isentropic
recompression of the supercritical flow ahead of the shock wave located on the forward
region of the airfoil. These airfoils provide approximately a .02 to .03 delay in the
drag rise compared with NACA 6 series airfoils which had been used for many of the first
generation of subsonic jet aircraft. These improved airfoils or their derivatives were
used on many of the second generation of such aircraft. During the middle 1960's
transonic airfoils with drag rise Mach numbers substantially higher than the "peaky"
airfoils were developed experimentally at NASA Langley. These airfoils had
supercritical flow over a major portion of the upper surface and therefore were named
NASA supercritical airfoils. This work was classified until the early 1970's. An
unclassified summary of this work is presented in reference 2. Following the work at
NASA other organizations in the United States and Europe also developed similar
supercritical airfoils (Ref. 3 for example).

The experimental development of such su ercritical airfoils is extremely tedious,
time consuming, and expensive. Therefore, theories and associated numerical codes to
calculate the characteristics of supercritical airfoils were developed by several



orvanizations in the Unitad States and Europe. One of the most successful of these
ef orts was that by the team at New York University under the direction of Garabedian.
(Ref. 4.) Numerous comparisons between the pressure distributions and drag coefficient
calculated using the NYU code and experimental results have indicated very good
agreement. A typical example of the agreement for a pressure distribution is shown in
figure 1. An example of the agreement for drag coefficient is shown in figure 2. The
agreement for drag at higher lift coefficients is not as satisfactory. With the
availability of such reliable computational methods the need for wind tunnel
investigations of supercritical airfoils is greatly reduced. In fact, the differences
between the calculated and experimental results are usually less than those between the
measured two dimensional airfoils and three dimensional wing results. Therefore, during
wing development at Langley the airfoils designed using the theory are applied directly
to the three dimensional models.

Using the numerical codes, t, e various research and industrial organizations have
designed many different supercritical airfoils, each to meet the specific requirements
of various applications. However, most of these airfoils usually have certain common
features which will now be discussed. A generalized design pressure distribution on a
representative supercritical airfoil, together with the associated airfoil shape are
presented in figure 3. Considering the upper surface first, numerous investigators have
found a gradually decreasing velocity in the supercritical flow region usually results
ip the highest drag rise Mach number for a given design lift coefficient. Also, the
highest usable drag rise or lift coefficient is generally obtained with a weak shock
wave at the end of the supercritical region. Further, it is important that the final
pressure recovery to trailing edge be sufficiently gradual to prevent local separation
near the trailing. With respect to the lower surface, the design feature which is the
most controversial and thus varies the most among the airfoils designed by various
organizations is the concave region near the trailing edge together with the positive
pressures associated with it. Both experimental and calculated results have indicated
that these positive pressures are important in achieving a high drag rise Mach number
for the usual design lift coefficient. However, the pressures result in an undesirable
negative pitching moment and increased hinge moments, while the physical concavity
reduces the structural depth of the flap or aileron. Therefore, the depth of the
concavity must be a compromise based on a number of considerations. It is obvious when
one compares the concavity of the supercritical airfoils designed by various groups that
these groups have substantially different ideas as to the most satifactory compromise.

Generally, for the outboard region of a high aspect ratio wing the most
satisfactory pressure distributions and airfoil shapes are similar to those determined
using two dimensional calculations. However, because of the strong three dimension
effects at supercritical Mach numbers the airfoil shape for the inboard sections of
swept wings usual deviate substantially from the two dimensionally derived shapes. The
shape developed for the inboard region a supercritical wing demonstrated in flight on a
U.S. Navy F8 test bed will be discussed in my second lecture. The airfoil shapes
developed for other configurations by other groups will probably be discussed by other
lecturers.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON AIRFOILS DESIGNED FOR LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYERS

Since the time of Prandl, at least, it has been recognized that the skin friction
drag could be substantially reduced by achieving a laminar rather than a turbulent
boundary layer on the surface of an aircraft component. However, results of early wind
tunnel research on flat plates indicate that transition from a laminar to a turbulent
condition occurred at elatively low critical Reynolds numbers, roughly 500,000. (Ref.
5). In the mid 1930's it was found that this value could be increased to about
1.5x10 6 by providinq a decreasing pressure gradient on the surface (Ref. 6, for
example). In 1938 B. M. Jones demonstrated that critical Reynolds numbers substantially
higher than those determined in the wind tunnels could be achieved in flight (Ref. 7).
The low wind tunnel values were associated with turbulence in the tunnel test sections.
These flight results greatly encouraged world-wide research on configurations designed
to achieve extensive regions of laminar flow at high Reynolds numbers. This work
required the development of wind tunnels with turbulence levels much lower than those of
previous tunnels.

Included among these new facilities was the Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel at NACA
Langley. Using this tunnel NACA developed a family of airfoils intended to have
extensive regions of laminar flow at flight Reynolds numbers. These airfoils, known as
6 series, had decreasing pressures over the forward regions of the surfaces. The design
pressure distribution for a typical airfoil of this family, is shown in figure 4.
Investigation of these airfoils indicated that laminar flow could be maintained as far
rearward as 60% of the chord on airgoils with reasonable thickness ratios for chord
Reynolds numbers up to about 9.OxlOU (Ref. 8). However, this was achieved only when
the model surfaces were glass smooth. Flight tests of a wing incorporating such an
airfoil and with extremely smooth surfaces indicated that extents of laminar flow
similar to these measured in the wind tunnel could be achieved on an airplane (Ref. 9).
However, r1,', luist production airplanes incorporating these airfoils little or no laminar
flow was achieved, since the surfaces were not smooth enough. It should be noted,
however, that these airfoils were used in the design of the first generation of United
States jet aircraft since they had significantly higher critical Mach numbers than did
the airfoils previously used.



In about 1940 it was proposed that the laminar boundar, layer could be greatly
rrT stabilized and significant extents of laminar flow might be achieved by the removal ofthe lower part of the boundary layer by suction through slots or holes (Refs. 10 and

11). With this approach the extent of the laminar layer is not limited as with the use
of favorable pressure gradients but can be extended to near the trailing edge.
Pfenninger, in particular, (Ref. 12) and others conducted extensive wind tunnel and
flight investigation on this approach over several decades. This research leached its
culmination in the flight investigation of the X21 in the early 1960's (Figure 5). The
results of this work indicated that laminar boundary layers could be maintained over
most of this swept wing at very high Reynolds numbers. For the inboard sections a
critical Reynolds number of 47.5x10 6 was achieved. However, because of the cost and
complexities associated with providing and maintaining the systems and the surface
smoothness required, work on laminar flow control in the United States was temporarily
abandoned in the United States in 1966.

During the research on laminar flow control during the 1950's several important
basic aerodynamic problems were uncovered. First, it was found that on swept wings
instabilities in the laminar boundary develop due to the spanwise pressure gradients on
such wings (Ref. 13). These effects, called cross flow instabilities, have been
analyzed theoretically (Ref. 14, for example). Also, on wings with sufficient sweep
turbulent flow which may develop on the leading edge of the inboard stations moves
outboard in the stagnation region or attachment line at the leading edge and causes
transition on the outer parts of the wing. This effect, called leading edge
contamination, is discussed in reference 15. Further, it was found that the sensitivity
to surface roughness is strongly dependent on the unit Reynolds number, that is, the
Reynolds number per unit length (Ref. 16). Therefore, to maintain laminar flow for
practical surfaces this unit value as well as the total Reynolds number must be
limited. A summary of research on laminar boundary layer control to approximately 1958
is presented in reference 17 and a bibliography of reports on this subject to 1978 is
presented in reference 18.

CURRENT NASA RESEARCH ON SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS DESIGNED FOR LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYERS

With the recent large increase in the price of jet fuel, the economic value of
reducing the skin friction has greatly increased and the complexities and costs
associated with achieving laminar boundary layers might now be justified. Also new
construction methods, such as composite materials, should greatly aid in the achievement
of the required surface smoothness. Therefore, NASA, as part of a broad program called
Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) undertook a reexamination of the technics for
obtaining such boundary layers. This effort involves wind tunnel and flight
investigations and extensive systems studies. One might ask why a new research program
is needed since the subject had received so much attention in the past. The earlier
work was all conducted at essentially subcritical conditions while the present research
is involved primarily with supercritical conditions. Many of the phenomena associated
with these new conditions are quite different than those studied in the past. In this
effort both decreasing pressure gradients and suction as means for stabilizing the
laminar boundary layer are being studied. In the present lecture the basic experimental
research on transonic airfoils designed to exploit these two approaches will be
discussed.

Stabilization by Decreasing Pressure Gradient

Since the stability of laminar flow is so strongly dependent on the Reynolds number
any meaningful research must be conducted at near flight Reynolds numbers. Therefore,
the initial exploratory research on a supercritical airfoil designed to obtain extensive
laminar flow by decredsing pretsute giddieit~, wat -.ondutted in flight at the ,I"'"JA Dryden
Research Center. Partial span gloves were added to the wing panels of the United States
Air Force TACT airplane (figure 6). This airplane is an F 111 retrofitted with a NASA
supercritical wing. The use of theis airplane, with a variable sweep capability,
allowed a systematic study of the crossflow instabilities described earlier. The shape
of the new airfoil is substantially different from that on the TACT wing so that an
extension of the glove forward and rearward of the original leading and trailing edge
was required (fig. 7). In particular, the leading edge radius and the aft camber for
the new airfoil are significantly less than those for TACT wing. The gloves, covered
the middle regions of the panels. Because of the strong lateral spread of disturbances
at superceitical speeds it was required that the shape of the upper surfaces of the
panels inboard of the gloves be modified to achieve the desired pressure distributions
on the gloves for such conditions. These changes were developed experimentally at the
Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel.

The airtoil for the flight investigation was developed at NASA Langley using the
NYU code (Ref. 4) and an unpublished two dimensional laminar boundary layer stability
code. The calculated pressure distribution for the supercritical design condition is
shown in figure 8. The upper surface has a favorable pressure gradient from the leading
edge to the 60% chord station followed by a weak shock and a gradual subsonic recovery.
The lower surface has a favorable pressure gradient from the leading edge to the 50%
chord followed by a recovery into a region of positive pressures characteristic of aft
loaded supercritial airfoils. Obviously, the pressure distribution on the upper surface
deviates substantially from that found to be most satisfactory when considering fully
turbulent boundary layers, as discussed earlier. As a result, the drag rise Mach number
for this airfoil is about 0.015 less than that for an airfoil designed for turbulent
boundary layers with the same thickness ratio and design lift coefficient.
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Laminar stability calculations for this airfoil, including the effects of
compressibility and sweep were conducted for NASA at Boeing (Ref. 19). Representative
results are presented in figure 9. Shown are variations of the growth of the
Tollmien-Schlichting disturbances, that is those associated with longitudinal flow
tRef. 5), along the chord for a disturbance frequency of 2775 Hz for the design pressure
distribution at a Reynolds number of 25x106. Of particular importance is the fact
that the effects of compressibility for this condition reduces the growth of the
disturbances by more than 50%. This effect greatly enhances the possibility of
obtaining extensive regions of laminar flow at flight Reynolds numbers. The
compressibility also reduces the crossflow instabilities, but to a much lesser degree.
Predictions based .r the compressible flow calculations (fig. 10) suggest that laminar
flow should be achieved to the 60% chord station on the upper surface and 50% chord on
the lower for 100 of sweep and c chord Rn of 35xIO6. For wing sweep angles greater
than about 22° leading edge contamination, as described earlier, should cause transition
near the leading edge. The instrumentation for this flight investigation wds limited to
wake survey probes. As a result relatively little information of a basic nature was
obtained. However, the wake survey results indicate that substantial regions of laminar
flow were achieved.

Stabilization by Suction

Because of the high cost of conducting flight research on advanced supercritical
airfoils with the laminar boundary suction, the initial research on such airfoils is
currently being carried out in a wind tunnel. Wind tunnel investigations of
supercritical laminar flow airfoils require a large transonic tunnel with very low
stream turbulence and noise levels. To provide such a facility the Langley 8-Foot
Transonic Pressure Tunnel has been modified substantially (Ref. 20). To reduce stream
turbulence five creens and honeycomb have been installed in the settling chamber of the
tunnel. To eliminate the noise associated with mixing in the slots, the investigation
is conducted with the slots closed. To greatly reduce the movement of noise from the
diffuser into the test region variable choke plates have been installed between the test
region and the diffuser. The stream turbulence and noise levels achieved are about .04%
at a Mach number of 0.8.

To provide the required near full scale Reynolds numbers with acceptable unit
Reynolds numbers, the chord of the model was made quite large, 2.15 meters. A large
chord also facilitates the installation of the ducting in the model required for
suction. With this large a model in a closed, unmodified test section the wall
interference would be prohibitively large. To eliminate such interference the walls
opposite the upper and lower surfaces have been contoured to the calculated streamliles
of the flow about the model at the wall for the design condition. rurther, to study the
cross flow instabilities described earlier 230 of sweep was incorporated into the
airfoil. To eliminate wall interference at the ends of the model these walls were
contoured to the calculated cross flows due to this sweep. The model and contoured
tunnel walls installed in the test region of the tunnel are shown in figures 11 and 12.
The computational design of the shapes of the tunnel walls is described in reference 21.

The airfoil shape and associated pressure distributions for the model of this
investigation were developed by W. Pfenninger using the NYU code of reference 4 and
boundary layer stability analyses (Ref. 23). The chordwise pressure distributions and
sonic lines for the design condition and an off-design condition together with the
airfoil shape are shown in figure 13. The areas where various types of instabilities
predominate are also indicated. In the supercritical flow region above the upper
surface the pressure distributions have adver,c gradients similar to that on most
supercritical airfoils designed for turbulenc,. boundary layers, as discussed earlier.
The suction can readily maintain laminar flow through this gradual gradient since the
instabilities are of the Toiimien-SLh'iiLhti11g type. The adverse gradients along the aft
region of the airfoil are substantially greater than that used for most airfoils
with turbulent boundary layers. The suction should maintain unseparated laminar
boundary layers through these gradients even though the predominant disturbances are of
the more critical cross flow type. However, substantially greater amounts or boundary
layer removal are required than on the less critical region farther forward. Near the
leading edge crossflow instabilities are particularly critical because of the pronounced
pressure gradient.

The pressure distributions on the lower., face are markedly different from that on
the usual supercritical airfoil with a turbulent boundary layer. The forward regions of
positive, roughly uniform pressures, provides an area with reduced crossflow instability
where a movable Kreuger flap type leading edge device could be incorporated. However,
the concavity in the lower surface contour near the 15% chord associated with these
pressure distributions leads to 'iylor-Goertler instabilities (Ref. 5). The velocities
along the middle region of the lower surface are nearly sonic. The recovery into the
aft positive pressure region is significantly steeper than on airfoils with turbulence
boundary layers. As for the upper surface the suction allows this steeper gradient. At
the higher-lift off-design condition the pressure distributions are approximately the
same as for design con"ition except for the development of a weak shock near the 65%
chord station on the upper surface. This desired situation is achieved by providing the
increased lift with the deflection of a 11% chord trailing edge flap (figure 14) rather
than by increasing the angle of attack. Because of the steeper adverse gradients
allowed with boundary layer suction the design Mach for this airfoil can be made



slightly greater than that for a comparable airfoil designed for a turbulent boundary
layer. The suction system utilized to stabilize the laminar flow on the surfaces of the
airfoil shown in figure 14. Very narrow slots are connected to a number of separate
ducts in which the suction pressure can be varied individually. The spacing of the
slots is closest where the boundary layer instabilities are the greatest.

Following the completion of the investigation other approaches to laminar flow
control will be investigated in the modified Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
using similar sized models and the contoured test section. Also, basic research at
several United States aircraft companies on various methods for laminar flow control
will continue. A large part of this research will be associated with airfoils
incorporating hybrid boundary layer control systems, that is, systems utilizing both
decreasing pressure gradients and limited suction. Much of this work will be
experimental since the theoretical methods available ar. still not definitive enough to
exactly predict transition (Ref. 19). In addition to this basic work, research directed
toward solutions of the practical problems associated with achieving laminar boundary
layers, such as insect contamination on the leading edge, will continue. A bibliography
of publications on laminar flow control wor% for the years 1976 to 1982 is presented in
reference 22.
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AERODYNAMIC DESIGN FOR OVERALL VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

I. H. Rettie
Unit Chief Aero Research and Development
rhe Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

P.O. Box 3707 M/S 79-93
Seattle, Washington, 98124 - U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The process by which a wing is designed and integrated into an aircraft configuration
is examined in detail. The way in which the characteristics of the design are matched to
the size of the aircraft and to the critical segments of typical missions is described
with some examples. High-speed computers are used routinely today to determine optimum
dimensions for the vehicle. Their growing use in Computational Fluid Dynamics for aero-
dynamic design prior to wind tunnel cesting is examined particularly as regards the
capability this offers to tailor a single component such as the wing leading edge to
obtain improvements in more than one flight regime by one modification to the aircraft.

I INTRODUCTION

The integration of an airfoil shape into a three-dimensional wing matched to a
specific vehicle and mission remains one of the most challenging tasks in aerodynamic
design. Dr. Whitcomb in the previous lecture has described the development of airfoil
theory and concepts over the past several years and I shall not repeat his excellent
treatment of this topic. In this lecture I shall postulate that we have a requirement
for an aircraft of specified size, range and speed for which we must provide a wing incor-
porating a suitable high lift system and accommodating the other major components of the
aircraft such as landing gear, propulsion installation and horizontal stabilizer. Prime
among the criteria for this wing design will be efficient structure, adequate fuel
tankage, good overall handling qualities, low fuel comsumption and good field performance.
These qualities will be traded to achieve the most attractive vehicle having regard, of
course, to the paramount requirement for safety.

The process begins with a first cut at aircraft sizing, enabling the basic wing
characteristics to be determined and a preliminary choice of airfuil and wing geometry to
be made. Drag polars and lift curves are then predicted by empirical and theoretical
methods; weights and fuel volumes are estimated; a parametric sizing study is carried
out; and a specific design is determined which forms the basis for more detailed work.
At this stage, a loft is prepared for wind tunnel models and the resulting test data are
used as the basis for another cycle. The depth and accuracy of the sizing and design
processes will be very important in reducing wind tunnel test time and hastening
convergence. Also the skill and foresight of the designer will minimize interference
problems in the configuration which might have to be solved in the wind tunnel before the
expected performance of the model could be achieved.

This process is summarized in Figure 1 and is followed Lhrough in the discussion
below.

MISSION DEFINITION INITIAL SIZING WIGW.T. TESTa BODY OR" R A N G E D E I G NU
" PAYLOAD * WING tEVALUATION
" SPEED 9 ENGINE I

WEIGHTS CHARACTERISTICS SPECIFICATION

DETAILED EMPENNA1GE WIND "UNNEL]

SIZING DEFINITION TES"

PIPECEDING PAG BLAM-NOT FIUV/
Figure 1. - Aircraft Design Cycle
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11 INITIAL SIZING

This will normally be accomplished either by direct reference to a previous study or

by construction of simplified charts based upon existing configurations and guided by the

Breguet range equation,

R = K V L logn I
E Dw 2

V L = Range Factor
sTfc D

The factor K will depend on mission rules. Lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) can be related
to span and total wetted area from the well known drag formula,

CL2
CD = CDO + CL

A

A = Aspect Ratio

It can be verified by simple differentiation that maximum L/D occurs when the induced
drag equals the zero-lift drag and the relationship shown in Figure 2 is easily derived.
As a matter of fact, most current aircraft lie on a line corresponding to 85% of the
theoretically achievable peformance. Such a "rule of thumb" can be used in the initial
estimate of performance.
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Figure 2. - Aerodynamic Efficiency at (M L D) MAX

The first step in aircraft sizing is normally to construct a body appropriate to the
desired payload and, from existing data, to determine the probable gross weight of the
aircraft. An existing or proposed engine will be used and its weight and specific fuel
comsumption will be known. From the Range Equation, a chart such as Figure 3 can be
constructed relating Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW), Gross Weight and Range Factor. Also, from
existing data, an estimate of ZFW can be made for several wing areas in the probable
range. For each wing area, the total wetted area can be computed (allowing for the
empennage, of course) and an L/D estimated. Combined with the known value of engine sfc,
this provides a range factor for each value of ZFW. The most appropriate value of wing
area must then be selected on the base of three considerations,

1) Packaging of wing structure, system and high lift devices
2) Cruise lift coefficient
3) Approach speed

The decision must be partly judgmental at this juncture. A typical high lift system
(say, leading edge slats and double-slotted trailing edge flaps) will be chosen and an
estimate of maximum lift capability on the approach to an airfield can be made assuming
an approach speed in the range 125 kts (for a short range aircraft) to 135 kts (for a
long range aircraft). From this a required wing area can be identified and an evaluation
of packaging problems can be made which might result in change to the area the spanwise
thickness grading or the taper ratio, for example. The groundwork done in creating
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Figure 3 will then identify approximate weights for the aircraft. A check must be made
of cruise lift coefficient and engine thrust match. If the lift coefficient in cruise is
too high for a reasonable high speed design, the wing area must be increased
accordingly. If the cruise thrust match is deficient, the engine size must be
increased. At this point an initial sizing has been accomplished.

Such a procedure obviously involves a fair degree of experience and expertise.
Existing data such as component weights of aircra ft will be used throughout. The less
experienced designer will have to repeat the cycle several times in order to obtain a
balanced design. A layout drawing of the aircraft will now be created, fuel volume
checked and the cycle repeated with improved weight estimating.
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Figure 3. - Weight and Range Factor Relationships

III AIRFOIL SELECTION

Airfoil selection will be guided primarily by the requirements for cruise Mach number
and fuel volume. These will enable a selection of sweep angle and maximum thickness to
be made considering the outer wing as effectively a swept cylinder of unlimited span
incorporating a section compatible with today's airfoil technology. The designer will
choose as a basis a section defined by the available library of experimental and
theoretical results. This will display the characteristics of supercritical flow,
relatively aft, weak shock and aft loading described by Dr. Whitcomb. Two-dimensional
computer codes are today so powerful and accurate that testing of airfoils is rarely
required particularly if the modifications to an existing design are not too extensive.
These modifications will be required to obtain a satisfactory supercritical pressure
distribution of the type shown in Figure 4 at tne thickness and lift coefficient
indicated as in section II above. Care should be taken to avoid large adverse pressure
gradients on the aft part of the airfoil and high maximum Mach numbers on the lower
surface particularly if an underwing engine nacelle installation is intended.
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Figure 4. - Typical Supercritical Airfoil
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Figure 5. - Typical Wing Isobar Pattern

This basic airfoil section must then be blended across the span of the wing to obtain
the chosen pressure distribution at every spanwise section in cruise. This is the
condition known as "straight isobars" which will ensure a constant shock strength and
position across the span. in fact, this condition is not an absolute requirement. In
practice, the shock strength will decrease inboard towards the body side allowing some
closure of the isobars there as shown in a typical successful isobar pattern in Figure
5. The outboard wing tends towards a peaky pressure distribution thereby gaining some
additional lift. Inboard the pressure distribution is strictly roof-top. What is to be
avoided is an unsweeping of the shock inboard which would result in a relatively strong
shock normal to the flow fairly far aft on the body side section where the boundary layer
would be prone to separation. Unsweeping of the shock can also occur near the wing tip,
but here its effects are not severe. A useful way to avoid it is to round off the
leading edge in plan view just inboard of the wing tip.

Some small modification to the section will be necessary to account for taper of the
wing planform. The taper is usually incorporated to increase chord and thickness inboard
where structural bending moments are high and requirements exist for stowage of landing
gears and aircraft systems. The most significant challenge, however, is the section at
the body side where the wing effectively "reflects" in the body providing conditions
equivalent to those at the apex of a swept wing. As Figure 6 shows, the pressure
distribution at this station is determined by systems of kinked source and vortex or
source and doublet lines. A typical effect of the kink is shown in Figure 7 which is the
result of a simple calculation of vortex lines. It is shown that the local lift curve
slope is lower at the apex than on the outer wing. This is a result which will later be
important in discussing the development of the wing pressure distribution at lift levels
higher than the design point. Compared to conditions on the outer wing these kinked
lines of singularities result in a pressure distribution at the apex with lower peak
suctions situated farther back on the section. To correct for this we may take one or
more of the following actions,

a) Increase section thickness,
b) Move section maximum thickness forward,
c) Increase section camber,
d) Move maximum camber point forward,
e) Introduce some negative camber.

SINGULARrIY~ELEMENTS

SOURCE AND VORTEX OR
DOUBLET DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure 6. - Elementary Computation of Kink Effect
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Figure 7. - Kink Effect on Lift

The determination of the root section and the blending of the section across the wing
span is a problem well aided today by the three-dimensional flow calculation codes
available for use with high-speed computers. At Boeing, we have developed a
three-dimensional design code, A555, based upon the transonic full potential equations,
which is capable of modifying the wing shape in response to a given perturbation of
pressure distribution in a local or extended area. In this way, a wing lofL can be
created which will have good assurance of meeting its performance goals in the transonic
wind tunnel.

IV DETAILED SIZING

At this stage a complete set of drag polars will be constructed representing the wing
design. Today this can be done over a small range of conditions around the design point
using computational methods. However, our ability to compute flows with moderately
strong shock strength is limited and, depending on the resources and funding level of the
project, a high speed wind tunnel test will be carried out to obtain sufficient data
coverage.

Engine data, weight data and empennage sizing data are now required. These are best
procured on a parametric basis, i.e. engine fuel flow and weight as a function of
installed thrust, wing weight as a function of area and aircraft empty and gross weight,
etc. One of the more difficult tasks is to estimate the variation of engine installation
effects (weight and drag) with engine size and wing dimensions. Another important trade
is the interplay between wing span loading and structur, weight. Because of this, sizing
studies usually follow each other at increasing levels ot refinement as knowledge of the
design becomes available. Generally a slightly under-elliptic span loading is chosen to
reduce spanwise bending moments and structure weight.

Using the parametric data, a number of airplanes can be assembled by choosing different
values of wing area and engine size. More complex, multi-dimensional studies can be
accomplished but, remember, we postulated a given mission, payload and speed so that body
size and wing sweep, thickness and planform were chosen a priori. A common and useful
way of plotting the results of these computations is on a grid of witg loading and
thrust-to-weight ratio as in Figure 8. Lines of consLanL fuel nquiLe6 Cdi be
constructed and it is apparent why the chart is sometimes referred to as a "Thumbprint".
Lines of constant gross weight can be added and boundaries can be deduced corresponding
for example to minimum acceptable levels of initial cruise altitude or engine out
altitude.

The field performance of the aircraft must now be examined. The initial sizing of
section 2 made a simple assumption of maximum lift obtainable in the approach.
This is sufficient for us to be able to relate approach speed to wing area. We can then
add lines of constant takeoff field length as an additional overlay on the chart of
Figure 8. To avoid confusion Figure 8 does not contain all the information which will
normally become available. A more complex version of the chart with color discrimination
will be used during the presentation of this paper.

Several options will exist for achievement of high lift on the approach. These
include (see Figure 9)

Leading edge variable camber flaps
Leading edge slats
Krueger flaps
Trailing edge flaps (single, double or triple slotted)
Trailing edge flaps (vane-main, main-vane) etc.

The ingenuity of the designer will be tested to find the most appropriate solution
having regard to the field lengths envisaged, the take-off performance required and the
drag and weight penalties involved.
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DOUBLE SLOT
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Figure 9. - High-Lift Options

It is not necessary here to discuss the options at length. However, a few comments
on the trades involved will be useful. The variable camber leading edge flaps will not
show as high maximum lift capabilities as the slats, but will provide better lift-to-drag
ratios in climb out and may be valuable in achieving requirements for long ranges from
hot, high airports. Another approach iS to incorporate an intermediate extended position
for the slat just before the gap is formed. This avoids the loss of energy involved in
passing air from the lower to the upper surface. The vane-main or main-vane trailing
edge flaps provide moderately high maximum lift and do not require large external
fairings foc the operating mechanisms.
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At this point, a wing area and engine size can be selected which meets all mission
requirements and which is close to optimum for the configuraton selected. Before a major
new project is kicked off, the study just described would be repeated with different
values of wing sweep and aspect ratio and probably also with different body lengths and
diameter interior arrangements and passenger counts. The wing area selected will
probably not be that corresponding to the "eye" of the Thumbprint. For short range
designs this will probably be because of the need to keep approach speed within the
desired range and to avoid heavy, drag-producing trailing edge flap systems. For long
range aircrafte the need for adequate fuel volume may dictrte the wing area. If the
design shows a high aspect ratio wing, packaging of leading edge flap mechanisms may
dictate chord lengths in the outer wing thus setting a lower limit to the wing area.

At this stage, it is instructive to look at the matching of the cruise lift
coefficient with the chosen airfoil section and with the drag polar of the wing. Figure
10 shows typical sets of drag polars for low and high aspect ratio wings. At low aspect
ratios (6 to 8), the cruise point of the aircraft may lie close to the maximum lift drag
ratio, i.e. near the eye of the Thumbprint. The dashed line shows the effect of
oversizing. In this case, there may be a small improvement in lift-to-drag ratio, offset
by wing weight. The large wing, however, may be attractive on account of simplicity and
its potential for growth. At high aspect ratios (9 to 11), it will be harder to achieve
the lift levels and to solve the installation problems associated with the small wing
area at the eye of the Thumbprint. It can be seen that the penalty for oversizing is now
more severe. This puts pressure on the high lift system design and also on the airfoil
selected for cruise to utilize high lift coefficients.
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Figure 10.- Typical Wing Drag Polars
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Figure 11. - Typical Section Characteristics



Figure 11 explains the options available for cruise airfoil sections. A family of
section drag polars can be obtained from variation of section shape. From this an
envelope of capability can be inferred in terms of section lift-to-drag ratio as afunction of section lift coefficient. The higher "spect ratio wing being studied today

require airfoil sections biased towards operation in cruise at relatively high lift
coefficients. The current development towards more efficient structural materials such
as composites will probably accentuate this trend.

V OFF-DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

To be acceptable a design must not only achieve its performance goals, but it must
also have good characteristics in upsets from normal flight conditions. We shall examine
here some upset maneuvers from the cruise point. The problems at low speed6 are similar,
but more complex because of the various flap settings which have to be considered.

Figure 12 shows a typical variation of cruise lift coefficient with Mach number.
From a given cruise point, we have to consider changes in altitude and speed. Both of
these will cause lower pressures on the upper surface of the wing, strong shocks and
possibly severe shock-boundary-layer interactions. The most common symptom of this is
buffet, which usually arises from tdrbulent flow in the wing wake impinging on the
horizontal stabilizer. A buffet boundary is established from wind tunnel test data, for
example, by detecting the incidence at which the trailing edge pressures on the wing
depart from linearity. A margin of at least 30% above the cruise lift coefficient to
buffet is normally requirei. The margin in terms of speed is determined by calculation
of upset maneuvers.
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Figure 12. - Typical Buffet Margin

Another off-design requirement is for stability in terms of aircraft handling. In
response to an increase in altitude, the aircraft should tend to nose-down rather than
up. In response to an increase in speed the aircratt should tend to nose-up in order to
increase drag and offset the speed increment. This requires an examination of how the
wing flow develops beyond the design point, the way in which it breaks down and the
effect of this on downwash at the horizontal stabilizer.

Consider first an increase in attitude. If the flow breaks down over the outer wing
this will lead to a forward movement of the center-of-lift which is destabilizing.
Futhermore, the concentration of lift over the inboard wing will increase downwash at the
stabilizer and cause a part-span vortex from the wing which may interact with the tip of
the stabilizer. The resultant loss of tail lift is a common cause of pitch-up.

In response to an increase in speed, a loss of lift on the outer wing is favorable
since it will tend to push the aircraft into a high drag condition. On the other hand, a
gradual breakdown all across the wing with an overall reduction in lift and downwash will
cause the aircraft to tuck and tend to nose into a dive.

Figure 13 shows the ideal situation. The outer wing should be protected against flow
breakdown in case of increased attitude. Breakdown should initially occur over as wide a
section of span as practicable. On the other hand in the case of increased speed, the
inboard wing should be tolerant and breakdown should initially occur outboard.

Returning to Figure 7 for a moment note the effect of sweep on the lift curve slope
on the inboard wing. At high angles of sweep it is much reduced making the inboard wing
tolerant of increases in altitude. If can be seen therefore that wings of high sweep
will be prone to pitch-up and wings of low sweep to Mach tuck. This tendency is often
exagerated by the spanwise drift in the boundary layer on the upper surface which can
lead to lift loss on the outer wing.
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Figure 13. - Wing Design for High Speed Longitudinal Control

VI DESIGN BY CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is today maturing as a powerful technology which
can model reasonably complex flows and be of great value to the aerodynamic designers.
Codes are available for subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows which, by means of
iterative procedures, can take account of boundary layer effects. Some recent advances
enable us to model ihock-boundary-layer interactions at transonic speeds, at least for
moderate shock sLtengths. Thus, off design conditions such as those described in the
last section can be probed prior to wind tunnel testing and modifications made to improve
the design, thereby reducing the number of cycles required in the wind tunnel.

The two most obvious advantages of CFD are therefore the ability to get closer to the
optimum design and the reduction in total wind tunnel test hours. A third valuable
feature is the ability to execute a design to operate well in more than one flight
condition. The older approach to aerodynamic development involved a series of
modifications to the design, say on a high-speed model in a transonic wind tunnel. The
end result would then have to be checked on a low-spted model usually in another tunnel.
Some additional cycling might then have to be accomplished. With CFD, however, the
design can be developed for both conditions simultaneously with hopefully only
confirmation testing in ,ach wind tunnel.

A good example of the process is the design work done recently at Boeing on the 737
aircraft.

Figure 14 shows the 737-300 derivative aircraft where the existing JT8D engine is
replaced by a high bypass .L io engine for greater fuel ecomony. The interaction between
nacelle and wing was changed by this modification and the OpDortunity was taken to modify
the leading edge of the wing to improve cruise Mach number. The changcs to the leading
edge are shown in Figure 15.

In this case, through the use of CFD, the new leading edge provided a more stable
flow in high-speed upsets and, since the changed contours affected the slat design,
ma;imum lift capabilities were improved with a useful reduction in approach speed and,
consequentiy, improved landing field length.

Fqure 14 - Boeing 737.300
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Fin, re 15. - Advanced Technology Slat for 737-300

VII CONCLUDING REMARKS

The process described in this paper is typical of the preliminary design activity
aimed at overall integration of an air vehicle for optimum performance on a prescribed
mission. The process is essentially iterative and is founded on previous experience with
an available data base. Modern computing techniques enable design optimization to be
accomplished with consideration of many variables and figures of merit. This means that
the vehicle can be defined in great detail and that several aspects of its performance
can be looked at simultaneously. Similarly, the use of computational techniques for flow
analysis enable the cowponents of the vehicle to be analyzed prior to wind tunnel tests.
This is extremely valuable in accelerating the overall design cycle. It also makes it
possible to foresee and avoid flow problems and adverse interference effects. Some of
these will be the subject of my second talk later in the lecture series.
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SUMMARY

Examples are discussed of the application of computational methods in aerodynamic design problems
involving interference. is-ongst these are: subsonic wing-body, sting support, pylon-nacelle and pylon-
store interference, high-lift devices, induced drag minimization through ronstrained optimization in the
Trefftz-plane and transonic wing-fuselage design and analysis. In addition a discussion is given on *he
problem of optimal usage of aerodynamic soft-ware in analyses and design, requiring an integrated systems
approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the preceeding lectures of this series [1], [2], (3], reviews were presented of the computational
methods for aerodynamic analysis and design that are currently available to the aerodynamic designer. We
have also seen how Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is being used by the aircraft industry [141. In this
lecture a discussion will be presented on the use of CFD in aerodynamic design problems involving
aerodynamic interference, as seen from the viewpoint and with the experience of the aeronautical research
laboratory in its role as consultant to the aircraft industry.

First of all attention will be drawn to the point that, for optimal use of CFD, aerodynamic design
procedures and the associated organizational structure of the design office must be adapted to the code,
thnt nre nvn]ijble and vice versa. The point will be stressed that with the continuouslv increasing number
of codes that become available to the designer it is increasingly desirable to integrate the individual
capabilities of these codes into Computer Program Systems. This, together with the increasing computer
power available and increasing algorithm efficiencies, evntually, leads to the concept of Inforalic-
Infra-Structure, [-].

The second part of this presentation will provide some exarples of the use of CH) mithil. in a nuMer
of aerodynamic design and analysis problems involvinf aerodynamic interference. This survey 1 by no m-ryj
intended to be complete and merely serves the purpori' of illu-tratnfg .or of the currnt ros, ibilities ,f
computational aerodynamics.

In conclusion some remarks will be presented on the kcy issu7, for future dcvvlojmeits in rompP 'ti ad

aerodynamic analysis and design.

2. "OPTIMAL" USAGE OF AERODYNtZWIC d OFTWARE: A SYSTEMS INTEGRATI C Ut' Of.F

On the general time scale of the aeronauticl sciences CFD isa youn' dieipl inc. It'. pr-tsent ,ti
of evolution may, probably, be compared with moving from infancy into childhood, or into puberty 0 a ,t .
Such growing processes require adaptability from both the developint individual f. w, 31 as the eormunity.
This applies also to CFD.

It is probably fair to say that the majori ty of CFD codes that sre in us cui rent ly ias r, v, r r- fch-i
beyond the "pilot code" stage. That is, the code- were developed , athematical rodel end algorithm
demonstrators rather than as piees of software that have to fit into a structured sy,:tem for computer
aided aerodynamic design. This is n-1. necessarily to blame on the designo r of 4hf-s code,; in i, -ti Iy

days of CFD code development firm ideas about software requirements, design and manapement probaUib hai ilv

existed. Neither can it be blamed on the aerodynamic design office manager who was (and indeod 'ould be)
hardly atwars of the possioilities, limitations and requlrcm(nts of CK) as a (developingr) tfl for his
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design work. Indeed, the emerging new discipline of I ,A is required for optiral lntcgratiun of tih,

existing and evolving capabilities of CFD into structured systems for computer aided a-rodynamie de. ign.
It is the responsability of both the informatics specialist ani the aerodynamic de ign'r that the cent a'
and structure of the aerodynaic, irformation ,ystem and the tasks and uranizational .truclure of th
aerodynamic design office are tuned to, each other.

As an introduction to a sketch of what an information ytem for ccmputer aidel aerodynimic design
could look like let usi consider the derign process depicted in figure 1. rhe process i. thought to b-
representative of a situation in which methods for both aerodynamic design an,4 an.alys-is are ,vailabl
Note tile man-in-the-loop at dec.Lion point, and the rsin(men)-bcside-the-loop axucutinr the -,b-)pr',. (.

Figure 2' shows a poe sible architecture (Loev, []) for the infrmation ,y..tem that i. ces, sary tO
execute the design proces, of figurt 1 and to control the flow of inforrration. 4n informati.-n sv.tr with
th1s architecture is (partly) ol"rational and bing further dvele pt at 71,7,. Key f, ature of th,, _y.-tem is
the NIR Engineering Pata interact ive Presextat ion and Analys-,is, lystem bl'A&1, [t]) and in part icular th,
Control Data IMF data base managetent part of it. Communication between the various proc.. (.ub-) systm,
is in the form of (data iae) files whenever )ossible. In thit, way existing (,tnd other) 3oftwaru can b,
coupled with tile system, and through this, with other codes, with relatively little effort. If coupling, ,f
available codes on file baois ib not possible or not desirable, It.g. because the rathemat ical and,'cr
numerical modeling require coupling on algorithm balzs) the code, are intcgrat,_d into biggtr unit., pri,r
to attachement to thu overall inforration vsst em.

It must be revarked that a signifLiant number of the e.amples of application of cc, mpul<la !on' l
aerodynamic software to be discussed in the following ,'cton. was produced bfor, the -y-tum of figurt
was in operation. This, ofcourse, doe. not affect the Importanck, of the result in th, t- rotynamic :ene.
It means, however, that nowadays, the same result could be obtatined at a fraction e" the t ime "ud co.t
of the original effort.
It is also noted that some of the results were obtained with "isolated" codes whil, other, were producedI
with integrated code systems. The latter will be described to some extent whenever this is rtlevant.

3. EXAMPLF0 OF APPLICATION OF CoMPUTATIONAL METHOD IN AERODYNAMIC ANAIYC10 AND DFCICiN'

3.1. Panel Methods ; Work liorse for t'omputat inal s' .n,,n1 of Aer ,iy 'is t erfnr, he t ff. t

During tile past decade and a half panel method, hatve tbn in lke a10 rst tveryhc r in raC
community and an enor-.ouo amount of experience has been collected through applications to all kind" of
subsonic (and supersonic) interference problem. The literature on the subject i-t. abundant and we will no t
attempt to cover it here. Instead, we will discuss" some of the, hopefully, tore interesting applicativt.
from the immediate vicinity of the present author. Entry to the literature may, e.g., Oe obtained thriugh
references [7] - [9].

Computational assessment of wing-fuLelage interfertnce has probably been onc- of the, major 1sotiv', f'r
panel method development. The "paLsive" assessment of the effect of the fuselalgo on, e.g., the win
pressure distribution is, ofcourse, one possibility. Another approach to the problem is-. the .hapinr of the
wing-fuselage fairing with the objective of influencing the wing preso-are distribution in a favourable
sense. Conversely, the fairing shape can be used to influence the wing, section geometry that would be
required for a given wing pressure distribution.

Figure 3 provides an example of the utilization of the NLR Panel Method, [10], for the purpos.e jut
described. As illustrated by the figure an area-ruled fairing can be used to reduce the super-velocity over
a significant part of the inner wing. For more details on this kind of application, see Voogt and Van der
Kolk, [11]. We will return to the subject of (transonic) wing-fuselage design and analysis in section 3.14.

A second subject where panel methods have, gratefully, been used i. interference involving engine
nacelles. A simple example, taken from [8], concerning rear-mounted nacelle-wing interference, is presented
in figure 4. Shown is the effect of the presence of the nacelle (modeled as a coarsely paneled ring-wing)
on the spanwise aistrioution of tne wing iii'L ad withA,, cofamillrss cil! tra-rcp'3f' t
cruise condition. Note that in spite of the extremely simple modeling, involving a "dummy" plane of" symmetry
at the side of the body, the agreemen, between calculated and measured effect of the nacelle is quite good.
The discrepancy in the level of the section pitching moment on the inner wing is caused by the fact that
the fuselage has not been modeled in these calculations.

Figure 5 shows the result of a similar study for a take-off configuration with deflected flap, [P"].
The particular effect studied in this case is that of engine mass flow ratio on the wing lift. As indicated
by the figure the effect is appreciable.

A final example involving rear-mounted nacelle interference is depicted in figure 6,13a]. Shown are
the results of adverse interference minimization studies for a high-bypass ratio nacelle + stubwing. The
example illustrates the usefullness of the panel method in (re)shaping nacelle, stubwing and rear fuselage
with the objective of minimizing supervelocities (and, through that, of avoiding chock waves) in the passage
between nacelle and fuselage. As indicated by figure 6c the predicted results were fully confirmed by
wind-tunnel tests.

An example of an application to the underwing pylon/nacelle/jet interference problem,[13b] is covered
by figure 7. In tile particular case considered the greater part of tile calculations was done for the
configuration labeled "FLIGHT" in figure 7a. Wind-tunnel test were performed on a half model configuration
of the type depicted in the lower picture of figure 7a. Note the faired inlet and the strut/support
containing the compressed air supply for blown jet simulation. Figures 7b-d present vcmpier-on:s of
calculated and measured pressure distributions on tile wing lower surface, pylon and nacelle cowl. Note that
the calculated results were obtained for the "FLIGHT" configuration.

It can be noticed, that although the agreement between theory end experiment is generally fair, a
distinct local discrepancy can be noticed on the outboard facing side of the pylon and in the adjacent wing,
lower surface pressure distribution. The reason for this could not be traced, although it could be explained
partly, but by no means completely, by the effect of the strut and inlet fairing in the exeriment and by
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improper modeling of compressibility effects in the cliculations.

A further subject for which the application of panels methods can be very useful io windtunntl watll
and model support interference. Figure 8 presents an example taken from a study, [i1], on the interference
caused by various types of sting support. A comparison of calculated and measured interference, in term
of errors in lift and pitching morrent is given in figure 8b. Note that the experimental results were
obtained with and without dummy stings while the model was supported by a third, vertical strut (Fig. Sc).

As a final example we consider airplane-store interference for a fighter-type configuration, [1. In
the particular example (Fig. 1) the panel method was used to calculated the part due to interference of the
forces and moments on the store for several positions and attitude,- below the wing. These data, together
with windtunnel data for the isolated store were fed into a store trajectoey prediction program. Figure 44
presents a comparison of tile predicted store depth and attitudt , as a function of time-since-release, with
flight test data. Applications such as this serve to improve safety in weapon certification.

3.2. Where Interfernc is rl'ioially Iporttant: ,'latt and aT', ", .in

As described so illustratively by A.M.O. Omith in hic famous lecture on high-lift aerodynamics, (It,]$
aerodynamic interference is' pr'obably nowh,,'r, a. iportant at in the e igln f l iih-lift devit,,. In th,
folewing," we will consider an exampte of the applicati,n of c<,mputaf lonal rr t hd.- ti, th,, probhl , of lwidlinr
etdge slat design for low 1,ted. 'ie particular application f,,r ed part 'f a pro'ram 4 validatii of th,
MAD computer"prnoram ,ystem [17) , for th, a, rodynam lc 1, ,i, of mist i -el,-rcnt a foil . mh t hodnols'y
underlying, the MAD sys'tem w, briefly dicussed in [21.

The design problem is illustrated by figure 10. The objective [18] was to (re) design the slat of a
conventional airfoil-slat configuration with the ourpose of reducing the drag, without affecting the
maximum lift, at conditions representative for take-off. The design parameters in such a problem are the
shape of the intersection separating the slat and the mwain airfoil (for a given slat chord), gap and
overlap of the slat and the incidence of both slat and main airfoil.

Starting point for the design study was the conventional slat cunfiguration of figure 10a. Figurt 10b
shows measured and potential flow pressure distributions for this configuration. Note that the upper
surface boundary layer on the main airfoil separates at about 70 " chord.

The potential flow presure distribution, ienerated by the analys t,' od, cl the 'AD Yst-m, was, u

as a basis for specifyin'- a new "target" pre;sutre distributin. Not that tIL .tntial flew pres ur
distribution was obtained for a slat geometry incorporating a simulation of the separation bubble ol the
lower surface. Tie shape of this bubble had been determined through an earlier mixed analycis/dvtign mod-
application of thb MAD System with the experimental "bubble" pressure as input. The incidence for tile
calculation was chosen to lead to, approximately, the same oicti,,n peaks as in the experiment. We may call
this potential flow pressure distribution ol "equivalent invi~cid" pressure distribution.

With the objective of reducing the dra,, without effecting rraximum lift, the equivalent inviscid
pressure distribution was modified in the scnoe indicated in figure 1Ob, implying
I - r-,duced otion peak level of the main airfoil
II - more rapid expansion of the flow around the leading edge of the main airfoil, allowing
Ill- a higher "dumping" velocity at the slat trailing edge
IV - high "bubble pressure" level on the slat lower surface. (Whether this will be realized in tht real

flow is, ofcourse, highly questionable, since the real level will be determined by vi,,cous rather than
potential flow phenomena.
Tie potential flow pressure distribution, modified as described above was u-ed as input foi the MAII

System. In the design calculations only the intersection between slat and main airfoil, tile slat angle,
gap and overlap and the incidence were allowed to vary. In addition a lower bound was imposed on the slat
trailing edge angle. Figure 10c presents a comparison of "target" and obtained pressure di~L bt ,a,r
a function of arc length. The resulting slat geometry is given in figure 1Od.

Experimental results for the new slat are present in figure 11, in comparison with those of thr
conventional (starting) configuration. Pressure distributions at. a condition representative fur takc-uff
are compared in figure 11a. It can be noticed that the objectives I-Ill have, indeed, been realized. Not
,ou'.prsinglv, ,a ig) - level er the qlt 1., r inue'(nce "bubble pressure" has not been achieved. Note
further that there is a signif cant rearwaru snift of the separation point on the upper surface of the
main airfoil.

The consequcices of the new slat shape in terms of lift and drag are evident from figure lb. It can
be observed that tile design objective of reduced drag at coditons (0.T C£ ) representative for take-off,

without effecting C, , has been achieved indeed. max

max
The example discussed above is somewhat academic in the sense that in real design practice trailing-

edge flap deflection would be an additional design variable to consider. Nevertheless, in the author's
opinion, it illustrates that potential flow inxerse methods can even be helpful in situations with complex

viscous interference.

3.3. Configuration Induced Drag Minimization Utilizing Constrained Uptimization Techniques in the Trefftz-
plane

It has been (and perhapr still generally is) common practice in aircraft analysis and design to
decompose the airplane drag in components like zero lift drag, lift dependent drag and cumpresbibility
drag. While this has been a useful, and perhaps the only viable way for drag breakdown ill a situatien that

only the total drag could be determined from windtunnel tests, computational fluid dynamics have created
possibilities for drag breakdown and analysis that are based on physical rather than phenomenligi a)
principles (see also section 3.14). In such a breakdown it is convenient to distinguish between vi;cous,
(boundary layer) drag, induced (or vortex) drag and wave drag. Tllis latter drag breakdown offers a
framework that may be used for drag minimizatiLon studies. It place, induced drag minimizati-,n in a u,,eful
perspective.

Induced drag is all inevit,tle phenomenon asiol'iat'd with lifting configuration. ,r fnit, o-tin, ,, T.
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However,the precise level of the induced drag is governed by interference between the lifting part, uf the
configuration. 19

According to Munk's theorem , the induced drag of an aircraft configuration is only a function of
it's spanwise loading and independent of it's chordwise loading. This allows the induced drag to be
determined from the downwash (and sidewash) in the so-called Trefftz-plane, infinitely Vir downstream f
the configuration. In the Trefftz-plane the downwash is a function of the spanwise loading only.

At NLR a computer program has been developed for determining the optin.al Fpans-se loaling, of tht
various interfering lifting parts of multiple, non-planar configurations, [o. Tnt program utilizes,
constrained optimization techniques and panel method "technology" in the Irefftz-rlenu. It is, capable uf
dealing with pitching moment (trimmed situation) and bending moment constraints.

The input required by the program is summarized in figure 12. It comprises general georr-tric
configuration data, position of the center of gravity, required (trimmed) lift coefficient, wing, body ard
tail pitching moment and drag data.

A typical example of the capabilities of the program i presented in figure 1. ligure 13a illustrates
the type of configuration considered, with various vertical positions of the horizontal tail.

Optimum spanwise load distributions for a high and a low positioned horizontal tail for a given wing-
body pitching moment and 30 5 MAC c.g. location are compared in figure 13b. It illustrates the point that
optimal wing design cannot be achieved without taking account of the tail con~iiguration.

Minimum induced drag span loads for two different levels of wing-body pitching moment for a low tail
configuration are compared in figure 13c. Figs 13d en o illustrate the point that the minimum trimmed
induced drag of high tail corfigurationo is much ore sensitive to variations n wing-body pitchiig z.-mtnt
and e.g. positions than that of low tail configurations. -nis, however, does not ncesarlly imply that a
low tail configuration is to be preferred; there ray be other design criteria that dominate thi., choice.

In conclusion, figure 13f presents the optimum span load for a configuration which utilizes "active"
loading of nacelle/pylon and flap r'iil fairings. In the particular example a I.' ' reduction " the minurmsr
trimmed induced drag can be realized by "active" rather than "passive" (streamline) haping of pylons and
flap rail fairings.

Programs such as just described can be very helpful in the conceptual and preliminary design of
aircraft. They are also used for creating the starting point for the specification of "target" prcsurt
distributions in the detailed aerodynamic design of wings by means of inverse mthods of the type described
in [.

3.4. Transonic Wing Design and Analysis

In this section some experiences will be communicated in the use of methods and program systems for
sub/transonic wing design and analyses for transport type configurations. In terms of the scheme of figurt I
we will discuss examples of application of the processes labelled I and I.

3.4.1. Design of transonic wings by means of 2D transonic and 2D subsonic theory

As may have become clear from the preceeding lectures in this series, [2] in particular, "design"
methods for three-dimensional transonic flow ar- not (yet) generally available. At NLR as well as,
presumably, in many other places, we have learn d to live with this situation. With "design" (inverse
methods available for two-dimensional transonic and three-dimensional subsonic flow, he following procudsrc
was found to be effective, [21].

The first step is the design (or selection) of one, or several, basic airfoils, for selected span
stations, 2 y means of transonic theory for two-dimensional flow. Originally th- hodograph method of
Boerstoel was used for this purpose. More recently, the more flexible contrainei .nversu method of [c 5 )
(see also section 3.4 of [], has becom, available. ; he bas ic airfoils may al. b , ] et,, f",
suitable transonic airfoil data oase, if available.

When the basic 2D airfoils have been obtained tne next step is to construct an "tquivalent ,ubonc
target pressure distribution" (ESPD) for the 3D win;. For this purpose analyses calculation-, are ptrforn.1
for each of the basic 2D airfoils atthcir transonic (or subsonic) "design" conditions*) by m-ans of a
suosonic panel metnod, (w]. wnile tnese equivalent _uosonic pressure distrioutions art, of no physical
significance they may serve to construct a target pressu.-e distribution fur D ubsonic inverse calculatiuoi
(Fig. 14). For this purpose the 2D equivalent subsonic pressure distributions for the selected opan
statins are transformed into pressure dist.sibut ions for the 3D wing by means of an extended form, due t,
Lock , of simple sweep theory. Constiuction of the "target ESPT" for the 31 wing is completed by spanwt ,e
interpolation and extension towards the root and tip. ;n this process the lower surface° pressure level i,,
adjusted so as to conform to the required sparwise loa( distribution. Purther details of the proce ,s
may be found in (O1] and (11].

With the (equivalent subsonic) target pressure d&stribution established, the final step is, to find
the sectional geometry of the wing that will generate this pressure distribution in the presence of the
fuselage (and, if necessary, of other parts of fixed geometry). This is accomplished by means of the
subsonic inverse method, with geometry constraints, (f (25], (see also section 3.4 of [2]).

While a situation of having to design for transo-ic flow by means of subsonic methods is far from
ideal, the procedure described above has nevertheless 'roved successful. An example. in the form of a
comparison between "expected"*)Unviscid, shock-free) and measured pressure distributions for an aspect
ratio 11 wing is given in figure 1'. Further examples may he found in (i], [i], [26].

It is worth mentioning that efforts are underway to e~tend the capabilities of the constrained

*) The "design" condition, in this context, is not necessazily a transonic "shock-free" condition. Here
is, rather, the (local) condition at which the airfoil is required to operate at the specific span
station of the 3D wing. Off-design considerations may require that this local conditior repres.ents a C
and Mach numter beLow that for "optimal" supercritical (shock-free) flow of the basic airfoil section.

*)The "expected" pressur, distribution was obtained by correcting the equivalent subsonic pressur,
d istribut i, n of the 31) w ing for th. d If fr.'nce bvtw,' n th exact. trazsn I c tild I -u I V11 .I i "nil

pressqure distribution: of th,' basic "D a irfoil i.
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residual-correction type of inverse method of (2t] to transonic flow. It is expected that, similar as in
2D, [23], (see also section 3.4 of (2]), this can be realized by replacing the subsonic panel method [ V,],
which forms part of the system, by a 3D transonic code and by adding a ouperoonic (local) georetry correctlscn

module.

3.4.2. Wing-Paselagetransonic aerodynamic analyi:

A typical example of the integrated use of aerodynamic software, in the sense of the discussion of

section 2, is formed by the NLR XFL022 (program) CYSTEM for the aerodynamic analysis of wing-fuselage
configurations in transonic flow, [27]. The system comprises an extended version of tht Jamtson-Cauhe-y
FL022 wing alone code, [28], the NLR subbonic PANEL METHOD, [10] and the 3D turbulent boundary Iay, r csea
BOLA, (29], as well as several auxiliary ri-dules (Fig. 16). The wdifi ations and txttnsion3 to the
code include a modified boundary condition in tne plane (of symmetry) at the wing root, allowing the
modeling of wing-fuselage interference through the prescription of a non-zero spanwise velocity component.
The manitude of the latter is obtained from a panel method calculation for the complete configuration.

The XFLO22 SYSTEM is used to check the design of wings obtained through the "equlvalent s,%!,"
approach described in section 3.4.1, and for estimating the transonic off-design characteriztics of thuue
(and other) wings. For such purposes it is necessary to perform comput tions for 20 to 25 angle-of-attack
Mach-number combinations within, preferably, one, or at most two succc lve overnight batch rode runs (pro-
and post-processing being executed inte.'actively). In the absence of acctes to a class VI computer such a5
the CRAY I or Cyber 205 this requires a fast transonic code.
Computational speed was the main motive for chcin , the (X)FL022 code. In it's present NLP version it i-
almost 3.5 times faster than FL027 and almost 10 times faster than the more sophisticated FL028 and FLO sO

finite volume codes. The system has, nevertheless, been constructed such that the XFL022 code can be
replaced by a faster and/or geometrically more versatile one when it becomes available.

Some of the possibilities of the system are illustrated by figs 17, 18, 19. Figure 17 presents
examples o2 standard graphics output; pressure distributions and isobar patterns, boundary layer surfase
streamlines and momentum thickness. Figure 18 illustrates the improved pressure prediction capability of
the system relative to the original FLU2,. The improvement is jarticularly noticeable near the wing roUt.

The drag prediction capability of the system is illustrated by figure 19. Figure 19a presents a
comparison of calculated and measured drag polars for a narrow-body type subsonic transport at a Cub-
critical and a supercritical Mach number. The drag at constant lift is presented in figure 19b. Further
examples may be found in [27].

Examples such as those given above serve to illustrate the point that the capabilities of a suitably
integrated aerodynamic software system far exceed the bum of the capabilities of the individual components.
As far as the XFL022 SYSTEM is concerned this is particularly true for the drag prediction capabilities.
The diagnostic means provided by the latter have proven to be extremely valuable in drag minimization
studies.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the preceeding sections examples have been discussed of the application of computational method.
in aerodynamic design and analyscs. Also some general remarks have been given with respect to requirement-
for "optimal" usage of computational aerodynamic software in the research/design sulsport environment of
the aeronautical research laboratory in it's role as consultant to the aircraft industry.

While the examples show that much has ben achieved in the field of prediction of aerodynamic
interference effects and the computational design of configurations with the allowance for or the active
utilization of interference, there re7,ins far more to be done. This is narticularly true for iht -fc
dominated by viscous effects, and, perhaps to a lesser extent, for transonic interference involving
complicated gecmetrical configurations. With the former, even the modelling of the physics (turbulence!)
still poses foriidable problems. For the latter, spatial grid generation is, ofcourse, the pacing item.
Depending, to some extent, on the computer power available,the development of "robust" fast solvers is
another subject of importance.

Regardless of the "progress-in-depth" in computational fluid dynamics, "progress-in-breadth", in the
form. .f intcgrated cft.are iytems, . ,&1y Aeirbi in order to be abl to make optimal usage of
developments in CFD. The same is true, ofcourse, for the other disciplines in aircraft design, not to
mention the "altimate" integration problem of multi-disciplinary design!.
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TRANSONIC EMPERICAL CONFIGUPATION DESIGN PROCESS

by Richard T. Whitcomb
Distinguished Research Associate

Langley Research Center, NASA
Hampton, Virginia 23665

U.S.A.

1EaCEDING Pa BLAW-NOT FlIUM
SUMMARY

This lecture describes some of the experimental research pertaining to transonic
configuration development conducted by the Transonic Aerodynamics Branch of the NASA
Langley Research Center. Discussions are presented of the following: use of florescent
oil films for the study of surface boundary layer flows; the severe effect of wind
tunnel wall interference on the measured configuration drag rise near the speed of sound
as determined by a comparison between wind tunnel and free air results; the development
of a near sonic transport configuration incorporating a supercritical wing and an
indented fuselage, designed on the basis of the area rule with a modification to account
for the presence of local supersonic flow tbove the winq; a device for improving the
transonic pitch up of swept wings with very little added drag at the cruise condition; a
means for reducing the large transonic aerodynamic interference between the wing,
fuselage, nacelle and pylon for a fuselage mounted nacelle having the inlet above the
wing; and methods for reducing the transonic interference between flows over a winglet
and the wing.

SYMBOLS

c mean aerodynamic chord

CD drag coefficient, Drag/qS

CL lift coefficient, Lift/qS

CM  pitching moment coefficient, pitching moment/qSc

Cp pressure coefficient, pt - p./qS

M Mach number

pk local static pressure

pW free stream static pressure

q free stream dynamic pressure

INTRODUCTION

Before the recent development of numerical codes for three dimensional transonic
flow, such as these described in several preceding lectures, the development of
configurations intended for operation at transonic speeds was primarily an emperical
process. Most of the designs were based on extensive wind tunnel data from systematic
investigations and tests of specific configurations. These new analysis methods have
greatly improved the design process. The transonic characteristics of lifting
wing-fuselage combinations, including the effects of unseparated boundary layers can now
be calculated quite well. However, the theoretical methods generally available still
cannot handle conditions with separated boundary layers or complex configurations such
as these with nacelle-pylon arrangements or external stores. Resort must still be made
to the wind tunnel to develop the most satisfactory overall configuration for the
complete operating envelope of an airplane. In other lectures presented here, results
of a number of experimental programs in Europe and the United States will be presented.
In this lecture the discussion will be limited to experimental research carried out at
the Transonic Branch of the NASA - Langley Research Center. Consideration will be given
to the technics used to guide configurations development, a wind tunnel wall
interference problem, some of the configuration design problems encountered and selected
solutions to these problems.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNICS

The experimental development of transonic configurations need not be blind cut- and
try. Various experimental technics have been developed over the years which greatly aid
in the determination of the actual flow over a configuration and thus provide the basis
for the rational development of the configuration. The most used and probably the most
valuable technic is the measurement of pressure distributions. Also, at condition for
which extensive shock waves are present schlieren pictures can be quite helpful. Since
most aerodynamicists are familiar with these technics no further discussion is needed.
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A very important tool for locating some of the sources of aerodynamic problems is a

means for indicating visually the airflow In the boundary layer. Several methods are
available. Tufts have been used for years to indicate boundary layer flow for subsonic
type configurations. However, for transonic configurations the tufts available until
recently caused unacceptable interference effects on the flow being observed. Recently,Iiowever, very fine florescent tufts have become available (Ref. 1) which provide good
Indication of the boundary layer flow without interfering with it. These tufts, which
are being used by several organizations in the United States, are especially useful for
indicating massive separation. The method used extensively by the author and others to
visualize the boundary layer Is the florescent oil film technic (Ref. 2). In this
method, a lubricating oil with a florescent power added is coated on the model surface
and illuminated with ultraviolent light. With airflow over the model the oil moves to
conform with boundary layer flow at the surface of the model. Numerous experiments have
indicated that the presence of the oil has no measurable effect on the aerodynamic
characteristic of the model. This technic, while inferior to the fine florescent tufts
for indicating massive separation, can indicate laminar boundary layer transition,
incepient separation, boundary layer thickening before separation, shock bourdary layer
interaction and separation bubbles which the tufts cannot. For moderate separation the
two methods are arguable of equal usefulness.

To illustrate the indications provided by this oil film technic several typical
photographs will be discussed. The oil film on a high aspect ratio NASA supercritical
wing at the design Mach number and lift coefficient is presented in figure 1. To
simulate full scale Reynolds numbers the transition trip is located at the 35% chord on
the outer panel (Ref. 3). It is angled forward inboard so as to be ahead of the oblique
shock eminating from near the leading edge of the wing-fuselage juncture. The
transition at the trip is indicated by the fine lines of oil behind th.? trip. The shock
wave is indicated by the spanwise line at about the 70% chord line. 1,1e boundary layer
deceleration as it moves through adverse pressure gradient att of the 90% chord line is
shown by the thickening of oil in this region. A small region of separation near the
iaiiing edge just outboard of the planform trailing edge break is indicated by the

accumatlon of oil in this region. The oil film on the same wing at a higher lift
coefficient is shown in figure 2. The oil film indicates a significant region of
boundary layer separation on the aft part of the wing outboard the trailing edge
planform break. The outward flow of the boundary layer in the separated region also can
be seen.

WIND TUNNEL WALL INTERFERENCE NEAR MACH NUMBER OF 1.0

Transonic wind tunnel wall interference effects has been studied extensively over
the years. Reasonably reliable methods for calculating these effects at primarily
subsonic or supersonic conditions have been available for some time. However, for
conditions where the flow field in the tunnel is primarily supercritical, that is with a
large region of supersonic flow immersed in a subsonic field, methods for the
calculation of the wall interference effr, t hase only recently become available (Ref. 4
for example).

As part of the overall development program of a near-sonic transport
configurations, to be discussed in the next section, the problem of supercritical wall
interference near a Mach number of 1.0 .as explored experimentally. The free air drag
rise for a supercritical body of revolutlon, as developed in a wind tunnel, was
determined using a freely falling body (Ref. 5). The test configuration is shown in
figure 3. The results of this investigation were much more accurate than those of a
much earlier in estigation (Ref. 6). The drag rise characteristics for the same finned
configuration was also measured in the Langley 8' and 16' transonic tunnels. A
comparison of the results of these investigations is presented in figure 3. At Mach
numbers below the drag rise the drag creep for the body in the 16' tunnel is roughly the
same as that mesaured in free air. However, that for the body in the 8' tunnel is
substantially greater due to larger conventional wall blockage in this tunnel. The drag
rise Mach number measured in the two wind tunnels i, approximately the same, 0.99.
However, the drag rise measured in free air is only 0.98. At higher Mach numbers the
drag rise for the body in the 8' tunnel is substantially less than that in the 16'
tunnel. Obviously these blockage effects measured near the speed of sound are opposite
to those usually measured or calculated at lower Mach numbers. Pressure distributions
measured on the tunnel wall indicate that they are associated with an expansion of the
supercritical flow region to the tunnel wall.

To evaluate the magnitude of this blockage problem a series of supercritical bodies
of different size were investigated in the Langley 8' and 16' tunnels (Ref. 7). Some of
the results are presented in figure 4. Drag rise characteristics which approximated
those for free air were not achieved until the blockage rate was reduced to .00017.
However, a reasonable indication of the drag rise Mach number was achieved for a
blockage ratio of .00034. These blockage values ere associated with much smaller mudels
than those generally utilized in transonic investigations. Results for models with such
low blockage ratios would be severely distorted by Reynolds number effects. Also, they
would generally be too small to incorporate pressure tubing. Therefore, it would not be
reasonable to make models this small. Since these effects are associated primarily
with flow phenomena at a significant lateral distance from the mndel it is probable that
they are primarily a function of the longitudinal area developmunt for the model. Thus

irl
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a reasonable procedure for investigations in this Mach number range should be to use
models of rat ional size to investigate the details of a configuration and then correct
the drag rise characteristics by the drag increments between those measured for two
equivalent bodies of the configurations. One body would have the blockage area of the
actual model and another an area of roughly .0002. This is the procedure which was used
in the development of near sonic transport configuration to oe discussed in the next
section.

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEAR SONIC TRANSPORT CONFIGURATION

Following the initial development of the NASA supercritical airfoil several United
States government agencies undertook an extensive research and development program to
exploit the various applications of this concept. As part of this program Langley
initiated the development of a transport configuration with substantially higher cruise
Mach numbers than those for the then current designs since the historic trend had been
to continually higher speeds for each newer generations of such vehicles. Specifically
the configuration was desig ed to achieve a cruise speed as close to the speed of sound
as possible utilizing both the new airfoil and an uncompromised application of the area
rule. This research involved the solution of a number of challenging interference
problems and a summary of this work should be pertinent to the subject of this
conference.

The wing developed for this configuration is shown in figure 5. The NASA
supercritical airfoil would provide a major part of the desired increase in the design
speed of the wing, however, not all of it. Therefore, the quarter chord sweep of the
wing was increased to 420 from the 350 to 370 of the then current configurations. The
aspect ratio was made similar to the then current practice, 7.0. Wing section thickness
ratios somewhat greater than those for the then current configurations weie incorporated
to eliminate the structural weight penalty associated with the increased sweep. The
thick forward glove provided an extension of the longitudinal area development for the
wing, which would allow a more gradual indentation of the fuselage as defined by the
Area Rule. The airfoil shapes shown were developed emperically. The airfoils for the
outboard region are quite similar to those developed earlier in a two dimensional'y
investigation (Ref. 9). However, at the wing fuselage juncture the airfoil deviated
substantially from sections developed two dimensionally. Pressure distribution
measurements, oil film studies and wake surveys indicated that a drag rise Mac F of 0.99
was achieved for the wing.

Even with the most ideal functioning of the area rule the drag rise Mach number for
a total configuration cannot be greater than that for the equivalent body. Therefore,
to achieve a total configuration with the best possible drag rise Mach number the
equivalent body must also have a superior drag rise. Using the principles arrived at
during the development of the NASA supercritical airfoil a supercritical body of
revolution was developed (figure 6). The area development for this body is also shown,
For the forward part of this body the second derivation of the area variation is
inversely proportional to the area. For the aft part the second derivative of the area
variation is constant. A fineness ratio of 9.0 was selected to provide a reasonable
fineness ratio for the fuselage when the cross sectional area equivalent to that for the
wing is removed. The pressure coefficients pressure measured on this body at a Mach
number of 0.98 are approximately constant from 10% to 80% of the length. As discussed
in the previous section the free air drag rise Mach number is 0.98. A numerical code is
now available for calculating the supercritical flow on a body of revolution near the
speed of sound (Ref. 10).

The total configuration is shown in figure 8. It incorporated two nacelles mounted
on the sides of the fuselage and one in the vertical tail. The horizontal tail was
located at the top of vertical surface. The fuselage was initially shaped on the basis
of the simple linear area rule to provide the overall area development of the
supercritical body of revolution described previously. The initial investigations of
the configuration without nacelles or tail surfaces indicated that for the cruise lift
coefficient the drag rise occurred earlier than for an equivalent body wth the same wind
tunnel blockage. The flow surveys obtained for the wing, as mentioned earlier, had
indicated that this premature drag rise was not associated with local rFod conditions on
the wing. Schlleren photographs indicated that this excessive drag was associated with
extensive normal shock waves located longitudinally near the leading edge of the root of
the wing and near the wing tip. At the zero lift condition the shock waves disappeared
and the drag rise for total configuration was much closer to that for the equivalent
body. These results indicated that the effective cross sectional area for a wing
increases with the addition of lift at least for supercritical wings near the speed of
sound. This increase is associated with stream tube expansion in the local region of
supersonic flow just above the wing for these lifting conditions. For the flow fields
at greater distances from wing this expansion is equivalent to a greater physical cross
sectional area.

On the basis of two dimensional calculations of local supersonic flow fiel
expansion and wind tunnel experiments the fuselage cross sectional area was moditied as
shown in figure 7. The extraneous shock waves at lifting conditions disappeared and the
drag rise approached that for the equivalent body (Ref. 11). Since the experimental
work just described analytic procedures have been developed which provide at least an
approximation of the modifications required in the area equivalent for the wing at lift
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conditions (see Ref. 12, for example). However, the extreme sensitivity of the flow
over the wing to detail in the fuselage shaping will probably still require that the
modification be refined on the basis of wind tunnel investigations.

Following the development of this near sonic transport configuration, three United
States transport manufacturers made design studies of actual transports based on this
design. However, follwing of the abrupt increase in fuel prices in 1974 all work on a
near sonic transport configuration was stopped. At that time the airlines became far
more interested in increasing fuel efficiency than in greater speed.

A MEANS FOR PITCH-UP IMPROVEMENT

The supercritical wing used for the near sonic transport described in the preceding
section was demonstrated in flight using the U.S. Navy F8 as a test bed. The initial
development of the wing was done on the wind tunnel model of this flight configuration
(Ref. 13). Initial results from this investigation indicated a severe pitch up problem
associated with the increased sweep of the wing. This is illustrated by the results for
M = 0.95 presented in figure 9. The slope of the pitching moment curve breaks upward at
a lift coefficient of 0.8. To achieve an acceptable wing configuration and, more
importantly, to assure pilot safety during the flight program it was required that this
pitch up be eliminated. An oil film study of the boundary layer flow on the upper
surface of the wing for a Mach number of 0.95 and a lift coefficient of 0.92 (fig. 10)
indicates that the outboard region is completely stalled. In addition there is strong
outward flow of the boundary in the midspan part of the wing toward the separated
region, as has been noted during many previous flow studies on swept wing for similar
conditions. As has been noted by previous investigators, this outward flow greatly
thicIens the boundary layer on the outboard region which s~verely aggravates the
separation problem there.

In the past, various devices such as large fences and leading edge notches have
been investigated as mearps to reduce the spanwise flow. However, these usuailly caused
substantial increases in drag at high subsonic speed cruise conditions. To greatly
reduce the pitch up without a signficant drag increase we turned to a device invented at
the Douglas Aircraft Company which they calved a vortelon. It consists of a wing like
surface which extends downward below the leading edge of the wing at about the 30%
semispan station. It significantly improved the deep stall problem for the DC9, but had
little effect oai pitch up. For the F8 pitch up problem a surface simlar to the vortelon
was placed below the leading edge at the 60% semispan station (figure 11). It is
cambered with curvature outwaid. With this surface installed the pitch up was greatly
reduced for all Mach numbers (figure 9, for example). Also the pilot experienced no
pitch up problems during the flight tests.

An oil film study of the boundary layer flow on the upper surface of the F8 wing
with this surface installed for the same conditions as those of figure 10 is presented
in figure 12. A distinct line In the oilflow eminates rearward from the position of
auxiliary sirface. At the line, the spanwise flow of the boundary layer is stopped and
the outboard separation is greatly reduced. The surface produces a discontinuity of
circulation around the swept leading edge which results in a vortex above the upper
surface. The rotation of this vortex is such that at the surface the flow is inward.
This inward flow of higher energy air drawn from outside
boundary layer by the vortex stops the outward flow of the lower energy air in the
boundary layer. The action is quite similar to that produced by a notch of the leading
edge as has been used on previous wings. HowevLr, the present surface, called a lower
surface vortex generator, caused an increase in the dr'ag coefficient at the cruise
condition of only .0003.

A substantial delay in the break of the lift coefficient versus angle-of-attack and
a large reduction in the high lift drag were also associated with addition of the
auxiliary surface. It would be expected that it also reduces buffet at high lift
coefficients. More complete results from the wind tunnel investigation are presented in
references 14 and 15. Similar surfaces can also be used to improve the high lift
characteristics of wings with lower sweep but with higher aspect ratios. Also they can
be used to improve the characteristics of swept fighter winigs. However, they must be
developed emperically using the observed boundary layer flow phenomena as a guide.
Since the surface produces the favorable effect by reducing the spanwise flow in the
boundary layer it is important that it be placed at the spanwise station where this flow
is greatest, not where the separation is greatest.

FUSELAGE MOUNTED NACELLE INTERFERENCE

Among the areas of transonic aerodynamics that still cannot be handled adequately
by generally available numerical methods is the flow interference between engine
nacelles and wings. The interference for underwind mounted nacelles is considered in
other lectures. The interference between fuselage mounted nacelles and the
wing-fuselage combination will be discussed here. For larger transport type airplane
with fuselage mounted nacelles, the nacelles are t-sually located sufficiently far behind
the wing so that the flow interference between the two components is insignificant.
However, for smaller business jet size aircraft the balancing of the airplane usually
requires that the nacelle be placed close to the wing. Wind tunnel information has been
obtained for a number of such aircraft. While much of this information is proprietary,
a number of business jets have been investigated in NASA facilities during cooperative
programs so that the results are generally available. Some of these will be discussed.



Generally, it has been found that the most important factor determining the
interference between the nacelle wing and fuselage is the longitudinal location of the
nacelle with respect to the wing. For configurations with swept wings and the inlet of
the nacelle at or just aft of the inboard wing trailing the transonic interference can
be favorable, the drag rise for the wing fuselage nacelle comoination being higher than
that for the wing-fuselage. The nacelle, operating at the normal cruise mass flow
ratio, produces a significant postive pressure field ahead of it. This pressure field
moves the shock location on the inbord region of the wing forward of that for the
wing-fuselage along. As a result the sweep of shock on the critical middle region of
the wing is increased and the drag rise for that region is improved.

For configurations with the forward region of the nacelle overlapping the aft
portion of the wing, the interference can be very adverse. This arrangement, which is
usually required to balance configurations with unswept wings, is illustrated in figure
13. To indicate the causes of this adverse interference for such arrangements and to
illustrate how it can be substantially reduced, the results of a wind tunnel
investigation of this configuration (Ref. 16) will be discussed. The configuration
incorporated a replacement NASA supercritical wing which had the same planform and was
located longitudinally at the same location as the original wing. The supercritical
wing as first tested was designed by the sponsoring company with very little
consideration of the effects of the nacelle. The pressure distribution on the side of
the fuselage of the configuration as first tested for the near design condition is shown
in figure 14. Ar. extreme negative pressure peak corresponding to a local Mach number of
1.4 occurs at a longitudinal location just forward of the wing trailing edge. The peak
results in a strong local shock wave which caused local boundary layer separation on the
side of the fuselage and on the pylon. As indicated in figure 15 these effects rdsulted
in a severe drag creep for the configuration

To reduce the pressure peak the upper surface of the wing and the pylon were
modified as shown in figure 16. In particular the wing surface was made concave at the
location of the negative pressure peak. The added wing depth and length of the nacelle
was required to achieve the desired concavity without cutting into the rear spar of the
wing. (It also resulted in a desired increase of the fuel volume.) The concavity
greatly improved the local longitudinal area development for the channel defined by the
upper surface of the wing, the fuselage, the lower surface of the pylon, and the lower,
inner quarter of the nacelle. The change reduced the local pressure peak (figure 14)
with a resulting reduction of the local shock strength and the associated boundary layer
separation. The drag coefficient at a Mach number of 0.80 was reduced by .0080 (figure
15). This channel area rule concept was used intially to overcome a very severe
wing-nacelle-pylon interference problem for the Convair 990 and has been used over the
years to solve the problem on other configurations. However, this may be the first case
in which the wing was modified rather than the nacelle or pylon as has been done for
previous problems.

WINGLETS

Winglets, small approximately vertical wing like surfaces placed at the tips of
wings, have now been applied to a number of aircraft. They are incorporated on
production versions of several business jets for example and have been flight tested on
the U.S. Air Force KC 135, and Douglas DC 10 (figure 17). In most cases t ey were
designed following the procedures described in reference 17. While a reascnable close
approximation of the most satisfactory configuration can be achieved withot.t resort to
wind tunnel tests, the tuning of the final still requires some experiments. In
particular, tlie optimum toe in must be determined by a systematic test. Also for
applications intended for high speeds the problems associated with the interference
between supercritical flow fields over the inner surface of the winglet and the upper
surface of the wing must be solved experimentally. This interference can cause a strong
shock wave at the juncture of the winglet and wing whcih results in boundary layer
separation in the juncture region. In several cases this problem has been eliminated by
indenting the upper surface of the wing in the vicinity of the winglet. As for the case
of the fuselage mounted nacelle described earlier, this is essentially a local
application of the area rule. This special shaping is particularly important for
applications to configurations with supercritical airfoils since the use of such
airfoils results in supercritical flow velocities above the wing farther aft on the
chord.
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SUMMARY

This lecture contains a general survey of the sources of aerodynamic interference and shows how adverse
interference can be avoided and favourable interference exploited in the optimisation of the design of
complete configurations for modern civil transport and military combat aircraft. The survey is wide ranging,
many concepts are introduced with suitable examples in the expectation that these will be discussed in more
detail in subsequent lectures. The basic nature of wing-body interference is however discussed at some
length since these effects are at the root of much of what is to follow. Naturally, there is considerable
emphasis on means to reduce profile, vortex and transonic wave drag but it is also stressed that favourable
interference concepts can be employed to improve usable lift for manoeuvre and to optimise stability and
control characteristics at high incidence.

1 INTRODUCTION

The previous lectures in this course have reviewed the present state-of-the-art in advanced theoretical
methods for the design of aircraft for high subsonic and transonic speeds, and have shown how to design two-
dimensional wing sections and three-dimensional wings in isolation. We now turn however to the more complex
task of optimising the design of a complete aircraft configuration with full regard for the aerodynamic
interference between the flow over different components of the aircraft. This lecture contains a general
survey of how interference can arise, the emphasis being on the physical nature of the interference rather
than on the methods for calculating the flow. It is hoped that in this way, the lecture will serve to focus
attention on ideas and concepts that will enable the designer to avoid adverse interference and to exploit
favourable interference.

The lecture starts by considering the simplest case - the interference between a wing and fuselage in
inviscid, incompressible flow. Viscous effects are then introduced and then, the effects in transonic,
supercritical flow when the interference is no longer confined to the immediate vicinity of the wing-
fuselage junction. Examples are included to show how, at high subsonic and transonic speeds, the flow over
the entire wing can be affected significantly by interference from the fuselage. Adverse interference can
be avoided or at least alleviated by appropriate shaping of the fuselage, by applying area rule principles,
dnd by the use of suitable fairings in the wing-fuselage junction.

The lecture then considers other examples of aerodynamic interference in a complete aircraft configuration,
eg

(i) between the wing and pylon-mounted nacelles or external stores,
(ii) between the wing and nacelles mounted on the rear fuselage,

(iii) between bodies in close proximity as for example, in an array of external stores,
(iv) in non-planar configurations such as a wing fitted with winglets or sails,
(v) between the flow over the wing and the flow field of a forward surface such as a canard or strake.

The lecture emphasises that for flight at high subsonic and transonic speeds, favourable interference is a
real possibility. In other words, the interference between different flow fields can be exploited to produce

(a) a more highly swept isobar pattern over a given planform,
(b) more lift in regions where there is little risk that this will lead to more profile drag or wave drag,
(c) less lift-dependent drag
(d) less wave drag
(e) a more acceptable flow breakdown at high CL and more usable lift

than would be achieved with the best possible wing design in isolation.

Many of the examples are drawn from the author's own experience. This is consistent with the aims of the
lecture series; the author is well aware that similar examples could have been drawn from other sources, as
will be evident in later lectures.

2 WING-BODY INTERFERENCE: INVISCID, INCOMPRESSIBLE

In the classical concept of aircraft design, the wings provide lift and the fuselage provioes volume.
Originally, it was believed that these functions could be discharged independently. This principle was
first enunciated by Sir George Cayley [1] in 1810 and apparently confirmed in papers by Lennertz [21 and
Vandrey [3) in 1927 and 1937 who claimed that the lift on an unswept wing mounted centrally on a simple
fuselage treated as a sphere would be the same as on the wing without the fuselage. However, it has now
been knoun for more than 30 years, that these early analyses are oversimplified and indeed, misleading.
Interference effects are in fact present even in the simplest case. incompressible, inviscid flow past a
wing mounted centrally on a fuselage of circular cross-section. Clearly, the effects are largest in the
actual wing-fuselage junction and they decay rapidly with distance out along the span. They have been
described in depth by KUchemann [4,51 but for the sake of completeness, some of his quoted results are
reproduced here in Figs 1-4.

Let us consider first displacement effects at zero lift ignoring for simpliuity the flow around the fuselage
nose. For an unswept wing of finite thickness t mounted in a mid position on a fuselage of radius R,
assuming that R is not dramatically greater than t, the wing-fuselage intersection will be waisted and as a
result, even in inviscid flow, the velocities in the junction will be reduced relative to the values further
out on the span. These interference effects could now be calculated for any specific case by means of
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computer programs based on one of the several available panel methods but the calculated results presented
by Kichemann [51 were obtained by the earlier method j7[ of Weber in which sources were placed inside the
body (and wing) and correcting sources were then introduced on the surface of the body in order to ensure
zero velocity normal to the body surface. Approximate second-order numerical solutions of the resulting
integrals were developed and results for two wing-fitselage configurations are shown by curves 1 in Fig 1.
These predicted results for inviscid flow cannot be compared directly with the experimental measurements
of Krner. t6, However, by adding the predicted inviscid interference to KUrner's measured results for the
wing mounted on a flat plate (curves 2), one obtains curves 3 which, as can be seen, are in reasonable
agreement with the measured results for the wing-fuselage. This serves to confirm the predictions for the
interference on the reasonable assumption tlat at zero lift, the viscous effects are similar for the two
cases (wing-plate and wing-fuselage). As would be expected from the association with the curved
intersection lines in the wing-fuselage junctions, the reduction in velocity in the junction is greater ror
the case with the smaller fuselage. Two important conclusions for wing-fuselage design can already be
drawn from these simple examples:

(i) it is likely that this form of wing-body interference will permit an increase in wing thicknessichord
ratio in the junction,

(ii) the velocities on the wing upper surface will tend to be lower for high wing than for low wing layouts.

Similar calculations J71 showed that this interference velocity increment (strictly, decrement) in the
junction varies with wing sweep as shown in Fig 2a, ie in a manner broadly similar to the effect of
sweepback on the velocity distribution at zero lift at the centre section of a syimnetrical three-dimensional
wing. Fig 2b contrasts these two effects for an example where calculations [8,91 and experimental
measurements [lO; were made for a tapered wing of 30 midchurd sweepback, aspect ratio 6 and a 9, thick
RAE section, tested either as a wing-alone or mounted on a fuselage with R/c - 2/9. The chordwise pressure
distribution at 0.4 x semi-span is little affected by the wing-body interference but in the junction, as
with th, unswept wing of Fig 1, the velocities are again reduced. However, in this simple case with a
sweptback wing, of constant section shape across the span, mounted on a fuselage with no change in cross-
sectional radius opposite the wing, the wing-body interference accentuates the distortion in shape of the
chordwise pressure distribution in the junctinn. In passing, it is worth noting that Fig 2b contains a
comparison between results calculated by an early version of the RAE standa-d method subsequently
publi~hed [9[ by ESOU and by the panel method of Hess and A H 0 Smith. k10; Better results would probably
be achieved by modern panel and transonic methods particularly at H = 0.8 bearing in mind that only
approximate allowance for compressibility effects was included in these early calculations.

KUchemann [5] pointed out that it was convenient to think of the velocity in the junction being expressed
in the form

Vj(x) = VO + vB + vJ + vS +vC (1)

where Vo  = freestream velocity
v8  z contributions from forebody and afterbody
vj = wing-body interference contribution being discussed here
vS  = velocity increment over infinite sheared wing
vC = velocity increment due to centre effect.

As we have seen, vj is negative for a body with no special shaping but equation (1) is an easy way of
demonstrating how shaping of the body and thus, modifying the interference effects can be turned to positive
advantage. For example, choosing the fuselage to give vj -vC will restore the pressure distribution to
be the same as on the infinite sheared wing in the presence of the forebody and afterbody. Since vj is
generally negative and vB positive, one might achieve vj + vB + vC , 0 and thus, a flow near the junction
that has more effective sweep than on the corresponding infinite sheared wing of constant section. These
remarks serve as a simple introduction to the concepts of favourable wing-body interference developed in
more detail later in the lecture.

Turning now to the lifting effects in inviscid, compressible flow, Weber i11] was one of the first to give
an explanation for the mistaken concept of zero interference referred to earlier. The wing flow is modified
by the velocity field of the sources representing the fuselage, this field induces zero downwash at any
given line vortex but (and this is the essential point) the downwash distribution does not approach zero
as the line vortex-T approached from either side. Therefore, representing the wing loadng by a chordwise
distribution of bound line vortices leads to a non-zero change in the chordwise and spanwise loading due to
the wing-body interference. The effects on the spanwise loading for an unswept rectangular wing mounted on
a cylindrical fuselage are shown in Fig 3; it is clear that the interference effects as calculated by Weber
[11] are in close agreement with the measured results of KOrner. [6] The interference can be termed
'adverse' in the sense that if no change is made to the wing or body design, the region of the wing near
the junction will not carry its fair share of the total lift; allowance for the effects should be made when
choosing the camber and twist for the wing design or to put the conclusion in the language of modern
transonic theory, wings should be designed by wing-body programs or at least, wing-alone programs with
boundary conditions at the root representing the flow past the fuselage.

3 WING-BODY INTERFERENCE: VISCOUS EFFECTS

It is likely that most newcomers to the subject of aerodynamic interference think first of the adverse
viscous effects which are frequently observed when a wing is mounted on a body. All readers will have seen
pictures showing the flow over an inner wing disturbed by interference from a relatively thick boundary
layer on the side of the fuselage, and vortices forming ahead of the wing root leading edge and trailing
along the side of the fuselage above or below the wing. Such pictures emphasise the need for fairings to
eliminate these potential sources of interference drag.

To begin with a simple example, let us return to Fig I which presents some measured results (curve 2) for
a wing mounted on a flat plate. In the junction, the pressure coefficients are only about 80% of the
values on the wing well away from the junction. This reduction must be related to a viscous effect that is
more complex than just a local thickening of the wing boundary layer. Secondary flows can develop [121 in



the corner and may tend to promote separation near the trailing edge. 
Such separations are observed in

aerofoil tests in two-dimensional tunnels and this is why suction through the side walls of the turnel is
employed to obtain reliable values of CLmax in an allegedly two-dimensional test.

The spacing of the points along curve 2 in rig i is however not sufficiently close to reveal all the
interference effects. The variation in C, as the junction is approached on either the wing or the plate
is not necessarily as regular as suggested by Fig 1. This is illustrated in Fig 4 which presents some
results by East and Hoxey il31 from tests in which the model was large enough and the pressure points close
enough to pick up the suction peaks induced by the concentrated vorticity of the vortex sheets shed ahead
of the wing leading edge. The physical explanation of the origin of these vortices lies in the fact that
the beundary layer on the plate ahead of the round wing leading edge cannot negotiate the pressure rise to
the stagnation point on the wing without separating. There is therefore a three-dimensional separation,
from a separation line on the plate, which trails as a vortex sheet or rolled-up vortex along the junction.
In the results in Fig 4, the centre of the vortex is within the plate boundary layer which can no longer
be regarded as a simple boundary layer but in other examples to be considered later, the size and strength
of these vortices are evidently much greater.

These viscous flows in a wing-plate junction have been extensively studied at Queen Mary College at London
University and some leading results and flow photographs from these experiments were discussed by Young in
his 20th Ludwig Prandtl Memorial Lecture 1141 in 1977. A study of the flow in a right angled streanraise
corner with fully turbulent boundary layers confirmed earlier studies by Prandtl and others that there was
a secondary flow pattern in the corner with an inward flow towards the corner in the plane of symmetry in
the boundary layer and outward flows close to the walls. As a result, the streamwise growth of the
boundary layer thickness on the horizontal wall close to the corner was less than further outboard.
However, in the present context, the interference effects due to the vortices which form ahead of the wing
leading edge in a wing-plate or wing-fuselage junction are potentially more serious. The research I141
at QMC included tests on a simple wing-body, traverses immediately behind the wing trailing edge showed
that the fuselage boundary layer and wing wake were merging smoothly but a traverse further aft indicated
a much more confused picture with a considerable region having low total head pressure. Extra downwash
destroyed the expected lift contribution fromthe rear fuselage; as a result, the wing incidence would have
to be increased to achieve a given total lift; a good example of how adverse interference drag can arise.

A more recent experiment j16] at a larger scale has been undertaken at RAE on a model of the configuration
shown in Fig Sa. An untapered, 25' sweptback wing of aspect ratio 6 was mounted in a mid position on a
fuselage of circular cross-section with dimensions representative of a wide-bodied transport design.
Leaving aside the flow field of the model support arrangement, the comprehensive pressure and flow angle
traverses in the wake of this configuration showed that there were as many as 3 vortex pairs in the wake
downstream of the fuselage/wing root. Typical streamwise vorticity contours in this regiun are presented
in Fig 5b. The three relevant vortex pairs are identified by A, A'; B, B' and C, C'; D, D' should be
ignored. All these vortex pairs lie within the AH/q0 = 0.025 total head deficit contour but in the centre
of the vortices in the strongest pair, A, A', AH/qo > 0.70. A and B evidently originated in the upper and
lower wing root junctions while C appeared to spring from the top shoulder of the forward fuselage.
Limited traverses further forward suggested that the strongest pair A, A' remained highly concentrated
along the parallel part of the fuselage but then diffused rapidly under the influence of the adverse
prebsure gradient on the rear fuselage, migrating upwards to the positions shown in Fig 5b.

Intuitively, one would expect that these vortices would be responsible for significant interference drag.
In many cases such as those to be discussed below, this is true. However, this is not always the case and
indeed, the lift-dependent drag derived from the traverses for the configuration in Fig 5 was about the
same as that obtained from earlier traverses for the same wing tested as a wing-alone without fuselage.
Priest et al in their detailed analysis [16] of these results, concluded that the vortex lift-dependent
drag was higher for the wing-body configuration but that this increase was offset by a reduction in the
profile drag-due-to-lift. They suggested that this reduction was associated with the strong inwash flows
generated by the wing-root vortices (and the flow convergence over the rear fuselage).

Despite this reassuring result, there can be little doubt that the use of fairings to weaken or eliminate
these wing-body junction vortices will be beneticial in many cases. The issue to be deLided in practice is
whether the ability of a fairing to reduce the adverse interference drag is worth more than the penalty of
the extra weight. A thick wing mounted on the top of the fuselage as in Fig 6a is a particularly good
example of where large adverse interference drag is present if no fairing is employed. Tests were made
[171 in the ARA transonic tunnel in 1964 on this configuration with no fairing and with a number of
different fairing designs. For the without-fairing case, the wing was simply added to the top of the body
with merely a small 0.03" radius in the underwing junction. Fairing A was designed as an envelope of local
wing flow streamlines except that for practical reasons, the full waisting could not be adopted below the
rear of the wing. Fig 6b shows that this streamline fairing A although small was successful in reducing
CD, by as much as 0.0010 under certain conditions. Oil flow patterns showed however that the flow was
still separating on top of the fuselage just ahead of the wing leading edge and as a result, a relatively
strong pair of vortices trailed back along the side of the fuselage as shown in the upper photograph in
Fig 6c. Larger fairings were then developed, culminating in fairing B, Fig 6a, which virtually converts
the configuration into a shoulder wing layout and eliminates the re-entrant corners in the junctions below
the wing. The oil flow pattern in the lower photograph in Fig 6c indicates that the flow along the side of
the fuselage is still dominated by the wing interference but the nature of the interference is
significantly different from that in the upper picture. The dividing streamline between the flow from the
forward fuselage and the flow around the immediate wing leading edge can be clearly seen but there is no
sign of the herring-bone pattern under a vnrtex. The improved flow is reflected in the sizeable
reductions in drag evident in Fig 6b: typically ACD m -0.0010 at CL = 0.2 or -0.0025 at CL = 0.5, relative
to the values for the original wing-body without fairing. The actual reductions in interference drag must
be even greater since the configuration with fairing B clearly has a larger surface area. Comparisons of
the results for fairing B with estimates suggested that the remaining interference drag was trivial.

This thick high-wing configuration considered in Fig 6 should not be dismissed as an isolated, extreme
example. The lessons are still relevant to the design of modern transport aircraft. Jupp [181 in 1980



emphasised that the present trend towards exploiting advanced wing technology In terms of greater wing
thickness/chord ratio particularly at the wing root, has accentuated the need for, and value of, wing root
fillets. Jupp contrasted t . ..;perience with the A3UO and A310. Fig 7a shows the wing root section of t0e
A310 with the outlines of tie root fillets incorporated on the A300 and A310. Developing a leading edge
fillet completely to suppres, the vortex pair ahead of the root leading edge gave a reduction of 1.5 in
the cruise drag of the A310 iith its relatively thick root section compared with only 0.5 for the A300
and the reductions in draq achieved on the A310 with the larger A310 fillets compared with those for the
A300 are quoted on Fig 7a. The smooth flow on the A310 leading edge fillet is shown in Fig 7b.

Other examples could doubtless be adduced and clearly, for transport aircraft it. particular, the art of
fillet design should not be forgotten as a means of eliminating adverse interference drag. The word 'art'
is used advisedly. -d generation techniques and methods for allowing for viscous effects, eg Euler
solutions, will have to advance much further before the design of fillets and fairings can be handled
solely by a theoretical approach. At present, the best results are still obtained by the experienced
experimental aerodynamicist who has a feel for what constitutes a 'good shape' and a 'smooth flow'. His
aim will be to

Eliminate flow separations including those that lead to stand-off vortices,
Alleviate strong cross-flows in the boundary layer,
Merge different airstreams as smoothly as possible,
Avoid gross thickening of different boundary layers and wakes.

Much can be achieved in a low speed tunnel or even in a water tunnel. 119; A good general rule is that
although in a poor junction or on an unsatisfactory fairing, flow separations are often observed at the
rear, the trouble spot to be tackled by the designer will be at the front.

It should be noted that fairings and fillets can be - and often are - used not merely to eliminate adverse
interference as above but also as a means of introducing favourable interference. The flow field round
them can serve to induce extra lift on the wing in regions where otherwise, the local velocities are low.
As a result, the critical section of the wing can be unloaded for a given overall CL, and drag-rise and
buffet boundaries improved. Flap track fairings are a good illustration. These are also discussed by
Jupp [181 who showed that for both the A300 and A310, it was possible to design flap track fairings that
were successful in delaying the wing drag-rise with Mach number to an extent that within the cruise flight
envelope, addition of the fairings actually reduced the total aircraft drag. In both cases, the successful
fairings increased CL at a given incidence and Jupp concludes 1171 that this favourable effect is
critically dependent on the size and shape of the fairings near the wing trailing edge. It is intriguing
that an optimised configuration is not necessarily the one that succeeds in hiding its flap supports within
the wing!

4 WING-BODY INTERFERENCE: EFFECTS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS

4.1 Influence of Body on Wing Flow

The general aims of many high speed wing designs can be summarised as follows:

(i) for a transport aircraft, to carry the required lift in the cruise with as little wave, viscous and
vortex-induced drag as possible, with an adequate margin to buffet while meeting all practical
constraints,

(ii) for a military combat aircraft, to carry as much lift as possible on the sustained manoeuvre
boundary as defined by a certain level of wave drag, and on the instantaneous manoeuvre boundary
beyond which the flying qualities create problems, or in other words, high CL for both a certain
level of wave drag and separation onset and a reasonable stall development beyond separation onset.

The wing-body interference effects already discussed remain relevant. In principle, the effects were
present even in low speed flow but their consequences can be far greater at high speeds. Any reduction in
lift or effective sweepback due to an interference effect near the wing-body junction, if uncorrected in
the design process, would tend to degrade the wing design performance as described above but the changes
with Mach number are not just a question of aegree. When the flow is LrdfiWuiih, frrtLL which were
confined near the junction at subcritical speeds, can propagate laterally and affect the flow over the
complete wing - even a high aspect ratio wing of a typical transport layout. The presence of the body
clearly modifies the flow over the wing near the root and as appreciated rapidly by every theoretical
designer of a sweptback wing, conditions near the root rapidly modify the flow over the rest of the wing.
It is now generally accepted that advanced wings should be designed whenever possible by wing-body progrdms
and it has been an urgent need in recent years to develop programs capable of handling complex body shapes
and arbitrary wing-body settings and positions.

Many examples could be quoted at this point but two should suffice; first, a simple case shown in Fig 8
and second, a more realistic combat aircraft design in Fig 9. To consider Fig 8 first, tests were made in
the ARA 9ft x 8ft transonic tunnel on a half-wing model, 25^ sweptback, untapered, the same section shape
throughout and mounted on a parallel half-fuselage with the nose section sufficiently far ahead that its
influence on the wing flow can be safely ignored. Calculations of the pressure distribution for the
station marked r = 0.37 at M = 0.86, a a 4.20 were made by the Forsey wing-alone 1201 and wing-body [211
full potential programs and compared with experimental data. Good agreement is shown in Fig 8 with the
wing-body calculations, both calculation and experiment showing forward and rear shocks but the
supercritical development is quite different in the wing-alone calculations irrespective of whether the
wing is treated as a nett wing or a gross wing. Arguably, the gross wing results can be dismissed simply
on the grounds that the wing root is clearly not at the model centre line but the change to the nett wing
assumption was found to make little difference. One is left with the conclusion that the experimental data
are significantly affected by wing-body interference, viz a lack of full reflection effect at the wing root.
Whether the interference in this case should be regarded as adverse or favourable is not obvious.
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The second example in Fig 9 is a clearer illustration of the possible influence of the fuselage on the wing
flow at transonic speeds. Tests were made in the ARA transonic tunnel on a model of a combat aircraft
research wing mounted on two alternative bodies of about the same width but different cross-section shape,
length and streamwise curvature. These results were first presented by Treadgold and Wilson 22,. For
simplicity, one is described as the square body and the other as the elliptic, as shown in Fig 9a, the
latter is fitted with some fairings designed to suppress some locally undesirable flow features in the
wing-body junction. In both cases, the wing was mounted in a high position. The elliptic body

configuration was designed first and served as the basic model for the fairing experiment to be described
later in $4.3. The longer square body followed later specifically as a vehicle for obtaining test data to
compare with, and validate thcoretical methods. Viewed as an aerodynamic shape for a real aircraft, the
configuration with the square body appears unattractive, it has greater volume and surface area and indeed,
at CL  0.45, Co at low Mach number is about 0.0070 higher than for the configuration with the elliptic
body. However, in the context of the present lecture, the significant point in the measured wing pressure
distributions in Fig 9b is that the shock strengths at either a given incidence or given CL (by
interpolation) were -much weaker with the square body. The shorter length and continuous streamwise
curvature of the elliptic body may play a large part in this comparison as they would both tend to increase
the oncoming stream Mach number ahead of the inner wing leading edge. The effect of the fuselage design
is still evident as far out as 0.83 x gross semi-span. It clearly affects the spanwise position of the
intersection point of the 3-shock pattern and as a result, the buffet characteristics and stall development
at this Mach number (M - 0.87) could be very different. The difference in CD at CL 0.45 quoted above as
being 0.0070 at low Mach number is only 0.0054 at 4 M 0.87 and less than 0.0030 at H 0.90. This relative
improvement of the square body with Mach number should be ascribed to the lower shock strength evident in
Fig 9b offset partly by the fact that the local velocities on the wing lower surface at a given incidence
would be higher with the square body with its ext.'a volume, thus tending to reduce the lift at a given
incidence.

Examples such as thuo discussed above show not only that wings should be designed by wing-body programs
but that these methods should allow realistically for the detailed size and shape of the body. Simplified
representations of the body may yield misleading results in shock strength and position and their variation
across the span. Naturally, these remarks relate more to combat aircraft wings of moderate aspect ratio
than to subsonic transport aircraft where the design Mach number is likely to be lower and the fuselages
are of simpler shape with the forebody and afterbody further from the wing. Nevertheless, the Transonic
Symposium conference proceedings 231 contain several examples %here, even for transport aircraft, weaknesses
in theoretical calculations can be ascribed to lack of proper representation of the body interference.

4.2 Area Rule

No overview of aerodynamic interference and in particular, of means to exploit favourable interference
would be complete without a reminder and tribute to what area rule theory has achieved and what it can
achieve. The original references [24-271 on the subject date from the 1950s but in the last 10 years,
there has been renewed interest both in extending the theoretical formulations 28,291 and in highlighting
the benefits of applying area rule principles not merely to the design of complete configurations but also
to local arrangements of components such as arrays of external stores. [30J

The basic concept is so well known that it hardly needs any recapitulation. Put briefly, the transonic
drag rise is related to the longitudinal distribution of the cross-sectional area of the aircraft. In the
far field at M 1.0, the flow field of the aircraft is the same (to the first order) as that of the
equivalent axisymmetric body with the same cross-sectional area distribution, S(x). To minimise the drag,
S(x)max should be as small as possible and the changes in S(x) with x, as gradual and smooth as possible.
In other words, the fuselage of the aircraft should be waisted opposite the wing, tailplane/canard and
other components. The resulting shapes of the wing-body junctions arc not unlike those that would have
been derived from the methods discussed in Q2 and applied to conditions at transonic speeds. In the 1960s,
the advocates of these two approaches did not always realise that both were in fzict needed. Area rule can
provide a guide to the required shapes but the objectives would not be achieved if the shapes were so severe
and the adverse pressure gradients so great that a flow separation occurred. Even with the help of area
rule, therefore, calculations of the pressure distributions and boundary layer growth are still needed and
the shapes will need refinement in the tight of these calcuiatiunb. The efr" Lb uf fiite thickness, high
design lift coefficients (particularly for combat aircraft), complex shapes, the need to optimise for a
range of design conditions: all these are factors which must affect the choice of - final optimum shape.
Theoretical methods for transonic flow, if developed to deal with bodies of arbitrary shape, will offer the
opportunity for a genuine understanding of why one shape is better than another.

One of the best experimental demonstrations in the published literature of how area rule is effective is
still that presented by Kane and Middleton at an AGARD meeting in 1971. Relevant pictures from this paper
are reproduced in Figs lOa,b. Admittedly, the design Mach number for the area-ruled body in this case is
M = 1.4 rather than M = 1.0 but this does not in principle affect the inclusion of the example in this
lecture. The favourable reduction in wave drag from the change from the Sears-Haack to the area rule body
is shown in Fig lOa and then, Fig lOb provides the understanding. The pressure field of the area ruled
body propagates across the wing inducing negative pressures on forward facing surfaces and positive
pressures on rearward facing surfaces. Integration of the measured pressure distributions gives results
consistent with the overall drag data and shows how the body shaping has created the favourable interference.

Area rule as originally specified strictly applied to the zero-lift condition. At lift, the transonic flow
past the wing gives a further expansion of the streamtube and additional area should therefore be
incorporated in the equivalent axisymmetric body. Theoretical studies of these lifting effects have been
made by both Cheng and Hafez [32] and Barnwell [28,29) and recently, an experimental programme to compare
with these theoretical predictions has been undertaken [33) at NAE Ottawa. Tests were made on models of
the configurations shown in Fig lla. The wings of WBl and 118? have the same longitudinal distribution of
cross-sectional area, ie the greater span of the wing of WB2 is compensated by extra thickness in WB1.
Body Bl is equivalent to WBI and WB2 according to classical area rule, ie at zero lift, and B2 with its
larger bulge is equivalent to WB1 and WB2 at CL m 0.37, M. = 0.975 according to the formulae developed by
Hafez [32] and reproducedby Chan. [33] These formulae dictate that a design Mach number has to be chosen
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but the change in body shape with design Mach number is small, the variation in Smax with a change from
M = 0.8 to M 1.1 being only 10 .

Comparisons of the measured drag from these tests are presented in Figs llb,c. They are encouraging. At
zero lift in the upper picture, the variation of the wave drag coefficient, ACDo with 14. for WB2 with its
4.4 thick wing is almost identical with that of the equivalent body B1; for WB1 with its 8 thick wing,
the transonic drag rise is about 10, greater, presumably because of the stronger shock on the thicker wing.
The corresponding comparison for CL z 0.37 in the lower picture is broadly similar although numerically,
not as good because the wave drag of B2 is less than that of W12 as well as WBI. Chan concludes however
that these results do not invalidate the fermulae for the lifting effects; rather, he ascribes the lower
wave drag of B2 to the observed presence of a flow separation on the rear of the larger bulge which has
served to weaken the shock on 02 relative to WB1 and WB2.

The results of these basic research experiments therefore provide experimental support for area rule but
even for the simple configurations in Fig 11, viscous effects are already intruding into the comparisons.
The next section, s4.3, extends the discussion to *he effects of bed; shaping for configurations closer to
a real aircraft,

4.3 Favourable Inter'erence from Body Waistin.

Only limited opportunities for exploiting favourable interference through body shaping can be found in
subsonic transport aircraft design. First, the design cruise Mach numbers have rarely exceeded M 0.80
and second, the requirements for a pressurised cabin obviously rule out any idea of an indented fuselage.
To add bulges to the fuselage opposite the wing leading and trailing edges will only give a nett benefit
if the favourable interference outweighs the extra profile drag associated with the increased surface area.
Nevertheless, the fillets and fairings discussed earlier as a means of alleviating adverse viscous effects
and inducing extra lift on 'safe areas of the wing surface' frequently improve the aircraft area
distribution and thus, weaken the shock on the inner wing. If, however, design cruise Mach numbers had
increased to nearer M = 1.0 - as was expected in the early 1970s ahead of the first fuel crisis - a shaped
fuselage would probably have been an essential element of any viable transport design. Results 1341 for
such a configuration are presented in Fig 12.

The plan geometry of this near-sonic transport design is shown in Fig 12a. A complete model was first
tested in the ARA transonic tunnel with a simple parallel fuselage and the CD - 14 curve in Fig 12b falls
well short of the design target of cruising efficiently at M = 0.95. If the three-dimensional wing design
had been successful in achieving the performance of the equivalent two-dimensional section converted
merely on the basis of the mid-chord sweepback, a cruise Mach number of more than M = 0.96 would have been
possible. A shortfall of this magnitude would not necessarily occur if this design exercise were repeated
in 1983. This particular three-dimensional wing was designed in 1972 before any of the present methods
for transonic flow calculations became available. The model with the parallel fuselage was tested in 1974
and by then, the first transonic small perturbation (TSP) method had been developed at RAE. [35] This
provided an opportunity to improve the configuration. It was still felt that any revised wing design would
be in difficulty meeting the ambitious design target. It was feared that extreme and unacceptable changes
in geometry would be needed if all the treatment was confined to the wing. The more attractive option was
to study what could be achieved with a shaped fuselage - described in Fig 12 as a 'waisted fuselage' but in
reality, including bulges fore and aft of the wing with a concave region in between as shown in Fig 12a.
The longitudinal distribution of the cross-sectional area of the configuration with the waisted fuselage is
not smooth in a detailed sense but is clearly mrre uniform than the distribution for the original wing +
fuselage. On area rule principles, it should have less wave drag near M 1.0 than the original, despite
the increase in Smax . The measured drag results plotted in Fig 12b confirmed these hopes: the 1 4 0.95
target was achieved at the expense of an increase in drag at lower Mach numbers such as M = 0.90
(accentuated at higher CL, not shown in Fig 12b).

Despite present lack of interest in a near-sonic transport, it is worth discussing this example in more
detail as it illustrates some useful general points. First, some comments on the design of the fuselage
bulges. Calculations were first made of the flow field around the isolated body and the local stream
dire~tiuii rio, this calculation -ere specified as boundary conditinnq at grid points used bv the TSP
program for calculation of the flow over the wing treated as a nett wing alone: a useful expedient
particularly in 1974 when there were no wing-body programs and even now, perhaps useful in gaining an
appreciation of the effects of small changes in body shape. Comparison of these results with those
calculated with zero slope boundary conditions in the root reflection plane, ie for the low wing on the
parallel fuselage, suggested that the waisted fuselage would succeed in its main design aims to weaken and
move forward the aft shock on the inner wing. The measured results for M z 0.95 presented in Fig 12c
confirm that these aims have been achieved. At M = 0.90, however, the corresponding results in Fig 12d
show that the strength of the shock wave on the forward inner wing has been increased by the flow field
induced by the forward bulge - hence, the somewhat greater wave drag in this concition. Several flow field
calculations and iterations of shape had to be performed for the body alone, primarily to obtain a
satisfactory flow over the rear bulge.

The general lessons from this exercise include the following:

1) Area rule can provide a general guide to the shape of body that will give favourable interference -
substantial in this particular case but calculdtions of tie transonic flow over both the body alone
and the wing-body combination are needed to refine the shape.

2) When the flow is supercritical, the body flow field propagates much further out (and rearward when
the wing is sweptback) than would be expected simply from the body-alone calculations.

3) Even with a wing of high aspect ratio, the body effects can therefore extend out to near the wing tip:
in the present case, a forward movement of the shock from about 0.65c to about 0.55c was observed at
0.9 x semi-span at M = 0.95.

4) The benefits of the fuselage shaping can vary with M (and CL) and the benefits and indeed, possible
penalties in different conditions have to be assessed against the aircraft requirements. The



interference design problem thus is complex and unlikely 
to be soluble with any simple numerical

optimisation routine.

5) Body shaping offers an extra design freedom and favourable interference is possible relative to the
best possible three-dimensic :1 wing mounted on the basic unshaped fuselage with the same forebod)
and afterbody. For the reason. given earlier, it may not be possible to exploit this conclusion
to any major extent with the fuselage of a civil transport cruising near M m 0.80 but as will be
seen later, the propulsion installation offers real possibilities. The words 'favourable (or adverse)
interference' have to be used carefully. The overall effect of the fuselage is still likely to be
adverse because the wing has to operate in a stiream'-where the Mach number has been increased by the
expansion of the flow round the forebody and afterbody. Jupp 1181 points out that for an aircraft
such as the A310, this effect can amount to about 0.015 in Mach number. Some favourable interference
from fillets, fairings etc and a good propulsion installation are needed to keep the adverse
interference in the complete aircraft drag-rise boundary relative to that for the wing alone to no
more than 0.02 , 0.025 in Mach number.

Turning to a second example taken from tests in the ARA transonic tunnel on the combat aircraft research
model discussed earlier, the configuration with the elliptic fuselage was tested with the alternative
fairings on the body above the wing shown in Fig 13a. The results of these tests have been discussed in
detail by Treadgold and Wilson [221 but the salient points of their analysis are repeated below with
supporting evidence in Figs 13b-e.

The two fairings have roughly similar cros--sectional area distributions. Neither fairing has any serious
pretension to being an optimum shape from a drag standpuint and in fact, the measured drag values differ
significantly. Fairing A was designed to conform mostly to a stream surface of the gross wing flow field
while fairing 8 attempted to preserve a jinction with the wing that resembled the streamline over the wing
at 0.4 x semi-span at the design condition at M z 0.87. Fig 13a shows that fairing B had a slightly
greater cross-sectional area than A but estimates suggested thdt this difference would only give ACD  0.0003
at M 1.0 and can therefore be ignored.

Fig 13b shows that the measured values of CD are much lower (by as much as 0.0020 under certain conditions)
with fairing A; the lower pictures show that these lower values of CD can be related to a weaker strength
of the rear shock over much of the span. The differences are greater on the inner wing and can be seen
more clearly in the comparisons in Fig 13c for the wing upper surface pressure disr;butions at 0.24 x semi-
span for a range of CL at M z 0.87. In terms of local CL, weaker suctions ahead of the rear shock with A
are compensated by higher suctions further forward and these beneficial effects propagate further outboard
to give the higher sweepback on the isobars shown in Fig 13d for fairing A. Courageously, Treadgold 122)
integrated the differences between the pressure distributions for A and B and confirmed that the better
overall drag with A could be related to these changes in wing p-essure distributions. Fig 13e reproduces
one of Treadgold's comparisons showing how well the analysis supports this conclusion. Fig 13e also
illustrates how the effects of the fairing design spread over more of the wing span as the Mach number is
increased from M = 0.825 to M 0.925. One could sum up this comparison by saying that fairing A has
produced favourable interference relative to a design (fairing B) that attempted to produce the flow over
an infinite sheared wing.

This is . good example on which to end this discussion of wing-body interference. It has shown the extreme
sensitivity of the wave drag at high subsonic sp-eds and moderate CL to the precise details of the wing-body
fairing and the need for calculation methods that will model the complex geometry and viscous effects near
the junctions if there is to be any hope of obtaining a truly optimised design.

5 EXPLOITATION OF FAVUURABLE INfERFERENCE IN CONFIGURATION AERODYNAMICS: DRAG

5.1 Pylon-Mounted Underwing Nacelles

Many experimental studies have been undertaken to optimise the design of pylon-mounted underwing nacelle
installations. It is an extremely complex subject and as yet, not fully amenable to theoretical treatment,
further, because of the very large numher nf variahle, it doe- not readily lend itself to rigorous
experimental optimisation. A later lecture in this series is being specifically devoted to this topic but
it is such an outstanding example of aerodynamic interference in a practical situation that this overview
would not be complete without also including some detailed discussion of the subject.

There are many sources of interference drag in an underwing nacelle installation and most of them are
interrelated. Some clearly contribute only to adverse interference and indeed, the modest aim of many of
the studies hes been merely to find an installation that avoids any serious adverse interference. However,
it is now clear that for several reasons, favourable interference is a real possibility with a well designed
installation under appropriate operating condit ins. favourable not merely relative to the clean wing
without nacelles but also relative to the best clean wing of the same planform.

Fig 14 lists some of the main features of the wing/pylon/nacelle flow field in a case with some adverse
interference components. The most obvious source of aerodynamic interference is the flow through the
channel formed by the wing lower surface, the pylon, and the nacelle or nacelle efflux. It would however
be simplistic and misleading to imagine that all interference drag is a direct result of changes of viscous
or wave drag in the flow through this channel; a comprehensive list of the important features of the
interference would include:

A) changes in development of intake cowl spillage flow in the presenze of the upwash, sidewash and
velocity field due to the lifting wing,

B) the flow development over the rear of the fan cowl as affected by the adverse gradients imposed
by the wing stagnation field,

C) pylon leading edge flow as affected by the ,ing upwash and sidewash in the region of the wing
leading edge.
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D) channel flow regions Inboard and outboard where the flow can be supercritical with a strong shock
wave and where ,ixing, entrainment and possible separation effects can be present,

E) non-planar lifting surface effects on drag as influenced by nacelle 'lift', pylon 'side lift' and
wing lift,

F) local lift pocket at nacelle station and its influence on lift-induced drag and the wave drag
and viscous drag from the upper surface,

G) changes in the supercritical flow development and viscou. effects on thp wing upper surface as a
result of lift shedding and/or volume effects arising from the gross presence of the nacelle/pylon,

H) possible regions of over-expanded fan jet flow over the conical or curved afterbody with associated
increased 'friction' drag and 'strong' terminal shock leading to wave ar.d form drag increases in
cowl/pylon base region.

Design structural weight considerations are, as always, present in the selection of suitable cases for
aerodynamic study; also the important relationship between the aeroelastir behaviour of the wing/pylon/
nacelle and the relative location of the wing and engine nacelle. Furthermore, the optimisation of nacelle
installation design clearly includes study of the structural weights of all components necessary to cowl
the bare engine as well as pylon and wing weight variations due to the presence of contending nacelle/pylon
designs as well as of nacelle perforrim.ce variations.

It is particularly important to recognise that, aerodynamically, the presence of the nacelle/pylon has
significant effects on the overall wing flow field and lift development since the pylon/nacelle 'end plate'
effect is propagated laterally across both the wing upper and lower surfaces with flow consequences that
depend on the wing planform, section design, nacelle size and fuselage proximity as well as on the local
wing/pylon/nacelle channel region. Before discussing some of the aerodynamic features in more detail, it
must be noted that the changes in the flow over the wing arising dirEctly from the presence of the pylon/
nacelle should not, as in some earlier repo-ts on this subject, be dismissed as trivial; these changes can
be important, as will be seen below, and may be adverse or favourable.

To explain the nature of the interference due to the presence nf a nacelle in more detail, let us consider
some results presented in Figs 15a-c. These are taken from some research tests in the ARA transonic tunnel
using a single-body through-flow nacelle. Although the simulation did not include the important jet flow
features it is considered that many of the results are reasonably representative of physical pylon/nacelle
body effects on modern transport aircraft designs. The following comments relate to an unpowered pylon/
nacelle simulation; the additional jet flow effects of interference will be discussed later.

Fig 15a shows the two fore-and-aft positions of the nacelle relative to the wing (A and B); nacelle-to-wing
vertical spacing was fixed at a level non-dimensionally similar to some modern designs. Fig 15b indicates
how the nacelle installation drag increment for these two positions varies with Mach number at a typical
cruise CL and how it varies with CL at a typical cruise Mach number, and also, shows how the drag-rise CL - M
boundaries compare with the boundary for the clean wing-body without nacelles. Finally, Fig 15c compares
the wing pressure distributions, with nd without the pylon/nacelle in the further aft position B at three
stations on the wing at the two values of CL marked on the boundaries. The nacelle is mounted at n = 0.285,
ie at 0.285 x nett semi-span and so, the pressure distributions are givea for two stations inboard and
outboard of the pylon (n z 0.265 and 0.30) and one further out station (n 0.45). It is also worth noting
that the wing has a crank in the planform at n 0.319 (no crank in the leading edge but an unswept trailing
edge inboard of this station).

The direct effect of the flow through the channel can be seen most clearly in the pressure distributions
for the lower CL at n 

= 0.265 with the nacelle in the aft position B. The nacelle exit plane is then at
0.25 x local wing chord and Fig 15c shows that at n 0.265, the suctions on the wing lower surface are
increased aheau of 0.2c by the addition of the nacelle installation. In the manner suggested by Yoshihara
137,38), these effects can be accentuated when the local flow is supersonic - the expansion waves in the
forward channel are not reflected as compression waves from a sonic line but as expansion waves from the
opposite solid surface. As a result, a shock wave is present inboard of the nacelle - near 0.2c at n 0.265
and in results not shown, at about 0.25c at n = 0.18. Outboard of the nacelle, because of the wing
sweepback, the flow field is propagated laterally to a region further forward on the chord: at n z 0.30,
the extra suctions due to the channel flow, when added to the low suctions near the leading edge of the
clean wing, are not sufficient to create a local supersonic flow. Aft of the nacelle, the suctions are
reduced by the addition of the nacelle; this effect can be observed aft of 0.2c at n = 0.265 and over most
of the chord at n = 0.3; it is still evident at n = 0.45.

The adverse effects in the forward channel are most pronounced at low CL. Fig 15c shows that the local
supersonic region has disappeared at the higher CL but the increase in suctions fc'lowed further aft by a
decrease can still be observed. At the higher CL, the flow is supercritical over the wing upper surface
and the addition of the nacelle installation has an effect, similar in nature but smaller in magnitude tr
that over the wing lower surface. The suctions and shock strength on the wing upper surface are increased
inboard of n = 0.2 where the shock is ahead of 0.25c but for the stations shown in Fig 15c, the strength
of the wing upper surface shock situated downstream of the nacelle is reduced, this effect being
particularly pronounced outboard of the nacelle, ie near the wing crank station.

Having now drawn attention to some of the main features of the pressure distributions, let us turn to a
discussion and interpretation of the drag data in Fig 15b. Ia this summary, it is not possible to refer to
all aspects of the interference but the main features are as follows:

i) the high drag increment implying considerable adverse interference at low CL particularly with the
nacelle in the aft position B which is related to the extra Wave drag on the wing, pylon and nacelle
afterbody associated primarily with the shock wave in the flow field inboard of the nacelle,

(ii) the rapid decrease in ACD with CL at low and moderate CL which relates primarily to the disappearance
of this local supercritical region,
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(iii) the more gradual decrease in ACD with CL at higher CL , and for the further forward nacelle position
which can be interpreted in various ways, eg

a) reduced viscous drag on the wing and pylon due to the disappearance of the high suction region
and succeeding adverse pressure gradient in the forward part of the channel,

b) redLced fia. velocities and local Mach numbers over the nacelle, thus leading to a decrease in
the nacelle form drag and possibly, nacelle wave drag,

c) an endplate effect from the pylon on the wing, thus reducing the vortex-induced drag 1391
associated with

d) an increased side load on the pylon having a component relative to the free stream flow, in the
thrust direction [40), or

e) a change in the nacelle drag also induced by the change in sidewash with incidence below the
sweptback wing.

(iv) ultimately, at high CL and particularly at high Mach number, a more rapid decrease in ACD with
either CL or M which can be related to the favourable effects on the flow over the wing upper surface,

(v) an increase in ACD with M at a given CL which can be largely associated with the development of a
supercritical flow in the channel, and

(vi) a reduction in ACD with M at high Mach number which occurs for all except the worst installations
and which can be due to favourable effects on both the wing upper and lower surfaces. With some
arrangements, the favourable effects on the upper surface at high Mach number are due to the fact
that a single strong shock wave has been replaced outboard of the pylon by a weak, highly swept
forward shock originating at the wing-pylon junction followed by a relatively weak rear shock.
Favourable effects on the lower surface can arise when the increased pressures aft of the nacelle
are effective in restraining the rearward movement of the main lower surface shock wave. This
interference can be very beneficial in minimising reductions in longitudinal stability at high Mach
number and low CL which are generally caused, if they occur, by relative shock movements on wing
upper and lower surfaces with the shock on the lower surface showing a strong tendency to move
rapidly far aft with increasing Mach number.

Clearly, the adverse effects can be relieved by a forward movement of the nacelle as shown in Fig 15b.
Changes in the shape of the pylon and nacelle can also be introduced [41] to improve the area distribution
of the channel viewed as a channel or to improve the cross-sectional area distribution of a limited region
of local wing, pylon and nacelle. These ideas were first used to advantage on the Convair 990 by Kutney
141j. It is possible that the shape of the resulting area distribution is in fact better than for the
clean wing. This is therefore one method of obtaining favourable interference, other methods include the
following:

1) the increase in pressure on the wing lower surface aft of the nacelle, particularly outboard of
the nacelle can te exploited to advantage as a means of offsetting the high peak suctions which
tend to occur near 0.6c on the lower surface with modern advanced wing sections. In practical
terms, this could mean that the wing sections could be thickened near the rear spar,

2) the effects on the wing upper surface can be exploited to advantage by relieving conditions at,
for example, a crank station outboard of the nacelle where wing designers often have difficulty
in reducing the suctions and shock strengths to an acceptable level,

3) the favourable effects from the pylon described under (c,d) above.

The values of interference drag can depend on many detailed points, eg

(i) whether tne forecowi can cope witn tne asymmetric flow field ahead of the wing leading edge,

(ii) whether the boundary layer over the rear of the fan cowl can accept the extra adverse pressure
gradient induced by this flow field,

(iii) whether the leading edge shape of the pylon can cope with the sidewash of this flow field,

(iv) whether the pylon is cambered and whether it is the mean line or the inboard surface of the pylon
that follows the streamlines of the wine flow field or whether some other philosophy is adooted
to exploit the side load on the pylon.

No clear general rules can be tabled because the design of an optimum nacelle installation cannot be
divorced from that of the parent wing. For example, the question of whether and how the pylon should be
wrapped round the wing leading edge will depend on the type of wing design pressure distribution that has
been chosen. One general rule can however be given: if the nacelle drag increment i increasing with Mach
number at the design cruise Mach ',umoer, the package has not been optimised successfully. either the wing
design has not recongised the nued to accommodate the nacelle or there is some weakness in the nacelle
installation.

The results discussed above were obtained with free-flow nacelles and therefore did not include any effects
of the pressurised jet. These can be very significant, particularly for the fan jet. All civil aircraft
designers now appreciate the paramount importance of testing with either blown nacelles, ejector nacelles,
or turbine powered simulators (TPS units). In the UK great strides [424344] hdve been made in the past decade in
the ability to obtain very accurate and repeatable interference drag daLa through the use of TPS units.
All of the results are subject to commercial constraints; however, we may draw on some published evidence.

The level of interferenre drag may be dominated by the presence of the thrust-produoing fan jet/nacelle
afterbody. For example, it is possible that experiments undertaken with free-flow nacelles such as that
described above may provide totally misleadiig answers. In particular, the mutual development of the flows
in the channel and in the fan jet may prove decisive for certain installations. Bagley [45) has shown that
the jet will produce an increase in the wing lower surface suction peak in the channel; this is typical,
but the incremental increase is clearly a function of local geometric features as well as free stream and
jet conditions.
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The interaction between the in-jet and in-channel flows is subtle and complex; as discussed by Yoshihara
137,381 and above, the sonic line, or surface, in the channel flow is followed by a series of expansion
waves, including those from the curved wing lower surface. As illustrated by the flow photogiaph in Fig 16,
many complex three-d' isional flow fields can develop, eg

a) the reductions of channel flow pressure are 'read' at the fan jet boundary leading to further
expansion within the fan jet; this expansion further throttles the channel flow leading to a
set ot compression waves or more likely a shock,

b) on the other hand, reductions of channel flow pressure and consequent over-expansion of the fan
jet may, due to the wing and fan stream relative inclination, lead to an extension of the channel
flow supercritical region causing further fan jet over-expansion, higher channel flow Mach numbers
and, in both streams, stronger terminal shocks. These shocks may result in additional viscous and
wave drag and since they may well lie in the all important thrust producing fan stream, could be
vital to the thrust/drag balance.

In the presence of the curved wing, pylon and nacelle physical components, it is not difficult to see that
such flow characteristics as those discussed above may also result in substantial interference lift. Hence,
at a given lift, changes in lift-induced drag (viscous and wave) could be present. It is also clear that
the thrust performance of the nacelle afterbody components may be appreciably mdlified in the installed
case and these thrust changes are accounted as interference drag changes in most studies. Control of these
flow mechanisms is an obvious target for further study; exploitation seems to be further away but a full
appreciation of these flow features could lead to avoidance of significant adverse drag effects.

If the nacelle is mounted well forward, early NASA results 140! showed that the jet could contribute
substantia' favourable interference. Patterson [401 interpreted this in terms of an increased side load on
the pylon, thus strengthening the favourable interference effects (c,d) in the list above. Measured
pressure distributions on the pylon showed that when the jet was unpressurised some of the pressure field
on the inboard side of the pylon leaked forward through the subsonic fan jet round to the outboard side
whereas when the jet was pressurised, this leakage was inhibited by the choked jet stream. These
favourable effects are more apparent at high values of cruise lift coefficient, ie they give a reduction
in the drag-due-to-lift. Patterson's explanation for these results is not universally accepted and it is
perhaps notable that there has been no consistent trend in transport aircraft design to mount the nacelles
on longer (ie deeper) pylons, which at first sight would be a means of further strengthening effects (c,d).
Naturally, even if longer pylons genuinely contribute favourdble aerodynamic interference, the benefits
would have to be asseassed against the likely weight penalties which could well be more important. Also,
tests of military stores suggest (49) that at high subsonic and transonic speeds, increasing the depth of
the store below the wing does not necessarily reduce the aerodynamic interference as would be expected at
low speeds. There is a fair amount of evidence indicating that when the flow is supercritical, the adverse
interference first increases with store depth before starting to decrease. Oil flow tests and pressure
plotting measurements with military stores have shown that with a longer pylon, the flow separations in the
wing-pylon junctions cin be more severe. In a tightly constrained channel, the flow does not expand to such
a high local Mach number, the shock across the channel is therefore both shorter in extent and weaker.
Reverting to engine nacelles, the vertical depth of the nacelle below the wing is therefore a major
parameter but it is difficult to quote any general rule; the interference will depend on detailed features
of the nacelle and wing design as well as on the fore-and-aft position of the nacelle.

The development of a reliable theoretical method [38,47) for calculating the transonic flow over a wing-
fuselage-pylon-nacelle with full allowance for intake and pressurised jet effects, must be considered a
priority task. Even then, however, there will still be a continuing need for careful experiments since it
is already clear that the interference drag can be sensitive to small changes in shape of nacelle and pylon -
changes that may be difficult to model in any refined theory. One last comment - in a practical aircraft
design, the best nacelle installation may not be the layout that gives optimum aerodynamic interference;
the best layout will always be a compromise between the aerodynamics in various conditions, and between
aerodynamic drag and structure weight.

5.2 Overwing Nacelles

On present knowledge, it seems unlikely that a nacelle installation could be mounted above a wing and
obtain any favourable interference at high subsonic speeds. However, the results presented (381 by Wai,
Sun and Yoshihara show that by contouring the nacelle, the large adverse interference obtained with a
symmetric nacelle can be substantially reduced. Fig 17a shows the configuration tested and the nature of
the interference with the symmetric nacelle; a very strong shock wave was observed inboard of the nacelle
which is positioned at n = 0.31. Fig 17b contrasts the pressure distributions measured at n = 0.15 on the
wing upper surface in the presence of the symmetric and contoured nacelles. The value of (-Cu) ahead of
the shock was reduced from about 1.14 to 1.02; assuming no sweepback of the shock front, this corresponds
to a reduction of the shock upstream Mach number from about 1.4 to 1.3. This improvement inboard of the
contoured nacelle is partially offset by a deterioration outboard but as shown in Fig 17a, there is a
dramatic reduction in the nacelle ins:allation drag increment from ACD = 0.0140 to ACD = 0.0090 at the
cruise CL. The shape of the drag prlars suggests however that even with the contoured nacelle, there is
still considerable adverse interference.

5.3 Nacelles mounted on the Rear Fuselage

The interpretation of measured drag increments due to nacelles mounted on the rear fuselage can be even
more difficult than for wing-mounted nacelles. There is plenty of scope for aerodynamic interference on
the rear fuselage and nacelle assembly itself but as with wing-mounted nacelles, the effects on the flow
over the wing are likely to be the dominant factor, particularly at transonic speeds.

Early UK experience with the VCIO apd BAe 1-11 was reviewed (491 by Williams and Stewart at the AGARD 1971
conference on interference. They identified various sources of interference, eg



(i) extra profile drag on the rear fuselage and nacelle. Clearly, the afterbody-pylon junction and
the channel between rear fuselage and nacelle are regions where one would expect to find the
viscous interference effects discussed in 3. Fairings are likely to be needed [50) to weaken
or eliminate stand-off vortices originating ahead of the pylon leading edge, to reduce the
expansion and subsequent compression in the con-di channel and to prevent strong cross-flows
or flow separations on the boattailed afterbody immediately behind the pylon trailing edge.
With a 4-nacelle (ie 2 per side) installation, there may be further problems in the gully
between the two nacelles: on the VClO, these were relieved by the introduction of a 'Beaver
tail' fairing,

(ii) extra wave drag on the rear fuselage and nacelle assembly. This can be alleviated by the
application of area-rule principles to thi; local region. The fairings mentioned under (i)
should be designed with this in mind,

(,ii) changes in the lift-dependent drag on the wing and tailplane as a result of lift changes on the
wing and tailplane in order to maintain a given trimmed overall CL in the presence of a non-zero
(in general) lift contribution from the nacelle. Thi, interference can be adverse or favourable
depending on the nacelle setting and the relative efficieocy of the wing and nacelle assembly as
a producer of lift with low drag. General rules may be dar.erous but it is probable that when
the flow over the wing is subcritical, it will be better to carry the lift on the wing than on
the low aspect ratio nacelle assembly but at typical cruise cor.ditions, it may be preferable to
carry some positive lift on the nacelle assembly where the flow is likely to be subcritical,
thus reducing the wing CL for a given overall CL and easing the task of the wing designer,

(iv) reduction of the drag of the inner wing sections as a result of the buoyancy effect of the
forward pressure field of the nacelles. In inviscid, subcritical flow, this would be cancelled
by an equal and opposite effect on the rear of the aircraft but in the real flow, this could
lead to significant changes in profile drag, wave drdg and vortex-induced drag which would not
be cancelled at the rear. These effects can be adverse or favourable depending on the wing
design and will be discussed in more detail below,

(v) reduction of the wing drag through a rotation of the lift vector. This applies when the nacelles
are contributing positive lift and thus, there is an induced upwash over the wing, and

(vi) exit jet interference on the empennage and rear fuselage.

Many of the above effects will also change the pitching moment for a given lift. Untrimmed drag data can
therefore be misleading.

In the development of a new aircraft with engines mounted on the rear fuselage, extensive wind tunnel test
programmes have generally been undertaken to choose the optimum nacelle settings in pitch and yaw, and to
refine the installation to avoid adverse interference but the main lesson from the data bank is that to
exploit favourable interference, the wing-fuselage-nacelle installation should be designed as an entity.
This was graphically illustrated in the paper [51] presented by Laugher at the AGARD 1981 conference on the
aerodynamics of power plant installation. Laugher noted that in all cases, whatever the wing design, the
addition of a rear nacelle assembly reduces the suctions on the aft surfaces of the inner wing and when the
nacelles are mounted above the wing cho-d plane (as is usual with a subsonic transport), the loss of lift
on the inner wing has to be recovered by an increase in wing incidence. The wing design and in particular,
the variation of shock strength across the span and the nature of the pressure distribution ahead of the
shock determines whether the nett interference is adverse or favourable. For the interference to be
favourable, the shock on the inner wing in the absence of the nacelle has to be relatively strong; this
ensures that the reduction in wave or profile drag from the direct effect of the nacelles on the flow over
the inner wing more than offsets any increase in drag due to the increase in incidence.

Figs 18ab reproduced from Laugher's paper [51) contrast two cases where the interference is adverse (Fig
18a) or favourable (Fig 18b). In the first case, the nacelle intake plane is coincident with the wing
local trailing edge. The effect of the nacelle in destroying lift on the inner wing is clearly substantial
and has to be offset by an increase in incidence of 1.40. As a result, the comparison at a given CL
indicates that when the nacelles are present, there is a major increase in shock strength at all stations
across the wing. Admittedly, this adverse interference could probably have been relieved by an increase in
the pitch setting of the nacelles but it seems unlikely that this would be sufficient to change the sign of
the interference. The advanced wing design that appeared so attractive in the absence of the nacelle (eg
an extensive supersonic region terminated by a relatively weak shock, a near-isentropic recompression on
the inner wing, su.tions decreasing progressively towards the root giving highly swept isobars aft of the
peak suction line) is clearly an unsuitable design if an aft nacelle has to be mounted at this position.
With the nacelle present, not only is there a strong shock across the span, the position of this shock is
much further forward than on the clean wing - by about 0.4c on the inner wing and 0.3c out at ri 0.534 x
semi-span.

It follows that the design aim should be to obtain a favourable supercritical development on the wing in
the presence of the nacelles, ie to adopt a geometry that would probably be unacceptable as a clean wing.
This was the aim of a uesign exercise undertaken by BAe in 1978 and Fig 18b presents some pressure
distributions from tests in the ARA transonic tunnel on a model of this design. The nacelle in this case
is mounted somewhat further aft than for the example in Fig 18a and so the nacelle interference on the wing
flow would have been less adverse even if the same wing design as in Fig 18a had been used. However, the
main reason for the favourable interference shown in Fig l8b lies in the new wing design. Measured pressure
distributions are shown for a wing station just outboard of the nacelles. A near-isentropic recompression
is achieved on the wing in the presence of the nacelles whereas on the clean wing, the pressure
distributions in the two cruise conditions expand again at the rear of the supersonic region leading to a
strong shock at respectively, 0.6c and 0.7c in the two conditions, and a rear separation in the high speed
cruise. Fig 18b certainly implies favourable interference relative to the wing without nacelles (less wave
drag and viscous drag) but the important point to note is that the wing design and wing flow for such a
configuration are possibly better than could be achieved for any wing of this planforin, nacelles-off.
Laugher noted [511 that the wing geometry that gave the pressrFe distributions in Fig 18b, nacelles-on
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would have 2.5% more fuel volume compared with the wing that would give similar pressure distributions,
nacelles-off.

The results quoted by Laugher therefore validate the concept of obtaining favourable interference with the
aid of a rear nacelle installation. They were obtained by a technique in which the nacelle effect on the
supercritical flow development over the wing was simulated by means of an 'equivalent interfering body'.
This proved very cost-effective but in future, better results should be possible when methods for
calculating the transonic flow over a complete configuration are available.

5.4 Interference between Adjacent Bodies

The interaction between the flow fields of adjacent bodies in close proximity is another source of adverse
aerodynamic interference on some aircraft, notably combat aircraft carrying many external stores. The
adverse interference is not inevitable; with the right shape and relative position for the bodies,
favourable interference can be obtained when the bodies are staggered or are in tandem or when the bodies
are used to improve the longitudinal distribution of aircraft cross-sectional area.

The first example of this type of interference is not taken from a test on a model of a combat aircraft but
from results for the high wing transport [17] whose wing-fuselage interference was discussed in $3 and
illustrated in Fig 6. Fig 19a shows two versions of the complete layout (without empennage). It is a
4-engined aircraft with 2 engine nacelles pylon-mounted below each inner wing and the test data revealed
that the proximity of the inner nacelle to the protruding undercarriage fairing on the fuselage was a major
potential source of interference. Adding the undercarriage blister with the nacelles already fitted to the
poorer configurationA gave a drag increment an order greater than the predicted profile drag of the fairing.
Configuration B is less prone to adverse interference than A because
(a) the pylon is more swept and longer, thus placing the nacelle significantly further forward relative

to Lhe undercarriage fairing, and
(b) the width of the undercarriage fairing is less at a depth opposite the nacelle and more of the volume

of the fairing is concentrated below the fuselage. The plan view in Fig 19a in particular shows how
the change from A to B relieves the passage between the fairing and the inner nacelle but one would
expect that the interference drag has been reduced at the expense of extra profile drag on account
of the greater surface area of the pylons and fairing in B. The measured differences in CD between
A and B are plotted as a function of Mach number and CL in Fig 19b. The differences are very large
being always greater than ACD = 0.0020 and being about ACD z 0.0050 at a likely cruise condition,
M = 0.71, CL = 0.5 or 14% of the total CD for the better layout B in this condition. The extra
interference drag increases significantly with CL and this trend can be related to a reduction in CL
at a given incidence of about 0.07 for A relative to B near M = 0.71, CL = 0.5. The increase in tC0
with CL and M can be interpreted as follows: high suctions in the passage between the undercarriage
blister and the inner nacelle destroys considerable lift on the inner wing and thus: extra incidence
for a given CL and extra wave drag from the wing upper surface - probably on the outer wing well away
from the source of the effect.

The layout in Fig 19, particularly with its external undercarriage blister, may be thought somewhat unusual
but plenty of evidence of this type of interference can be found in test data [48,52,53,54,551 for external
store installations. These will be discussed in detail in a later lecture but it is appropriate to include
some examples in this overview lecture. Fig 20a contrasts the adverse interference observed at low CL when
several stores are carried on separate pylons under a 40' sweptback wing and the favour-ble interference
possible when a number of stores are mounted in an array below a fuselage. If expressed as an installation
drag factor, the drag increment for the 3 pylon-mounted underwing stores reaches about 5 at M - 0.90 but it
is more sensible to relate such results to the drag characteristics of the clean aircraft. In other words,
the increase in ACD with M for the single underwing store can be interpreted simply as a reduction of the
drag-rise Mach number of the wing-pylon-store relative to the clean wing whereas the multiple arrangement
with 3 pylon-mounted stores introduces a significant drag creep ahead of the steep drag-rise because it has
completely modified the nature of the flow over the wing lower surface. The oil flow pictures included in
the later lecture show that with 3 pylon-mounted underwing stores disposed in a standar-d sensible
arrangement related to the aircraft centre of gravity, a strong unswept shock tends to appear prematurely
in the passages between the pylons. The resulting wave drag and local shock-induced separations account
for the drag creep and the potential benefits of wing sweepback have been partly lost on the wing lower
surface.

Turning to the right hand side of Fig 20a, the upper picture has been used in several previous papers; it
is repeated here because it is such a dramatic example of favourable interference. It shows the results
of tests in which 4 rows of 5 small stores with flat bases were mounted on a pallet below a flat-bottomed
fuselage. Above about M z 0.92, the total drag increment for the 20 stores is smaller than the increment
for a single row of 5 stores: to reitft-af, the total drag increment and not just the drag per store. It
may be argued that this very favourable result is simply due to the fact that they are small stores
mounted tangentially and mostly immersed in the fuselage boundary layer. However, the stores in the lower
picture are comparable with those for the underwing installation on the left. Tests were made in the RAE
8ft x 6ft tunnel on an array of 6 large boattailed stores again mounted taigentially on a pallet below an
aircraft fuselage. It will be seen that even in this cas, where the stores are much larger in relation to
the size of the aircraft, the drag increment for the array .onsisting of 3 rows of 2 stores is generally,
particularly at high subsonic speeds, less than the sum of the free-air drag of the stores in isolation.
This implies that the favourable effects of tandem carriage have more than offset the adverse effects in
side-by-side carriage.

Fig 20b has been included to show the potential favourable effects of store stagger and tandem carriage
more explicitly. These results were obtained 1561 in tests in the 2ft x l.ft tunnel at RAE rarnborough in
which drag measurements were made on various arrays of stores mounted just clear of the tunnel roof boundary
layer; in effect, the stores were being tested close to a reflection plane simulating the surface of a wing
with zero thickness. Results are shown for two types of store, one with a pointed nose and one with a bluff
nose. It will be seen that at say, M = 0.9, staggering 2 stores fore-and-aft by six calibres reduces the
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drag by about 10% relative to 2 x the drag of a store in isolation whereas positioning the stores directly
opposite each other at the same lateral spacing increases the drag by 40-60%. The more detailed information
in the later lecture shows that even staggering the stores by one calibre, ie sufficient to displace the
peak suctions on the stores but not sufficient to introduce any significant tandem effect, gives about half
this improvement, ie Kst = 1.2. Finally, the results in Fig 20b show that carrying stores in tandem is a
very powerful method of obtaining favourable interference, particularly with bluff-nose stores. If the
stores are virtually nose-to-tail, ie XT a 0.005 calibres, the reduction in overall drag for a column of 2
stores amounts to about 30% near M z 1.0 for the bluff nose and 20% for pointed nose stores; even at a
separation of 3 calibres, the same test series showed that the figures were 20% and 15% respectively. The
mechanisms by which tandem carriage achieves such large favourable effects are listed in detail in the
later lecture.

5.5 Non-Planar Configurations

To quote from papers [39,57] by Whitcomb, it has been recognised for many years that a nonplanar lifting
system should have less induced drag than a planar wing. Theoretical studies suggested and experimental
tests confirmed that reductions in induced drag could be obtained by mounting vertical surfaces or endplates
at the wing tips but the overall benefits were generally small as the reductions in induced drag were only
marginally greater than the profile drag of the endplates. It is only within the past decade that the real
potential of tip devices has been fully realised. Whitcomb was the first to emphasise that to be effective,
the vertical Surfaces at the tip must be designed to produce a significant side force. The vertical surface
or winglet should be designed as a lifting wing required to perform efficiently over a wide range of
operating conditions. Flow surveys [581 behind a wing tip with and without a winglet fitted showed that
the basic physical effect of a winglet can be interpreted as a vertical diffusion of the tip vortex flow
immediately downstream of the wing tip; this is the source of the reduced vortex-induced drag. Another
interpretation is that the inward side force on the winglet normal to the local flow direction (inflow
above the wing tip) when resolved in the free-stream direction yields a significant thrust component.

The pioneering research [57,58] of Whitcomb et al established some guidelines for the design of a
successful winglet. The primary winglet should be mounted above the rear, say 60 of the wing-tip upper
surface and

(i) should have a height roughly equal to the wing tip chord,
(ii) should be canted out at an angle of about 200 to the vertical,

(il) should be toed-out but cambered and possibly twisted to produce an inward side force in the cruise
which, when expressed as a coefficient based on winglet area, is comparable with the wing lift
coefficient.

Theoretical analyses suggested [591 that winglets should be mote effective when fitted to wing designs
that are relatively highly loaded on the outer wing sections. Some aerodynamicists have therefore argued
they are only likely to be effective when fitted retrospectively on early wing designs such as the KC-135
(the subject of the first tests) or on the relatively simple wings that have been used on commuter or
small executive jet aircraft (for which winglets have already been used in practice). However, the test
data for both the first generation [57] and second generation [58] US transport wings showed that in both
cases, an effective winglet gave a larger drag reduction for a given wing root bending moment than the
corresponding span extension. Looking to the future, it is arguable that for a new transport aircraft,
one should design a wing-winglet combination with the wing geometry deliberately chosen to suit the
addition of a winglet - just as on combat aircraft, it is becoming standard practice to carry weapons at
the wing tip to obtain, in principle at least, similar beneficial effects [48,52]. Such wing-winglet
combinations could have a better performance than the best corresponding wing-alone even when due
allowance is made for the winglet weight and added engineering complexity.

Various aspects of winglet design can be described as either exploiting favourable or minimising adverse
interference. For example,

(i) mounting the winglet above the rear of the wing-tip upper surface ensures that there is no adverse
interference with the development of the supercritical region over tie forward upper surface,

(ii) MouhLilig an additUildl willylUt btliuw Litt I'uiwaid lower surface controls thc anglc of flo-. ahcad of
the leading edge of the upper winglet at high incidence; an example of favourable interference
between two surfaces,

(il) the winglet derives some of its benefit from the loading it induces on the extreme outer wing.
This extra lift will serve to reduce the maximum local lift on the wing for a given overall lift
and there is thus, the possibility that at high Mach number, there will be a reduction of wing
wave drag as well as vortex-induced drag: again, favourable interference,

(iv) the essential art in designing an effective winglet lies in the blending of the junction between
wing and winglet to avoid adverse viscous interference effects.

The list could doubtless be extended but as an illustration of the last point (iv), Fig 21 compares two
views of the winglet (A) used in the US tunnel tests [58] on the second-generation transport with a more
recent layout (B) developed in UK research on a relatively advanced wing design. In this case, great
efforts were made to blend the region from 0.985 x basic wing semi-span up to about 0.2 x winglet height.
When 'unwrapped', the winglet in both plan and section shape development was blended neatly into the start
of a basic wing tip design involving a curved leading edge as advocated many years ago by KUchemann. It
will be noted that winglet B is smaller than winglet A; the winglet area for B was in fact only about 1.5%
of the half-wing area but even so, the reduction in drag-due-to-lift amounted to about 12.5% and possibly
more at high Mach number. Such reductions would clearly more than offset the profile drag of such a small
winglet.

Further improvements in winglet design may be possible when the transonic theoretical methods are fully
developed [60] to be used ab a design tool for wing-winglet design. The present author feels that much of
the evidence in the published literature could give a pessimistic idea of the effectiveness of a good
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winglet design - either because the test Reynoldsnumbers were not high enough to avoid boundary layer
thickening or separation in the junction or on the winglet lifting surface or because the winglet section
shape was chosen without regard to the requirements that the section should have high drag-rise Mach number
at a typical cruise CL and good CLmax at lower Mach numbers.

Two winglets, one above and one below the wing tip may not represent the ultimate development of this
theme. Spillman of CIT has proposed [61,62] the use of a number of small surfaces or 'sails' arranged
around the wing tip in a way such that no surface is ever in the wake of another. Fig 21 shows an
arrangement of 3 sails mounted on a body at the wing tip; flight tests at Cranfield suggested that 3
sails would be more effective than a single sail in reducing the drag-due-to-lift. There is no
intrinsic reason for the sails to be mounted on a tip tank, they could be attached directly to the wing tip.
Spillman has noted the analogy between these 'sails' and not only the sails on a yacht but also the primary
feathers of many birds of prey. For the best results, one really needs to imitate the birds even further -
the sails should be flexible and Spillman suggests, driven mechanically by a vane sensing the local flow
directions.

6 EXPLOITATION OF FAVOURABLE INTERFERENCE IN CONFIGURATION AERODYNAMICS: USABLE LIFT

Favourable interference can be exploited not only to reduce the drag but also to improve usable lift
boundaries, ie to improve the development of the aerodynamic characteristics beyond separation- or buffet-
onset. Many devices are used for this purpose, eg vortex generators, small fences around the wing leading
edge, strakes at the wing root leading edge, canards, jets blowing over flaps etc but when anlaysed, one
can see that all derive their effectiveness from a favourable interference between different flow fields.
Before discussing some of these effects, however, let us consider the effects of pylon-mounted underwing
stores as an interesting follow-up to the discussion in s5. As already noted, the carriage of such stores
can give rise to serious adverse interference with the flow over the wing lower surface at low CL but it
is interesting and somewhat unexpected that the interference with the flow over the wing upper surface at
high CL can be favourable. This has now become a very important point in the light of trends in modern
advanced wing design.

When sweptback wings were first introduced, much effort had to be devoted to the control of their
inherent tip stalling tendencies which led to both pitch-up and lateral stability problems. These early
wings had little twist or camber, their basic geometry was generally designed to give good performance at
one particular operating condition. Now, however, the designer no longer has to act under past
constraints, he can employ variable leading edge and trailing edge devices and he can optimise the twist
for various operating conditions by means of aeroelastic tailoring. More lift is carried on the inner wing
with modern designs and the present tendency is for the wing flow to separate first somewhere near mid-
semi-span rather than at the tip. Routine theoretical design calculations can only be made for attached-
flow conditions and the common design aim is to carry as much lift as possible at separation-onset. If
this aim is pursued to the exclusion of all other considerations, the subsequent flow breakdown may well
be unacceptable. In other words, immediately beyond separation-onset, the separation spreads rapidly
forward to the leading edge and across the span with only a small increase in incidence. In a wind tunnel
test, this can lead to severe model bounce which may make it unsafe to continue with the incidence traverse,
in flight, there may be an unacceptable deterioration in flying qualities, the flow being too sensitive to
small changes in incidence, sideslip and other variables. This is the type of situation that can be
improved by the addition of a set of pylon-mounted underwing stores.

At first sight, one might have expected that the pylon-mounted stores would have an adverse effect. In
general, they will reduce the lift at a given incidence and also, there may be a premature flow separation
inboard of each pylon. These effects have, indeed, been observed in many model tests and as a result, the
first break in the lift versus incidence curve often occurs at a lower CL when the pylon/stores are fitted.
However, the subsequent flow breakdown tends to be more progressive and so, the usable lift may still be
higher with the stores fitted than for the clean wing.

Fig 5 of the subsequent lecture [48] presents an illustration of favourable interference of this type; the
measured pressure distributions confirm the more progressive flow breakdown. Fig 22 in the present lecture
gives another example. In this case, tests were made on a research model with an advanced wing with 38.7
leading edge sweepback, aspect ratio 4.03. taper ratio 0.3, with and without 3 underwing stores mounted at
0.59, 0.70 and 0.87 x gross semi-span. Fig 22 contains Ltrim - a curves for 4 test Mach numbers for the
model with and without the pylon mounted stores. The prominent symbols on each curve indicate predicted
values of usable CL assessed on the basis of the behaviour of the model (bounce or oscillation in pitch)
and/or the mean level and amplitude of oscillation of the rolling moment signal as a guide to wing drop
and wing rock tendencies in flight. This comparison shows

(i) at low Mach number, M z 0.6, the addition of the pylons/stores improves both the break CL (or buffet-
onset) and the usable lift by about ACL = 0.05. The primary physical reason for these improvements
is that the changes in flow direction ahead of the wing leading edge inboard and outboard of each
pylon serve to break up the spanwise spread of the flow separation which, at this Mach number is
occurring close to the wing leading edge,

(ii) at higher Mach numbers, the pylons/stores reduce the break CL, ie degrade the buffet-onset bouiidary
by an amount increasing with Mach number by about 0.03 at M = 0.75 to more than 0.10 at M 0.885,

(iii) on the other hand, the addition of the pylons/stores resilts in a smoother variation of CL with a
beyond the break and it should be noted that the predicted values of usable CL are still at least
as high as for the clean wing; indeed, at M = 0.75, the value is 0.1 higher than for the clean wing,

(iv) the curves for the clean wing at M = 0.80 and 0.885 are terminated at an incidence where the model
bounce became so severe that it was judged unsafe to continue the traverse; with the pylons/stores,
the traverses were extended successfully.

With wings designed 20 years ago, the addition of the pylons/stores might well have degraded usable lift
boundaries assessed on any basis but it should be emphasised that Fig 22 is not an isolated example of the
type of results obtained with modern wing designs. The dominant feature of the flow over the upper surface
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of such wings at high subsonic speeds prior to buffet-onset is the well known 3-shocK pattern, viz a
highly swept forward inboard shock, an inboard rear shock and a single outboard shock. Separation tends
to occur first just outboard of the point of intersection of these 3 shocks and it then spreads rapidly
over the entire outer wing: this is the explanation for the abrupt stall on the clean wing. When the
pylon-mounted stores are fitted, the flow pattern prior to separation onset can be more complex, eg
additional highly swept forward shocks may originate from each pylon-wing leading edge junction. Put
crudely, , - flow breakdown no longer occurs suddenly over a large part of the span; instead, there are
successive flow breakdowns over 4 segments of smaller spanwise extent. This is a likely but not
necessarily the only explanation of the more progressive flow breakdown. The results certainly suggest
that a viable design approach for a combat aircraft wing at the present time is to design a clean wing
that gives the best possible CL for separation-onset and then to assume that the underwing pylons will
ease the buffet penetration at the expense of some acceptable worsening of the buffet-onset boundary.
Hopefully, in the future, it will be possible to design the wing/pylons as an entity and then, one could
obtain good buffet penetration with less reduction of the buffet-onset boundary.

One possible explanation for the beneficial effects of the pylons;stores at the lower Mach numbers such as
M z 0.6 is that the pylons are acting in the same manner as small fences wrapped around the wing leading
edge. Such fences have been used with great effect on some aircraft, eg the Harrier. Some research was
undertaken in the ARA transonic tunnel to establish the underlying physical mechanism for their
effectiveness. The flow patterns induced by the fences were very complex but some discussion of these
results is worthwhile because they provide a good illustration of favourable interference between different
flow fields.

Some features of the model geometry and test results are presented in Figs 23a,b. A large half-wing model
of a sweptback wing-fuselage was tested in the ARA transonic tunnel with and without various alternative
designs of small leading edge fence mounted at 81.5% semi-span, two of the fences are shown in Fig 23a.
In addition to overall force and moment measurements, the wing was extensively pressure plotted and Figs
23a,b include some results for the four stations A-D, A being just inboard and B,C,D outboard of the fence.

The results presented in Fig 23 were obtained at a test Mach number of M = 0.6. Two types of flow
separation were observed on the clean wing as the incidence was increased, first, a leading edge separation
initiated near the tip at about a = 6* and extending in to about 75% semi-span at a 10' and second, a
rear separation appearing first at a 4' near the trailing edge at about 75% semi-span and then spreading
forward and inward, the two separations merging above about a = 100. The overall CL -a curve in Fig 23a
suggested that the fences had little effect on the overall characteristics until about a 13' but the
measured pressures showed that local effects close to the fence were present even at a 4. At low
incidence, the peak suctions close to the leading edge is reduced outboard of, and increased inboard of
the fence: the expected result in subcritical, inviscid flow at effectively the root and tip of a sweptback
wing. This leads to a premature separation inboard of the fence but as with the basic leading edge
separation spreading in from the tip, this rolls up to form a part-span vortex. There is no significant
loss in lift from this separation and indeed, at a z 9.75', as shown by the pressure distributions for
station A in Fig 23b, the region close to the leading edge inboard of the fence carries more lift at this
incidence when the fence is fitted. There is therefore no serious adverse interference inboard of the fence.

Turning now to the flow outboard of the fence which creates the favourable interference above a 13 , this
is a complicated story. The trigger for the flow development is the fact that with the large fence 1, the
fence interrupts the spanwise flow along the attachment line and even with the smaller fence 2, it
interrupts the flow just ahead of this line, ie the flow that is about to stream over the upper surface.
The fences therefore cause this flow to separate and in the case of the large fence 1, two primary stand-off
vortices (see §3) form, one rotating in an anti-clockwise sense looked at from upstream and streaming over
the lower surface, and the other rotating in a clockwise sense and streaming over the upper surface; with
the smaller fence 2, only the upper vortex was observed in the flow patterns. At moderate incidences, when
the flow close to the leading edge immediately outboard of this vortex is attached, the vortex streams back
over the upper surface crossing stationC (see Fig 23a) aft of the short line of pressure tappings which
does not extend beyond 10% chord. This flow pattern is illustrated in sketch i) in Fig 23b. At higher
incidences, when the separation close to the leading edge initiated near the tip has spread to the vicinity
of the fence and primary vortex, the air in this three-dimensional separation is drawn into a secondary
anti-clockwise vortex lying forward and outboard of the primary vortex: see sketch (ii) in Fig 23b. As
soon as this secondary vortex is established, its origin appears to move forward almost to the source of
the primary vortex, ie almost to the leading edge attachment line. This allows the secondary vortex to be
fed by high energy air and then, with increasing incidence, the vortex grows in strength. The high suction
region under this secondary vortex can be seen in the measured pressure distributions for a = 13.2 at
stations B,C,D in Fig 23b and in the variation of Cp at 1% chord with a for these stations in Fig 23a.
Clearly, the contribution from the secondary vortex i. the main factor responsible for the reasonable
overall lift-curve slope above a = 13', fence on and hence for the increase due to the fence in the
predicted usable lift. Fig 23a shows that the smaller fence 2 gives a slightly better result than fence 1
suggesting that it is preferable for the fence not to intersect the attachment line. Other tests in this
series showed that a certain minimum fence height (smaller than for fence 2) was required to maintain the
vortices in a stable state close to the wing surface at high incidence.

The effect of these fences has been described in some detail as an example of where a form of wing-body
interference has been exploited to produce a favourable result. The significant point is that the
favourable result would not have been obtained if there had not been an interaction between the fence stand-
off vortices and the leading edge separation of the stall of the clean wing. This interpretation of the
results was further confirmed in tests on a related model which showed that when the fence was moved in to
71% semi-span, it was completely ineffective, the significant point being that at this station, on the
clean wing, the flow no longer separated from near the leading edge. (As noted at the beginning of this
discussion, the stall inboard of 75% semi-span was dictated by a rear separation spreading forward from
near the trailing edge).

It is now well known that much larger benefits in usable lift can be obtained through the use of sharp-
edged strakes ahead of the wing leading edge at the wing root. Fig 24 presents some results showing the



effect of such strakes on the wing buffeting and unsteady rolling moment characteristics for a model ot
the Harrier aircraft. This figure is taken from a paper [621 by Moss which gives various examples of tile
benefits of wing-root strakes. Moss notes that the strakes were designed to be compatible with the
aircraft structure and basic stability requirements in flight. The results in Fig 24 show that in the
model tests, tile strakes gave dramatic improvements in lift at high incidence, the rolling moment behaviour
at zero sideslip and in the steadiness of wing-root bending moment at high incidence. In explanation of

the rolling moment plots, a large mean value of Ce in the model tests has been found to correlate
reasonably with wing dropping in flight and the spread between tile upper and lower bounds of the sigial in
the model tests is a guide to whether 'wing rock' is likely to occur in flight. The improvements shtwn in
Fig 24 were subsequently confirmed in flight tests.

Various factors contribute to the beneficial effects of the strakes. Clearly, as on a slender wing, a
vortex is shed from the leading edge of the strake. Direct effects of this vortex include an extra non-
linear lift contribution, and improved flow and a thinner boundary layer over tile rear upper surface of
the inner wing. However, the indirect effects are perhaps more important; the benefits at high incidence
can be traced at least partly to the ability of a strake and its vortex flow to control the flow breakdown
on the outer wing panel. At low and moderate subsonic speeds, the feature of the flow that exercises this
control is a second strake induced vortex that springs from the strake-wing leading edge intersection.
This vortex is present because, as shown in numerous oil flow patterns on many sweptback wings, the strake
reduces the angle of incidence at which a flow separation occurs near the leading edge of the outer panel
just outboard of the strake-wing leading edge junction. Fiddes and Smith have explained 1631 this
observation in terms of two consequences of the presence of the main strake vortex viz

(i) an increase in the effective angle of sweep of the leading edge of the outer panel
near the strake-wing intersection, and

(ii) an increase in the effective incidence of the outer panel.

The outflow under this second vortex reduces the boundary layer thickness on the rear upper surface near
mid-semi-span, thus reducing any tendency to a rear separation and also serves to limit the rearward
extension of any separation bubble near the leading edge of the outer wing. The last effect is often the
most important and it is frequently noted in low speed tests that a separation on the forward outer wing
which, in the absence of the strake, would develop to cause a complete flow breakdown over the upper
surface, starts to extend rearward with increasing incidence but then retreats forward under the influence
of the strengthening of the strake-induced vortices.

At higher subsonic speeds ulhen the flow over the wing upper surface is supercritical, the addition of the
strake results in the inner forward shock of the 3-shock pattern originating from th~e strake-wing leading
edge junction rather than from the wing-body junction. It follows that the outboard shock which usually
induces the flow breakdown is shorter in spanwise extent and the supercritical region ahead oi the forward
shock is shorter in chordwise extent at a given incidence. These two effects tend to offset each other: the
first reduces the extent of any shock-induced separation if present and hence is beneficial; the second
reduces CL at a given incidence and so could be adverse although it may be more than compensated by the
extra lift from the vortex off the strake. No general conclusion can therefore be drawn as to whether the
overall effect will be favourable or adverse. It is howeve, likely that the benefits from adding a strake
will tend to decrease with Mach number above say, M = 0.80 o 0.85 for a 40' sweptback wing.

The flow field from a forward canard surface can have a similar effeit to that of a strake at high subsonic
speeds and high incidence. This is illustrated by the flow patterns in Fig 25. The canard at 0"
deflection clearly unloads the inner wing and the supercritical region on tile outer wing is reduced in the
same manner as described above for a strake. The forward shock originates from near the intersection of
the edge of the canard wake and the wing leading edge. It is interesting to note that the overall CL at
this incidence was only 0.015 less when the canard was fitted, ie the lift on the canard almost compensates
for the lift deficit on the wing. The interference in this case can therefore be classed as favourable;
for other positions and deflections of the canard, it could be adverse or non-existent either for example
because the wake from a stalled canard disturbs the flow on the inner wing or because the canard wake passes
well above or below the wing: again, this is a case where the configuration has to be carefully designed
to exploit the favourable interference.

The limited results with pylons/stores, fences, strakes and a canard surface have been included to
illustrate that interference between components and between different flow fields can improve tile usable
lift at both low and high subsonic speeds. Another possibility that will undoubtedly be exploited to a
greater extent in the future is to cbtain extra lift from favourable jet-wing interference. This will be
discussed in a later lecture in this series but an early idea of what this might achieve for a combat
aircraft was given by Vint {64] in a paper at the AGARD FDP 1980 conference. Vint described the
development of a theoretical prediction technique which suggested that a conventional propulsive jet at
the wing trailing edge could give a significant improvement in the high lift characteristics of the wing
if jet deflections up to 300 could be used. The research indicated that the best results in practice
would be obtained if these ideas were applied to a configuration with a canard surface. A iropulsive jet
at the trailing edge would avoid the complexity of a blown flap which has of course been used for many
years on some aircraft, eg the Buccaneer. This whole subject deserves however a full lecture in its own
right and it will not be considered further here.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This lecture has reviewed the main sources of aerodynamic interference at high subsonic and transonic
speeds. Examples have been given of when favourable interference between different aircraft components
and different flow fields have been exploited

(i) to reduce wave drag, profile drag and/or vortex-induced drag,
(ii) to improve tile flow development beyond separation-onset and hence, the usable lift.

The white streaks ahead of the shock are due to the fact that in this particular test, transition was
fixed by strips round the leading edge.
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Wing-body interference and also the interference due to nacelle installations mounted either on the wing
or on the rear fuselage, and wing-tip devices have been treated in some detail. In other areas, ideas have
been introduced with some illustrative examples; they will be developed further in later lectures.

Jet-wing interference is an important area that has not been discussed except in the context of underwing

nacelle installations.
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FIG. 10 (b)
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FIG. i'0 (b)
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FIG 13(e)
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FI G. 14.

See text for keyto fltow elementsl
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FIG 15 (c, d)
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FIG. 17 (ab,c)
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FIG. 18 (a, b)
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FI G. 19 (ab)
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FIG. 20(a,b)
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FIG.20 
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FIG.21
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FIG.22.
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FIG 23(a)
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FIG 23 (b)
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FIG 24
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TRANSONIC CONFIGURATION DESIGN

by

G. Krenz
MBB / Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke GmbH

D 2800 Bremen
Germany

SUMMARY

The progress in aerodynamics during the last decade has immensely improved fuel efficiency of commer-
cial transport aircraft, one major part being the transonic configuration design. The wing contributes in
the order of two-thirds to the total aircraft drag in cruise flight and hence is the main objective of the
present paper. General designaspectsas well as specific criteria for a transonic wing lay-out are des-
cribed and some special problems inherent in any transonic wing design are discussed on the basis of wind-
tunnel measurements. Aerodynamic wing concepts are considered, following two different design strategies
by model tests in the transonic wind-tunnel. - It was found that the shock development on the upper wing
surface has a strong effect on both the design and off-design performance of the wing in terms of L/D.

The progress in transonic copfiguration design is partially based on the tremendous efforts made in
computational aerodynamics and basic theories are being discussed during the current VKI-Lecture Series.
Two simpler potential flow methods used in actual transonic wing designs at MBB/VFW are presented in this
paper. Major obstacles for proper wing design and aircraft performance predictions in the transonic flight
regime by either calculations or wind-tunnel measurements are shock-boundary layer interaction and viscid-
inviscid flow interference at the trailing edge. For several years our work in the field of calculating
and testing boundary layers is therefore concentrdted on these two subjects, and the present paper contains
main results we received with modern transonic aerofoils.

The lack of knowledge which still exists in these areas of viscid-inviscid flow interference is limit-
ing the acuracy of performance predictions for modern transonic wing with a large amount of rear loading.-
One concept followed at MBB/VFW to improve the predictions of full scale aircraft data is discussed in the
present paper.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AR aspect ratio SFC specific fuel consumption

c chord nondimensional s~reamwisp coordinate

mean aerodynamic chord t/c thickness chord ratio

CD drag coefficient u boundary layer velocity

Cf friction coefficient v velocity

Cp pressure coefficient w weight

C* critical pressure coefficient forM= 1.0 x/c relative chord position
p

CL lift coefficient

cts counts; I ct = 0.0001 CD GREEK SYMBOLS

D drag c angle of attack

L lift 6 boundary layer thickness

L/D lift/drag ratio 61 displacement thickness

M Mach number 5P viscous sublayer thickness

M x L/D performance parameter 6CDM drag rise due to compressibility

n normal coordinate ACDM = CD " CDiO 6

RN, Re Reynolds number 1 relative wing span

s streamwise coordinate A 25 wing sweep at 25 % chord
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tremendous efforts were made during the last years in aerodynamic design to increase cruise perfor-
mance efficiency, and qualified teams at different places of the world are working and competing for further
improvements in aerodynamics.

The basic technologies contributing to future improvements of fuel efficient transport aircraft are
shown in FIG. 1. The main disciplines are aerodynamics, materials & structures and systems, the latter being
strongly dependent on the efforts of the system manufacturers. The main technological progress is to be ex-
pected where the disciplines are connected. As an example, the further increase of aspect ratio for better
L/Dis eased by materials with higher stiffness and improved fatigue oehavior than aluminium alloys as carbon
fibre structures. Also, the aerodynamic impact of unsteady movable wing parts like flaps, spoilers or ailerons
on the load alleviation effects is a typical result of combined efforts of a combination of aerodynamics wth
systems technology. Considerable fuel redLction can be expected from the engine manufacturers, their progrkss
partially being associated with improved transonic design of the compressor blades of the advanced engines.

What are the sources and reasons for the dramatic progress in aerodynamic design? - One, of course,
is the rapid progress in computer technology and its use in computational aerodynamics. The progress in ex-
perimental research and methods is less spectacular, because here we are waiting for the new facilities at
NTF in the USA and ETW in Europe in opposition to the big computers.

Another source of substantial progress in aerodynamics is the development of new concepts and confi-
gurations and the men standing behind them with their ideas and their toughness to realise them. - Ad-
vanced transonic wing technology, now being introduced in the new airplanes of Europe and the USA, and pro-
pulsion-airframe concepts, investigated in the AMST-programme with the YC 14 and YC 15 aircraft, are exam-
ples.

A further motive for the tremendous progress in aerodynamics is the economic necessity for a reduction
in fuel consumption, especially as far as commercial transport aircraft are concerned. FIG. 2 presents
the increase of fuel price valid for the USA and taken from Boeing [I] . The dotted line gives the real
price increase up to the end of 1982. After a strong increase we see a stagnation and even a small decrease
during the last 1 1/2 years, but until today the price is rather within the predicted area. The rapid fuel
price increase considerably effects the direct operating costs D.O.C. directly and contributes to the dis-
proportionate increase of the fuel costs in the D.O.C. FIG. 3 shows the cost development as estimated by
Airbus Industry in 1979 [21 . From the different methods used in this forecast only the results from Boeing
are shown because of its simplicity (4 parameters), and it strongly reflects the fuel costs within the
D.O.C. In the EURAC method however, the fuel costs represent about 2/3 of the Boeing estimate. The fuel
cost price development corresponding to FIG. 3 is based on the lower broken curve in FIG. 2.

A proportionate change within the cost items of the D.O.C., as shown in FIG. 3, has a considerable
effect on aircraft design. To elaborate this, the fuel consumption as determined by the main aircraft and
engine parameters have to be analysed. FIG. 4 contains a simplified basic formula for mission fuel effi-
ciency, defined as trip fuel burned per distance. The first term, the ratio of specific fuel consumption
to cruise speed is defined as propulsive efficiency, and the second term is the airframe efficiency with
aircraft weight to lift/drag ratio. Considering the latter, L/D to weight ratio must be as large as
possible for fuel efficient flight.

2. AIRCRAFT DESIGN FOR CRUISE FLIGHT AT TRANSONIC SPEED

2.1 Overall design aspects

One domirant desiqn qoal for commercial transport aircraft at cruise is low fuel consumption, as shown
in the formula for the trip fuel given by the performance parameter M x L/D. FIG. 5 shows the characteris-
tics of commercial transport airplanes of technology level achievable today. The M x L/6 iocreases to
an optimum up to a Mach number where the drag rise due to wave drag is equal to the Mach number increase.
The optimal cruise Mach number is in the range of O.75*M-1O.82 depending on the design and is very close
to the Mach number for maximum M x L/Dmax. This derives from trade-off studies for the main parameters de-
termining the D.O.C. as fuel consumption, maintenance crew costs and aircraft price. The fuel consumption
part reduces the optimum Mach number, because of the improved engine efficiency in cruise flight at lower
Mach number, the other parts decrease with increasing Mach number as typical time-dependent costs. Thus
the overall optimum is often about 99-percent of the maximum value. The amount of maximum M x L/D and the
shape of the curve is dependent on the quality of the aerodynamic design and on the specific desigr re-
quirements. Fuselage and above all the wing geometry with their basic parameters: area, span, sweep and
relative thickness determine the M x L/D characteristics to a certain degrec, as given by the overall pro-
ject design, however, the aerodynamic lay-out based on the same project wing design can infuence the M x L/D
curves considerably. Our experience is that different design teams arrive at different M x L/D characteris-
tics and standards even in case they work on comparable technology standards. Therefore it is extremely
desirable to lower the development and production risk to perform the design - and here especially the wing
design - in a strong and serious competition.

The wing contribution to the drag is the main pait, and thus aircraft design above all means wing
design. This is demonstrated in FICi. 6 with the breakdown for a typical commercial transport aircraft at
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cruise flight conditions. We see that about two-thirds of the total aircraft drag is contributed by the
wing; but even this convincing figure does not sufficiently explain the major importance the wing has in
an aerodynamic design. Two more factors among others must be mentioned:

1. The compressibility drag of about five percent is a rather low figure and, in comparison with the other
drag parts, mainly the parasitic and lift dependent drag, seems to be less important. The drag breakdown
here gives a wrong impression about the importance of the compressibility drag component, which is con-
nected with the wing flow, because in a commercial airplane design it sets the boundary up to where fuel
efficient flight can be performed. FIG. 7 shows the boundaries defined as drag-rise in the well known
CL-M-diagram. Due to the supercritical aerofoils with their increased lift capability as sketched in the
picture the drag-rise boundaries are shifted to considerably higher lift coefficients for a modern tran-
sonic wing design. As the benefits of the advanced aerofoils are mostly used to increase the wing thick-
ness without changing the design Mach number, a reduction of the drag-rise boundary at low CL-values
outside the design range occurs. The improvements at higher lift coefficients are equivalent to a per-
formance advantage for the aerodynamic design as well as for the fuel consumption when the aircraft can
be operated at higher altitudes.

2. The other dominating aerodynamic performance parameter next to M x L/D is the buffet boundary which is
more or less completely associated with the wing design. Buffet arises as structural response to flow se-
paration on the wing, and FIG. 8 shows how the buffet boundary is limiting the maximum cruise lift
coefficient. A 1.3 g margin during flight to the buffet onset boundary is required to enable a pilot to
fly a 350 bank'angle and have sufficient margin against flow separation occuring in a heavy gust. A too
low limitation of the desired cruise lift coefficient leads to reduced fuel efficiency, because the spe-
cific fuel consumption of the engine increases with lower altitude flight.

Thus the large emphasis to be made on the aerodynamic wing design at transonic speeds for a commercial trans-
port airplane is obvious: Two-thirds of the total cruise drag and the whole compressibility drag limiting
the fuel efficient flight of the airplane are attributed to the wing, and furthermore the buffet boundary
determined by the wing lay-out limits the maximum cruise lift coefficient and thereby fuel efficient oper-
ating of the engines. The following chapters will mainly cover wing design aspects.

2.2 Design targets for cruise flight at transonic speeds

In general a research institute places other design objectives than an industrial company that has to
sell commercial airplanes. In pure research main emphasis is put to better pysical mathematical understand-
ing and to elaborate fundamental theoretical and experimental methods as powerfull tools for wing design.
A large number of wind-tunnel models with different wing shapes is tested therefore and the comparison of
measurements and theory leads to improved theoretical and experimental methods. The main work is concentrat-
ed at low Reynolds numbers, roughly 1/10 of the full scale Reynolds muumber as can be reached in the present
wind-tunnels. An industrial team has to design a wing for specific economic criteria with penalising re-
strictions. The design must be made for full-scale Reynolds numbers and aircraft performance and load data
predictions are dominant compared to the methods used to achieve them. The reliable data basis fnr a wing
lay-out and aircraft performance predictions dntil today are the knowledge of former aircraft configurations
as well as wind-tunnel tests of the the new wing to be designed. The theoretical work is primarily done to limit the
number of wing shapes to be tested up to the desired performance data and to estimate the Reynolds number effects
in case they are different due to changes in aerodynamic characteristics of the new design compared to the flying
airplane. In the following presentation the industrial aspects during a wing design will dominate.

Some general design criteria to be fulfilled in a transonic wing design are:

- high M x L/Dmax with good M x L/D characteristic for the entire design range;
for short/medium range aircraft 0.7*Mz 0.8; 0.3%CL 0.6

- high buffet boundary to allow for high cruise design lift coefficients

- no pitch-up near btdll Mid buffet onset

- sufficient space (wing thickness) to house the undercarriage, the required fuel volume and
movable parts of the wing

- sufficient thickness in areas like fuselage junction, planform crank, outboard aileron to keep
the structural weight low, increase flutter speed and maintain control effectiveness.

One overall design aspect is that the wing geometry should be as simple as possible to keep production
and maintenance costs low. FIG. 9 shows the wing planform of a typical transport configuration, which was
tested in a research programme. The dashed lines indicate areas of double curvature on the wings upper and
lower surface. The criterion of 30 m curvature radius for shotpeening the panels without difficulties and
extra manufacturing costs led to small areas of double curvature as shown here. The other part of the wing
was designed by linear lofting and thus gave a quite simple geometry. The aerodynamic '.ama,t.ristics as
presented by the pressure distribution in FIG. 10 were encouraging. The flow is rather .hnok free at the
design point and increasing CL and Mach number leads to nearly constant chord shock -os.tmos maintaining
straight isobar lines following the wing sweep.

Another point of interest and often of controversial discussion regarding the wing planform is the
crank at the trailing edge, which is designed to increase the chord of the inner wing to receive space for
the undercarriage housing, see FIG. 11. An elliptical lift distribution for low induced drag is hardly to
realize because the large wing chord of the inner wing section does not coincide with the requirement for
acceptable stall characteristics. Designs we made and tested for different trailing edges as shown in the
figure - the aim was a more elliptical load distribution by softer cranks - gave no improvements in the
total drag at cruise. It must be considered that the lift dependent drag in transonic flow does not only
depend on the lift distribution along the wing span and hence on the vortex drag but is influenced by the
development of viscous and wave drag in the transonic flow at the individual aerofoil sections.
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Regarding the wing section as a further overall and fundamental design aspect as %e did for the
planform and wing geometry above, the wing root profile is of major importance, see FIG. 12. For design
purposes structural and manufacturing aspects must be taken into account. Besides this, fuel tank volume
of the inner wing and the centre fuselage as well as the accomodation of the main landing gear influen.e
the design. Root profiles of the same maximum thickness as shown in the picture derived from different
design concepts satisfy to very different extents the non-aerodynamic requirements. It is evident that
aerofoil B has a greater fuel volume and provides more space for the undercarriadge behind the rear spar
when given the same nominal thickness ratio as aerofoil A. Besides that, the greater height of the rear
sparof aerofoil B reduces the structural weight of the wing. - For the aerodynamic performance of the wing
the careful design of the root section with a dominant effect on the inner wing flow and the fuselage-wing
interference is of major importance. Some aspects will therefore be discussed in more detail.

One critical part of the wing root section design is the shape of the nose. 2-D section tests show
that the leading edge radius influences the draq creep over the Mach number. FIG. 13 contains data taken
from F.T. Lynch [17] comparing the effect of leading edge radius on drag measured for 2-D aerofoils.
The drag creep over Mach number for the thicker nose is demonstrated, though not quantified. We have to
be cautious with the interpretation of the leading edge radius effect, because changes at that part can
considerably change the pressure distribution on the upper profile side and thereby can have strong effects
on drag creep, as indicated in the next diagram. FIG. 14 shows the drag characteristics and the pressure
distribution at two significant points of the drag curve for a 12 thick transonic aerofoil tested at the
ARA in Bedford. We notice a pronounced drag creep with Mach number below the design point and the corres-
ponding pressure distribution at CDmax explains the drag creep of 30 counts mainly by the occurence of a
double shock at about 35 % and 65 % of the chord resulting in strong wave drag. At the design point the
drag is nearly 10 counts less and the explanation is once more given by the pressure distribution. The
shocks are considerably weakened and the wave drag is decreased. To overcome the drag creep the aerofoll
was redesigned by increasing the upper side curvature by a very small decrease of the leadinv edge radius.
The effects of the modification are presented in FIG. 15. The drag development of both sections is com-
pared for three lift coefficients. The tests again were performed at the ARA at 6 • 106 Reynolds number
and transition fixed at 7 % chord on both upper and lower section sides. The drag creep is strongly de-
creased the more the lift coefficient is raised. It was not checked and it is not known to what amount
the smaller leading edge radius on one side and the improved upper surface pressure type with less wave
drag on the other side are contributing to the decreased drag creep. We can suggest that the bigger part
comes from the lower wave drag of the improved aerofoil. - In any case the tests show the complexity of
the drag build-up due to ch .,ges of the leading edge radius in case of practical aerofoil design, because
the designer seeks a certain type of pressure distribution at the design point associated with low drag
also in the neighborhood of the design point and high buffet boundaries. He does not design for a specific
leading edge radius. Even if he keeps the upper surface pressure distribution constant dnd ihanges the lower
pressure distribution by modification of the leading edge radius at the design lift coefficient, the
comparison of the drag is of little practical importance, as both sections have quite different drag
characteristics at off-design, different buffet boundaries, pitching moments and low speed characteristics
with and without leading edge devices.

Another effect of the leading edge radius is on the interference with the fuselage. A too blunt nose
results in drag increase due to boundary layer separation in the wing-fuselage corner in the neighborhood
of the attachment line. A large wing root fillet is often needed to prevent the separation and reduce the
root section velocities for drag reduction. The size of the fillet as shown in FIG.16 can be quite diffe-
rent depending on relative root thickness and setting angle, leading edge radius and wing height position
at the fuselage. It depends on the aerodynamic lay-out of the entire inner wing, where the root section
is one dominant part. The picture simplifies the correlation of wing root pressure distribution and fillet
size. The higher the velocity over the root section upper side and the suction peak at the leading edge,
the larger the fillet needed for drag reduction. This drag reduction is normally of the urder of I up
to 2 % of the total aircraft drag and hence quite important with respect to the aircraft performance.
FIG. 17 contains drag polars for a research wing of modern transport type we tested in the NLR-HST. The
wing was of the type shown on the right hand side of FIG. 16, i.e. without high velocity at the front of
the inner wing leaoing edge area. FIG. 17 presents drag measurements at a typical cruise Mach number for
two wing-fuselage fillet sizes compared to the configuration without fillet showing, a 5 counts improve-
ment by adding a rather small fairing while the larger fillet does not further improve the drag. FIG. 18
shows influence of the fillet on the draq creep over the Mach number. It is comparable to a wave draq
reduction as in FIG. 14 and FIG. 15, when the shock on the upper surface of the aerofoil section is weaken-
ed. Regarding the test procedure for testing the wing root fillet effects the transition fixing must be
handled carefully. Due to changes of the leading edge pressure gradients caused by different fillets the
boundary layer reacts sensitive to transition band. It has to be made sure by accenaphten pictures or uther
techniques that transition occurs at the strip, and the strip location must allow firm conclusions about
the fillet effect on drag comparing the wind-tunnel results with and without fillet.

Another critical part of the wing root section design is the trailing edge, FIG. 19. Any modern
transport aircraft design with a rather thick root section 15 % S t/cs 18 % has to prevent separation
occuring in the cavity of the wing-fuselage junction at the rear wing part by a more or less large fillet.
Besides that, the camber affecting the load in the aft section and the uownwash behind the trailing edge
can have a strong influence on drag as well as on lift. FIG. 20 gives the planform of a research wing,
where the trailing edge angle was changed at the root section. The wing was designed and the wind-tunnel
model manufactured with linear lofting between three stations at the root, kink and tip. For modification
the trailing edge at the root was set 3 mm downward corresponding to an angle of 3 degrees. The new trai-
ling edge was again a straight line between the downward t.e point at the root and the unchanged t.e.
point at the kink. FIG. 21 presents the modified root section. The changes were within the aft 20 chord-
wise position at the upper side and 35 X at the lower side. The effect of the modification on lift and
drag is shown in FIG. 22 with test results from the NLR-HST. We see improved lift and buffet onset charac-
teristics and a change in the shape of the drag polar, which is rotated around the design point. Because
of the increased nose-down pitching moments the crcssover point of the trimmed drag polars is shifted to
lower CL, however. There is a large drag increase at low CL and a decrease in lift dependent drag. No
separation at the wing or fuselage was detected by flow visualization tests. Our experience from these
and further tests with uther wing lay-outs was, that the trailing edge design and the uorresponding flow
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in this area sensitively effects the drag and lift development in the transonic flight regime of a trans-
onic aircraft wing, and as a consequence we found that only limited loads on the rear part of the root
section can be allowed in a high performance transport aircraft wing design.

Besides the root section, the basic aerofoil profile, designed for the major part of the wing, un-
disturbed by the fuselage and tip, is dominant for the transonic wing performance, FIG. 23. A large effort
in transonic aerofoil design was made during the last ten to fifteen years and the theoretical methods
for flow calculations around such aerofoils are well advanced today. The 2-D wind-tunnels in the USA and
Canada allow for tests up to 30 • 106 :5 RN s 40 • 106 per meter and this improves the experimental basis
for a transonic wing, to be designed for a full-scale Reynolds number of 40 million based on mean aero-
dynamic chord in case of a transport aircraft like the Airbus. There is still a scatter in the test data
of comparable wind-tunnels - more or less pronounced - but testing a new aerofoil for a new wing design
in comparison with well known basic 2-D sections of existing aircraft tested in the same tunnel gives a
sound design basis.

Important aerodynamic goals for the basic aerofoil design are:

- high CLmax and Buffet Onset Limits for the whole
flight regime

- delayed Drag Rise over the Mach number without a
pronounced "Drag Creep" at the lowest possible drag level

- smallest possible Zero Pitching Moment

- good Off-Design Characteristics.

These objectives characterize the type of design pressure distribution, e.g. with respect to

- extent and strenght of supersonic region and
recompression gradient

- quasi shockfree conditions for the design point

- stable shock development as far as possible under
off-design conditions

- separation beginning at the trailing edge

- strength of "Rear Loading".

The aerodynamic realization of these objectives must consider requirements from other fields such as
structures, engineering design and production:

- the forward part of the profile up to the wing-box
should allow a favourable shape for the leading
edge flaps - a flattening of the aerofoil lower side
in this region which is sometimes introduced in order
to increase the load at the nose part may be detrimen-
tal to the design of high CLmax and favourable leading
edge devices.

- The aerofoil part behind the wing box must have the
space and the shape for accomodating effective
trailing edge flaps - too thin rear aerofoil regions
lead to structural difficulties, especially in the region
of the spoilers.

- The middle part of the aerofoil must be as thick as
possible, in order to allow tne use of a big box. A
high rear spar reduces the structural weight of the
wing box.

2.3 Considerations about the wing design concept

Referring to the general wing planform of today's transonic transport aircraft as shown in FIG. 20,
the importance of the basic aerofoil section characteristics is much greater than for older conventional
aircraft designs. This results from the increased wing aspect ratio leading to a larger wing portion
where the flow is not influenced by the tip or the root of the wing, respectively. On the other hand
the section itself is much more advanced and to a higher degree imposes its characteristics on the wing.

Concerning the 3-D wing design, the flow development at the inner wing portion determines the span
region over which mainly one type of flow appears on the wing, see FIG. 24. At design conditions the flow
must be shockless as far as possible, but when CL or Mach number increases different types of shock con-
figurations can develop depending on the design concept as shown in the picture. A shock e.g. extending
in the region outside the wing planform crank changes position and strength with variations in flow con-
ditions and thus the characteristics of the wing aerodynamics. Fully developed twin-shock configurations
often arise under off-design conditions associated with strong drag creep when the design point is shock-
free. Such a low-loss pressure distribution can also be achieved at the design point if the double shock
development at off-design is restricted to the inner wing portion and in addition is of weak intensity.
In this case the wing has one dominant flow type, with the character of a quasi 2-D section flow changing
rather continuously with Mac number and incidence. Hence the governing impact of the aerofoil characte-
ristics on the wing is evident and the 3-D effects including the 3-D boundary layer influence are less
pronounced. - For computational treatment of the wing and specific wing sections this type of transonic
flow concept is a simplification, as will be described in the chapter "theoretical methods".
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Following those two design concepts mentioned above a transonic wing design with the aid of wind-
tunnel tests at the NLR-HST will be considered. FIG. 25 and FIG. 26 present the pressure distributions
tested at RN = 2.5 106 with fixed transition at 7 chord on the upper and lower wing side. In FIG. 25 a
the double-shock wing is shown at the design point, the shocks already appearing rather strong. In FIG. 25 b,
for increased angle of attack, the forward shock is stronger and extends outboard the planform crank which
is at 40 % semispan. The second wing lay-out was aimed at decreasing the forward shock strength, without
loosing suction in the forward region of the wing up to the crest. In FIG. 26 a only a weak for.ard shock
up to 25 % halfspan is recognized. At design conditions we can see that a somewhat stronger shock only
occurs near the kink position of the wing at the pressure measurement phase 7 = 0.415. Increasing the angle
of attack in FIG. 26 b the forward shock has disappeared almost completely. Thus we have reached a similar
flow development over about 80 % wing half span as in case of the exposed wing. At the outboard section
the extension and the strength of the supersonic flow was decreased to prevent this wing part to initiate
the high speed stall and to maintain outboard aileron effectiveness.

A comparison of the drag characteristics of both wings at the design lift coefficient is demonstrated
in FIG. 27. The decrease in drag is about 5 counts at the design Mach number for wing 2, however, there is
an even higher improvement at off-design Mach numbeis. The rather strong drag creep for the first wing is
associated with compressibility drag as far as can be concluded from the corresponding pressure distribu-
tion. The twin shock of this wing strongly influences the wave drag leading at N = 0.75 to about 8 counts
drag increase. Near the design Mach number, at M = 0.78 the drag rise is softer and the difference between
both wings decreases to 5 counts due to the improved pressure distribution with weaker shocks. The design
lift coefficient for the wings studied at an early Atage of our ZKP research programnme was CL = 0.5 at
M = 0.78. We then found the best characteristics with respect to pressure distribution, and buffet onset
to be at CL = 0.47. This was taken as the actual design lift coefficient for the wings. Further designs
for CL = 0.5 were performed on the basis of slightly decreased wing thickness at the planform crank station
and at the outer wing portion.

The drag creep occuring for a transonic wing is one feature, where the designer has to work with
great emphasis and care. The reason is, that sometimes a large part of this drag can worsen the wing
design considerably. Not only that the design is no longer competive, but also a serious estimation of the
expected drag creep for the full scale aircraft is extremely difficult. In chapter 2.2 describing some
aerofoil characteristics we did recognize already the complexity of this drag feature being dependent on
the leading- and trailing-edge shape of the aerofoil as well as on the shock development over the upper
surface. From our experience, mistakes can be made when all efforts are directed towards the minimum wave
drag. This is often done, because one main task of transonic aerodynamics for any designer is to produce
a favourable pressure distribution - shockless if possible - at the design point to keep the wave drag
low. We made promising lay-outs regarding the upper and lower surface pressure distribution and the drag
creep was still 15 counts and more. Hence we had to conclude that designing for a favourable pressure
type is not sufficient for a high performance transonic wing design. - It is one fundamental condition and
design aid, but no prove, that the drag characteristics are adequate. Another remarkable part contributing
to the drag creep can be caused by the viscous flow due to boundary layer thickening without or with se-
paration.

The above described drag development is most uncertain already in two dimensional flow, as discussed
previously, and therefore is the most risky component in a transonic wing design. The reason is a limita-
tion by the low maximum Reynolds numbers which can be tested in the wind-tunnels (Reemax - 8 • 106 compared
to ReC%. 40 . 106 for the Airbus) and the lack of theoretical methods.

Two features are predominant for properly calculating and testing the transonic flow: The shock-
boundary layer interaction and the viscid-inviscid flow interaction at and behind the trailing edge. These
phenomena are basically two-dimensional and nearly all our work at MBB/VFW concerning boundary layer cal-
culation and testing is concentrated since several years on these problems. - In chapter 3.2.3 theoretical
and experimental results are presented.

As is generally known, the real effects are of three-dimensional character as indicated by transonic
wind-tunnel tests showing severe cross-flow at the trailing edge of the models. The flow over a swept wing
titted to a tuselage is turthermore compiicatea by crossfiow effects dt the leddily edge,due Lu ru.ldU
contamination, but these stability effects are connected with low Reynolds number tests we are limited
to in the current wind-tunnels. FIG. 28 represents a characteristic picture of the problems enhanced with
the crossflow instability at the wing leading edge. This picture we derived from a transonic research wing
at cruise conditions of modern transport aircraft. Re is the Reynolds number for the boundary layer along
the attachment line calculated with the momentum thickness, incorporating the leading edge sweep angle.
The critical Reynolds number, where turbulent flow starts from the attachment line, is found to exist at
two different boundaries, one 240 - Rs 280 for natural transition on a clean edge, the other 1005 Re9. 120
when contamination by the fuselage boundary layer ahead of the wing leading edge exists 131 . The diagram shows
that, we have to expect laminar boundary layer flow at the attachment line over the full wing span at
low Reynolds numbers, however, substantially mixed laminar-turbulent flow at so called high Reynolds number
tests regarding the measurements in the European wind-tunnels. From this we can conclude that, testing in
the lower Reynolds number range 2.5 . 106 < Rea < 3 • 106, is most reliable. It keeps the leading edge
flow laminar up to the transition band and, when by means of acenaphthene pictures the flow behind the band
is observed to be turbulent, one has distinct areas of laninar and turbulent flow on the wing surface. This
may be related to the aircraft in flight, where the entire flow is turbulent downstream from the attachment
line. - However, there are other flow phenomena changing at higher Reynolds number, either improving or
sometimes deteriorating the wing design. Trailing edge separation due to excessive adverse pressure gradients
often is cured byincreasing thg Reynolds number. When interpreting the test results in the available
range 2.5 • 106<Rec - 6.5 • 10 for complete models in our wind-tunnels, and, making predictions for the
aircraft in flight, we have to be cautious. Surface irregularities, sometimes much stronger on the aircraft
wing surface than on the wind-tunnel model can overrule the benefits of increasing Reynolds number taken
from model tests. Furthermore, the trailing edge flow of transonic wings with a high degree of rear loading
is more difficult to predict for full-scale Reynolds number, because the flow over the lower surface of
the wing can influence the trailing ege separation considerably. So far the development of viscid-inviscid
flow interaction at the trailing edge and in the wake is not fully understood.



For these reasons one can follow a simple rule in a transonic wing design to avoid any risk for the
aircraft with flow separation at the trailing edge. To avoid any separation at any model tested in the
appropriate transonic wind-tunnels, in the whole design range of cruise flight, and, in the whole range
of Reynolds numbers, typical for tests at cruise conditions. In Europe the range is 2.5.106Red:.6.5.106
with respect to Airbus scale.

3. DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR TRANSONIC WINGS

3.1 Objectives for theoretical and experimental work

Wing design in industry is very closely connected with the experience of previous wing development
for aircraft built and flight tested by the company. The predecessor, for example the A 310 following the
A 300 B, has in most cases a significant influence on the new design efforts. The experience with existing
designs of flying aircraft and the risk involved with the next technological step determine the approach
in industry.

With respect to the aerodynamic design, wind-tunnel testing in a reliable tunnel is still the fun-
damental working basis. - Intensive transonic tests were conducted e.g. in the tunnels of ARA and RAE
in England and also in the NLR-HST in Amsterdam during the A 300 development, FIG. 29. The analysis of
the measurements and the correlation with flight-tests, also repetitions and intensifications of these
test series have formed the basis of new developments, as was done earlier in the same tunnels in case of
new design like the A 310. Then the question arises Loncerning specific differences between wind-tunnel and
flight test results of flying aircraft on one side and the results of the new design measured in the same tun-
nels on the other side. Due to retaining the flight Mach number of the new aircraft generation this question
in mainly reduced to the influence of the Reynolds number, FIG. 30. Since new transonic wind-tunnels for three-
dimensional measurements have iiot been built in Europe since the development of the Airbus and the Reynolds
numbers have remained unchanged in existing tunnels, the evaluation of new designs and characteristics
at higher Reynolds numbers is limited to two-dimensional testing. Reynolds numbers per meter up to 15 106
in Europe and 30 • 106 up to 40 • 100 in the USA and Canada are possible. (ReeZ40 • 106 for the A 310).
Because of the higher impact of the aerofoil characteristics on a modern transonic wing design described
in chapter 2.3, the 2-D tests at high Reynolds numbers are helpful to support the prediction of the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the new aircraft design.

As the prediction of the aircraft performance - as far as the aerodynamic part is concerned - is
based on wind-tunnel data, the theoretical work in industry is concentrated on some main objectives:

a) The first approach in transonic wing design must meet the desired aerodynamic efficiency as
closely as possible. This alone is a difficult task, because in a first step several parameters
have to be weighed in trade studies leading to a basic wing design. As a minimum we have as

Main Parameters for Basic Wing Design
--------------------------------------

- area - thickness

- planform - design Mach number

- aspect ratio - design lift coefficient

- sweep angle - weight

- taper ratio - low speed performance

The design method must be powerfull, allowing the designer to evaluate the best basic design in
an optimization study. As a number of additional parameters are included in the trade studies,
in most practical cases we arrive at more than one basic wing design, all competing against each
other. However, the advances in transonic computational techniqies have considerably improved the
design method and reduced the cycles for an optimized bdbiL debiy,,.

The second step is to optimize the aerodynamic efficiency of the basic wing design given by
planform, area, aspect- and taper-ratio, sweep angle and relative thickness at some spanwise
station like root crank, and tip. The design variables for this task are for

Optimization of Aerodynamic Efficiency
--------------------------------------

- aerofoil shapes - load distribution vs span

- thickness distribution - L/D (CL, Mach number)

- twist distribution - buffet boundary (M)

- wing setting angle - pitching moment

- dihedral vs span - stall characteristics

- space for fuel, systems - aileron effectiveness

main landing gear

The quality of the design method to a large extent contributes to the aerodynamic efficiency of
the wing design.
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b) A further objective of the theoretical work is to linit the number of wind-tunnel odcls, ncedco
for testing up to the final wing design stage. Model tests are time and money consuming and the
design process can be laborious and inefficient if the theoretical methods are not powerful
enough. It must be realized, that several features like fillets, fairings and local shape changes
can only be optimized in the experiment and require extensive wind-tunnel testing. Thus the de-
sign of the clean wing has to be established in a limited number of improving steps. Today the
model shop needs six weeks for the manufacture of a high speed wing and three months for a wing
with pressure orifices. Hence no more than two up to three design steps can be tested per year,
including the design process and analysis of wind-tunnel test results. Following different design
concepts simultaneously the number of tests can be increased. The theoretical methods used should
be capable of improving the wing performance in only a few steps up to the design target.

c) Another objective of the theoretical work is to estimate the Reynolds number influence on the
aerodynamic performance in the range between model tests and aircraft flight. One part of this
work is the understanding of wind-tunnel test results and the definition of test proceduresas will
be discussed in chapter 4.

The objectives have to be fulfilled with suitable theoretical methods which will be discussed in
the next chapters.

3.2 Wing design methods

The evaluation of the optimum basic wing geometry, for which the main optimization parameters are
described in the previous section, is considerably improved by the assistance of appropriate transonic
computational methods. Voogt and Slooff, ICAS paper 82-5.6.1, have shown that the drag characteristics
versus Mach number can be very well calculated by the NLR-method. The shape of the drag curve versus Mach
number is excellent and the drag level seems good enough for optimization of basic wing geometry.

Moreover, as Voogt and Slooff have shown, the method is well applicable for design purposes and cal-
culations of target pressure distributions of wing-body configurations in transonic flow. The central part
of the computer programme system consists of Jameson's FLO 22. Hence it is a reliable tool to optimize
the aerodynamic efficiency of a transonic wing in connection with W/T-measurements. There are several
other methods, discussed at the present VKI Lecture Series and described in the literature, which are based
one 3-D full potential transonic flow calculation combined with 3-D or 2-D boundary layer codes. - In in-
dustrial wing design we have good experience with simpler methods, which will be described in the follo-
wing chapter.

3.2.1 Analogy method for transonic wing design

A well tested procedure which we call "analogy method" to design a transonic wing for transport air-
craft is shown in FIG. 31. It is used to calculate the transonic pressure distribution over a wing including
wing/body interferences. The calculation starts with subsonic pressure distributions at different spanwise
stations of the wing taken from experiment or 3-D panel calculations. Thus it takes advantage of the cheaper,
more exact and easier handling of theory and experiments in the subsonic flow regime, together with the
greater experience compared to the transonic flow regime. In the second step analogous profiles, Mach num-
bers and angles of attack are determined for the desired wing sections. This is done by starting from the
3-D pressure distribution at one station and applying an inverse 2-0 method to obtain an equivalent section
profile generating the 3-D pressure distribution. This "analogous profile"is now handled with an accurate
2-D transonic method including boundary layer effects. FIG. 32 contains results for a research wing. In
this method of approach the differences between subsonic and transonic 3-D effects are neglected for the
investigated wing section. However, this method delivers adequate results for the desired spanwise pressure
distribution and its transonic development. FIG. 33 shows a comparison of calculated and tested pressure
distributions near the fuselage.

3.2.2 A hybrid method for transonic wing design

A special combination of a panel method and a finite difference method was developed for transonic

wing design. This hybrid method, in contrast to the analogy method, requires

no analogous profile

no analogous Mach number

no analogous angle of attack.

The first point is of great practical importance, because in many cases it is laDorious even for a
skilled designer to determine an analogous profile. The second point is substantially significatit, because
the analogy method is by definition not able to calculate the correct shock strength due to the low analo-
gous Mach number. The last point will become important as soon as 3-D boundary layer effects can be included
in a satisfactory manner. At present the local lift coefficient must be adjusted according to the analogy
method. Summing up, a designer using the hybrid method instead of the analogy method needs less experience
in practical wing design.

When using the hybrid method the transonic wing flow is solved in spanwise sections, similar to the
analogy method. However, in contrast to the latter, 3-D flow effects are taken into account by calculating
the cross flow using a 3-D panel method for each wing section. This procedure is based on the assumption
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that even in transonic flow the significant 3-0 effects are linear in a first approximation. Then succee-
ding non-linear 2-0 calculations with linear cross-flow are orly corrections of the linear calculation.

The transonic full potential equation is the basis of the hybrid method:

xx (cl-  1) + ,y (c2_ 2)+ =z (C2-,2)- _~ yx

- 2x OZ Oxz - 2 z y yz :0

where 4 is the velocity potential and C is the local speed of sound. When y denotes the spanwise direction
all terms with derivatives of y are shifted to the right side and one gets the equation

xx (C I- x) + zz (C -z() -2 x z xz
(*)

=_-€ (C2_ 2 ) + 2 x y xy+ 2, yz Oyz

When the derivatives Pyy, 4 y, oxy and Pzy are known in the entire plane of a wing section y = then
(*) is an inhomgeneous 2-0 transonic potential equation which can be solved by a finite difference method
for the original wing section.

in 0yy, yx and 4 zy can be calculated by a panel method and this is how 3-D flow effects are taken

into account by te hybrid method. For demonstrating the difference between this method and the analogy
method one should remember:

The basic equation of the analogy method is the homogeneous 2-D full potential equation

xx (C - z z (C -') -2 x z x = 0
This equation is solved by a finite difference method for an analogous profile for simulation of

3-0 flow effects.

When applying the hybrid method to wing analysis there are four necessary steps in the calculation:

a) 3-D panel calculation for the actual Mach number using a compressibility
rule (such as Githert's rule).

b) Grid generation of 2-D streamline coordinates at the actual wing section.
In many cases it is not necessary to compute the grid for the entire plane. Only
a small region containing the supersonic flow field bounded by Fo, Fl, F2  and F3
is considered (see FIG. 34)

c) Computation of the cross flow at all mesh points of the grid and calculation of the
boundary values at Fi. F2,F3 by means of the 3-0 panel method.

d) Finite difference calculation solving the inhomogeneous full potential equation (*).
The result is a transonic pressure distribution around the actual wing section.

The hybrid method is an analysis method. When using it for design or modification cf a wing the same
steps as described in the preceeding chapter are necessary. The block diagram, in FIG. 35 shows a practical
way of modifying the spanwise sections of a wing. Calculations were performed for several configurations
including propulsion interaction. Results are presented in the Lecture Engine/Airfrae Interference"
during the present VKI course.

3.2.3 Computation of shock-boundary layer interaction and trailing edge flow

The importance of these flow phenomena for theoretical and experimental design of a wing at transonic
speeds was discussed in chapter 2.3. Therefore the main work performed at VFW, partially in cooperation
with the DFVLR, is presented in this section.

3.2.3.1 Shock-turbulent boundary layer interaction

The interaction between a normal shock wave and a turbulent boundary layer produces both local and
global effects on the aerofoil flow:

-The local interaction effect is a smearing of the discontinuous pressure rise across the shock
over several boundary layer thicknesses, which has only a small influence on the aetofoil charac-
teristics.
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- An important global effect arises from the substantial thickening of the boundary layer by the
shock, FIG. 36, which significantly increases the boundary layer thickness at the trailing egde,
directly affecting the Kutta condition responsible for the aerofoil circulation and consequently
also for the shock strength and position.

The influence of a normal shock wa e on the turbulent bounacy layer characteristics is evident from
the measurements of Stanewsky (4) at DF'LR on a CAST 10-2 supercritical aerofoil at various angles of
attack, FIG. 37.

The diffraction of the shock wave by the nonuniform flow within the boundary layer leads to signifi-
cant normal pressure gradients and to a breakouwn of the boundary layer approximations. Nevertheless, in
the available viscid-inviscid weak interaction aerofoil flow prediction methods, the boundary layer charac-
teristics across the shock wave are calculated by first order boundary layer methods, ignoring the strong
interaction feature of the shock regioat. The m in problem of this approach is the inability of the invisc,d
transonic flow methods to smear the pressure rise of the shock over a much greater chordwise distance than
aitually occurs (depending on the computational mesh usea). This spread can easily rise ip to 20 local
boundary layer thicknesses instead of 5 to 6 thicknesses experimentally observed.

FIG. 38 shows the effect of the shock pressure gradient smearing on the calculated boundary layer
characteristics at the rear part of a VFW supercritical aerofoil, calculated by the VFW 2-D finite-diffe-
rence method [5] . The Mach number just ahead of the shock Ms = 1.288 is close to the value for which a
shock-induced separation bubble will occur at the foot of the shock. Prescribing the experimental pressure
distribution but with the shock smeared over about 20 boundary layer thicknesses, the predicted skin friction
coefficient indicates attached flow at the end of the shock and the predicted boundary layer thickening
through the shock is only 70 percent of that measured in the experiments. With a realistic shock smearing
over 6 boundary layer thicknesses, the predicted boundary layer is just approaching separation behind the
shock as expected, and the predicted displacement thickness behind the shock is in good agreement with the
experimental data. This difference in the calculated boundary layer characteristics behind ti. shock in-
fluences the boundary layer behaviour at the trailing edge especially when the flow is close to separation.

To overcome the d.'awbacks of the first order boundary layer approach we will use the shock-turbulent
boundary layer interaction model of Bohning and Zierep [ 6] in the future. This analytical strong interaction
model is based on a triple deck solution, FIG. 39 , first introduced by Lighthiil and consisting of

- a viscous sublayer formulation

- an inviscid but rotational shear layer solution

- and an outer inviscid transonic flow solution.

With closed form solutions in the 3 regions coupled iteractively, the velocity and pressure field is obtained
in the strong interaction region, taking into account also the aerofoil wall curvature in this area.

As a typical example, FIG. 40 shows some details of the shock-boundar) layer interactive solution
of Bohning and Zierep. The calculated flow field structure given on top is represented by the lines of
constant Mach number. The influence of the snack extends over 2 - 3 boundary layer thicknesses upstream
of the shock, resulting in a lifting of the isolines. In consequence of both the flow field curvature and
the boundary layer thickening in the zhock region the interaction model predicts a post-shock expansion at
the boundary layer edge just behind the shock as observed in the actual flow. The total length of the in-
teraction region is Pbout 6 boundary layer thicknesses. On the bottom, predicted pressure distributionswithin the interaction region are plotted for various wall distances. The pressure distribution at the
boundary layer edge shows the typical singular behaviour at x -- 0 and the following post-shock expansion.
In contrast, the wall pressure distribution is smoothed across the shock, and the difference of both de-
monstrates the strong normal pressure gradient in the shock region. Corresponding to the wall pressure rise
the wall shear stress decreases in the shock region. Ahead of the shock at higher Mach numbers than consi-
dered in FIG. 40 , shock-induced separation can occur. With the condition of vanishing wall shear stress,
acriterion for thc beginning nf the shock induced separation is included n the interaction madel.

FIG.41 shows a comparison between results obtained with the interaction model and experimental databy Stanewsky [ 7) of a CAST 10-2 supercritical aerofoil. Both the predicted wall pressure and the displace-

ment thickness distribution in the shock region are in excellent agreement with the measurements.

In order to incorparate the interaction model of Bohning and Zierep into a global iterative pre-
diction method for transonic aerofoil flows the wall curvature, which has to be prescribed, can serve as
an adaptive parameter.

3.2.3.2 Trailing edge flow

The flow near the trailing edge also involves a strong viscid-inviscid interaction problem. The
highly curved streamlines at the trailing edge and in the near wake generate large static pressure varia-
tions across the boundary layer and the wake that are at least of the same order than those induced by
displacement effects, FIG.42 . As in the shock region, the strong interaction and the large normal pressure
gradients lead to a failure of the boundary layer approximations in the trailing edge region, which direct-
ly effects the Kutta condition, largely responsible for the aerofoil characteristics.

In c.se of a supercritical aerofoil,FIG.43,demonstrates, that the viscous liftloss is significantly
underpredicted by the standard first order boundary layerapproach. In particular, themeasured pressure distri-
bution on the upper surface shows considerable deviations from an inviscid calculation, wherein the mea-
sured boundary layer displacement thickness is superimposed to the aerofoil contour.

Therefure, it is apparent that for a completely satisfactory description of viscous effects on aero-
foils at transonic speeds with a higher order boundary layer type method we have to account for:
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-displacement eftf',ts on the aerofoil and in the 
wake,

-normal pressure gradient effects in the trailing Ldge region (aerofoil and near waka),

-strong interaction at shocks and at the trailin edge.

The appropriate viscous flow model is shown in FIG.44 . For simulation of viscous effects the cqui-
valent surface mass flow concept is used. In case of aerofoil flow calculations with an iterative global
procedure, this concept is most effective, using only modified boundary conditions but with an unmodified
aerofoil shape during the iteration. The boundary conditions, which simulate the viscous effects, are

-a normal velocity distribution prescribed on the aerofoil contour

-and normal and tangential velocity jump distributions prescribed at the wake centerline.

io complete the viscous solution, the static pressure variations across th, oundary layer and the
wake must be added to the inviscid solution. This concept forms the basis for the incorporation of the
strong trailing edge interaction into the viscous aerofoil solution.

For iterative coupling of both the boundary layer solution and the inviscd [low solutio.,, the direct
matching technique is normally adopted for aerofoil flow predictions, which cL'iverges fast z4 long as the
inviscid flow dominates over the boundary layer flow. However, approaching the trailing edge, convergency
difficulties arise due to the increasing interaction between the bounaary layer and the inviscid flow. In
order to avoid these difficulties, the semi-inverse matching technique, coupling iteratively an inverse
boundary layer solution with a direct potential flow solution, may be applied in the trailing edge region.
Here, the inverse boundary layer approach (prescribing the displacement thickness and treating the pressure
as dependend variable) removes the Goldstein singularities at the separation and reattachment point, so
that separated flow regions can be included.

FIG. 4S shows the flow chart of the semi inverse matching procedure. Here, from a given displacement
thickness tie boundary layer edge velocity is computed simultaneously by the direct potential flow method,
modified to incorporate the appropriate viscous boundary conditions, and by the inverse boundary layer
method. The resulting edge velocities of both solutions are used to adjust the displacement thickness for
the next iteration cycle by the matching condition of Carter [61 . Using a relaxation factor control the
solution has a high convergency rate.

The inverse boundary layer method, developed at MBB/VFW [ 91 , solves the moment and the moment of
momentum integ al equations for steady 2-D compressible flows. The relations for laminar velocity profiles
are deduced from similar solutions of Stewartson including the lower-branch solutions for reverse flow
velocity profiles. In the turbulent case the relations of the Walz method are incorporated in the attached
flow regime, while for separated flow similar solutions of Alber are taken as a basis. In the near wake
the profiles of Reeves and Lees are used, whereas the far wake profiles are approximated by the cosinus-
profile. Deviations from the equilibrium condition are considered by an empirical dissipation law. With
these relations, the integral equations are solved with a prescrioed displacement thi.kness by a standard
Runge-Ku:ta integration.

The semi-inverse matching technique, which provides a highly efficient computation of strong viscid-
inviscid interactions, wis applied to attached and separated trailing edge flows of r-ar-loaded aerofoils
including the wake, and presents a substantial improvement of aerofoil flowprediction methods. First a
global method for subsonic aerotoil flows was developed [10] , switching from a conventional weak inter-
action analysis to the present approach for strong trailing edge interaction. In this case, the inviscid
flow is solved by the MBB/VFW panel method [11] modified to incorporate the viscous boundai, conditiors.

FIG. 46 shows viscid-inviscid flow predictions over a VFW rear-loaded aerofoil at high incioence. For
comparision with the experiments[12] three different calculations have been performend:

- inviscid mode

- viscous mode (with boundary layer and wake tickness terms only)

- full viscous mode (including curvature terms).

An excellent agreement between the predicted and mea:ured pressure distribution is achieved with the
full viscous solution. For the different calculation modes the cunvergenc of the lift coefficient is also
shown in FIG. 46 . The viscous lift loss is significantly underpredicted, when curvature terms are not
taken into consideration.

As a detail of this solution, FIG.47 shows the streamline slope of the full viscous solution within
the trailing edge region in comparison to the inviscid result. The discontinuity at the trailing edge
obtaiaed in the inviscid flow simulation is completely removed by the full viscous solution.

In FIG. 48 predicted lift, moment and drag polars of a NLR rear-loaded aerofoil are compared with ex-
perimental data [131 . Beyond 6 degrees incidence the flow on the upper surface separates near the trailing
edge. With exception of the drag coefficient at high incidence, where also large spanwise scatter was
measured, the full viscous predictions agree remarkably well with the measurements for both attached and
separated flo;, cases.

In FIG.49 compressible flow quantitie. 'pressure distribution and boundary layer data) over a RAE
rear naded aerofoil are presented. Also this compressible test case shows generally good agreement be-
tween the p.edicted results and the experimental data of Cook et al [141 

The results obtained for subsonic aerofoil flow cases show significant improvements in the trailing
edge region, leading to an improved global prediction of the wing section characteristics compared to
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standard methods. Therefore, the application of the strong trailing edge interaction mode for transonic
aerofoil flow predictions is under development at MBBVFW.

4. PREDICTION OF AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

In chapter 3.1 it was explained that the estimation of aircraft performance as far as aerodynamics
is concerned relies on proper wind-tunnel testing and from there objectives for the evaluation of theore-
tical methods and their application were derived. The process of transforming wind-tunnel test results to
full scale aircraft performance data in the transonic flight regime is one of the main and most difficult
tasks of the designer in industry. Errors in the prediction of cruise drag can have serious cinsequences
for the manufacturer, because of the stringent performance data he must guarantec to be competitive. In
the following we concentrate on performance estimates, but in addition the most accurate determinaticn of
the aerodynamic loadings has laige effects on the structural weight and hence on the fuel consumption.
Because of the compensating effect of intertia and aerodynamic loads, a relatively small error in aerody-
namics can become a major structural design problem. Conservatism in load prediction leads to unnecessary
structural weight, while optimism can request structural redesign and perhaps catastrophic failures. To-
day's use of more exotic materials, higher stress levels, and elaborate manufacturing techniques to achieve
highly efficient, light weight structures has magnified the degree of accuracy needed in predicting full-
scale aerodynamic loads.

The aerodynamic problem is focused on the Reynolds number influence. As the modern transonic
wing sections excessively stress the boundary layer flow with a large amount of rear loading, strong
boundary layer-shock interaction and high pressure gradients at the upper and lower side of the trailing
edge, the full-scale estimates are considerably complicated. - Here is another reason why at MBB/VFW we
concentrate on the two subjects discussed in the previous section namely the shock-turbulent boundary
layer interaction and the viscid-inviscid interaction including separation at the aerofoil trailing edge.

For full-scale aircraft performance predictions deduced from wind-tunnel measurements we work with
basically two approaches, the direct scaling method and the reference method.

4.1 The direct scaling method

The wind-tunnel data are used to establish the absolute drag level of a model,and with an understand-
ing of Reynolds number effects the full-scale drag level can be predicted.

The drag components which together comprise the total cruise drag are

CD = CDp + CDi + CDC + CDTrim

A typical drag break-down was shown in FIG. 6 . Besides friction and pressure drag the parasitic
drag then contains

- interference drag = influence of supervelocities on various components

- intersection drag = interference in junctions

- excrescences = steps, gaps, rivests, base areas

- protuberances antennas, canopy, lights, vents

- ventilation drag = air conditioning, cooling

- fuselage up sweep drag

All of these drag increments may be subject to Reynolds number effects, however, only the skin fric-
tion drag is adequately documented. But even in this area, there are a number of empirically derived equa-
tions for smooth turbulent flat plate skin friction coefficients and their variation with Reynolds number.
This is shown in FIG. 50 for three establi-hed skin friction laws in the Reynolds number range from
106 to 109 . The ct is varying about 4 % at 106, 5 % at 108 and 7 % at 109. For typical current jet trans-
pcrts with a range 30 - 106 S Re s 60 • 106 an error of 5 % in the profile drag estimate possibly leads
to about 2.5 % total drag error. Correcting wind-tunnel data to full scale Reynolds number by deducting
from the wind-tunnel measured model dra5 the difference between the estimated profile drags at full and model
scale Reynolds number then, the errors can be 1 % on full-scale profile drag or 0.5 % on full-scale total
drag. The factors available in Hourner ar.1 R.Ae.S data sheets were empirically derived from wind-tunnel
tests with conventional aerofoil sections of varying thickness. They are less accurate for transonic
aerofoils with rear loading.

The effect of Reynolds number on all other drag components is even less known. For this reason, in
addition to the direct scaling metnod, we base the prediction for the aerodynamic characteristics of a
new design on the so called reference method. A detailed description of the direct scaling method is given
in (15] which is quite similar to the method we use at MBB/VFW.

4.2 The reference scaling method

This method utilizes all the experience inside a company obtained in wind-tunnel and flight tests.
Best use can be -nade mainly in case when the new aircraft configuration is in many aspects similar to an
earlier one, built and tested in the whole range of Reynolds numbers up to flight conditions. The fuselage
for example often keeps quite a similar shape in an aircraft family concept as with the Airbus. This is a
great advantaue during wind-tunnel tests, because the same model supports and force balances can be em-
ployed with the same model connection. Hence the relative accuracy of wind-tunnel corrections is extremly
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high, in contrary to the direct scaling where the absolute accuracy of the tunnel corrections needed is nor-
mally of comparable low standard.

The basic concept of the reference scaling method is simple and sketched in FIG. 51. The changes of
aerodynamic characteristics between wind-tunnel and flight test of a known aircraft are transfered to the
new design. The model tests for the reference aircraft and for the new design have to be performed for the
same configuration, i.e. wing-fuselage - vertical tail at the same test conditions as sting support,
transition fixing etc. A detailed description of the method is not the task here, because it has been
already discussed earlier by Pelagatti, Pilon, Bardaud [16] , but there is one mjor problem inherent.
If the wing section characteristics are changed - as in case from conventional to supercritical aerofoils -
the method is not accurate. This will be discussed in the following section.

FIG. 52 contains the pressure distribution of t%o aerofoil sections, where mainly the shock position
and rear loading at higher Mach numbers above the design point are different. For these sections the b.l.
displacement thickness on the upper surface was calculated at model and full-scale Reynolds numbers below
and above the design Mach number and is presented in FIG. 53. Transition from laminar to turbulent boun-
dary layer was assumed at the leading edge and at 15 % chord for full-scale and model Reynolds number
respectively. All changes in b.l. thickness at lower Mach numbers are smOOt.;and not very different for
model and full-scale Reynolds numbers though at the trailing edge the boundary layer as expected is thinner
for the high Reynolds number. This changes with increasing Mach number due to the appearence of shocks and
higher adverse pressure gradients and the Reynolds number effect is more pronounced for the projected air-
craft with more .ft shock positions and steeper pressure gradients towards the trailing edge. The b.l.
thickness at model scale Reynolds number increases so strongly that an overestimation must be expected
with respect to main aerodynamic characteristics like separation leading to buffet onset and lift/drag
ratio during the low Reynolds number wind-tunnel tests.

Employing the reference method for scaling wind-tunnel data to full-scale results the predictions
for advanced wings based on conventional aircraft data lead to pessimistic performances when the model
tests were conducted applying the same transition fixing position.

An improvement of the reference method is outlined in FIG. 54. In addition to the test data transfor-
mation, calculations have to be performed for the reference and projected aircraft at model as well as
full-scale Reynolds numbers. The theoretical corrections for the reference aircraft are soundly based on
the correlation of wind-tunnel and flight test data which improves the corrections for the projected air-
craft. The main advantage of the higher order corrections is the allowance for more realistic test condi-
tions. In the example discussed above, a more aft transition fixing at high Mach numbers for the projected
aircraft results in the effect, that the boundary layer thickness is less increased not only across the
shock but also by the adverse pressure gradient. Thus, an improved numerical simulation of the viscous
effects mainly in the shock and trailing edge regions allows for the future both

- a more consolidated transition fixing on the wing in wind-tunnel measurements
- and a more reliable scaling of the wind-tunnel data to full-scale conditions
in the case of different aerofoil types of the references and the projected
aircraft.

Therefore, at MBB/VFW an impr)ved viscous supercritical aerofoll flow prediction code is under development,
taking into account the stron shock-boundary layer and trailing edge interactions especially.
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Transonic Configuration Design (Fighter)

by: Mr. D. E. Shaw

Assistant Chief Aerodynamicist
British Aerospace PLC

Aircraft Group
Warton Division
Warton Aerodrome

Preston Lancashire PR4 lAX

SU ZIARY

The lecture covers the current design procedures with special reference to aerodynamic interference
and the associated use of computational fluid dynamics. It also gives a number of illustrations of
various intern ereice phenomena that play a major part in the optimisation of a new design

Specifically, the examples which will be given are:

* The detailed effects of twin fins versus single fin

Flap/Taileron effects on laterals

Wing/Store - will be touched on, though Mt. Haines' lectu're will cover this point in
much more detail

* Effects of vortices

* Wind Tunnel effects with vortices included.

INTRODUCTICN

To start with, I will attempt to cover in general terms the task which faces the aerodynamic
designer v hen establishing a new fighter aircraft design. I will also illustrate the use of at
least some of the recently developed computational fluid mechanic methods and suggest how they have
influenced current design philosophies.

Finally, I will show specific examples of aerodynamic interference which could play a major part in
configuration optimisation.

Most of this lecture will attempt to follow the defined scope of the Lecture Series, that is
subsonic/transonic aerodynamics. However a lecture which is aimed at a description of Fighter
Design would be incomplete without reference to Mach numbers where the flow is (almost) everywhere
supersonic.

TOIAL DESIGN TASK

The Aerodynamic Design task is to work as part of a multi discipline team covering all aspects of
aeronautical engineering but perhaps more specifically with the engine manufacturers and the
structural engineers. The former aspect (which covers engine - aircraft integration including
intake, duct and nozzle design) will be discussed later in the series.

The total design task is to design a vehicle which meets specific requirements. Possibly the most
important are (Fig. 1):

SAFETY - even with combat aircraft - which constrains aerodynamics through handling
requirements, e.g. if fin/rudder is sized for cross-wind landing, and structural
requirements: an example of this is the rear fuselage frame which the aerodynamicist
would prefer as thin as possible to ease afterbody boattailing requirements; in fact
the frame may need to be very thick to take fin and/or tailplane mounting loads.

PERFORMANCE - aimed at establishing optimum relative to the requirements.

COST, which has to include development, production and in service.

AVAILABILITY which leads to specific design and production timescales which can easily
interfere with obtaining optimum in other areas.

MAINTAINABILITY which can dictate other than aerodynamically optimum positions for
equipment, and

RELIABILITY: which again could dictate other than aerodynamically optimum equipment and
systems.
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Let us consider two of these aspects in more detail. First safety - obviously vital. Here there
are 4 interconnecting aspects (Fig. 2):

- Vehicle stability and control must be acceptable

- Structural strength must be adequate

- Aeroelastic characteristics, that is static stiffness must be acceptable

- Flutter free, that is structural dynamics must be stable.

All these criteria must be satisfied throughout the total required flight envelope.

Performance however warrants a more detailed study.

Performance parameters rr-ult from a blend of aircraft requirements and weapon load carrying
capabilities within a r,,uired flight envelope of speed and altitude. The simplest approach is to
regard these as vario.t mission range and agility requirements. These in turn can be further
sinplified into (Fig. l;.

- Cruise Range: Airmile per lb of fuel used

- Specific excess power or the ability to accelerate or climb

- Manoeuvrability or the ability to turn without losing speed (sustained turn rate) or
allowing a transient drop of speed (attained turn rate), and also

Field Performance - take off and landing distances - note military aircraft in general
have very high T/W ratios though coupled with relatively high wing loadings - as a
result, meeting T/O requirements is normally much easier than meeting landing
requirements.

These would be specified at various critical points within the flight envelope for the aircrart
carrying specific weapon loads. These points, along with total list of weapons which the aircraft
has to carry and any specific manoeuvre requirements, allow the design to settle down to a fixed
initial freeze.

The objective of designing a configuration so that a number of (frequently conflicting) design
points are met requires a careful selection of the design parameters involved. Take the wing for
example. Here is shown the very basic steps in wing design (Fig. 4) - these will be dealt with in
slightly more detail later. First we have to examine requirements in detail:

* Is the A/C to be supersonic as well as subsonic

* What is the mix of low/high altitude flying

What about manoeuvrability - is the aircraft to be a bomb truck or a fighter - though

note that the tendency is to go for a high performance in all areas though biassed to a
primary role

* Special requirements - short field or V/STOL

Having examined these requirements the basic design can begin to take shape:

First the wing loading and hence area coupled with span loading and hence span and
aspct ratio.

Fixed or variable sweep - variable sweep offers a lot of aerodynamic advantages for a
multi-role A/C, Example is Tornado shown here with wings forward for low speed
manoeuvrability (Fig. 5).

- Taper ratio must be selected.

- Would any overall benefit be obtained from strakes or LE?

Need to define sections to meet the required wing performance including:

* Thickness to chord
* Twist
* Camber

Do we need to use camber changing , that is high lift, devices on the L.E.:

* Slat
* Droop - Plain L.E Flap

- Varicam
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On the trailing edge:

Flaps:

Plain
Varicam
Fowler
Slotted
Special (split etc)

Also, need to consider controls:

Ailerons and flaps
Flaperons
Spoilers
Special (rotating wing tips, spoilered slat etc).

Finally, there is aeroelastic tailoring increasing the options open to the Aerodynamic designer as
he seeks for a wing design which will meet all the various specific requirements within the required
flight envelope. This leads to the expression "envelope design" as opposed to the "point design"
where the wing shape is optimised for what is seen as the most critical design point within the
envelope. A good example of this latter philosophy is a transport aircraft aimed at a narrow band
of potental cruise speeds and altitudes. But let us consider wing design in much more detail.
Fig. 6 shows a typical set of design points covering the flight envelope required. In particular:
point A represents a sustained manoeuvre point; point B a low level 'dash' point; point C a high
altitude cruise and point D the landing and/or take-off requirement. Fig. 7 shows a simplistic
design procedure which must be applied to all the critical 'corner points' of the envelope until a
balanced design is obtained giving the best compromise between the various critical features.

At each point we get design point geometry and loading - calculate the aeroelastic effects on twist
and camber - note that we can in fact design into the wing desirable aeroelastic effects to some
extent - and identify the Og wing shape. This is then productionised involving some change in shape
- this needs to be shown to be satisfactory - if not the design has to be looped back until an
acceptable design is obtained.

With respect to this looping the wing geometry must be simplified as much as possible to ease
manufacture and hence reduce build costs. Fig. 8A illustrates this latter point at different
spanwise positions by identifying the pressure distribution at a key design point with no
constraints on curvature of skin surfaces etc. Compared with this is the pressure distribution for
an equivalent wing with three control stations and the surfaces between these control stations
generated by straight lines. Fig. 8B shows the final comparison between this latter wing and an
even simpler wing where the surface has only two control stations. Considerable debate often occurs
amongst aerodynamicists about the importance of establishing the required geometry with its very
complex variation of twist and camber. Frequently it is claimed tnat it is essential . This is
probably true for point designs. It may be true for envelope designs but in this case it was not.
The small differences in performance which could be evaluated from the differences in pressure
distribution were not sufficient to force the project designer to the complex shape. Subsequent
wind tunnel testing also showed the performance differences to be small and indeed some of the
differences at "off design" points made the performance better.

Now let us consider again the aeroelastic di-tortion which plays an important part in both
performance estimation and in the overall design. For a swept back wing, the natural tendency as
the wing bends upwards under load is for the local incidence to decrease at the tip (or wash out)
and this is a favourable effect. Long before aeroelastic tailoring became a fashionable design
feature, many conventional metal structure wings must have exhibited a marked amount of this
phenomena. Simple calculations based on bending beam theory an3 lifting surface theory shows (1ig.
9) that a reasonable match is possible for wings with leading edge sweeps of approximately 40 if
taper is suitably selected, i.e. about 0.35. Aeroelastic tailoring (Fig. 10) by using (say)
composite materials gives a further degree of freedom in that the wing twist caused by loading can
be amplified or attenuated to give the right amount for the selected planform. However care must be
exercised such that the high altitude cruise point (which will only have the built in (or jig) twist
plus the twist due to lg and yet be at high CL) is not compromisd by defining the jig twist at too
low a value.

Finally, consider design camber. Fig. 11 shows the pressure distribution used as an objective for
the sustained manoeuvre point. In this position it also shows the resultant type of pressure
distribution and the pronounced reduction in drag rise Mach number which occurs at low lift.
obviuu~ly if L L b Culbl L" acha n umbef is required foL the low level dash, soe,- form of device to
modify the pressure distribution is required. This could take the form of simple leading edge and
trailing edge hinged flaps or (Fig. 12) sophisticated devices which give smooth variations of camber
across the wing span, i.e. VARICAM.

For further details on wing design attention is drawn to Ref. 1.

If we leave the wing here and return to the overall design process - everything, and SAFETY and
PERFORANCE in particular, is affected by interference and it seems almost axiomatic that the next
basic layout selected will be more prone to potential problems which - if not identified and allowed
for at any early stage of the configuration selection - could cause serious problems to the aicraft
development.
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1 hope some of the illustrations used later in the paper will give ample evidence of some of the
phenomena.

However, the description of the aerodynamic designers task implies two types of "Aerodynamic
Interference". There is the aerodynamic interference of part of the airframe on another and the
mutual interference of the various conflicting requirements of one design parameter on another. For
example (Fig. lA):

Basic Performance v Cost

Weapon System Performance v Airframe Performance

Fuel Volume v Supersonic Drag

Technical Sophistication v Short Time Scale

The remainder of this lecture will be restricted to the former "aerodynamic interference" even
though both are equally interesting and some may regard the latter, i.e. the mutual interference of
various conflicting requirements, as more important.

A. previous papers ijave indicated, over recent years the advances in computational fluid mechanics
have had a considerable effect on design procedures. I would therefore like to set the scene from
the point of view of a design aerodynamicist.

Until the advent of modern computational methods the only reliable way of establishing most
interference effects was to tunnel test. This was an expensive and time consuming activity, and is
increasingly so. Nevertheless until the full range of fluid dynamic phenomena have been modelled on
the computer, and these models evaluated, the aerodynamic designer will still have to Zeiend to a
very large extent on wind tunnel test techniques. However, theoretical fluid dynamics i.:is always
played an important part in predictinq and/ot explaining some intereference phenomena ;nd it will
always be the Aerodynamicists' task to use the most effective combination of experience, theory
tcomputational fluid dynamics) and experimental data obtained by wind tunnel testing to arrive at
efficient trouble free designs.

Whilst discussing Computational Fluid Dynamics, I would like to use as a starting point what I still
regard as a very important AGARD Conference held in 1970 at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
Silver Spring, Maryland (Refs. 2 and 3).

I left this conference with four major predictions foremost in my mind:-

- Subsonic panel programs were here to stay and would be joined Ly practical supersonic method
(using linearised flow approximations). These would be regarded as standard methods by
inductry within a very few years.

- Experimental techniques including water tunnel tests are and will remain invaluable for a long
time yet.

- Transonic methods for other than simple shapes would not be available for a considerable time.

- With the amount of interest and effort concentrated on viscous flows in three dimensions and
including separation, industr, should have design and prediction methods within 5 to 6 years.

Lookirng at thc micthods that arc availablc to us as acrodynamic dezigncrs - firstly subsonic:

The subsonic panel programmes pioneered by A.M.O. Smith and J. Hess at Douglas and subsequently
developed by P. E. Rubbert and G. R. Saaris at Boeing and also W. Loeve and J. W. Slooff at NLR
received considerable attention at many design and research centres. .ubsequent work was also
carried out by of our partner company in the Tornado progranme at MBB by W. Kraus and others and
also at B.Ae. Brough by J. Petrie and also B.Ae. eybridge by A. Roberts.

We at Warton are in debt to all this work which helped us set up and sustain 3 significant and
dedicated effort over a period of some ten years aimed at establishing easy to use, accurate and
cost effective methods. These methods are now used for a wide range of applications associated with
subsonic (subcritical) flow where the boundary layer is essentially attached but where the so called
Kutta-Joukowski condition is included on most relevant sharp edges or indeed on smooth surfaces
along prescribed 'separation' lines (Refs. 4, 5, 6 and 7).

Work at Warton is now aimed at extending the range of applications and on the associated evaluation.
Two examples of applications are wind tunnel wall constraint effects (ref. 8) and airframe - store
interference (ref. 9).

Turning to the international scene. Although an initial attempt to compare results from what were
then (in the mid 70's) the most commonly used methods was sponsored by AGARD and completed (Ref.
10), the test cases were relatively simple and did not even include a wing-body. This is
frustrating in the light of D. J. Peakes' main reconmendation, and I quote (this already alluded to
in a previous lecture) "If there was one recommendation, it was to the effect that a calibration
model of a wing-body combination be chosen, against which to check the various computation schemes
available" (Ref. 3).

'I m



Turning now to the state of the art of the linearised supersonic flow models. Considerable
developments have taken place. F. A. Woodward's work is well known in Europe and many firms are
familiar with his methods. We are all very much in debt to this pioneering work and many prograrrmnes
currently in use are direct developments. For example B.Ae. Warton still use one of his later
programs with only limited development and linked with the structural stiffness model for early
project aeroelastic evaluations. However, as with the subsonic methodoloqy, many organisations have
developed second or third generation methods to replace Woodward's original work. Warton is no
exception and I hope we will have the opportunity of presenting our new developments to an
international audience in the near future (Reference 11).

To summarise - BAe and, I assume, most other companies not only have both subsonic and supersonic
"panel" methods but use them as standard every day design and prediction tools.

Turning to the transonic theoretical methods. The situation is reviewed in Ref. 13 and is i-ich
further advanced than I thought possible in 1970. The computer programs developed by such workers
as Charles Boppe in the States (Ref. 14) and Clive Albone in the U.K. (Ref. 15) using the small
perturbation equations which approximate the shape and the flow to an accuracy which gives very
useful results for quite complex shapes has already given significant improvements in design
capabilities. The more accurate representation of the shape offered by full potential flow
solutions of Tony Jameson in the States (Ref. 16) and Malcolm Carr of ARA (Ref. 17) are as yet
limited to wing body combinations. These, along with the possibility of usable Euler solutions with
the associated advantage of proper shock modelling, indicate that, even in the transonic regime,
computational fluid mechanics should assist in the aLt of design and prediction.

However all is not solved yet - by a long way taking the more pessimistic view of what has been said
in the previous lectures - the mere major outstanding items are boundary layer and separated flow
prediction methods. I accept there are three dimensional boundary layer methods available. However
I suspect we have not got rh1iiiu Lijht at the trailing cdge - or i.-eed any edge with separation.
In addition have we got a reliable method to cope with junction flow? From the previous papers it
would appear not. Obviously more attention is required to produce methods to deal with these
regions.

Moving on to experimental techniques. Looking back to the hopes of ten and more years ago, it now
seems that, for all the theoretical method development that has occurred, the configurations we are
now creating are of such a type that the gap between what theory can model and what the aerodynamic
designer is interested in is actually greater. it is certainly true that we seem to spend more time
testing in the water tunnel or using flow visualisation techniques in the air tunnels now than we
did ten years ago. D. Kachemann would possibly approve. He was only half joking when he suggested
that perhaps a water tunnel should be delivered with every large computer "so that a reliable
physical flow model could be developed on which to finally base a computer program" (Ref. 3).

Even if the gap closes - we will remain very dependent on wind tunnels to allow us to do just what
Kchemann proposed. It seems even more relevant when one hears the problems associated with Navier
Stokes solutions and Turbulence Modelling etc. (reference 12). Obviously the need to establish a
"reliable physical flow model" before a mathematical model can be developed is self evident.

To sumnarise:

We continue to depend on Wind Tunnel facilities for a large range of design and prediction tasks.
However the computational fluid mechanic methods are now so powerful that (for at least the
situation of attached flow) we can undertake a considerable part of the design procedure and many
production tasks on the computer in a very much shorter time scale than was possible (say) 13 years
ago in 1970. These advances in Inviscid modelling would be considerably enhanced if the three
dimensional viscous effects could be coupled in: this is an important point as many interference
phenomena are caused by viscous effects.

These developments of inviscid computational fluid mechanics have allowed advances in design where
range and/or manoeuvrability have been improved considerably by judicious use of the methods
available and by careful selection of target pressure distributions at various points of the flight
envelope (see for example Ref. 1).

However the methods have allowed a more scientific approach to be used for many phenomena
complicated by interference effects.

The remainder of the paper will illustrate this point with a number of examples. The first of these
will be concerning the choice between twin fins and single fins. This dilemma has been on our minds
significantly at Warton recently and I would like to show you some of the results of the
investigations.

The basic phenomena have been known for a number of years. Indeed there are NACA reports by Nielsen
at al written in the mid to late 50's which used the basic approach still given in DATC0M. (See for
example Ref. 18). With the advent of the supersonic panel program it is now possible to estimate
quickly and cheaply the tailplane to fin interference or, in the case of twin fins, the mutual
interference. Both theory and experiment show that the mutual interference has a significant effect
on fin efficiency giving a marked reduction at low supersonic Mach numbers (Fig. 14). It is not
unusual for fins to be sized at the aircraft maximum Mach number - this is generally where the fin
contribution to directional stability and as a result, total aircraft directional stability are a
minimum. With twin fins this may not be the case and the total supersonic range must be checked -
including the effects of aeroelastics.



One important aspect which is not adequately covered by either subsonic or supersonic theory is the
effect of front fuselage configuration and canopy layout in particular. High canopies are required
for modern fighter designs to give good all round pilot view. The increased fin contribution to
offset the increased instability introduced by the canopy height is relatively easy to estimate
(Fig. 15). What is difficult to estim&le is the effect of the canopy on fin effectiveness. For a
modern fighter canopy the effect could be negligible at subsonic speeds for both single and twin
fins and ma y vary from small to up to 10% for twin fins and 15% for single fins across the
supersonic speed range (Fig. 16). In addition incidence effects which have vortical flow and/or
separations etc are not amenable to calculation.

Fig. 17 shows directional stability as a function of incidence at H = 1.4 and 2.0. clearly showing
that both single and twin configurations are adversely affected, the single more so than the twin.

The selection of fin configuration is not of course limited to consideration of supersonics - low
bp ced rudder and fin effectiveness especially over the high incidence range must also be considered.
Fig. 18 shows at the top a comparison of rudder effectiveness for the sinkle and twin fins
highlighting the marked reduction for twin fins as incidence increases to higher values whereas the
rudder on the single fin maintains its effectiveness throughout.

The lower figure compares single and twin fin effectiveness as a function of incidence. Here it can
be seen that at low incidence the single fin is slightly better - at high incidence however we get a
cross-over such that the twin fin is now better though still at a very low value.

The loss at high incidence for the single fin can be explained by examination of the effects of
vortices generated upstream for instance by strakes or highly swept foreplanes.

Fig. 19 shows the effect of the high incidence assymetric vortex pattern to be a destabilising
pressure field giving the reduction in Cn for the single relative to the twin.In

But there is a further effect - this time on performance - due to the effect of the vortices on the
twin fin configuration. If we examine the lower part of Fig. 19 we can see that the vortex gives a
suction on the "lower side" of the outwardly inclined fins coupled with an increased pressure
between the fins - the result, as can be seen from the graph, is a significant reduction in C of
about 10%. This phenomenon was studied in some depth at Warton using: existing computYfnal
methods; water tunnel testing in the small Warton facility (for an excellent paper reviewing water
tunnel techniques etc. I recommend M. Werle paper which describes work undertaken at ONERA in a
similar facility see reference 20); and also using pressure plot results and smoke flow
visualisation in the Warton 18' L.S.T. A fundamental understanding was obtained - but only by a
good deal of detective work and by cross checking experimental and theoretical evidence.

Thus it can be seen that the selection of the fin configuration requires considerable work before an
optimum selection can be made. Computational fluid mechanics assist in selecting cant and toe angle
as well as planform if twin fins are shown to offer an advantage over a single fin configuration.
The basic lesson is - there is no evidence to support a simplistic conclusion that one fin is right
(or wrong) whereas twin fins are wrong (or right). It is equally evident that fashion should not
prejudice the designers choice. This, as will be seen, is true of almost all aspects illustrated.

To continue however:

Roll Control:

The strong supersonic aerodynamic interference discussed earlier is evident in many phenomena. I
will restrict this paper to oie other example.

When supersonic roll control is obtained from either inboard ailerons or flaps or from moving the
total surfaces (eg. differential tailplane) then the pressure field generated impinges on adjacent
vertical surfaces (eg. fins or the side of the fuselage) (Fig. 20).

The results of this for a specific example taken from the same configuration as the previous case
with twin fins and inboard ailerons that are almost inline with these fins shows that the
inteference mechanism produces a reduction in the rolling power (Fig. 21) along with an associated
(proverse) yawing moment (Fig.22).

Wave Drag:

As an aside these supersonic interference effects are very important when optimising for supersonic
drag. The well known (far field methods) which use equivalent axisymetric bodies (e.g. supersonic
area rule) are not capable of allowing for the interference effects in anything like a rigorous
manner. How could they as the local details of the geometry and their associated local pressure
distributions and the resultant interference are not modelled. For complex shapes where the
interferences are equally complex the total interference predicted by the far field methods can be
of the wrong sign. This situation again amphasises the importance of the supersonic panel programs.
Although even these have to be used with caution due to the use of the linearised flow
approximations.
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Subsonic Interference:

To return to subsonic flow. The interference effects that can occur are many and varied. Obviously
there is no direct equivalent to the strong interference effects that can appear at supersonic
speeds where there is little attenuation of the pressure jump through a shock with distance from its
source. In subsonic flow the effect of a pressure perturbation decays at something like the inverse
square of the distance BUT (at least for incompressible flow) - the pressure spreads in all
directions. Hence the aerodynamic interference between two bodies or lifting surfaces is always
mutual, whilst for supersonics the interference is limited to within the down stream Mach cone.

Nevertheless the interference effects can be appreciable. Consider a staro, mounted under a wing
(Fig. 23), the case illustrated being reasonably typical. Fig.24 compares the experimental and
theoretical chordwise pressure increments due to the pylon and store over the lower surface at
spanwise stations inboard and outboard of the pylon (via a first a:eration panel progranme with
lift modelled by vortex lattice). Fig.25 gives the same data but this time plotted against spanwise
position at 13% and 40% chordwise position.

Over the last few years the modelling of this type of phenomena has been extended to the high
subsonic flow regime where strong shocks occur. Although there are a number of workers in this
particular area I would like to mention in particular Clive Albone of the RAE and Charles Boppe of
Grumnan as I am familiar with their work. We are indcbted to Grumman & RAE Kor supplying the
theoretical results and ARA the experimental results illhstrated in the next example (Fig.26) in
Fig.27 where a comparison of theory v experiment , on selected wing pressures store "on and off",is
given.

The planform of the wing, store spanwise position and store approximate configuration relative to
the wing are shown here. It can be seen (Fig.27) that the characteristics are everywhere as
expected and similar to the subcritical results shown previously except where the regions of high
suctions are not terminated by normal shocks. Note that the methods used here are the TSP type
methods. It is possible that use of a modified full potential theory could give a better
representation of the effe.ts. Results for a subcritical case of the same geometry for which the
Albone/Boppe calcs were made from a code under development at ARA by Mr. C. Forsey shows very good
agreement with expt. and this would give rise to some optimism in this respect.

Moving on to store release.

Consider the arrangement of bombs mounted on a twin carrier underwing (Fig.28). The requirement is
to predict the trajectory of the inboard store following release, with and without the outboard one
being present.

Using the subsonic panel methods can give very good results as shown in Fig. 29, showing the normal
force on a store as it moves away from its installed position. The store trajectory is simplistic
in that (relative to its installed position) the store fore and aft, lateral and angular position
remain constant. It can be seen that as the store moves further away, the lift approaches a
constant value - equivalent to that corresponding to the store in free air. In the installed
position the lift is considerably greater.

Where does this increase in lift in the installed position come from? First, wind tunel tests (at
the ARA) were undertaken to establish the local flow conditions in the volume swept by the store,
but excluding the store (Fig. 28). From this data, the force on the store due to this flow field
was predicted. Second, the primary effect missed by this procedure was judged to be the mutual
interference between the store and the wing. We assumed that for the store this could be
represented by considering the wing as an infinite reflection plane. The mutual interference of the
store and its image was predicted and added to the first contribution. Agreement was better than
expected (not only for lift but pitching moment as well) for both the very difficult case with the
outboard bomb present (Fig. 30) as well as for the single store case. This investigation not only
lead to a better understanding of the phenomena but also to a very simple and easy to apply
improvement to a method used by many organisations which essentially only included the first step in
the procedure described.

One interesting point to notice is that the full panel method results show good agreement for the
single store lift even in the installed position. This is not the case for the twin stores which
are mounted very close together. This illustrates that mutual interference effects can often be
predicted using inviscid (and in this case shock free) flow models but if the configuration is such
that strong viscous effects or shocks occur obviously inviscid theory will only illustrate part of
the situation. It is still hoped that the time will come when these viscous effects can be
modelled within a method which can be used by industry on a day to day basis.

Flutter:

Before leaving store related interference effects I would like to make brief reference to an
important development made by NLR now almost 10 years ago. This is the development of an 'unsteady'
aerodynamic subsonic panel programme which is capable of modelling wing store combinations (Fig.31)
(see Refs. 21 and 22).

The configuration is for a tip mounted missile. Fig.31 shows the importance of including the
missile aerodynamics and the associated missile wing mutual interference as well as the inertia
effects: the more realistic aerodynamic model predicts a 30% reduction in the flutter speed compared
with the prediction where the aerodynamics are modelled for the wing alone



Vortex flow.

Possibly the type of subsonic aerody.amic interference which influences the design of modern combat
and fighter aircraft is that associated with vortex flow. Unlike the mutual interference effects
discussed above there is a strong down-stream influence. One example has already been used in the
discussion on fin configuration choice where the effect on the fin or fins of the vortex sv'tem
which is usually created on fighter aircraft was described.

The next examples give more details of this type of interference.

After developing the vortex flow methods it was considered essential to compare theory with
experiment for a simple configuration. This was done by pressure plotting a body and then a wing
body ccbination in a tunnel (Warton 9' x 7' low speed tunnel) on their own and in the presence of
an externally created vortex of known (measured) strength and position. Differencing the results
then would give the effect of the vortex on the body (or wing body).

Fig.32 shows the configuration used for these tests.

The body only is shown - the main wing (with 250 leading edge sweep ) is omitted for clarity. Note
the auxiliary wing used to generate a vortex of known strength. An illustration of the change in
pressure coefficient measured on the body is shown in Fig. 33. The externally generated vortex
strength was typical of the strengths of vortices created on modern fighter aircraft from say front
fuselage separation, side mounted intakes or foreplanes. The pressure changes are not
insignificant. On a more realistic body shipe (for a fighter aircraft) these changes could (and
often do) change the characteristics significantly from acceptable to unacceptable or indeed the
reverse.

The pressure increments on the wing are also very significant near the vortex but fade out rapidly
away from the vortex (Fig. 34). This simplistic statement needs some qualification. The velocity
Ferturbation follows an inverse square law against distance and this is clearly seen at the outboard
station (3). However at the inboard station (1) the situation is complex. It can be argued that
the fuselage acts as a partial reflection plane constraining and modifying both the basic flow and
the effects of the vortex. Thus, stations inboard of the vortex and hence nearer the fuselage are by
implication nearer the vortex image. Thus the interference effects can be amplified between the
vortex and fuselage side. Again this can lead to favourable and unfavourable effects and will
largely depend on the state of the boundary layer in the wing fuselage junction as well as the free
stream Mach number.

Also note that the change in pressure distribution on the wing has a centre of pressure forward of
that due to incidence - thus the assumption that the upwash/downwash can be regarded as a change in
effective twist along the wing is only an approximation. This can have serious implications to the
formation of the wing root shock system where the vortex system from (say) a foreplane can unload
the root such that the shock system is much weaker.

Whilst investigating vortex phenomena and their associated interference effects, it is worth
considering the problems associated with the tools of the trade: firstly wind tunnels and especially
the effects of wall constraints. The schematic of the model used to investigate these effects -
shoiing the vortex paths and tunnel walls - is shown in Fig.35. Fig.36 shows the tunnel wall has a
significant effect on the lift but not on the lift induced by the vortex. However this should not
be taken as evidence that there are NO problems. Two additional phenomena complicate the situation.

1. The vortex path is constrained by the tunnel walls so that the natural downward drift for a
lifting vortex system is inhibited and,

2. The vortex is of the wrong strength when the tunnel walls are present due to the classical
wall constraint which increases the lift on a surface at a given incidence.

These facts would seem to yive bule doubt wili Legecd to wind tunnel data on mzrasured stability and
control characteristics of, for instance, the foreplane of a canard configuration.

Theory can help sort out this problem, but only if care is used. Take the following illustration
(Fig. 37).

The model in this case is a cranked delta canard configuration.

The results of theoretical predictions (Fig. 38) show the predicted spanwise loading and illustrates
the improvement obtained for relaxing the vortex path. In fact four models of the foreplane wake
were used (Fig. 39):

1. Full wake allowed to take its own predicted position.

2. Full wake defined with a predetermined (guessed) position.

3. Single trailing vortex of strength and an initial spanwise extent to approximate the same
total foreplane lift as above and allowed to take its own predicted position.

4. Single vortex as above but defined with a predetermined (again guessed) position.



If the strength of the equivalent vortex is known and that implies knowing the foreplane lift in the
presence of the wing upwash (another interesting interference phenomena that can affect the stress
loading cases on foreplane by a significant amount) - then the single vortex with a relaxed path
looks very good compared with the nominally exact solution with the relaxed wake. With the
predetermined position both the full wake and single vortex models are poor giving misleading
resuls.

So now to conclude:

The illustrations shown and examples given have attempted to give some indication of the scope of
"aerodynamic interference". Obviously only a very narrow spectrum has been covered. There are many
other types of interference than those described and some could be regarded as of primary
importance.

For example (Fig. 40):

- separated boundary layer phenomena where control surfaces are "buried" in low energy air and
hence lose their effectivness.

- air data sensors used to measure pitot-static pressures, incidence, etc. influenced by
spurious effects such as the movement of a nearby control surface or change in engine mass
flows.

- distortion of the flow entering the intake by upstream parts of the aircraft.

- the interference effects of fins, tailplanes etc. on the rear fuselage.

- the interference effects of secondary flow outlets for intake boundary bleed systems, and
air coolers etc. and for the latter, inlets as well.

The list seems endless. There are few aspects of aerodynamic design where interference effects are
not of primary importance. This is especially true of mo'ern fighter aircraft. As avionic systems
become more conpact and as engine fuel consumption and also thrust/engine size improve the basic
airframe becomes smaller and more compact. On the other hand size of stores to carry seem to get
bigger as do cockpits with the requirements for all round vision. The result tends to be very
copact airframes with the various components very close together. The days of design which were
considered as a collection of separate parts are long gone. Now aerodynamic interference is ar
essential if not the essential design consideration.
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EXTERNAL STORES INTERFERENCE

A B Haines
Chief Executive

Aircraft Research Association Ltd
Manton Lane, Bedford, UK

SUMMARY

External store installations are frequently a source of considerable adverse aerodynamic interference
giving large Incroases in drag, reductions in usable lift and poor store release characteristics. Research
has however show, how this adverse interference can be greatly alleviated or even transformed into
favourable interference. This lecture reviews some of the available evidence for a wide variety of
arrangements. The nature of the interference, both adverse and favourable, is described, particular
emphasis being placed on the major adverse interference in standard multiple carriers and in some underwing
installations. The possible benefits of wing tip carriage and carefully arranged underfuselage arrays are
noted. Throughout, stress is laid on the fact that dramatic improvements might be possible by adopting a
radical approach to store carriage.

1 INTRODUCTION

The main theme of this lecture series is optimisation. how should we optimise a configuration to minimise
adverse aerodynamic Interference and exploit favourable interference. Nowhere is this more important than
in the design and mounting of external store installations. The traditional approach followed for many
years was to mount the stores either separately on underwing pylons or on standard multiple (triple or twin)
carriers. Many papers Jl,2,3; inthe mid-1970s stressed that this was a recipe for serious adverse
interference. One could design a highly efficient clean airframe and then lose all the benefits of advanced
design when the stores were added. Examples were quoted where the installed drag increment due to carrying
say, six stores was greater thdn the drag of the clean aircraft. Noting this situation, the AGARD FD Panel
in 1974 set up a Working Party to consider 'Drag and Other Aerodynamic Effects of External Stores'. This
group reported J4] in late 1977 and some of the evidence and their conclusions were included and updated in
a paper [5] presented at the AGARD 1980 conference on 'Configuration Aerodynamics at Transonic Speeds'.
These papers did more than just identify the sources of the interference; they showed that adverse
interference was not inevitable, favourable interference was a real possibility and the performance gains
relative to standard practice could be substantial. Various recommendations were put forward as to how
these improvements might be achieved, eg

(i) carry as many stores as possible in conformal arrays below the fuselage, these arrays being arranged
to exploit the benefits of store stagger and tandem carriage,

(ii) for aircraft where stores have to be carried under the wing, design the wing with due allowance for
the presence of the stores or at least, treat the design of the wing and underwing pylons as a single
operation,

(iii) apply area-rule principles both to the complete configuration and to the local store assemblies,

(iv) exploit the benefits of wing-tip carriage for missiles,

(v) for cases where multiple carriers have to be used, develop carriers of improved aerodynamic
cleanliness and if possible, including the benefits of store stagger, tandem carriage and optimum
lateral spacing of the stores,

(vi) wherever possible, adopt a radical approach.

It must be admitted that some of these recommendations are difficult to implement retrospectively on past
aircraft designs. There is also the natural reluctance to abandon the stocks of standard equipment. It
has therefore been difficult for research workers to advance their arguments for radical change. Progress
has been slow and there have been many disappointments where promising ideas have been rejected in practice
o non-tuchnical grounds. Nc,,crthelcss, thcrc havc bccn somc notable advanccs particularly in France and
it is to be hoped that new aircraft designs will take advantage of what has been learnt in extensive
research testing. One cannot emphasise too strongly that the possible advances relative to the interference
implicit in the installations of the 1970s are very great - not only in terms of reduced drag and better
performance but also as less buffet, smaller installed loads and better release characteristics.

This lecture is an abbreviated and slightly modified version of the paper [5] presented at the 1980
conference. Some of the earlier examples have been omitted on the grounds that they have already been
published in several documents [1,2,3,4,5]. The emphasis throughout is on the understanding of the adverse
or favourable interference.

2 UNDERWING FUEL TANKS AT LOW CL

it seems appropriate to start the detailed discussion by considering the interference effects due to the
carriage of external fuel tanks. A fuel tank is the simplest and probably the cleanest type of store.
Fuel tanks are generally carried on pylons below the wing or fuselage. It is far more efficient to carry
them under the fuselage. For example, in model tests [6] at AEDC for the F-4C, it was found that carrying
fuel in a 2264 litre (600 gal) tank under the fuselage was more than 4 times as efficient at N = 0.7 and
almost 3 times as efficient at M = 0.9 as carrying fuel in 1396 litre (370 gal) tanks under the wing,
efficiency being defined as the ratio ot fuel capacity divided by the installed drag. Nevertheless, on
many aircraft there are practical reasons why the fuel tanks have to be carried underwing and Fig la
presents results for 15 different aircraft/fuel tank combinations. In all cases the tanks were pylon-mounted
under the wing near mid-semi-span; except for the curves marked A and B, this figure was included in the
Working Party report [4] . The graph shows the variation with Mach number at CL 0 of a 'figure-of-merit'
or inverse efficiency,

PaECEDING PAGE RUM1 - M )
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Measured installed drag increment (or dra in isolation)
Esti ated profile drag for tank/pylon at low 1ach number

te assuming the estimate in the denominator is correct, Al - 1.0 implies zero net drag contributions from
flow separations, base drag, bluffness drag, excrescence drag, wave drag and interference within the
assembly and between the assembly and the aircraft.

The results for a typical fuel tank in isolation are included for comparison. The figure clearly
illustrates that mst of the drag increment is related to the installation interference effects. For the
tank in isolation, %, is less than 1.1 up to M 0.94 hut for the installed tank assemblies, values of kI
ranging from 1.2 to 3.5 are obtained even at H 0.6; rapid increases in I with Mach number are already
occurring at M = 0.6 in the worst case but not to beyond M 0.86 in the best case. At first sight, it may
appear an impossible task to predict or interpret this figure but certain trends can be deduced. First and
foremost, as shown in Fig lb, there is a trend for both xI at M - 0.6 and PDs, the Mach number for the start
of the rapid increase in ki, to improve in sympathy with the drag-rise Mach number MD of the clean wing.
This is only to be expected. an increase in MD will generally imply a reduction in wing thickness/chord
ratio and/or an increase in wing sweepback and thus, a reduction in the suctions below the wing lower
surface and a later appearance of a shock wave in the channel between the wing and tank. Research has shown
that the appearance of this shock wave generally collates with MD With tanks of a standard shape,
therefore, it may be difficult to obtain notably better results tan those implied by the dashed lines in
Fig lb but the significant point is that there are a fair number of installations where the interference is
such that the results do not approach this norm.

'et us consider two of these examples. First, Fig lc compares 3] configurations 6 and 11. For both cases,
the installed drag values for CL - 0 lie above the norm, Figs la,b, but the excess is far greater for case 6;
even at CL  0.4 where one would expect some improvement, the results are still poor. Looking at the
geometry, it will be seen that in case 6, the tank is larger relative to the aircraft. Partly because the
pylon is relatively thin (71 thick comapred with 13 thick for case 11), the crutch arms are exposed and
unfaired. A simp;c estimate suggests that the drag of these crutch arms treated as isolated excrescences
would be about the same as the extra drag of the thicker pylon in case 11 but it has generally been found
that such excrescences can induce serious interference if the flow downstream of the excrescences encounters
a region of high adverse pressure gradient. This would be true in the present case. The major weakness
however with configuration 6, is the rapidly diverging channel at the rear. All three surfaces, ie wing,
pylon and tank contribute to this divergence. One could say that the installation could not have been
tailored better to produce a shock across the channel at a relatively low Mach number, or to produce a flow
separation on one or all of the rear surfaces! Extra viscous drag and early wave drag are therefore only
to be expected. Fig Ic shows a revised configuration for which the interference would be expected to be
less; the Al curve for this revised configuration is a speculative estimate, no tests have been made on
this layout.

Second, Fig ld presents a comparison between cases A and B. These results are for the same tank mounted on
the same pylon at the same spanwise position on two wings A and B of the same planform but which differ in
section shape. The section of wing B is thicker and is designed to give more rear loading. Strictly, the
results for A and B are not comparable with the other cases in Fig la because two additional bare pylons
were present on the inner and outer wing and thus it is probable that the values of Al have been increased
by the aerodynamic interference between the tankpylon and these other pylons. However, it is still fair
to compare A and B and Figs la,b show that the values of Ni and MD are much poorer for wing B. These
differences can be explained qualitatively in terms of the measureg pressure distributions uver the wing
lower surface. These are shown in Fig Id for H z 0.80 for a station at 0.4 x semi-span, ie inboard of the
tank. These distributions can be described as follows:

A B
Clean wing Subcritical Subcritical
Wing with 3 pylons Subcritical Strong shock, no separation
Wing with 3 pylons and tank Strong shock, no separation Shock-induced separation*

Indicated by the lower pressures downstream of the shuck relative to the other cases and by the partial
collapse of the supersonic region ahead of the shock.

One can therefore forecast from the pressitie distributions that both the wave drag and the viscous drag will
be higher with the tank mounted on wing B. The greater interference for a given 'dch number and CL is a
consequence of the different pressure distributions over the clean wings. The significant features are
that near 0.35c the suctions are about 70. higher on wing B than on wing A and that the subsequent adverse
pressure gradient is about twice as great.

It would be wrong to conclude however that the greater interference with wing B is an inevitable consequence
of attempting tu carry the tank on a more advanced, thicker wing. For example, as with configuration 6 in
Fig 1c, one could either

(i) move the tank forward or aft in an attempt to separate longitudinally the peak suctions on the
wing and the tank,

or (ii) change the shape of the tank to one with a parallel centre section opposite the peak suction on
the wing,

or (ii) reshape the rear of the tank with either a longer, less tapered boattail or a raised upper line,
ie a banana-shaped tank,

or (iv) modify the pylon design,

or (v) change the wing camberline to produce a more suitable shape of lower surface pressure distribution.

It is worth noting that concept (ii) was introduced more than 30 years ago on an early jet fighter to
eliminate flow separation and buffeting problems that had resulted from the underwing carriage of a tank
having a continuous longitudinal variation in cross-sectional area. The problem was solved by changing
the tank shape to one with a forward, parallel mid and tapered aft section mounted in such a position that

4.
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the peak suctions at the junctions between the three sections were displaced fore and aft of the peak
suction in the clean wing flow field. Now, when the need for care in eliminating adverse interference is
even greater with modern wing designs, the concept is rarely used. This is not true of configuration 6
discussed above but in this case, for practical reasons, the concept was misapplied as will be realised
from the sketch in Fig lc. Logistically, it may be unattractive to think in terms of a different tank
shape for different aircraft and to some extent, one could argue that (i-iv) should be regarded as
palliatives for a situation that should not have arisen. The real lesson - and this will become even
clearer in section 4 below - is that wings should be designed with store carriage in mind from the outset.
At the very least, one should design a wing/pylon combination rather than a clean wing.

3 UNDERWING STORES: FACTORS AFFECTING INTERFERENCE DRAG AT LOW CL

3.1 Store Shape

It should be apparent from the discussion of the fuel tank examples in Fig I that the aerodynamic
interference with underwing mounted stores is likely to be proportionately more serious for clean
streamlined stores than for parallel or dirty stores. Even rela'ively small changes to the shape of the
store can have a significant effect on the interference. This is shown by the comparison in Fig 2a. Two
alternative stores X and Y were mounted (8) on wing A, Fig 2d, on the same underwing pylon at 0.55 x semi-
span. The two stores have about the same overall dimensions but a somewhat different shape, store Y having
a bluffer nose, a longer parallel centre section anda shorter boattail. The free air drag and indeed, the
installed drag increment was much greater for store Y but as shown in Fig 2a, the interference contribution
ACDi to the drag increment,

ie ACo i 
= COinstalled -CDisolated

is generally somewhat less for store Y, particularly in the range M z 0.80-0.85. There are two possible
qualitative interpretati-'i" of this result. Either it is an example of a general trend that when the store
shape is such that there is poor flow over thelsfotore afterbody even under free-air conditions, there is
less chance that the interference with the wing flow field will further degrade the flow over the afterbody.
Or the shape and position of store D are such that the interference increases the wing wave and/or viscous
UrFag. Oil flow patterns for M = 0.85, CL = 0 suggested that the second interpretation is more likely in
this case. The main features of these flow patterns are reproduced in the sketch in Fig 2a:
(i) with store Y, the shock is further aft - consistent with the position of the start of the afterbody,

(ii) with store X, the sweepback of the shock both outboard and inboard of the store is somewhat less
than with store Y, and

(iii) with store X, the change in flow direction through the shock is notably more acute, thus implying
a stronger shock.

It is thought that (iii) is the dominant factor.

This comparison has been included to act as a warning against naive use of interference drag factors and to
encourage the hope that by attention to detail and with the benefit of the theoretical calculatlo- s that
will be possible in the future, adverse interference can be alleviated.

3.2 Store Depth below the Wing

Variou: investigations, eg Refs 1,9,10,11 have specifically considered the effects of the vertical position
of a store below the wing. All have confired that this can be an important parameter but it is difficult
to draw simple generalised conclusions. When the flow is entirely subcritical, an increase in the length
and hence, surface area of the pylon will increase the pylon profile drag but will generally tend to reduce
the interference drag. There is however a fair amount of evidence indicating that when the flow is
supercritical the adverse interference first increases with store depth before it starts to decrease. Oil
flow tests and pressure plotting measurements have shown that with a longer pylon, the flow separations in
the wing-pylon junctions can be less severe. The channel between wing and pylon is therefore less
constricted and the flow can expand to a higher local Mach number. The shock as well as being longer in
extent, is stronger and there are therefore two reasons why the wave drag is increased.

An example of the effect of store depth is shown by the drdg rebults in Fig 2b. A missile-type store was
mounted at two vertical positions below the wing of a 250 sweptback wing research model in the ARA transonic
tunnel [11). At low Mach number, at both CL = 0 and 0.3, the drag increment was higher with H/D = 0.88 than
with H/D = 1.23, thus showing that in this particular case, the reduction in interference as the store and
wing were moved apart more than offset the extra pylon profile drag. Above M = 0.75, however, the drag
increment increased with Mach number more rapidly with H/D = 1.25, thus supporting the hypothesis of extra
wave drag when the wing and store are further apart.

Quantitatively, the results could well be different with other stores on other wings and the correct choice
of pylon length will depend on the aircraft requirements. It seems possible that in many cases, a
compromise will have to be made between a short pylon to improve the dash capability with barepylons and a
long pylon to minimise the drag and usable lift penalties at high CL (a point not illustrated in this lecture).

3.3 Spacing of Pylons across the Span

In 2, 3.1, 3.2, we have been concerned with the carriage of a single store per wing panel. In practice,
however, it is likely that current and future aircraft will be designed to carry a heavy store load
requiring 2, 3 or even as many as 5 pylons per side. Tests have been made 18) to show whether the drag
increments for a 3-pylon load of 3 stores on wing A of the previous example are sensitive to the spanwise
spacing of the pylons. Three alternative spacings were compared, the widest and narrowest spacings being
indicated by the photographs of Fig 2c. The graph shows the variation with Mach number of A(ACDi)
where A(ACDi) = (ACDi)narrow - (LCD)wide

and ACD i is defined as in the example in §3.1.
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The figure shows that as might have been expected, bringing the stores closer together increases the
interference drag at low and moderate Mach numbers, the maximum changes being as much as 4(ACDI) z 0.0030
or perhaps 15" of the drag of the clean aircraft. At high subsonic speeds, the trend begins to reverse
until ultimately, the drag increment is less with tbe narrow spacing. The Mach number for the crossover
increases with CL.

The oil flow patterns in Fig 2c offer a partial explanation for the change in sign of A(ACD,) between low
and high Mach number, eg between M = 0.75 and 0.80 at CL = 0. Irrespective of the spacing, the main
feature of these flow patterns is the near-unswept shock below the wing between the pylons. With the
narrow spacing, this quasi-one-dimensional flow is already established at M - 0.75 with the terminal shocks
and flow separations behind the shock extending from one pylon to the next. With the wide spacing, this
type of pattern does not become fully established until M z 0.80 but then, the shock waves in the wider
gullies between the stores appear to be stronger. The pictures therefore help to explain why ACD increases
more rapidly above M = 0.75 with the wide spacing, the increase being .icient to give higher RD, than
with the narrow spacing above M - 0.80. There is an obvious similarity between these effects of spacing
and the effects of store depth as already described.

For configurations of the type discussed here, store spacing is clearly a significant parameter, the optimum
value would depend on the aircraft operating requirements. It is possible however to envisage how the
adverse interference, ie the values of ACDi might be reduced by either changes in pylon design or store
relative longitudinal position, ie store stagger. In the present case, the pylons were of simple design
with symmetrical slab-sided sections; the shocks between the pylons tended to be unswept because they
extended from the peak suction on the outboard side of the inner pylon (aft of its maximum thickness) to the
peak suction on the inboard side of the outer pylon (ahead of its maximum thickness), changes in design might
improve the shock sweep. The store longitudinal positions were chosen with the aim of minimising the cg shifts
for partial and full store loads; these considerations may be less vital in the future with the advent of
active controls and acceptance of relaxed stability.

3.4 Effect cf Wing Design: Multiple Carriage on Separate Pylons

The influence of wing design has already been discussed in S2 with reference to the drag incrcm ents for an
underwing tank installation on wings A and B (same planform, different sections, Fig Id). Comparative
tests were also mizde [7) on these wings and three stores of shape Y mounted on three separate pylons.
Results and oil flow petterns from these tests are presented in Fig 3. The upper gaphs com pare the CD - M
variation for CL = 0.2 for (a) the clean wings, (b) the wings with 3 bare pylons per wing and (c) the fully
loaded configurations. It should be noted that the false zeros on the ordinate scales have been staggered
by amounts corresponding to the estimated low speed profile drag of respectively, the pylons and the pylons
plus stores: in other words, if there were no interference drag, the three pairs of curves would start at
low Mach number at the same levels.

The addition of the pylons and then the stores reduces the drag-rise Mach number and by implication, the
penetration speed by significant amounts, at least 0.1 in Mach number. This is only to be expected and to
some extent at least, is an inevitable consequence of carrying a heavy store load underwing in what has
generally been accepted as a 'standard' arrangement. In passing, it should be noted that in this and
succeeding sections up to §4.2, we are only concerned with the multiple carriage of stores on separate
pylons at different stations across the span. 'Standard' underwing carriage of a mu'*iple store load can
in practice imply the use of a triple carrier, eg as on the F-4 Phantom, or a twin carrier as on the Harrier
but these cases are not considered here because of the difficulty of separating the store-wing interference
from the interference within the multiple carrier.

It is clear that the relative assessment of wings A and B depends on whether the pylons/stores are fitted
or not. Clean, the reduction in the Mach number for the steep drag-rise for wing B relative to wing A is
about AM = 0.035 but with pylons, it is as much as AM = 0.06 and with pylons/stores, about AM = 0.055. The
unexpected feature of these results is the striking effect of the bare pylons. This is a significant
conclusion because the aircraft will still be carrying its pylons on the return from the target and hence
this is a configuration that should if possible be optimised. Also, the shape of a pylon is probably less
sacrosanct - or less constrained by other factors - than the shape of most stores.

Fig 3 also shows the wing lower surface pressure distributions for stations at 0.60 and 0,72 x semi-span on
wing A and at 0.64 and 0.74 x semi-span on wing B, for CL = 0.2, M = Mx. The stations are between the
middle and outer pylons, the outer stations being very close to the outer pylons. For the clean wings, the
flow is subcritical in both cases although it is significant that the val..es of (-Cp) near 0.3c are almost
twice as great for wing B as for wing A. Adding the pylons on wing A leads to a local supersonic region
inboard of the outer pylon while on wing B, this region appears to extend across the whole panel to the
middle pylon. Adding the stores produces a strong shock wave in the gully between the stores as already
seen in Fig 2c with poor flow behind the shock particularly on wing B. Near the outer pylon on wing B, the
separation is already sufficient to degrade the ,upersonic region, this is hardly surprising bearing in mind
that H = Mx, CL = 0.2 is far up the drag-rise for this configuration.

These pressure distributions do not however tell the full story. Fig 3 also contains photographs of oil
flow patterns for M = Mx, CL  0.2 for wings A and B with three bare pylons. Weak shocks and fairly narrow
pylon wakes are evident in the picture for wing A but generally, the flow is relatively well behaved
compared with wing B where there are substantial flow separations both inboard of the outer pylon and
downstream and outboard of the inner and middle pylons. These pictures suggest that the drag creep in the
results for wing B with bare pylons must be largely associated not with premature wave drag but with gross
viscous effects particularly downstream of the pylons.

The full assessments of wings A and B including factors not discussed here could still favour wing B. It is
a more advanced wing with notable advantages in usable lift and fuel volume. In designing wing B, it was
accepted that there would be some loss in drag rise Mach number at low C , a reduction of 0.03 was deemed
acceptable. It must be emphasised strongly tha, the fact that the reduction is about 0.06 with pylons fitted
does not desLroy the concept of the advanced wino' design. It merely shows that one should design the wing-
pylof'-r'd if possible, the wing-pylons-stores as ,in entity. The simple pylons that were adequate on wing A



are no longer acceptable on wing B. Aerodynamically, as isolated pylons, they were respectable designs
6.5c thick, syrmetrical, slab-sided, elliptic nose, tapered aft section. Looking at the oil flow picture,
however, it seems inconceivable that one would not be able to modify the pylon design to reduce the viscous
interference effects on the wing

4 UNDERWING STORES OTHER ASPECTS OF INTERFERENCE

4.1 Aircraft Stability and Usable Lift

It is of course self-evident that underwing stores will interfere with the flow over the wing lower surface.
Until recently, however, it has not been fully realised that the stores car. modify the flow over the wing
upper surface and that this can have serious consequences, particularly when the flow is supercritical. To
start with a simple example, Fig 4 presents results from tests at M - 0.85 on a model of an aircraft with a
wing of moderate sweepback and moderate aspect ratio tested with and without two underwing stores per wing.
Fig 4a shows the wing upper surface pressure distribution for a station near mid-seni-span and it will be
seen that the addition of the stores increases the suctions in the supersonic region and hence, the shock
strength. Two factors can contribute to this interference, an increase in upwash and an increase in local
velocity. The shock strength is increased - but by varying amounts - across the complete span and thus,
the shock-induced separation leading to a forward movement of the shock occurs at a lower incidence. This
is shown in Figs 4b,c for stations at mid-semi-span and 0.85 x semi-span. However, the important point is
that these effects were not quite the same at all spanwise stations. The differences appeared trivial at
first sight but they were sufficiint to modify the Cm - a variation as shown in Fig 4d. The results for
the clean wing were marginally acceptable; with stores, however, there was an unacceptable pitch up. This
is an aspect of store interference which is clearly very configuration-dependent but it cannot be ignored
when se eking to optimise the configuration.

The interference with the upper surface flow has more dramatic consequences at high CL near the usable lift
boundary. Two examples drawn from the results of the experiments 7 on wings A and B are presented in
Fig 5. First, at the top of the page, data fron incidence traverses at a relatively high subsonic Mach
number, M = Mx + 0.07, indicate serious adverse interference, eg on the lift break, by about ACL -0.05
for the bare pylons or ACL= -0.25 for the fully loaded case. Measured pressures are shown for 3 stations
at 2 incidences. With and without pylon cases are compared at the same incidence. The distributions show
that as might be expected, some of the loss in break CL is ddie to the interterence with the lower surface
flow which is still substantial even at these incidences, particularly near the outer pylon. The significant
point however is that the flow breakdown on the upper surface appears to occur at a lower incidence. the
deterioration between a = 4.90 and 6.70 at 0.64 and 0.73 x semi-span is certainly much more rapid when the
pylons are fitted. Once again, relatively small increases in shock strength have been sufficient to provoke
these differences. It is possible that these effects could have been averted or at least postponed to a
higher Mach number by moving the pylon-wing intersection further aft. The more dramatic effect from fitting
the stores is of somewhat academic interest because it isunlikely that the fully loaded aircraft would have
sufficient thrust to reach these conditions.

The results in the lower half of Fig 5 have been included to illustrate that the interference effects of
underwing pylons/stores on usable lift are not necessdrily adverse. These results for M = Mx again show a
reduction in break CL from both the pylons and the stores but the subsequent reduction in lift-curve slope
is less and the development of the stall is then more progressive. Indeed, the very fact that data can be
presented for the cases with pylons and with pylons/stores up to a high incidence is itself significant
because with the clean wing. the test could not be continued beyond the abrupt lift break because of severe
model bounce. Pressure distributions, with and without stores are compared for two stations (between the
middle and outer stores as in Fig 3) at three incidences, the lowest being near separation-onset. It will
be seen that stores off, there is a lift contribution from the forward supersonic region at both stations
at a t 8' and 9.5* followed by a collapse at both stations at 11' whereas stores on, the supersonic region
ha: already completely collapsed at one but only one station at a z 9.5°; in other words, an earlier but
more progressive stall, stores on. This implies earlier buffet onset but better buffet ,enetration. The
presence of the pylons and the stores is tending to dictate the manner in which the areas of separated flow
extend with increasing incidence and as a result, the stall development is likely to be less sensitive to
other variables: for example, there is evidence from tests on other wing designs that the presence of
underwing stores can alleviate any tendency to lateral problems such as wing drop and wing rock. This
statement would not however be true of every wing design, examples could be quoted where the exdlt opposite
would apply.

Speculatively and arguably, a wing design philosophy can be suggested that would exploit this possible
favourable interference of the pylons/stores on the stall development. One should design the clean wing to
carry as much lift as possible at buffet-onset; there is then the risk that the flow will tend to break down
all across the span at almost the same incidence; however, the aidition of underwing pylons (and stores)
could then slightly degrade the stall onset but give the progressive breakdown that is required for
satisfactory flying qualities. This design philosophy has been set out in broad terms; to follow it
literally may not be possible with a given design at all Mach numbers. The interference from the pylons/
stores is probably due to their effect on the spanwise upwash distribution ahead of the swept leading edge
of the wing; the detailed effects could be modified by small changes in the geometry of the wing-pylon
leading edge junction.

4.2 Buffet at low CL

As a final contribution from the results of the tests [7] on wings A and B, Fig 6 presented CB - CL curves
for M = Mx and M = Mx + 0.07 for wing B with and without pylons/stores. It will be seen that even at M = Mx,
the stores are tending to provoke a buffet response at low positive CL while at M Mx + 0.07, with stores,
there is no CL-range that can be described as being free from buffet and even the bare pylons give
significant buffet at low CL. Most modifications introduced to reduce the drag increments should also tend
to alleviate the buffet.
* C B _tuned rms wing root strain

dynamic pressure



4.3 Flow Fields: Store Loads and Release

Various references, eg Ref 12, have concluded that for underwing stores, the flow field about the aircraft
with stores may be the most important parameter affecting the store trajectory. Mathews in Chapter 5 of
Ref 4 notes that the flowfield is likely to vary with aircraft, store, store position, adjacent stores,
flight conditions, and oircraft attitude, eg an underwing flowfield often produces a large nose down
aerodynamic pitching moment on the store and, for large diameter stores at high Mach number can, to quote
Mathews, 'result in unsatisfactory release trajectories for many weapons'. As an illustration, Fig 7
compares the variation with Mach number of the maximum pitch angle experienced by a store when released,
with the same ejection velocity from similar locations under two wings of identical planform, but different
section thickness 131. The pitch disturbance increases significantly with both Mach number and thickness/
chord ratio. In this example, with a reduction in t/c from ll to 5,', the release Mach number can be
increased by about 0.15 without exceeding a given level of pitch disturbance. This is consistent with the
greater chordwise variation of local velocity and flow angles and the earlier appearance of shock waves and
flow separations around the pylon and store which would be expected beneath the thicker wing. It also
prompts the suggestion that a benign flow environment for a store release exhibits characteristics similar
to those required to minimise the drag penalties of store carriage - a reasonable and happy supposition!

5 WING dIP-MOUNTED STORES

Wing tip carriage is increasingly becoming a favoured option for carriage of slender missiles. There may
be practical reasons for this, eg a missile mounted well forward at the tip will have a good unobstructed
field of view and it may be the best position to avoid ground clearance problems. However, on many wings,
it is also an attractive proposal aerodynamically and it certainly should be discussed in this lecture
because it provides a prime example of favourable aerodynamic interference.

The AGARD FDP lorking Party Report (4] included two examples (14,151 showing that wing-tip carriage of
external stores can reduce the lift-dependent drag. Fig 8 presents some results from a recent series of
tests which are of considerable interest because surface pressure measurements are available to help in
the interpretation of the favourable interference. Tests were made on a sweptback wing research model
fitted alternatively with a curved wing tip and with a cropped square-cut tip on which was mounted a model
of a missile and its launcher. The tests covered a wide range of Mach number but the results for M = 0.7
presented in Fig 8 are typical of those obtained at Mach numbers up to at least M 0.9. They are non-
dimensionalised using the geometry of the wing with the square-cut tip. The drag increment at a given CL
from adding the missile and its launcher decreases with CL,becoming negative above about CL z 0.3. A
prediction based on treating the missile and launcher as an effective extension of the span gives very good
agreement with the measured results up to quite high values of CL. This may suggest a very simple analogy
but a detailed study of the pressure distributions measured in these tests shows that this analogy does not
entirely represent the pi'ysics underlying the favourable interference.

Fig 8 shows that the reduction in the lift-dependent drag collates with an increase in lift at a given
incidence; some of this extra lift is generated on the missile itself but mostly, it is produced on the
outer wing as shown by the local CN values for the station at 0.95 x semi-span. Indeed, the local lift at
this station is almost as great as for the wing with curved tip and is greater than would be predicted on
the effective span analogy. Further, the changes in chordwise loading at this station due to the addition
of the missile cannot be explained simply by a change in induced incidence. Comparison of the results from
the tests with and without the missile tail fins shows that some of the extra lift even at this station
some distance away from the fins is due to local interference between the fins and the rear wing (increased
suctions on the upper surface, increased pressures on the lower surface).

The results in Fig 8 and in the earlier comparisons 114,151 are for conventional tip-mounted installations.
It does not need much imagination to suggest that it might be possible to exploit the favourable
interference further by repositioning the missile. Winglet research is obviously relevant. Not all the
interference can be described as favourable: the increased adverse pressure gradients near the leading edge
on the upper surface near the wing tip-launcher junction at low Mach numbers and a further forward shock
position near the tip at higher Mach numberscould have adverse consequences particularly for wings designed
to stall progressively inwards from the extreme tio. However, with care, it should be possible to avoid
these local problems and thus reap the benefits of the favourable interference.

6 BASIC CONCEPTS FOR FAVOURABLE INTERFERENCE
F-mR-7 TM I 1DESE I ERENCE -

The discussion in §S2-5 has concerned wing-store interference. Let us now consider store-store interference
and the implications for carrier design and for multiple store arrangements, eg below the fuselage. Three
basic concepts [16) are available to reduce adverse or to produce favourable interference, viz

(i) increased lateral 3pacing of the stores,
(ii) longitudinal stagger between adjacent stores, and

(iii) tandem carriage of the stores.

Fig 9 presents results from tests in the 2ft x lft tunnel at RAE Farnborough in which drag measurements
were made (171 on various arrays of stores mounted on 45' sweptback struts from the roof of the tunnel.
The pylon extended one store diameter from the roof and so the stores were positioned just clear of the roof
boundary layer; in effect, the stores were being tested close to a reflection plane simulating the surface
of a wing with zero thickness. Results are shown in Fig 9 for two types of store, one with a poiritd nose
and the other with a hemispherical bluff nose. The results have been collapsed in the form of three
interference drag factors, viz

K Drag of row of 2 stores for a row of 2 stores at different
y T_'-drag of individual store lateral spacings, y,

Drag of staggered row of 2 stores for a row of 2 stores at a given lateralKst 2 x drag of -ianvluaistore spacing (0.25 calibres) but different
longitudinal stagger, Xst,
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(ie with zero stagger, Kst KY)
Drag of column of 2 stores for a column of 2 stores at different

KT = 2 x Arag of ind-iidual store axial separation, XT

The graphs in Fig 9 give an idea of what might be achieved ideally with these 3 basic concepts. It should
be noted that the actual values of Ky, Kst, KT and their variation with Mach number depend considerably on
the shape of the store. Some of the main features of the results are described below.

6.1 Lateral Spacing

Two stores side-by-side at the close spacing (y 0.015 calibres) typical of store carriage on standard
tv.in carriers clearly gives appreciable adverse interference, the values of Ky increase from about 1.5 at
low Mach number to maxima of 1.65-1.75 before decreasing to 1.3-1.4 at transonic speeds. The maxima in
these curves occur at a Mach number close to the drag-rise Mach number HMs of the individual store if
tested in isolation. Increased lateral spacing rapidly reduces the adverse interference at Mach numbers
below NDs, the decrease with y at low speeds being predicted reasonably by the equation

0.42KY e xp iy'/O.4Md

where d store diameter
and y' minimum distance between the two stores

Above M - M$,, the benefits of increased lateral spacing become less pronounced, the variation with y
tending to disappear first at low values of y. Near and above M z 1, the changes in Ky with y only amount
to about 0.1.

When applying this concept to an actual twin or triple carrier, other factors intrude, eg an increase in y
will tend to give more surface area on the carrier body and will modify the interference between the stores
and this body. On a practical installation, the variation of D/q with y can therefore be non-monotonic
particularly at high subsonic speeds. This is yet another example of a phenomenon already noted in other
areas, viz if one widens a channel between two surfaces, one can reduce low speed viscous interference but
allow the supercritical flow to expand to a higher local Mach number, thus increasing the wave drag. In
general, however, for aircraft with a heavy store load, it is probably the results at Mach numbers up to
Mos that are important and thus, increased lateral spacing should be helpful. In addition to the reduction
in drag, the increased lateral spacing should improve the release characteristics - less tendency for a
collision during release and more opportunity to use an optimum ejection angle.

6.2 Store Stagger

A relatively small amount of stagger, eg Xst z1 calibre is sufficient to displace the peak suction regions
near the shoulders of the store and Fig 9 shows that this can reduce the drag significantly, particularly
at Mach numbers near MDs. The values of K~t for y z 0.25 calibres are then about 1.2 as compared with
maxima in the range 1.4 - 1.6 for stores with zero stagger. Having displaced the peak suction regions,
there is then little further change in drag until the forward shoulder of the rear store has moved aft of
the rear shoulder of the forward store. There is then a further reduction in Kst, eg for Xst = 4 and 6
calibres for the pointed nose store and Xst z 6 calibres for the bluff nose store. Values of Kst near 0.8
are then obtained at transonic speeds. The most sensible way of describing this result is to say that the
favourable interference to be expected (see below) from carrying stores in tandem can still be achieved to
some extent with store centres displaced laterally by 1.25 calibres.

Longitudinal stagger of the stores as a means of reducing the drag of loaded multiple carriers at high
subsonic and transonic speeds was being suggested [181 as early as 1966 and again at an AGARD FMP
conference j19] in 1973. Tests J4,5; on a 1/4 scale model of a standard triple carrier on the ARA isolated
store drag rig showed that staggering the bombs on the shoulder stations by 0.92 calibres forward and aft
of the bottom bomb reduced the drag by more than 20% at M - 0 9. These and other results have confirmed
that stagger can reduce the adverse interference in a practical installation. The benefits affect more
than just drag. forces and moments on both installed and released stores can be reduced, as illustrated in
Fig 10.

These results in Fig 10 are taken from tests [20; in which the close interference forces and moments between
two Mk 10 bombs mounted underwing on a standard twin carrier have been measured during simulated release of
the inboard 'free bomb'. Tests were made with the bombs mounted side-by-side and staggered fore-and-aft, by
±1 calibre, the positive sign denoting that the inboard 'free bomb' is staggered aft. Load measurements
were made on the sting-mounted 'free bomb' and the carrier-mounted 'captive bomb' and also pressures were
measured on the lower surface of the carrier both along the carrier centre line and above the 'free bomb'
centre line. Results for M 0.80 are presented in Fig 10. The pressure distributions appearing above/
below the bomb pictures were taken with the captive bomb respectively present and absent, the free bomb was
slightly below its installed position. The bottom graphs show the effect of stagger on the variation of
store pitching moment and yawing moment with vertical displacement of the free bomb with and without the
captive bomb present.

The pressure measurements on the carrier clearly show that store stagger is effective in reducing the store-
store and store-carrier interference. The shock strengths are reduced with both positive end negative
stagger, the highest peak local Mach numbers being M1 = 1.41 (1.41) for side-by-side carriage, Me = 1.30
(1.22) for positive stagger and Me - 1.26 (1.09) for negative stagger, the values in brackets referring to
the single bomb case.

Poor release characteristics are often diagnosed as being due to the magnitude of the aerodynamic yawing
moments and nose down pitching moments on the released stores and the results in the lower graphs indicate
that positive stagger should be very helpful in both respects. Note. with positive stagger, moments for
first bomb to be released are given by Xst 1 1, captive bomb present and for the second bomb by Xst 0 0, no
captive bomb.
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Mathews in Ref 4 also quotes an example where staggering the stores on an HER was found to reduce the
installed pitching moments. He draws the conclusion that 'store staggering appears to offer considerable
potential for both drag reductions and store separation improvements and that additional research in this
area is highly recommended.'

6.3 Tandem Carriage

Returning to Fig 9, the bottom pair of graphs illustrate that carrying stores in tandem is a powerful method
of obtaining favourable interference, particularly with bluff-rose stores. If the stores are virtually
nase-to-tail, ie XT 0.005 calibres, the reduction in overall drag for a column of two stores amounts to
about 30% near M 1.0 for the bluff nose and 20% for pointed nose stores; even at a separation of 3
calibres, these figures are 20% and 15%. In inviscid subcritial flow, one would predict compensating
buoyancy effects decreasing the drag of the front store and incv'easing the drag of the aft store. The
actual measurements showed that with the stores close together, these opposing trends were present at
M < MDs but the increase in drag of the rear store was not sufficient to offset the reduction in drag of
the forward store. At high Mach number near M = 1.0, the drag of even the rear store could be less than
the drag of the store in isolation. Five mechanisms for drag reduction in a tandem arrangement were listed
in Ref 4, viz

(i) the rear store is in a stream of reduced mean dynamic pressure,

(ii) at very small spacings, the nose of the rear store is in an essentially dead-air region behind the
base of the forward store (this applies to stores with large effective base area),

(iii) the wake of the forward store can modify the flow separation characteristics from the nose of a
relatively bluff rear store,

(iv) the rear store is in a stream of reduced Mach number and thus, the onset of wave drag from the rear
store is delayed and also, the shock wave on the forward store is probably moved forward thus
reducing the wave drag of this store, and

(v) the longitudinal cross-sectiinal area distribution of the combination is better than for the forward
or rear stores in isolation and thus, the wave drag at transonic speeds will be less.

Once again, the concept of tandem carriage is not new. Ref 4 quotes results obtained 118] in 1966 at CAL
showing that the drag increments due to adding 3 stores to the rear station of an HER was appreciably less
than that from adding the first 3 stores to the empty carrier - by 15% at M = 0.8 or more than 40% at
H z 1.2. Drag results for tandem carriers [3] and for tandem arrangements [21] of stores under a fuselage
are also quoted in Ref 4; all show large drag reductions broadly consistent with Fig 9, the improvements
being frequently about 40% at transonic speeds and particularly noticeable for stores with a completely
bluff nose. Methods for the quantitative prediction of these effects are being developed.

In addition to the drag improvements, tandem carriage can also lead to better release speeds. Tests on a
model of the Phantom showed that the store installed loads for tandem carriers were of the same order as
for a standard twin carrier; the moments were in fact somewhat smaller. Even with the same loads, release
from a tandem carrier could be preferable because sideways movement during release does not have to be
limited because of the proximity of an adjacent store as with a twin carrier. Cases have however been
reported where tandem carriage has introduced additional release problems.
The general case for tandem carriage on grounds of drag and store release is very strong and the concept
should be exploited whenever possible. It is appreciated that carrier flexibility, CG/stability
considerations can raise problems but it is hoped that the latter will be less serious on future aircraft
equipped with active control technology.

7 FEASIBLE DRAG IMPROVEMENTS FOR PRACTICAL STORE ARRANGEMENTS

Research over the past 10 years has shown that large improvements in the drag of multiple external store
arrangements are feasible. The improvements are achieved by judicious application of the concepts discussed
in §6 and by refining the general aerodynamic cleanliness of the assemblies, eg by fairing of external sway
braces. The reductions in drag imply less adverse interference, better flow, weaker shocks, less extensive
separations and so in many cases, the reductions in drag should be accompanied by smaller installed luddh
and better and more predictable release characteristics. Figs l1a-c,e,f, illustrate the reductions in drag
thought to be feasible; in all cases, present in-service equipment is taken as the datum for comparison.
in most cases the curves labelled 'feasible', 'bestconventional' or 'radical' are based on actual test data
and are for arrangements that it is thought, could be engineered in practice, eg the carriers were designed
to allow space for the ejector release units and are not idealised configurations.

7.1 Carriers

The scales of all the graphs are the same, the stores in all cases are Hk 10, 454 kg bombs. To this extent,
the results are specific but the gains are so large that hopefully, this is of little consequence.
Summarising the results for say, M = 0.85:

(i) the drag of the fully loaded triple carrier, Fig lla, can be reduced to only about 33% of the fully
loaded standard LuTE. As a measure of the achievement, the drag of the feasible triple carrier at
this Mach number is only about 20% greater than the simple sum of the isolated drags of three
separate bombs and the empty carrier. Three bombs can be carried for less drag than a single bomb
on the present in-service triple carrier or two bombs on the present in-service twin carrier,

(ii) the drag of the empty triple carrier, Fig llb, can be reduced to less than 25% of the drag of the
empty standard triple carrier and in isolation, the drag-rise can be postponed to about M 0.98,

(iii) the drag of the loaded twin carrier, Fig llc, can be reduced to less than 60% of that of the
standard twin carrier of the type shown. Relative to the practice adopted on some aircraft of
carrying two stores on a standard triple carrier, the figure is less than 30%.
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These figures are for carriers in isolation. The improvements may be even larger if the carrier is mounted
underwing but might not be as great if a number of carriers are installed close together underfuselage
(unless the whole array was then designed as a unit).

Many factors enter into the design of a good twin carrier. These include the lateral spacing of the stores,
the store ejection angle, the longitudinal stagger of the stores, the surface area, fineness ratio and
shape of the carrier itself. The standard twin carrier has a body in the form of a thick faired plate of
low aspect ratio but various other possible types of twin carrier can be envisaged as shown in Fig lid.
Oil flow patterns (4] from 1/4 scale model tests at ARA have shown that with poor twin carrier designs

(a) there can be considerable outflow over the bomb nose, rolling up to form a vortex over the top of
the bomb with a clearly defined secondary separation line,

(b) the flow diverts downwards and accelerates over the bomb nose leading to a shock in the entry to
the bomb-carrier passage, this shock being strong enough to induce a local flow separation,

(c) air is sucked through the gaps between the bombs and carrier body near and between the fixation
bolts, thus adding to the confused flow situation further aft.

With a good twin carrier design, however, these features are much less pronounced and indeed, the flow over

the bombs can appear to be relatively innocuous [4[.

7.2 Underwing Stores

Fig lle compares four different methods of carrying three underwing stores. The measured data on which the
curves are based were actually obtained from tests on more than one wing but they have been converted in an
approximate but realistic manner to allow for the effects of wing design and so, Fig Ile can be assumed to
be a genuine comparison for a given wing. The four curves refer respectively, in order of increasing
merit, to

(i) conventional carriage or a standard in-service t-iple carrier as on for example, the F-4 Phantom,

(ii) conventional carriage with the same three stores mounted on three separate pylons as in the
arrangements discussed earlier in $s3,4,

(iii) 'best conventional' carriage with the stores mounted on a mix of improved carriers and pylons, and

(iv) a 'radical' arrangement based on recent research.

The comparison in Fig Ile is dramatic. For example, at a likely operational Mach number, even the 'best
conventional' arrangement is capable of reducing the drag increment to less than 65% of the value for the
simple arrangement on three separate pylons and less than 40% of that of the in-service arrangement with a
standard triple carrier. The drag increment for the 'radical' arrangement at low Mach number is less than
half that with the 'best conventional' arrangement and shows little change with Mach number up to a value
far in excess of the incremental drag-rise Mach number with any of the other arrangements.

7.3 Underfuselage Stores

Fig llf presents a similar comparison for multiple arrangements of bombs underfuselage. The three curves
relate to

(i) 'current practice' with the bombs mounted on standard multiple carriers,

(ii) a 'best conventional' arrangement in which the store array is designed to exploit stagger and tandem
carriage, and

(iii) a radical arrangement exploiting all possible features of conformal carriage (see 8 below).

It should be noted that the model chosen for this comparison is not the same as for the underwing store
comparison and to that extent, it may be misleading to present the two figures side-by-side. Nevertheless,
the implication that it is preferable to carry a heavy store load in arrays under the fuselage rather than
underwing can be accepted as a Valid LurIlusioll (although the differences are much less if one can succeed
on a new aircraft to adopt a radical approach to underwing carriage). Other examples supporting this
conclusion and drawn from US research [21,23] are to be found in Ref 4.

Fig Ilf suggests that relative to (i), it is possible with (ii) to reduce the drag by almost 40% and to
achieve a gain in drag-rise Mach number of about 0.2. With the radical underfuselage arrangement, the drag
increment is less than half that obtained with (ii). With both (ii) and (iii), the drag increment at high
subsonic and transonic speeds is less than the free-air drag of the bombs in isolation, ie with (iii), less
than half the free-air drag: an outstanding example of configuration optimisation if indeed, the research
worker is correct in claiming that the radical approach which produced these results could be engineered in
practice. Some radical concepts are described in Ref 22. Ideally, the stores should be mounted tangentially
(or semi-submerged if the penalties of empty cavities after the stores have been dropped [231 can be
minimised) in tandem with close longitudinal spacing, with due regard to the longitudinal distribution of
cross-sectional area for the complete configuration and with the ejector units and indeed, the stores hidden
or partially hidden within the fuselage or behind a specially devised fairing. We have therefore now
arrived at the theme of conformal carriage which is cloarly the prime approach for mounting stores in a way
that will exploit favourable aerodynamic interferenc

8 CONFORMAL CARRIAGE

The air, with conformal carriage is to carry the external stores as closely as possible to the external
surface of the aircraft. The best way of accomplishing this is to either extend the surface of t'ie
aircraft to meet the stores or to enclose the mounting racks within the aircraft so that the stores meet
the surface. The primary emphasis to date has been on fuselage mounted arrangements, the advantages of
which have been demonstrated in flight on at least the F-4 and F-15 aircraft in the United States. It seems
probable that wing-mounted conformal arrangements could also be developed. To date, slipper tanks have been
the only common example of this approach.
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It should be remembered that the conformal carriage concept has other major advantages apart from drag
reductions, eg it allows the use of bluff stores which would give unacceptable performance penalties if
mounted on external carriers but which one may wish to use for the sake of their desirable release and
trajectory characteristics and second, it allows the use of locations which may have a notable benefit on
the aircraft stability, control and handling qualities. Concentrating the loadings closer to the aircraft
rotational (stability) axes can improve the inertial qualities to the extent that an aircraft laoded with
stores behaves comparably with an unloaded aircraft, the major difference in 'feel' to the pilot being
merely that due to the greater vehicle weight. Various practical problems may however make conformal
carriage difficuTt to engineer on some aircraft, these problems are however outside the scope of the
present lecture.

The outstanding examples in the published literature of a conformal carriage approach are first, the
special stores adaptor, designed, fitted and flight tested [25) on the F-4 Phantom and second, the
conformal fuel tank installation, [261 'Fast Pack' that has now been fitted to the F-15. The results from
the F-4 programme have been extensively reported elsewhere J2,4,5,25] and will not be repeated in detail
here. The conformal carriage adaptor provided 49 alternative positions for mounting ejector racks below
the fuselage including for example, three rows of four racks side-by-side. The fairing over these racks
provided a clean, smooth installation on the underside of the fuselage and both flight and tunnel tests
showed that the subsonic drag of the F-4 with the conformal adaptor was less than the drag o4 the clean
aircraft. A similar result was obtained with the F-15 'Fast Pack'. It would be easy to dismiss these as
particular, somewhat coincidental achievements but in fact, it could be claimed that they show the
potential usefulness of the conformal arrangements in improving the aerodynamic cleanliness of an overall
combat aircraft configuration.

Nichols [2,4,24,25] highlights the value of combining the concepts of conformal carriage and the use of
bluff stores which are likely to have superior store separation, trajectory and impact characteristics. To
carry these stores in any fashion other than conformal carriage would produce very large drag increments
but in the F-4 tests, flying with a compact array of 9 bluff stores (ordnance almost 401 greater than 12
Mk 82) gave a specific range at low altitude greater than for the clean F-4 up to a Mach number of M 0.85.
Tests were made with an additional fairing installed on the forward ramp ahead of the stores, and this
improved the performance, stores on.

The main conclusion [24; from the F-4 programme was that the performance advantages of conformal carriage
had been convincingly demonstrated in both the flight and the supporting wind tunnel tests. Obviously, the
precise quantitative results were a function of the aircraft design and it would not be possible on all
aircraft to design retrospectively arrangements that would give such large performance advantages. However,
the results should provide t-e spur to design new aircraft with conformal carriage in mind from the outset.

Turning to the second example, the flight test programme 126; undertaken by McDonnell Douglas Corp, showed
that two fuel pallets mounted in the wing-fuselage junction of the F-15 as shown in Fig 12a could provide
an additional 5808 litres fuel capacity without undue compromise to the air superiority capability of the
basic aircraft. Each pallet, or tank, had a streamline shape designed with regard to the longitudinal
cross-sectional area distribution of the complete aircraft-tank combination. Fig 12a also illustrates that
the conformal pallet could be used not only for fuel storage but also to carry electronics, weapons or guns.
Additional payload could be tangentially attached externally. Fig 12b showed that the addition of the
pallets reduced the subsonic drag level and delayed the drag-rise, at supersonic speeds, it allowed the
carriage of 5808 litres of fuel for a drag increment that was only about 40% and 65% respectively of the
drag increments for 4828 litres carried conventionally underwing ur 6791 fitres carried partly underwing
and partly underfuselage: a major achievement fully justifying the suggestion that on new aircraft in the
future, the aim should be to design with these radical ideas for store carriage in mind from the outset.

9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The two main aims of this lecture have been first to describe the nature of the major adverse and favourable
aerodynamic interference encountered with external store installations and second, to present sume examples
of the improvements that should be feasible. The main conclusions are as follows:

1) With existing external store arrangements, the drag increments can be very large and the release
characteristics can pose serious problems.

2) Research has already shown how major improvements could be achieved. Many of the proposals should
be feasible even on existing aircraft. Larger improvements should be possible on new aircraft types
provided the external store requirements are specified and borne in mind in the early phases of the
design.

3) To obtain the full benefit from advanced wing design, the wings should be designed with due regard
to store carriage. In particuldr, the wing/underwing pylons should be considered together. If this
is done, it should be possible to alleviate adverse interference at low CL and to achieve some
favourable interference on the flow breakdown at high CL at moderate and high subsonic speeds.

4) Research should be undertaken to exploit further the favourable interference possibilities of wing
tip carriage of slender missiles.

5) New multiple carriers and underfuselage arrays of stores should aim to exploit the concepts of tandem
carriage and store stagger and should avoid veiy close lateral spacing of the stores.

6) For new aircraft, the complete configuration should be designed as an entity with due regard to its
longitudinal cross-sectional area distribution and with the stores mounted either in conformal
packages or from conformal pallets.

Research to date on conformal carriage has pointed the way. The theoretical methods now available provide
the means. It is hoped that this lecture will have helped to stiffen the resolve to develop new radical
approaches to store carriage.
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INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS IN AIRCRAFT DESIGN

I. H. Rettie
Unit Chief Aero Research and Development
The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

P.O. Box 3707 M/S 79-93
Seattle, Washington, 98124 - U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The nature of aerodynamic interference among the components of an aircraft is
examined. Some of the flow mechanisms involved are studied with the help of theoretical
flow models with the objective of identifying design guidelines for the avoidance of
performance or other penalties. The possible achievement of favorable interference in
some cases is also discussed. Emphasis is placed upon the growing capability of
computational methods which allow the designer to explore interference effects during the
early phase of a design prior to wind tunnel tests.

INTRODUCTION

Interference flows in aerodynamics represent both a source of major development
problems and an opportunity for performance improvement. To take appropriate action, the
designer requires in both cases a good physical understanding of the flow processes
involved and also an adequate theoretical model of the flow so that quantitative
modifications can be made. The recent developments in high-speed digital computing
enable the modelling of quite complex flows including many viscous flow phenomena. It is
therefore very timely to review current experience of interference flow phenomena and to
explore the ways in which Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used to understand,
cure and exploit the situation as required in each case.

Each type of air vehicle exhibits its own class of interference problem. Basically,
however, these are of the same nature. Flow direction and velocity over one component is
affected by the flow field of another. In supersonic flows the interference effects are
usually very evident from the patterns of shocks and other waves. At high supersonic
Mach numbers the effects can become very localized and the opportunities for favorable
interference are clearly seen from, for example, the impingement of compression waves
from an engine air inlet cowl on the aft facing surface of a rear fuselage. At subsonic
speeds the effects are more subtle, but fundamentally similar and it is often the case
that an aerodynamicist trained in supersonic flow design work will find it easier than
most to appreciate the interference mechanisms involved. In general, the so-called "area
rule" approach is a valuable tool at all speeds, but away from a Mach number of unity in
both directions (subsonic and supersonic) the spacial relationship of components is
important.

An important type of interference occurs as a result of vortex flows. These are, of
course, very important in the wake of an aircraft and separation minimums are now
required in landing patterns particularly when a small aircraft is following a jumbo
jet. Aircraft designers are today much more aware of the effects of part-span vortices
from the wing on the horizontal tail. Recently a great deal of attention has been drawn
to the handling characteristics of commercial aircraft in conditions beyond normal
attitudes in the region of buffet onset and mild buffet. In some cases, vortices shed
from components such as engine nacelles can be controlled so as to enhance the wing
flow. In other cases small vortices can be created in the flow so as to inhibit
separation of the boundary layer. Small vortex generators are frequently mounted on the
upper surfaces of wings and on aft bodies. On the Short Bros. and Harland Belfast
Freighter, vanes were used on the highly upswept body. On most recent jetliners with
large, high-bypass-ratio engines, "ears" can be seen on the upper nacelle cowls which
direct the vortices to pass low over the wing upper surface and so avoid premature flow
separation. The inboard ear can in fact be tuned so as to allow separation at a given
lift coefficient in order to improve handling characteristics at incidences near stall.

A good example of an aircraft design in which interference problems had to be
carefully investigated at all stages of the design is the Boeing YCI4 prototype military
freighters (Figure 1). The flow over the inboard wing is dominated by the effects of
upwash generated by the body and nacelles. At low speeds the suction induced by the
engine air inlet has an important effect. For this reason, care was taken during the
development program to represent the inlet flow in wind tunnel tests by means of turbine
powered simulators. In most other testing, the nacelle was domed over and the exhaust
flow simulated by blowing. The reasons for this are the greater accuracy of the blown
nacelle and the unreliability of turbine powered simulators. This latter problem is one
which is now being satisfactorily resolved as a result of design development.

The interference between the nacelle exhaust flow and the wing trailing edge is
really a very wide issue which will not be explored here in detail. Attachment of the
engine exhaust flow to the wing trailing edge skin and flap system (the "Coanda" effect)
enhances the lift of the wing at all forward speeds. Another important effect on the
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Figure 1: Boeing YC-14

wing, particularly in cruise, is that of the landing gear fairings on the lower -orners
of the body. Such interference may be expected to be adverse simply on the basis of an
area rule computation. In fact, what happens is that the acceleration of the flow
induced by the landing gear fairings reduces the levels of pressure on the lower surface
of the wing thus causing a loss of lift. Attitude has to be increased in order to
recover this, resulting in an increase of drag.

Perhaps the most obvious aerodynamic interference flow in a conventional
configuration is the downwash associated with the wing wake over the horizontal tdil and
aft body. The effect on the horizontal tail is well known from elementary stability
theory. At first sight, the effect on the aft body appears favorable since the downwash
tends to offset the crossflow over the aft body caused by body incidence. However,
particularly in the case of an upswept aft body with the generally flattened underbelly
typical of a military transport, the flow along the keel line is relatively unaffected by
the downwash. This flow and the flow along the side of the body are bounded by a
separation line on the lower part of the body side. From this line, vortex flows emanate
which contain significant amounts of energy or drag. StraKes such as those referred to
earlier on the Short Belfast are effective in controlling and reducing the drag of these
vortices.

Figure 2 shows a typical flow problem on a more conventional aft body. There are
three flow mechanisms: the basic flow over the body at incidence, the wing downwash and
the junction flow between the body and the horizontal tail. Such junction problems are
usually suppressed by a small strakelet at the leading edge. This does not eliminate the
junction vortex which is determined by the span loading, but it reduces consequential
effects by improving smoothness of the flow.

S FLOW

.. CONGESTION-.

JUNCTION--

FLOW SEPARATION BENEATH THE HORIZONTAL TAIL
" INCREASES DRAG
" REDUCES TAIL EFFECTIVENESS

Figure 2: Typical Aft Body Flow Problem
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WING INTERFERENCE SITUATIONS

Interference with wing flow characteristics provides some of the most noteworthy examples
upon which to draw for a talk of this nature. Consider first the effect of a vertical
surface such as a nacelle side or a strut. A good example is an overwing nacelle
inSLallation similar to that of the YCI4, but on a swept wing. Figure 3 shows a typical
installation. It has been studied extensively on transport aircraft to provide jet noise
shielding or improved ground clearance, for example with a turboprop installation. A
forward location of the nacelle places the boat-tailling so that its effect can be offset
by the acceleration of flow around the leading edge of the wing. Thus the peak suction
on the wing can be locally reduced. However, the plan view shows the problem of flow
constriction which occurs in the inboard junction. This must be relieved by adjusting
the inboard nacelle lines in the region of the wing leading edge so as to regain a
streamline flow similar to that of the wing alone. The principles involved are explained
in Figure 4. Typical wing upper surface pressure gradients are shown to deflect an
approaching streamline in a manner different to that of the lower surface pressure
gradients. Figure 4 illustrates the effect on the flow field of adding an infinite
vertical plate aligned with the freestream approaching an infinite swept wing. Before
the plate is added, two undisturbed streamlines approach the wing and follow the paths
indicated on the upper and lower wing surfaces. If the plate is then added midway
between these two approaching streamlinLs, the wing span load distribution is perturbed
as shown in the lower half of the figure. The portion of the plate over the wing upper
surface is at an angle of attack to the flow of the undisturbed streamlines. Negative
pressures develop on the left side of the plate and positive pressures on the right
side. On the wing lower surface, the effect of the plate is not as pronounced, since its
angle of -ttack to the undisturbed lower surface streamlines is much smaller. Therefore,
the wing loading is increased to the left of the plate and decreased to the right. From
consideration of the plate as one side of a fuselage or of a nacelle, it is apparent that
failure to streamline-countour such a surface would result in undesirable changes in the
chordwise and spanwise pressure distributions. The deterioration would include isobar
and shock unsweeping and more adverse pressure levels, pressure gradients, and load
distribution.
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Figure 3: Overwing Engine Configuration Geometry
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The objective at a given high-speed cruise condition should be to achieve local Mach
numbers no higher than those of the wing alone in the inboard junction and lower than
those of the wing alone in the outboard junction. Care must be taken to minimize any
lift loss by mounting the pod as low in relation to the wing as is practicable. Then the
final result should demonstrate a degree of favorable interference similar to that
obtained in an early Boeing test and shown in Figure 5. The effect of the nacelle on the
wing shock pattern is shown in Figure 6, Note that with contouring, the sweep of the
shock is reasonably well maintained across the wing span so that the associated losses in
energy return to about the level for the wing alone.

WING-BODY WNB
0.5- ALONE,. PLUS

CONTOURED
NACELLE

0.4-

\N

0.3-
WING-1ODYPLUS SYMMETRIC

0.2 NACELLE

0.72 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80 0.82 0.84

CRITICAL MACH NUMBER

Figure 5: Drag Effect of Contouring Overwing Nacelles
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Figure 6.: Installation of Overwing Engine on High-Speed Wing

The winglet interference problem exhibits similar and some different characteristics.
Referring to Figure 7, it can be seen that the basic effect of the winglet must be to
inhibit flow around the wing tip thus increasing the lift carried by the wing near the
tip and reducing induced drag at a given value of lift. A close examination of the
winglet environment shows (Figure 7) that it is immersed in a cross flow. If the winglet
is loaded in the same sense as the wing the vertical sheet of trailing vortices causes a
cross flow in the opposite direction thus creating opportunities for favorable
interference. Expressing this in another way, the cross flow induced by the wing rotates
the vector of force on the winglet forward thus reducing the net drag increment.

In this way, a well designed winlet will be significantly more successful than would
be indicated by the "endplate effect alone. A secondary interference problem exists in
the junction between wing and winglet. Care must be taken to avoid excessive adverse
pressure gradients which might arise from the superposition of the two thickness forms.
In this regard note that a winglet mounted downwards might be easier to design and offers
the same opportunities for reduction of drag. Also, the existence of a dihedral angle on
the wing or an outward cant of the winglet will be beneficial.
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Figure 7: Winglet Flow Environment

Comparisons between winglets and wing tip extensions involve the complete
aerodynamic and structural design of the wing. On the basis of purely aerodynamic
considerations the increase in span will probably always be superior. Wing bending
moments may, however, be greater for a given performanze improvement. Note that the
bending moment induced by the lateral force on the winglet is relatively small,
particularly over the inboard part of the wing. Trade studies of the aerodynamic and
structural effects have led to consideration of winglets canted in front elevation in
order to determine the best compromise between the penalty in wing bending moment and the
improvement in induced drag.

The application of winglets to existing airplanes as product improvement items is
obviously very important since in such cases the tolerable increases in wing beniing
moments are strictly limited. Careful design may therefore maximize the performance
benefits available within a given wing strength.

A typical result of winglet studies is shown in Figure 8. This shows the trade
between tip extension and winglet. Tip extensions and winglets of equal area and length
are compared on the basis of performance improvement and bending moment increase. Figure
8 shows that for a given reduction in induced drag the winglet produces a significantly
lower increment in bending moment. In any study of this nature care must be taken to
identify all the elements of the trade and to undertake an exact bookkeeping of their
effects. In the winglet case the breakdown of performance effects is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Comparison of Induced Drag and Wing-Root Bending Moment
Increments Between Winglets and Tip Extensions

USE OF CFD IN INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS

Modern high-speed computers are capable of describing flows over very complex
configurations. Two basic approaches are used. At low speeds singular solutions to the
Laplace equation (i.e. source, doublet and vortex singularities) are distributed so as to
satisfy the condition of zero flow through the prescribed surface of the body or vehicle
being studied. Compressibility corrections are made by the Prandtl-Glauert or other rule
so that this approach can be used in flows where the free stream Mach number is of the
order of 0.7/0.8. This approach can also be used at supersonic speeds with equivalent
formulation of the flow due to singularities. At transonic speeds the compressibility
effects must be included correctly in the basic flow equation. Here what are called the
Full Potential Equations are commonly used today. They are solved by relaxation tech-
niques using a three-dimensional grid which is fitted to the surface of the body and must
be defined throughout the flow field. Construction of these grids is a real barrier to
the study of complicated shapes. The tendency is, therefore, to use the panel methods
unless the definition of shock strength and location is important.
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Four examples of the use of CFD are shown in Figure 10. Two are taken from studies
associated with the modification of a 747 for carriage of the NASA Space Shuttle. One is
a study of mounting systems in a wind tunnel. The fourth is an analysis of forces on a
weapon during the initial stages of its trajectory after release.

ACDNET AICDiwlngiets CDparasite + CDproflie + '%CDtrim * - Wtwinglets D

winglets airplane

where

ACDNET Total drag change due to wlnglets Including weight penalty

ACDiwlnglets Change In wing Induced drag due to the addition of winglets

CDparaslte Winglet parasite drag (skin friction, form drag

w!nglets and Interference drag)

ACDprofil e  The change In airplane drag (less the airplane
airplane Induced drag) due to a change in airplane angle of attack

ACDtrim Change In trim drag due to the addition of winglets

AWtwinglets Total winglet plus wing Installation weight penalty

" - Drag-weight trade factor for equal fuel burned
Awl

Figure 9: Breakdown of Performance Effects of Winglets
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The first 747 study concerned the lifting capability of the 747/Orbiter
combination. One purpose was to suggest a suitable attitude for the orbiter. The
calculations are shown with the orbiter at five degrees to the body axis of the 747. The
total lift is increased, but is less than the sum of the two bodies taKen separately.
The second 747 study arose from a deficiency which was observed during initial wind
tunnel studies of the combination. One effect of the orbiter was a shielding of the
vertical tail of the 747 which led to insufficient lateral stability. Several possible
modifications were studied on the computer leading to the selection of the horizontal tip
fins shown in the figure. Wind tunnel tests confirmed the predicted effectiveness of
these. This is a case where the use of the computer provided a good solution more
quickly and less expensively than would havL the wind tunnel.

The mounting strut interference study was undertaken to indicate which type of mount
and what design should be used for particular purposes. In general, the lower strut is
not good for drag because of interference with the aft body. The upper strut is
difficult for control and stability tests because it provides a poor model of the
vertical tail and because it does not properly represent inteference effects on the
horizontal tail.

The store separation problem is one which has been studied in many ways. The object
is to avoid an untoward maneuver on the part of the weapon while in the flow field of the
airplane. The chart shows the capability of the panelling approach in predicting forces
and moments on the weapon. Supersonic studies have also been accomplished with similar
good agreement.

Examples of the use of the transonic Full Potential Equations are discussed below in
relation to nacelle inteference studies.

USE OF FLOW VISUALIZATION IN INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS

While some viscous effects are included in CFD calculations (e.g. boundary layer
displacement thickness) we are many years from a realistic capability of describing
separated or vortex flows. This is one area in which wind tunnel test techniques are
being improved to enable us to explore and understand interference effects. A technique
developed at Boeing is known as the Wake Imaging System (WIS). It is a device which
records variations in total pressure and converts them to a colour coded light output.
By traversing the wake of a separated or vortex flow, a picture ir colour of the
gradation of total pressure can be compiled and printed.

Two examples of this technique are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The first shows the
clear imprint of the nacelle wakes at a incidence of four degrees on the 747 aircraft.
At eight degrees it shows a fairly large separation on the outboard wing which is
apparently controlled to a large degree by the addition of the outboard nacelle.
Presumably, the strut of the nacelle installation interupts the spanwise flow on the
upper wing surface causing a part span vortex which collects the bulk of the boundary
layer and leaves a relatively cleaner flow over the outer wing.

M - .88

RN 4 MILLION
- 4 DEGREES a - 8 DEGREES

CLEAN WING 90M

WING &
NACELLES

Figure 11: Wake Imaging Results

The second example is from the re-engining of the Boeing 737. This was described in
my previous talk on Aerodynamic Design. The CFM-56 engine is housed in a nacelle mounted
under the wing. This replaces the more integrated installation of the current JT8D
engine. A difficulty of the new installation was the presence of a vortex flow emanating
from the inboard side of the nacelle which would cause an early separation of the inboard
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wing. By attaching a large vane or "ear" to the nacelle, the vortex was brought down
closer to the wing and the separation was delayed. The vane is commonly referred to as a
Vortex Control Device (VCD).

VCD OFF VCD ON

- VCD OFF
VCD ON "B -160

35q
% / 60r% (XIC)

16

Figure 12: Effect of Vottex Control Device

Further development of the WIS will increase its capability of traversing the flow
field both in the wake behind the model and forward on to the surface of the wing. Tho
aim is to be able to visualize not only the downstream effects of vortex or separated
flows, but also to help understand and modify the configuration features which give rise
to them. The system is particularly useful in exploring the flow field around horizontal
and vertical stabilizers. It affords a valuable means of identifying and correcting the
causes of undesirable stability characteristics.

NACELLE INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS

Nacelle installations are notoriously fraught with interference problems. These arise
from spillage around the engine air inlet, flow problems in channels formed by a nacelle,
strut and the airplane wing or body, scrubbing of the airplane structure by the engine
exhaust and interference between the exhaust plume and, for example, the wing. This last
effect has received particular attention in recent years because of the trend towards
twin engine transport installations with high bypass ratio engines. In order to maintain
ground clearance and avoid severe penalties in landing gear weight, there is pressure on
the aerodynamicist and installation engineer to reduce the separation between the nacelle
and the wing. Because of the channel flow problem mentioned above the nacelle is usually
mounted on a strut forward of the wing. The variety of installations analyzed at Boeing
in recent years is indicated on Figure 13. Of these probably the most critical is the
737-300/CFM-56 where the necessity to keep modifications of the airplane to a minimum,
forced the fan cowl exit very close indee' to the leading edge of the wing. Some upward
tilt and a flattening of the lower surfact of the nacelle are also evident.

707/CFM56.2 757-2001RB211-535C

737-300/CFM56-2 767-2001JT9D-7R4

747-200/JT9D-70 RESEARCH

Figure 13: Variations of Engine Insrallation Scaled to Constant Chord
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Wind tunnel tests of nacelle installations to measure drag penalties have to be done
with great care and, with proper simulation of the power effects, can be very costly.
Iney are therefore seldom completed before the final stages of project design when it is
too late to make many changes. Therefore, the use of CFD for early analysis and
prediction of flow phenomena is very valuable In this instance. Typically, calculations
are accomplished using the Full Potential Equations since supersonic flows on the wing
surface are important. A surface fitted grid is used as shown in Figure 14 and the plume
is represented by a prescribed solid shape. Now the physics of the plume flow are very
complex involving as they do viscous effects at the interface between the core and fan
flows and between the fan and external flows (see Figure 15). A separate model of the
plume is therefore usually constructed and iterated with the model qhown in Figure 14 tc
obtain consistent solutions. At the time of writing at Boeing, a complete viscous,
non-axisymmetric plume model is being developed and should be iperational early in 1983.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INLET. NACELLE, STRUT, PLUME: q" n
WAKE: KUTTA CONDITION. PRESSURE CONTINUOUS

INLET I 1 PRESCRBED SOLpID
\ I II PLUME SHAPE

I-ACELLE--I EX'UST PLUME

Figure 14: Twin Engine Transport - Surface Grid

BOUNDARY LAYERs - ... - - - --SHOCK

TRANSONIC FLOW r WIN

NA EBOUNDARYLAYERS

-AND WAKES

Figure 15: Physics of the Real Flow

In gener.l, experience with this computing model has been very good. Figure 16
shows the effect of the nacelle on the wing lower surface pressure. Note the high
suction peak just inboard of the nacelle. Figure 17 shows a case where agreement with
theory is less than perfect. Addition of the cowl boundary layer provided better
prediction of the suction peak on the lower surface, but did not move the peak forward to
the location it had in the experiment. It is hoped that a plume model will better help
improve this case where the cowl exhaust is some distance aft of the leading edge of the
wing. Figure 18 shows an interesting effect of core cowl shape where the suction on the
cowl geometry is modified by interaction between the core cowl and the underwing surface.

Data such as are shown in these last few figures allow the aerodynamicist to judge
the presence and possible magnitude of blowing drag. This is defined as the installation
penalty associated with power effects which has to be added to the installation penalty
measured with flow-through nacelles. It is an item which requires expensive simulation
in the wind tunnel. Either blown nacelles or turbo-powered simulators are used and
calibration is very critical in each case. The blowing drag arises from a strengthening
of the shock on the underwing surface, from increased suction on the aft facing surfaces
of the fan and core cowls and from increased flow velocities over the strut surface.
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SUM MARY

The history of airframelengine integration snows quite different aircraft configuration deign, espe-
cially since the turbojet engines entered the markeL of civil aviation. The present paper, therefore starts
with a short review about typical aircraft representatives with different types of engine housing and dis-
cusses the reasons why current comtiercial transport aircraft designed for the transonic flight regime prefer
conventional engine locations under the wing. On first sight this type of configurations has rarely changed
over the past Z5 years, however, the strength of flow interference has been increased considerably due to the
rapid progress in engine as well as wing technology. On the engine side mainly the enlarged massflow and fan
diameter contribute to the stronger interaction, while the wing tends to thicker, higher loaded designs with
supercritical flow in the transonic flight regime. The increasing effects of wing. engine interference are
studied by MBB/VFW in several transonic wind-tunnels like the NLR-HST in Amsterdam and the ONERA S1 MA in
Mlodane. Results including those of varying engine distances from the transonic wing are presented.

The wind-cunnel measurements employing through flow nacelles and partially plug nozzles to edapt the de-
sired mass flow of the pod are conducted without adequately simulating the real engine jet. For better engine
representation, therefore the turbine powered simulat(,s (TPS) should be used. This is done during Airbus
design and developnent studies by Aerospatiale and British Aerospace for cruise flight conditions. Howeve,,
it was four.d from flight tests that at low speeds there is also a strong demand for proper engine simulation.
Therefore the TPS-test technique was introduced in the MBBVFW Low Speed Tunnel in Bremen. Tests were per-
formed with different engine types and configurations to evaluate the one engine out second segment climb
performance. Measurements of forces and pressuAres on the wing as well as in the wake at several stations be-
hind the nacelle in the area of wing-pylon-engine were carried out. These results are discussed in the present
paper.

The wind-tunnel measurements hith turbine powered simulators require a tremendous amount of working time
and vpenses in the model-shops and wind-tunnel fcilities. Hence there is a need for theoretical acrodynam-
ic , to reduce the numerous engine positions, pylon shapes and junctions to be studied during an aircraft de-
sign. However, wing-fuselage-pylon-nacelle just represents the configuration, for which the designer has to
know the aerodynamic characteristics, and is most complex and difficult regarding the theoretical approach.
Therefore at 1,BB,VFW a simplified method was developed, to calculate the potential flow at transonic speeds
around complex configurations including pylon and engine. Results obtained with the method are shown in com-
parison with wind-tunnel test data.

Although today the conventional aircraft configuration with under-the-wing engine mounting is still in
favour forcomnercial transport aircraft, many other designs with sometimes exotic engine positions were in-
vestigated and built to fulfil stringent design requirements or to impouve aircraft performance with respect
to airframe-engine interference. One concept was the VFW 614, so far the only civil aircraft flying with en-
gines mounted to the upper wing side. Some specific flow characteristics, resulting in a limited cruise flight
lach number due to increasing interference effects, are presented. Since the VFW 614 extensive studies have
been carried out concerning different engine positions above the wing. As a result it was found that there
is no engine location on the upper wing surface without penalties. Ho.ever, when the engine above the winq
was not connected to the wing, high imrovements in the low speed regime were experienced. Also wind-tunnel
measurements with a metric nacelle were conduc*d, ising a typical transport aircraft semi-span model where
the engine was represented by a turbine powerec simu',tor supported on a canard type of wing. Results are
presented in the paper showing improvements in low speed performance characteristics.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C0  drag coefficient 11 spainwise coordinate in relation to half

CL  lift coefficient wing span

C pressure coefficient (p-po )/q Abbreviations

c (1) local wing chord I/B inboard

D nozzle diameter O/B outbord

h distance from wing lower surface I.e. leading edge
to fancowl upper side I/s lower side

M Mach number u/s upper side

p local static pressure MTO maximum take-off power

q dynamic pressure TFN through flow nacelle

RN Reynolds number Subscripts

v velocity j jet

vN  normal velocity t total (local)

x, y, z body axis system to  total (indefinite)

xT distance from nozzle exit to wing G indefinite
leading edge lsonic condition

CL incidence angle
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1. INTRODUCTION

The history of engine-airframe integration sin.e turbojets entered the market of commercial transport
aircraft reflects a large amount of ideas and w~,k spent in aeronautical research and engineering to f-nd
the best engine housing and, the story is not at the end. - The reason is the tremendous progress of both
engine and airframe technology with changes in geometry, materials and flow characteristics. The strong
interest in these problems is explained by the demand for improved ecconomy. Thus the cruise flight had to
be limited to high subsonic Mach numbers in the course of increasing fuel prices and this focussed the
aerodynamic work - as far as commercial airplanes are concerned - to a number of major subjects, two of
them being presented in the present lecture series: "Transonic Configuration Design" and "Engine-Airframe
Interference".

FIG. I snows some basic concepts of engine housing since the appearance of turbojets. The designers
of Comet presumably did not expect an aircraft family concept with large turbofan engines since the air-
frame does not provide enough voluwe at the wing root. The French Caravelle and the B 707 coming into oper-
ation 25 years ago are representatives of current aircraft design as tar as the engine location is concerned.
FIG. 2 presents some newer concepts with engines sitting above the wing. The Sabre Liner being in service,
is not far away from the Caravelle concept, but the VFW 614, designed as c short haul aircraft to operate
from undeveloped runways, is an exotic configuration with respect to the engine position. A limitation of
cruise Mach number is obviously due to the increase of wing-engine ,nterference with speed. The Boeing
AMST YC 14 presents a big step in the USA towards advanced configurations with respect to engine housing
tested in wind-tunnel and flight. Some problems and merits of the configuration are reported in 1 I.

Regarding the different engine-airframe concepts, shown in FIG. I and FIG. 2, we can recognize that
for commercial transports two solutions for fitting the enginges to the airframe are still in favour, these
are the positions under the wing and at the rear fuselage. - They fulfil more than others basic conditions
for todays commercial aircraft design:

- The flow interaction of both components, engine and airframe, is relatively low and hence is
applicable without majoc technical problems.

- The possibility to install engines of different manufacturers at the same location, if feasible
at the same common pylon.

- Taking advantage of improved engine technology, i.e. with changes in geometry and flow character-
istics, without penalties for the aircraft which may result from increased engine-airframe inter-
ference.

These conditions are more than ever before vit:; for an aircraft manufacturer because, the airlines
decide which engine they want to operate, the engine manufacterer Lontinously offers improvements resulting
in changes of engine geometry and flow characteristics and, the airframe manufacturer develops a family con-
cept with commonality among the many airframe parts as far as possible.

2. WING-ENGINE INTERACTION OF COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

2.1 Overall design aspects

The large transport aircrafts like the Airbus, seen in FIG. 3, or the Boeing 767 prefer engine posi-
tions under the wing. For long range aircraft the number of engines have to be increased to four as for the
Boeing 747 or to three like the Mc Donnell Douglas DC 10 or Lockheed 1011. Regarding the wing-engine inter-
action the problems are basically the same.

Some general design aspects can be mentioned for this classical engine position, see FIG. 4. The ver-
tical distance 'z' between wing and engine is often a comprimise between ground and wing clearance for the
engine, connected with the main landing gear height. One meter distance from the lower engine side to ground,
as we have for the Airbus, ensures reliable operation. The distance from the wing depends on the forward
engine position as well ob u, the pylon and wing shape, and hence is the result of eytensive design studi S
including wind-tunnel measurements. Some solutions for new transonic aircrafts like A 300, B 767 and B 757
are shown in FIG. 5. We see differences in x/z position as well as in pylon planform. The pylon leading edge
and its intersection with the wing leading edge is a specific design task in the transonic cruise flight re-
gime and at take-off and landing as well, where the interference with the leading edge devices has to be

ken into consideration.

The main target during the engine installation design and development process is to avoid drag in-
crease either on the wing or on the pylon and engine by interference between those components. The direct
contribution of the engine to the aircral, lift is negligible at cruise speed. However, unfavourable flow
across the area of wing-pylon-engine junction can increase the drag and decreasu the lift as shown in FIG. 6.
These results we found in the Civil Component Research Programme (ZKP) when testing through-flow nacelles
on a transonic wing. The lift loss produces additional drag, an experience we always had to make when we
started with a proper wing design and added pod/pylons or flap-track fairings inducing lift losses. There
are convincing explanations about the flow mechanism, but a simple rule for the daily work in the wind-
tunnel is, that for the recovery of lift loss the angle of attack has to be increased and this is associated
with higher drag.

2.2 Wing-engine interference at transonic speed

One of our main tasks from the beginning of the Research Programme ZKP, sponsored by the German
Ministry of Research and Technology, was the propulsion-wing integration as sketched in FIG. 7. For accurate
performance evaluations in a specific aircraft development programme, the "turbo powered simulator (TPS)"
technique is the most reliable tool in todays wind-tunnel work. However it is laborious, time consuming and
expensive and therefore has to be connected to and supported by other techniques like ejector engine and
through-flow nacelle simulation. Especially testing the effect of different engine positions on wing aero-
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dynamics is difficult and costly employing the TPS technique, and therefore we measured some of those ef-
fects with through-flow nacelles on a large scale half model in the ONERA Si MA and with complete models
at the NLR-HST. In FIG. 8 test results obtained in the NLR with double-body nacelles and research wings are
presented. Forces and static wing pressures on both sides of the pylon were measured at a Reynolds number
of 2.5 • 106 in the range 0.3 : M 0.86. The lower wing surface inboard of the engine is considerably ef-
fected while outboard the engine pod both surfaces are inflienced. In order to separate the combined pylon-
nacelle effects, test were conducted with the large ZKP-model at ONERA SI MA, where the nacelle was mounted
,n a sting at tile tunnel floor. The results in FIG. 9 show, that the main influence on the upper wing pres-
sure distribution is induced by the pod alone. Therefcre the change of pod position relative to the wing
can be taken as measure for the change of pressure distribution on the upper wing surface, which is impor-
tant for the wing design. FIG. 10 shows the corresponding results for a more rearward and slightly lower
nacelle position. The effect is quite similar though slightly smaller. Starting from this position the na-
celle was moved closer to the wing in three steps with the results presented in FIG. 11. The Acp over the
wing chord upstream the shock location is recorded as difference of the pressure at the new positions 2),

(1, @ and the pressure at position (D . At the shock, A cp increases strongly with small changes of the
shock position and is therefore not representative for nacelle-wing interference. Aft of the shock region,
the change of the wing pressure distribution caused by the nacelle is small and is therefore omitted in
FIG. 11. A comparison with FIG. 10 shows, that the main effect on the forward part of the wing, s the in-
crease of upper surface pressure by the same order of magnitude (10 ).as produced by the pod in its lowest
position. The maximum vertical shift in nacelle position from (B) to is one half of the wing thickness

at the pod station. Although this leads to a rather close engine position of 5 , fan diameter to the wing
lower side, local modifications in the wing-pylon-nacelle area may be sufficient to compensate for adverse
interference effects.

For better engine representation, jet simulation has to be included. For the transonic flight regime
this is the responsibility of our partners Aerospatiale and British Aerospace during the design process for
actual Airbus programmes. At VFW we concentrate on more accurate tests and better understanding of engine-
airframe interference during take-off and landing. Therefore we developed in our Bremen wind-tunnel the
low speed TPS-technique. Some results and the experience gained with this technique will be presented in
the next chapter.

2.3 Low speed wing-engine interference of transport aircraft

Development and flight testing during the last years have clearly shown the importance of interference
effects at take-off and landing conditions of conercial transport aircraft. In case of twin-engined air-
craft the one engine out second segment climb performance is a dominant design case with large effect on
overall aircraft economy. As different engines mounted to the same aircraft and different nozzles, i.e. long
and short core fan nozzles, resulted in changes of the take-off performance, the decision was made at Airbus
Industrie, to introduce more accurate test techniques for clarification of the discrepancies. Hence the TPS,
developed by Tech Development Inc. Dayton Ohio, was introduced in the VFW low speed wind-tunnel at Bremen.
Here the first steps with the new technique were done within the ZKP research programme. Up to that time TPS
were never used for testing low speed configurations because

- engine interference effects were considered to be less important for low speed performance;

- the relation between the large simulator thrust (to be caliorated) and tile small interference
drag increments (to be evaluated) is much more unfavourable at take-off than at transonic cruise
flight in the sense that it is more difficult to achieve accurate test results at low speed.

The different engines at the Airbus leading to scattered low speed performance data and the appearance
of TPS in Europe have changed the attitude toward low speed wing-engine interference. Some results, partially
obtained in comparison with flight test data are presented in the following chapters[2].

Z.3.1 Low speed Irb-test in the Bremen wind-tunnel

The basic test set-up in the VFW wind-tunnel is shown in FIG. 12. The model is a half model of tile
Airbus A 300 B4, the model scale is 1 : 16. The model Is mounted to the overhead mechanical balance, which
is equipped with a force free air supply bridge.

FIG. 13 shows the simulator without cowling. ThL simulator is equipped with measuring rakes behind
the fan and behind the turbine which gather all data necessary for thrust calibration and evaluation. The
thrust calibration is achieved by a simple static thrust measurement: the test set-up is shown in FIG. 14.
The concept of this calibration without the use of the conventional tank is outlined in Ref. [31 and [4)

Some general problems with TPS engine simulation are:

- More staff is needed for the operation of the engine.

- Additional energy is needed to drive TPS.

- The high loaded bearings of the TPS must be changed in certain intervals to avoid a distruction
of the system.

- To overcome the problem of ice build-up on tile outer and inner contours of the engine due to the
very low temperatures in the primary core (a consequence of the expansion of the compressed drive
air in the turbine), the dryer for the drive air was replaced by an improved system allowing longer
testing periods. Further on, the cowls for the primary core which were made of aluminium alloy were
provided with heating wires or exchanged by pieces made of other materials (phenolic resin or glass
fibre plastics). Further on, a purging system wis installed to keep the pressure tubes in primary
core and the static orifices on the outer side of the core cowl and plug free of ice and lubrica-
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tion oil.
- During the first test periods, a manifolding system of pressure orifices was used on the fan rake.

Three orifices on one radius (I/B or O/B-halfcircle) each were connected to one scani part at the
beginning (FIG. 15). The disadvantage of that system was, that it was impossible to detect a leak-
age or blockage of a single orifice.

- Due to aerodynamic instabilities, oscillations of the tunnel balance and small thrust variations
during the data acquisition time of one test point, a certain scatter band of test results is un-
avoidable. To be able to draw a mean line through the scattering data points, each point is
gathered three times, before the test condition is changed (e. g. incidence angle). To shorten
the time for this procedure, each orifice of the TPS pressure-rakes was connected to three dif-
ferent ports on one scanivalve (I between port 1 and 16, a second between port 17 and 32 and a
third between port 33 and 48). So, it is possible to registrate 3 data points with all pressure,
temperature and balance signals during one turnaround of the scanivalve.

- The pressure and temperatures, which are used for the TPS thrust calculation, are shown on an on-
line display in the tunnel control room. So, a failure in the data acquisition system can imedi-
ately be seen and test points can be repeated or - if necessary - a repair can be initiated.

- Additional TPS-data (static pressures behind the fan and turbine) are registrated in order to
have a better control of the main data and to have a back-up system for the thrust calculation
if necessary.

- Finally, several improvements of the computer programme have been made in order to accelerate the
data reduction and test analysis.

2.3.2 Some test results and comparison with flight tests

In order to get as much information as possible from the wind tunnel tests, all available and useful
test methods have been used, i. e.

- oilflow-visualizations on wing, pylon and engine

- force measurements

- measurements of static pressure distributions on wing and nacelle

- wake flow investigations behind the engine using a total pressure rake.

In the following sections, some characteristic results of these different test techniques and - as far
as possible - their comparison with flight test results will be shown. Most of the tests done so far at VFW
were concentrating on jet effects during take-off and second-segment climb of tie aircraft, i.e. with one
engine failed and one at MTO-power. These tests proved as very useful to show the areas of power effects,
to predict the magnitude of modifications in these areas and to compare the jet induced drag effects of dif-
ferent aircrafts under similar conditions.

2.3.2.1 Oilflow visualizations

A zone of major power effects found during 2nd segment climb investigations was the upper side of
the fan cowl. FIG. 16 shows the very small area of flow unsteadiness on the I/B-side, while under Ground
Idle conditions (FIG. 17) - which would be a typical condition, if a through flow nacelle would be used -
two zones of larger dimensions I/B and O/B of the pylon can be seen. An other zone of major jet effects
are the I/B and O/B-sides of the pylon. FIG. 18 and 19 show the behaviour during a wind-tunnel test.

The good agreement between the flow visualizations in the wind tunnel and the full scale A/C are
shown on FIG. 20 - 22. On FIG. 20 the cross flow over the pylon and the field of flow unsteadiness on the
fan cowl at MTO-power setting can be seen which is identical witf. the model test (FIG. 16). The result of
the W/T-test showing the pylon flowfield is the same as on FIG. 21 and FIG. 22 for the A/C.

These examples show,

- that the TPS is useful to simulate a representative flowfield and

- the use of other engine simulation techniques (e. g. through flow nacelles or blown nacelles
with blocked intakes) may lead to wrong predictions for the full scale aircraft.

2.3.2.2 Force measurements

An example for the importance of a proper jet simulation even in the low speed region is shown on
FIG. 23. The diagram shows the drag differences due to a modification in the pylon nacelle area for engine
conditions Windmill, Ground Idle and MTO. Assuming, this test would have been done wit. a through flow
nacelle only (mass flow ratio normally corresponding with TPS running at Ground Idle), it would have been
concluded, that the modification were uneffective. The result with MTO-power simulation by a TPS, however,
shows the contrary. So, taking into account the second segment climb case with one engine running at MTO-
power and one windmilling, the TPS-test leads to the prediction, that the modification will have a favour-
able effect on drag. A corresponding flight test proved not only this tendency, but also the amount of drag
reduction was very similar.

An other task is the prediction of jet induced drag effects for the second segment climb performances.
Using the reference method the prediction of second segment jet interference drag for a AC no. 2 can be
made by a comparison with the wind-tunnel results of A/C no. 1. An example for this is given on FIG. 24.
This diagram shows the wind-tunnel results of jet induced drag for the relevant lift coefficients and corre-
sponding slat/flap settings for A/C no. 1, whose relation to full scale results is known. The wind-tunnel
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results for the new A/C no. 2 are also shown, and the difference between these two sets of curves is used
to predict the behaviour of A/C no. 2.

One more field for jet effects on drag is e. g. the influence of different engine configurations.
Even here the TPS-tests at VFW showed an agreement with full scale conditions, which could not be shown
with other types of engine simulation, neither with through flow nacelles nor with blown nacelles. It should
be noted here, however, that successful force measurements with TPS engine simulators in the low speed
region can only be achieved, if the whole data acquisition and reduction system is built up on the basis
of highestpossible accuracies. We retained a repeatability of _ 4 counts in the take-off test range.

2.3.2.3 Static pressure distributions

These tests, as well as flow visualizations and the wake flow measurements, desLribed below, mainly
were done to get more details about the very complex flow field in the wing/pylon/nacelle region. Static
pressure orifices were located on the wing I/B and O/B of the pylon and on the nacelle. The locations are
shown in FIG. 25.

A typical result for the jet influence on the wing pressurp distribution is shown on FIG. 26. From
this it can be seen, that due to influencv of the fan nozzle jet the static pressure on the wing lower side
is increasing. This increase is more pregnant on the O/B side of the pylon than on the I/'B side. This re-
sult is astonishing on the first view, because one would expect, that the fan jet velocity is higher than
the Mach number and correspondingly a suction effect should exist leading to lI)wer pressures under the wing.
This mystery found its explanation in the results of the wake flow measurements, described below, from which
it can be seen, that the velocity of the fan jet close to the pylon is much closer to tunnel velocity than
expected. So, there is no suction due to the jet, while the massflow in the wing/pylon/nacelle area is in-
creasing with increasing engine thrust. These two effects together may indeed lead to increasing pressures
below the wing, as the test results show.

FIG. 27 gives an example of static pressures on the core cowl of the engine at MTO-power setting.
This diagram gives an impression of the influence of the fuselage and wing flowfield on the nacelle pres-
sures. Comparing the results for a = 0 and 110 it can be seen, that with increasing angle the static pres-
sures on the core cowl I/B of the pylon are increasing, while those of O/B and on the bottom of the nacelle
are not influenced. From this result the conclusion may be drawn, that the jet is not to be assumed as a
fixed wall, like this is done if a socalled "skirted" through flow nacelle is used. Summarizing the results
of the static pressure measurements, it must be stated as from the force measurements, that representative
wing/pylon/nacelle interferences will not be got unless a proper jet simulation is used.

2.3.2.4 Wake flow investigations

The wake flow investigations mainly were done, to get more detailed informations about the flowfield
of the model jet and its behaviour under different conditions, such as changes due to

- variation of incidence angle,
- different power settings,

- modifications of the nacelle geometry or

- increasing distance from the nozzle exit.

Comparing the TPS results with a real engine, it is to be noticed, that the temperature and hence
the velocity of the primary flow are much lower for the TPS (due to expansion of pressurized air in the
Turbine), while the pressure ratio of the primary nozzle is comparable to full scale. The more important
point, however, is that the TPS can completely simulate the fan flow (i. e. pressures, temperatures, ve-
locities, mass flow and - to a certain distinct - also swirl), which is responsible for the interference
with wing, pylon and tailpldnie.Su, tLhe behdiviuur uf thv fdII flowfield of the TPS can also be used as an
input for the development of theoreti~al 3-D-computer programmes including jet effects.

For the wakeflow investigations in the tunnel a rake with pitot pressure orifices was used. Some
examples in FIG. 28 to FIG. 31 show the behaviour of the jet at different power settings and various dis-
tances from the nozzle exit. Each diagramme shows the isobaric lines of total pressure ratios in the meas-
uring plane and the corresponding 3-D total pressure ratio mountain.

These diagrammes show, that - except for the well known increasing size of the flowfield and the de-
caying pressure ratio - at a position where the tailplane may be located, the mixing of fan and primary
flow has resulted in a flowfield showing no more unsymmetries, neither due to the pylon nor due to the lower
pressure of the primary flow.

2.3.3 Low speed TPS testing in DNW

To overcome the disadvantage of low Reynolds number and lacking asymmetric effects as mentioned above,
the concept of complete model TPS testing in the DNW (German/Dutch Low Speed Tunnel) was developed. The
typical model scale of Airbus type aircraft in this tunnel is about I : 10. FIG. 32 shows the tail sting
installation of an A 300 B4 model in 6 x 8 m' test section of this tunnel. The Reynolds number for these
tests is R% = 3. 106.

For the model turbine driven simulators have been developed and delivered to DNW by Tech Development,
Dayton (Ohio).
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The complete Airbus model, the TPS-cowlings, pylons, the internal instrumentation and the internal
air duct system were designed and built by VFW under contracts of the German Ministry of Research and
Technology. The tests in DNW start with a reference test phase concerning the A 300 B4 configuration to
prove the test technique and the equipment. The model will be mounted with the internal strain gage bal-
ance on the tail sting. The internal balance is bridged by a force free air supply with separate feed-
lines to both simulators.

The TPS nacelles are calibrated in the brand-new NLR calibration tank at the Northeastpolder. This
tank closely follows the Boeing calibration tank philosophy and was especially designed and built for en-
gines of this size and type.

The complete model test at DNW will allow to simulate the second segment climb conditions with asym-
metric thrust and flow behaviour. Further on the model is prepared to be tested as half model in the pres-
surized low speed ONERA-tunnel Fl for operation up to 3 bar, to test the effect of Reynolds number up to
Rez - 8 106 at a typical take-off Mach number of 0.25.

3. CALCULATION OF WING-BODY-NACELLE INTERFERENCE

The configuration of wing-fuselage-pylon-nacelle is most complex and difficult regarding the theore-
tical approach. On the other hand it just represents the configuration, for which the designer has to know
the aerodynamic characteristics and at least has to predict the performance and loads. Wind-tunnel results
are most reliable and so far represent the only tool to estimate counts and percent of the aircraft perform-
ance . However, as the last chapter already indicated, these tests require a tremendous amount of working
time and money in the model-shops and wind tunnel facilities. Then one objective for theoretical aerodynam-
ics in this case must be, to reduce the numerous engine positions, pylon shapes and junctions to be studied
during an aircraft design. This is not a serious task as long as the wing is designed without the engine,
however, for new transonic wing concepts, i. e. the A 310, the interference effects have to be taken into
consideration.

The theoretical methods we use at MBB/VFW for a transonic wing design are described in the paper
"Transonic Configuration Design" 5] . The advantage of such methods, where complex flows like the pylon-
engine interference, can be treated sectionwise is obvious. All the efforts made in 2-D calculations for
shock-boundary layer interaction and viscid-inviscid flow interference at the trailing edge can be applied.
As the calculations are based on the panel method, which is first used to find the subsonic characteristics
of the configuration, a large amount of low speeo experience enters the design and, hence the transonic'and
low speed tasks merge to a more homogenious design work.

The MBB/VFW Hybrid Method described in (51 was applied to a wing-pylon-nacelle configuration, as shown
in FIG. 33. The nacelle wake is simulated by a cone having empirically determinded non-vanishing normal ve-
locities. For this case correct knowledge of the wake contour is less important than the normal velocity
distribution. The calculated pressure distributions of the clean wing and the wing-pylon-nacelle configura-
tion are presented in FIG. 34. After matching the lift coefficient, agreement was achieved with wind-tunnel
tests, FIG. 35, which were carried out with the fuselage present. Also in this case the shnck representation
was satisfactory, where sometimes the calculation was found to be inadequate, because of the simplenormalshock
concept in the present theory. Further improvements of the method, specifically in the shock region are
being introduced with the boundary layer interaction model of Bohning-Zierep, which was discussed in the
paper "Transonic Configuration Design".

4. ADVANCED CONCEPTS WITH RESPECT TO ENGINE-AIRFRAME-INTERFERENCE

One of the most advanced and worldwide known programmes in the field of propulsion airframe interaction
was the AMST in the USA, performed by Boeing (YC 14) and MD-Douglas (YC 15) in cooperation with NASA. Many
publications from this progranmme appeared, i. e.[ 13 , and are being discussed at the present VKI-lecture
series.

Another concept with strong engine-airframe interference was the VFW 614 , FIG. 36, so far the only
civil aircraft flying with engines mounted to the upper wing side. The programme is cancelled, however.
three aircraft are still in service of the Bundeswehr and one is in hand of the DFVLR for aeronautical re-
search in cooperation with industry. Some specific flow characteristics resulting in a limited cruise flight
Mach number by increasing interference effects are explained in FIG. 37. There is a strong change of pressure
distribution on the upper wing surface near the pylon depending on velocity ratio Vint over v and on cruise
Mach number as well. The increasing adverse pressure gradient leads to separation and thus ses the boundary
for cruise flight operation at M = 0.65. The pylon-engine location induced no adverse effects on the per-
formance or flight characteristics within the certificated flight regime. The low speed performance on un-
developed runways was excellent, beLause of the continous trailing edge flap without unfavourable interaction
with the engine flow.

Ever since the VFW 614 design, we made extensive studies concerning different engine positions above
the wing. As a result we found, that there was no location for the engine to be fixed at the upper wing sur-
face without penalties or limitations like in maximum cruise flight Mach number, as for the VFW 614, or drag
increase due to airframe-propulsion interference. However, when the engine above the wing was not connected
to the wing-body, we experienced very high improvements in the low speed regime. fhere were some early re-
ports about these results [ 63, using a powered nacelle supported on the wind-tunnel wall in variable posi-
tions above the wing whereby only the forces on the model were measured.

In the meantime we conducted wind-tunnel tests, using a typical transport aircraft semi-span model
where the engine was represented by a turbine powered simulator supported on a canard type of wing [7] .
The experimental set-up is shown in FIG. 38. Tests were performed with two wing configurations clean (cruise)
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and take-off, at jet/freestream velocity ratios ranging from windmilling vj/vo, = 0.8 to maximum take-off
vj/voD = 3.6. In FIG. 39 the variable positions of the engine are sketched. The wing as well as the stub-
wing are not designed with respect to each othet, thus only approximate interference effects could be
measured when the engine was fitted to the non-optimized configuration. In FIG. 40 and FIG. 41 we see, that
adding the engine in windmilling condition increases the lift as well as the drag, the increments becoming
smaller with higher angle of attack. Running the TPS then up to max T.O. power improves the lift and re-
duces the drag considerably. The lift/drag ratio for clean and slat-out confiqurations is plotted in
FIG. 42, showing noticable improvements of the performance parameter.

However, the negative aspects of this type of concept must be mentioned: Cabin noise with limited
passenger view; ground handling and engine maintenance, fuel flow to the engines, toward wing wake effects
and jet influence on the tail.

Further work is necessary with engine simulation (TPS) in the high speed and low speed regimes to
fathom the implications and the limitations of the encouraging low speed test results. For this purpose
thedesign of an optimum stub-wing/wing configuration and measurements are proposed with TPS in the tran-
sonic flight regime.
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SUMMARY

The various types of interference between a turbo-jet or turbo-fan engine and the airframe as
applicable to military aircraft are described in detail. Examples of the effects on overall
aircraft aerodynamics are given, including, where possible, simple mwans for their evaluation. It
is shown that the interference may give either significant benefits or penalties and that relatively
minor geometric changes can have profound effects. Above all it is shown that the effects of all
aspects of engine airframe interference mst be known early in the design process so that pitfalls
can be avoided or beneficial effects included in the initial aircraft design.

1. INRDCION

Aerodynamic interference between the jet engine and the airframe of military aircraft has
long been recognised as playing a major role in overall vehicle performance. As a result
considerable research has been conducted over the years, see for example ref. 1, aimed at
achieving optimum engire installation by enabling detailed consideration of the various
effects to be carried out early in the design stage.

First consideration, after the size and number of power plants required has been
established, is: where best to put the engine? The choice is by no means easy due firstly
to the number of locations available and secondly, to the various inter-related yet
different effects associated with each. Most locations have in fact been tried: in
fuselage (Tornado fig. 1), over fuselage (Vl fig. 2), fuselage mounted semi-podded
(Alpha-jet fig. 3), rear fuselage podded (A10 - fig. 4), fin mounted (DCl0 fig. 5),
under-wing podded (B58 fig. 6), under wing integrated (YC 15, fig. 7), mid wing (Canberra
fig. 8) and wing tip mounted (VJl01, fig. 9). It remains to be seen if designers can find
good reason for placing engines in the few remaining spaces which have not so far been used
e.g. podded on tailplanel

Aerodynamic interference aspects would appear to play a small part in the final choice of
engine position (fig. 10). However the designer must be kept fully aware of the
aerodynamic implications of each particular contender. Only then can a position be chosen
which results in an optimum installation for a particular aircraft role, or, at the very
least, a satisfactory overall compromise.

Once the engine location has been established the task of evaluating the associated
aerodynamic interference effects starts in earnest. Broadly the sources of interference
can be divided into three groups (fig. 11):

a) the installation bulk - obvious for podded installations but still present for
engines buried in fuselage or wing,

b) the intake

and c) the exhaust.

Each of these sources influences the cnginc/airframe interference in a variety of ways, and
the paper will attempt to deal with them in turn, listing the detaileu sources of
interference in each group and giving, where possible, simple means by which the
interference effects may be evaluated. Areas which in general have significant development
risks are highlighted as well as those which can lead to significant beneficial effects.
An example of a possible aircraft deliberately configured to take maximum benefit of
engine/airframe interference is given along with an evaluation of one aspect of the
performance improvements achieved.

2. ENGINE AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE DUE TO BULK

2.1 Buried Installations

Buried installations may or may not be seen as giving rise to engine/airframe interference
in the true sense. For the purposes of this paper however a short discussion is inc1,lded
primarily to show that the choice of buried as against podded - which does give rise to
true aerodynamic interference - still has significant aerodynamic effects.

2.2 Buried In Fuselage

The primary effect of burying the engine in the fuselage is the increase in fuselage size
required to envelop the complete engine installation, generally resulting in a very large
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increase in fuselage drag at both sub- and super-sonic speeds. The increase in drag is
fram three sources; firstly the increase in fuselage wetted area giving increased friction
drag, secondly the increase in fuselage cross-sectional area giving increased form drag
(subsonic) and wave drag (supersonic) and thirdly the effects of detailed engine
installation requirements.

As an example, the fuselages of two different configurations, designed for the same
performance capability, may be considered. 1 has fuselage buried engines, 2 has wing
mounted engines. Comparison of the isolated fuselage zero-lift drag for each gives a
measure of the effect of burying engines in the fuselage. Note that the discussion of
wing-mounted engines is here limited to that with a nacelle integral with the wing. Pylon
mounting is more associated with civil aircraft use and will not therefore be considered.

2.2.1 Subsonic Effects on Fuselage Zero-Lift Drag

At subsonic speeds the effect of fuselage installation on the fuselage zero-lift drag is
very large. Fig. 12 for example shows that if full consideration is given to all
components, the total fuselage drag goes up by a factor of 2.5 to 3.0 relative to that for
a fuselage without engines. The increase is built up as follows:

Friction drag, increases by 40-45% due to the increase in wetted area.

Cancpy form drag remains unchanged in this example. Increases are possible, however,
associated with fuselage mounted engines if, for instance, the pilot/seat/canopy has to
be raised to clear inlet ducting or to maintain pilot view over a nose inlet.

Fuselage form drag, or more specifically afterbody drag, becomes an extremely large term
when fuselage engines are incorporated. For a twin-engined aircraft afterbody drag can
easily double the basic fuselage drag: in the example shown for instance the afterbody
drag is actually greater than the friction drag of the basic (no-engine) fuselage.
Afterbody drag associated with engine installation therefore ranks high in the overall
drag breakdown and will be dealt with in detail later in the lecture.

Diverter form drag, non-existent for the fuselage without engines, adds a significant
amount of zero-lift drag when engines are added. The diverter, which is required to
move the intake sufficiently away from the fuselage to be clear of the fuselage boundary
layer, increases the drag of the fuselage by about 20% and is approximately 60% of the
basic fuselage friction drag. Diverter drag also gives a significant contribution to
overall aircraft drag and, again, will be dealt with in more detail later in the
lecture.

2.2.2 Transonic Effects On Fuselage Zero-Lift Drag

The transonic effects on fuselage zero-lift drag of installing engines buried in the
fuselage are shown in fig. 13. Here it can be seen that the overall fuselage drag change
is much smaller (at approximately x 1.5) than occurred subsonically. As can be seen there
are still significant increases in friction drag and there is also the presence of the
diverter adding similar percentages of drag to those shown for the subsonic case. The main
item having a different effect at transonic speeds is however the fuselage wave drag,
equivalent to subsonic form drag. For the transonic case both fuselages have large amounts
of wave drag, including that due to the afterbody. However, the increase due to installing
the engine in the fuselage is relatively small (-15%) due partly to the effect of the
intakes and exhaust stream tubes effectively reducing the nett frontal area but also due to
the very favourable jet interference on wave drag. The latter effect is very important and
will be dealt with later.

2.2.3 Transonic Effects On Total Aircraft Zero-Lift Drag

The previous sections showed the effects of fuselage mounted engines on fuselage drag only.
The effects on zero-lift drag of the alternative engine installation must also be
considered, however. For military airacraft, due to the physical size of the engine, it is
generally not possible to bury the engine in any other component such as the wing and this
case will not be considered. The designer is therefore forced into positioning the engine
within a nacelle mounted on the wing or fuselage.

Considering a wing-mounted nacelle, the overall effect on aircraft zero lift drag is shown
in fig. 14, indicating that the resulting total drag is approximately the same for either
fuselage or wing mounted installations. Specifically the breakdown shows:

When the nacelle is included, nacelle plus fuselage friction drag is greater than the
fuselage with buried engines. This is partly through the increase in wetted area and
partly through the higher friction coefficient for the nacelles.

Nacelle plus fuselage wave drag is greater than that of the fuselage with buried
engines, including diverter. This is due partly to the disproportionately higher wave
drag of the nacelles, which, in general, have a lower fineness ratio than the fuselage,
and partly to adverse fuselage/wing/nacelle interference drag.
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For the nacelle case, part of the wing is masked leading to a reduction of exposed wing
wave and friction drag.

Moreover note that, with respect to zero-lift interference wave drag at transonic and
supersonic speeds, significant benefits may be achieved by the use of area-ruling. The
area-ruling concept, discovered many years ago (refs. 1 to 3), basically requires that
for minimum drag of an aircraft configuration the total area distribution Tust be smooth
and of the lowest possible cross-sectional area. These points are shown in figs. 15 and
16:

Cuts are taken through the complete aircraft using planes at angle (the Mach angle)
relative to freestream. The total area of the configuration intersected by the plane is
then calculated and given as a distribution in he X-direction. The excercise is
repeated for small rotation angles up to = 360 , and a series of area distributions
formed. The drag of each area distrit~ition is calculated, using in this case slender
body theory. The wave drag of the configuration is then the mean value of the drags
calculated for each area distribution. An example of the technique applied to a nacelle
on wing configuration is shown in fig. 16 indicating the significant "waisting" required
in the fuselage area distribution to allow for the effect of the nacelle to minimise
total wave drag. The benefits which can be gained are shown in fig. 17: the reduction
in zero-lift wave drag at a low supersonic Mach number was found to be approximately 15%
for the case studied.

2.2.4 Effect of Wing-Mounted Nacelle On Sub- And Trans-Sonic Drag Due to Lift

The effects dealt with so far have been restricted to comparisons of the effects on
zero-lift drag of fuselage with buried engines relative to wing-mounted nacelles. A
further effect which fuselage buried engines do not have (apart from that due to the
increased fuselage width) is that of interference with the lifting wing.

Recent measurements made at BAe Warton at low speed indicated significant increases in
induced drag, due to the presence of a wing mounted nacelle. Fig. 18 illustrates the
effects obtained. The expected increase in drag due to lift is approximated by the amount
of exposed wing leading edge masked by the nacelle, as indicated. The measurements show,
however, that at low lift the penalty on induced drag is lower than expected.

At higher lift coefficients (X.55, C,2 0.3) the presence of the nacelle increases the
induced drag by a much greater akount thNn that expected. The reason for this can be found
from consideration of the surface flow patterns obtained (fig. 19). It can be seen that on
the inboard side of the nacelle the flow becomes almost perpendicular to the free stream
wind direction presenting impossible local angles of attack for the wing leading edge in
that region. The flo thus separates from the upper wing surface at the inboard
nacelle/wing junction creating a large vortex and region of flow separation. Addition of a
large amount of wing leading edge droop locally (fig. 19) has a significant beneficial
effect (fig. 20) giving, in this case, of the order of 6% improvement in induced drag and
returning the penalty at moderate to high lift coefficients to the value expected (fig.
18). Significant improvements may therefore be obtained by altering the wing leading edge
geometry over only a relatively small region.

At transonic speeds, minimisation of induced drag penalties at relatively low lift and
hence low angles of attack requires great care in positioning and local shaping of the
nacelle in relation to the wing. As an example fig. 21 shows a typical nacelle-wing
installation along with the isolated and combined pressure distributions obtained,
calculated using a 3D-subsonic panel program (ref. 4). It can be seen that both nacelle
and wing have strong suction peaks close to their respective leading edges. The nacelle
must therefore bc positioned such that the pressure distributions are staggered, minimising
both the coalescence of the suction peaks and the local Mach numbers. Even with stagger
significant interference between nacelle and wing leading edge will still be found which
can only be alleviated by detail shape changes at the wing leading edge nacelle junction
(fig. 21). At present it is necessary to use an iterative procedure of shape change
followed by panel program calculation until satisfactory pressure distributions are
achieved.

3. ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE DUE 70 INTAKE

The interference between the engine intake and the airframe can be divided into the
following sub-groups:

DIVERTER EFFECTS ) T1 AIRFRAME
SPILLAGE EFFECTS

ENGINE FACE FLOW DISTORTION)
ENGINE FACE FLOW SWIRL ) AIRFRAME '10 ENGINE VIA INTAKE
ENGINE FACE PRESSURE RECOVERY)
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Of these sub-groups the last three come more under the heading of intake/engine
copatability than engine/airframe interference. Although the external aircraft
aerodynamics can give significant effects on the intake flow, in general, specific design
modifications to the intake will attenuate their effects considerably. Inlet design for
engine cempatibility is a large subject in its own right and will not be dealt with here
apart from one or two observations concerning type and position. Diverter and spillage
effects on the airframe which can be easily recognised as true engine/airframe interference
effects will be dealt with in some detail. The effects are significantly influenced by
choice of intake type and choice of intake location.

3.1 Choice of Intake Type

For military aircraft the choice of intake type is in general determined by the Mach number
range of the aircraft and the emphasis required on supersonic performance. For a purely
subsonic aircraft or one with limited supersonic capability a pitot type of inlet is
generally acceptable (Fig. 22). For higher Mach numbers increasingly complex intake types
may be chosen depending on the emphasis placed on supersonic operation. (fig. 23). The
actual choice is governed by an acceptable compromise between engine covpatability,
external effects, cost, weight etc. The external effects are in general due to spillage
and the associated cowl bluffness and will be dealt with later.

3.2 Choice of Intake Location

The dominant locations available for the intake are:

a. fuselage side

b. underfuselage (CHIN)
fig. 24

c. overfuselage (DORSAL)

d. nacelle

Though other positions have been used e.g. at junction between fuselage and lower wing
surface (Armpit), these are generally only small variations on the above.

Each location has associated with it many different non-aerodynamic effects e.g. adverse
pilot view for a and c, increased height of cockpit above ground/reduced wheelbase for b
etc. There are, however, several major aerodynamic effects which must be considered:

3.3 Airframe to Inlet Interference Gross Effects

3.3.1 Side Inlet

In general the side fuselage position gives reasonable overall characteristics for normal
intake operation. Providing care is taken to avoid very bad fuselage shaping or large
excrescences ahead of the inlet then few problems are likely to occur.

This is, however, only true for up to moderate incidences: as incidence increases two

effects are apparent from flow vizualisation studies (fig. 25).

body upwash increases the incidence on the lower cowl, as shown in fig. 26.

body outwash increases the "incidence" on the inner cowl. side, also shown in tig. 2b,

exacerbated by sideslip.

The effect of body upwash on the lower cowl can in general be dealt with by reducing the
loading on the intake lower lip e.g. by scarfing, by drooping of the lower lip, or even by
rotating the whole of the front of the inlet as on F15. Any of these measures provides
significant alleviation of the adverse body upwash effects.

Body side-wash effects are much more difficult to alleviate, however. The proper choice of
vertical location of the intake combined with careful design of the lower fuselage
cross-sectional shape are means of achieving satisfactory overall performance.

3.3.2 Chin Inlet

The underfuselage or chin position offers an aerodynamically favourable location though can
be constraining on general configuration layouts. Primarily this is due to the beneficial
effect of the fuselage in "shielding" the inlet from incidence effects (figs 25, 26) whilst
giving little amplification of sideslip.

Adverse effects can become apparent at transonic speeds and low incidence, however,
especially if the aicraft incorporates a drooped radome to maintain pilot view. As speed
increases towards M = 1 the suction peak at the lower shoulder increases until eventually a
local pocket of supersonic flow occurs. At some stage a shock wave will form, and give
rise to a significant increase in boundary layer thickness or, in extreme cases, to
complete flow separation (fig. 27). Either of these, if ingested by the intake, can lead
to significant losses of engine thrust and care must be taken during design to avoid the
situation.



3.3.3 Overfuselage Inlet (Dorsal)

Dorsal inlets would appear at first sight to offer little if any benefits over the previous
two configurations, on the grounds that even at moderate incidence the thickening and
possible separation of the fuselage boundary layer aft of the canopy would result in
significant loss of pressure recovery at the inlet face. However the location offers such
significant benefit in other areas e.g. large reduction in hot gas reingestion effects for
V/STOL operation, masking of inlet from lower front quadrant with respect to radar
reflections etc, that it is worth further consideration of the actual aerodynamic effects.

A recent study (ref. 6) suggests that the suspected adverse effects of incidence may not in
fact be present and, indeed, that at the higher incidences the Dorsal intake may give some
advantages. The possible reason for this is shown in fig. 28, illustrating that the
fuselage vortex flow, augmented perhaps by strake vortices, sweeps away the boundary layer
from the fuselage top surface, allowing clean flow to enter the intake. However, the
possible adverse effects of low incidence boundary layer thickening or separation at
transonic speeds, similar to those encountered for the chin inlet configuration (fig. 27)
still exist and must be seriously considered prior to final intake location selection.

3.3.4 Nacelle Inlet

The interference at the nacelle inlet is obviously dependent on nacelle position.
Positioning close to the fuselage will result in the interference types illustrated above.
For the case of a wing mounted nacelle the inlet can be taken to be free of interference to
a first order, ie. acting as an isolated intake. Achievement of the required performance
then rests on localised design of the inlet itself and will not be considered here.

3.3.5 Overall Effects Of Inlet Location On Inlet Performance

Demonstration of the overall effects of airframe interference on intake performance may
best be done by consideration of the pressure recoveries which may be achieved by intakes
at each of the positions described above. The effects at high subsonic speeds are shown in
fig. 29 which combines data from BAe Warton in-house studies (side, chin and isolated) with
those of reference 6 (dorsal or top-mounted).

It can be seen that, at the conditions chosen, all the inlets give similar performance at
low incidence. As incidence increases the performance of the inlet improves: from sid8
location, to isolated, to chin, to dorsal. In fact, but for the "bucket" at around 10
for the dorsal intake where the thick/separated boundary layer effects have not yet been
eliminated by the beneficial vortices, the dorsal inlet would appear, perhaps surprisingly,
to be the best location.

The effects shown are typical of those normally associated with the choice of inlet
location. Significant changes in the order of ranking are possible through careful inlet
design, however, so the effects shown must not be considered definitive. Many examples are
given in the literature and it is up to the student of engine/airframe installation
aerodynamics to judge each intake type/location combination on its own merits. In addition
a large amount of dedicated wind tunnel testing and development must take place to ensure
satisfactory engine-intake compatibility over the whole of the required flight envelope.

3.4 Intake to Airframe Interference

3.4.1 Diverter Flow

Intake diverters are normally used, rather than internal bleed, whenever the intake is in
clcse proximity to an upstream surface, in order to stand the intake a sufficient distance
away to ensure the surface boundary layer is not ingested into the engine. The presence of
the diverter has two effects on the airframe: the primary one of increased drag, the
secondary one of diverter vortex formation which may have a significant influence if it
impinges or comes close to downstream surfaces such as the vertical tail fin. The latter
effect is extremely configuration dependent however and will not be considered here.

The primary effect of the diverter, ie increased drag, is very significant, however, (figs.
12 and 13) and is only amenable to alleviation at supersonic speeds. At subsonic speeds
the drag coefficient of the diverter is essentially fixed at approximately 0.25 based on
frontal area, though minor reductions are possible (down to CD of 0.2) with well rounded
shapes (ref. 7).

At transonic and supersonic speeds the diverter drag coefficient based on frontal area is a
strong function of the wedge angle and of Mach number (fig. 30), with increasing Mach
number or reducing wedge angle giving significant reductions. The importance of reducing
wedge angle is clear but it should be noted that the more slender the diverter the more
difficult it becomes to shape the inlet duct to pass in to the main fuselage. From a
construction point of view the tendency is to high diverter angles and hence high diverter
drag.
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3.4.2 Spillage

Spillage effects occur because the engine intake is sized for maximum entry streamtube
which, in general, occurs at transonic speeds. At sub- or super-sonic speeds, or at
reduced power settings the engine non-dimensional mass flow requirements reduce. The
excess air which the intake is capable of delivering is then "spilled" around the intake
cowl lips (fig. 31) giving rise to primary (drag) and secondary (vortex) effects similar in
some ways to those for diverter flow.

.4.2.1 Spillage Drag

The term spillage drag is actually introduced to balance the accounting between external
and internal flow. Engine thrust is conventionally defined as the difference between
nozzle gross thrust and ram drag, the latter being calculated in the free stream ahead of
the intake (As fig. 31) rather than at the structural entry. There is therefore a
so-called pre-entry force equal to the stream-force change between free-stream and the
intake which has to be accounted in the basic aircraft drag. However, when spillage
occurs, there is a change in the flow over the external surface of the intake cowl
producing a thrust which can completely offset the pre-entry force, if the inlet cowl is
bluff. For military aircraft, with some emphasis on supersonic performance, a compromise
has to be reached. In general, a relatively thin cowl is used in order to give low wave
drag; full cowl force is not developed and the net result is spillage drag.

Calculation of spillage drag is relatively straight forward for a pitot intake (fig. 32).
Pre-entry force may be calculated as shown fig. 32 and 33. The spillage drag may then be
obtained by applying a factor (K ) to the pre-entry drag which is a function primarily of
the cowl bluffness. In general-erms a shallow cowl such as that used for a military
aircraft will have a K of approximately 0.6 whilst that designed for subsonic operation
may have 1K of 0.2 cbled with a critical mass flow (Ao/Ac fig. 32) above which no
spillage &% is incurred. Further guidance on values for KA 'ay be obtained from ref.
9; example of spillage drag effects at sub-, trans-, and su rsonic speeds are given in
ref. 10. For a fuller disertation on spillage drag and its prediction at transonic speeds
see ref. 18, though note that spillage drag values for a pitot intake at trans- and
super-sonic speeds are given in Fig. 33.

3.4.2.2 Other Spillage And Mass Flow Effects

There are two causes of the secondary spillage and mass flow effects ie. cowl separation
and/or vortex production at high spillage, and the change in local flow directions at the
other components of the aircraft due to changes in engine mass flow.

Of the two, the former ie. cowl separation and/or vortex production is by far the
potentially more serious but is very dependent on inlet location if precise effects are to
be determined. With an underfuselage inlet, for instance, if the upper cowl lip is outside
the fuselage side, spill vortices can interact with the wing leading edge flow to produce
unusual effects. As an example fig. 34 shows the different sideslip characteristics of a
configuration having an underfuselage but only semi-shielded inlet with and without
spillage present. It can be seen that the0spillage leads to an adverse change in the
rolling moment due to sideslip above about 25 .

Other examples may be quoted but in general it is best that the aerodynamicist is aware of
the potential influences so that thorough investigation, preferably in the wind tunnel, can
be carried out early in the aircraft design process.

The effects of mass flow changes on flow directions around the aircraft are, apart from
separation effects, generally quite small giving only minor changes in the forces from,
say, a foreplane close to the inlet face. At high speed (M > approx. 0.5) the effects are
in fact completely negligible with respect to torces on surtaces in close proximity.

However, recent improvements in flight control systems such that the aerodynamic benefits
of increased aircraft instability may be realised has led to increased emphasis on
obtaining very accurate aircraft incidence and sideslip data. At present the information
is obtained from flow direction detectors in general mounted on the front fuselage some
distance from the inlet. Recent tests carried out at Warton have shown that even for
distances of 1 to 2 metres in front of the inlet the mass flow effects at the air direction
detector positions are significant at low speed (fig. 35) and must be accounted for if
optimum aircraft control is to be realised.

4. ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTERFERENCE DUE TO EXHAUST

The interference between the engine exhaust and the airframe can be divided into two
different but closely related groups:

NOZZLE INSTALLATION EFFECTS

J INTERFERENCE

Influences from the aircraft into the exhaust affecting basic engine thrust are, in
general, negligible on military aircraft due to the high jet pressre ratios ie. nozzle
choked, even at cruise conditions. The interference of the exhaust f-ow with the airframe
can be very large, however, and is significantly influenced by the nozzle type, location
and deflection as well as the basic jet characteristics themselves.
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4.1 Nozzle Type

Many types of nozzle now exist or have been considered for reheated military aircraft
engines and a few are illustrated in fig. 36, showing the means by which the area variation
required for reheat operation is obtained. The more important types, at present, are the
convergent moving shroud nozzle (fig. 37), the translating iris nozzle - either convergent
(fig. 38) or con-di - and the aerodynamic or variable flap ejector nozzle (fig. 39). Each
of these is currently in use on production engines and each has advantages and
disadvantages relative to the others in terms of weight, cost, complexity as well as
internal and external performance.

The final choice of nozzle type has to be by a thorough consideration of all factors,
however, and is generally a lengthy and complex business. For example early in the design
process for Tornado two contender nozzle types had been identified as the simple moving
shroud and the iris nozzle. A study was put in hand to identify the overall effects on one
of the proposed missions ie. low level interdiction, involving high speed flight at low
level. The results of the trade study are illustrated in fig. 40 and show that although
the iris nozzle gave significant reductions in installed drag, the effect of the higher
mass resulted in no overall advantage relative to the moving shroud nozzle. In view of the
extra cost and complexity of the iris nozzle and because no overall benefit could be
identified the moving shroud nozzle was seen as the best choice - in fact thorough studies
examining all contender nozzles showed similar effects and as a result led to the adoption
of the moving shroud nozzle for Tornado.

In the following paragraphs the external characteristics of the different nozzles will be
dealt with in more detail through the primary effect on drag. It should be noted, however,
that other external effects can be very significant. Internal effects ie. the effect of
nozzle type on the gross engine thrust, are given in general terms (fig. 41) to allow the
reader to balance in his own mind the overall performance effects of each.

4.2 Interference Effects Of Nozzle Installation : Base Area

The effect of base area on nozzle installation drag can Lest be appreciated by examination
of typical subsonic boattail pressure distributions (fig. 42). Here several effects can be
seen:

at the start of the boattailing there is a negative pressure peak giving a large axial
force contribution in the "drag" direction.

as distance downstream increases, the flow recompresses giving a large axial force
contribution in the thrust sense.

due to real effects of the boundary layer the actual pressures achived are less negative
at the start of the boattailing but also less positive at the rear or base region.

if flow separation occurs the pressure at the base is dramatically reduced.

Overall the drag of the afterbody is a balance between the thrust and drag components of
the boattail axial force in addition to the base force. In fact the total afterbody drag
can be correlated very well against effective base area as shown in fig. 43 which shows
that, at subsonic speeds the afterbody drag coefficient is approximately 0.13 of the base
to maximum area ratio. The data used in the correlation is for several types of nozzle
installation (single, twin at rear, twin part way along fuselage) indicating that the
correlation may be regarded as very general.

The only difficulty in using the correlation is in the determination of the separated flow
area associated with any particular nozzle installation. Normally, iris nozzles, when set
at their smallest (dry engine) area, have high boattail angles which gend to cause large
areas of separated flow on the nozzles themselves. Of the order of 15 of boattail angle
for high speed (M up to 0.9) operation is the maximum which can normally be tolerated on
the reat fuselage/nozzle of axisyrrmetric type bodies before significant areas of separated
flow form. In the gully regions associated with the space between the nozzles on
twin-engined aircraft the maximum angle is much reduced and can be 10 or even lower.

if the above limiting angles are exceeded flow separation will appear. Determination of
the actual area of separation is practically impossible at this stage however due to the
extreme complexity of the flow field in the rear fuselage region. In addition, other
adverse effects of rear fuselage flow separation at subsonic speeds - primarily vibration,
but including reduced fin power etc - are so severe that it is far better to design for no
separated flow at all. Theoretical methods to allow the design of the rear fuselage to
enable separation free flow combined with low installed nozzle drag are likely to be
available in the not too distance future. Until such time as the methods have been proven,
however, great reliance has to be placed on proper wind tunnel model testing, though even
then full simulation is not yet possible and developffent during flight tests may still be
required.
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In summary, the overall objective of any rear fuselage nozzle instrl1tion are two-told:

minimisation of base area, to minimise drag.

elimination of separations on nozzle/boattail to minimise drag, vibration, adverse
influences on rear fuselage mounted flying surfaces.

The reader is referred to reference 11 for a more detailed apraisal of nozzle installation
effects.

4.3 Interference Effects Of Jet Efflux

The interference effects of the jet efflux from the nozzle are due to the following causes:

entrainerwit

modification of potential flow field

. jet impingement/attachment onto downstream structure

4.3.1 Zero-Lift Drag

A typical curve of the variation of subsonic (and to some extent transonic/supersonic)
afterbody drag with nozzle pressure ratio is given in fig. 44 illustrating the effect of
each of the above. In the absence of base area, entrainment effects tend to be minimum,
potential flow effects a maximum. If structure occurs downstream there is in general
little influence on the curve until some critical pressure ratio, at which jet attachment
to structure occurs. As pressure ratio is increased above the critical value, drag rises
rapidly.

The different effects of jets issuing from convergent (ie. under-expanding) and
convergent-divergent (ie. fully-expanding nozzles) is shown in fig. 45. In general at
transonic speeds the aircraft are operating with afterburners on ie. with increased nozzle
area. For a moving shroud type of nozzle this only means that the nozzle base area is
reduced. For a fully expanding convergent-divergent nozzle however the jet area is
increased significantly leading to a significantly lower boattail angle. Without jets on,
the wave drag component of the nozzle is therefore considerably less than that of the
moving shroud type nozzle. As jet pressure ratio increases, however, the underexpanded jet
from the moving shroud nozzle plumes and causes the boattail terminal shock to move
forward, reducing afterbody drag considerably; with the con-di nozzle no such drag relief
occurs. In the example given in fig. 45 the jet-effect on drag for the moving shroud
nozzle is so powerful that, at operating pressure ratios, there is little to choose between
the drag of the two installations.

Temperature also influences the effect of the jet on installed drag, and significant work
has been carried out in the past to better quantify the effects (eg. refs. 12, 13). An
example, taken from ref. 13 is given in fig. 46. At dry power settings the jet temperature
is generally so low that the effect on drag can be neglected. With maximum afterburner,
however, jet temperature is extremely large and the effect on drag must be accounted for.
It is interesting to note that here at least is one item which actually benefits aircraft
performance!

4.3.2 Lift And Drag Due To Lift

One other area in which jet interference can give substantial beneficial interference is in
improvements in hoth lift and drag due to lift. In order to achieve the benefits it is
necessary to have the aircraft configured such that the nozzle is at or close to the wing
trailing edge. Recent reports have shown a revival of interest in the phenomenon (e.g.
refs. 14, 15, 16) possibly due to the likely availability of deflecting nozzles, for the
main propulsive nozzle.

An investigation carried out at BAe Warton examined tne overall effects of the improvement
of lift and of drag due to lift on combat performance. The studies showed that there were
substantial gains to be made in the combat applicable regions of the flight envelope (ref.
17). Also included in ref. 17 was a simple method for estimating the jet interference
effects a lift, drag and pitching moment.

The configuration examined (fig. 47) was a close coupled canard with the engines under wing
such that the jet emerges via a deflecting nozzle at the trailing edge. The presence of
the jet at the wing trailing edge enables a substantial proportion of the potential jet
flap effect (fig. 48) to be realised giving significant increases in lift. Consideration
of the theory shows that drag due to lift also improves and this is confirmed by comparison
with experiment (fig. 49). Pitching moments are also influenced, however: the jet effect
increases the nose down pitching moment from the wing significantly (fig. 50), such that it
may easily be demonstrated that a canard configuration is required if the potential
improvements, primarily in the low speed, low level region of the flight envelope (fig. 51)
are to be achieved.
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4.3.3 Other Jet Interference Effects

Jet interference effects can be many and unexpected and are very much configuration
dependent. The engine installation designer must at all times be aware of the possible
influences of the jet when located in certain positions. Reference must be made to the
available literature to identify if the proposed installation has been previously
considered, and literature surveys similar to ref. I are invaluable in this respect.

It mrist also be borne in mind that any new aircraft design will have a unique rear fuselage
nozzle installation and early wind tunnel testing of a detailed facsimile of the aircraft
are required to ensure that there are no major adverse effects. Only with the model data
available can the designer feel reasonably sure that such effects are unlikely to appear in
flight. Even if difficulties are encountered, significant assistance as to necessary
modifications for their alleviation can normally be quickly generated by properly conducted
testing.

Some unexpected jet effects that have been encountered during model and flight testing are

sudden change in tailplane jack loads with application of reheat.

power dependence of yawing moment due to sideslip such that at maximum power aircraft
directionally stable with fin OFF.

reduced longitudinal stability due to effect of jet on downwash flow field.

Many other different effects will have been encountered at some stage with different
aircraft designs. It must be c-phasised that only through designer awareness of the
likelihood of such effects can their possible presence be anticipated and avoided, if
necessary, in the early design stages.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The various aspects of engine airframe interference effects have been dealt with in some
detail in the report, including simple estimating procedures where possible. The effects
have been shown in many cases to be far reaching. Emphasis has been put on designer
awareness coupled with early model testing as a means of reducing the risk of one or more
of the many avoidable adverse effects carrying through on to a production aircraft;
similarly for the exploitation of beneficial interference effects which are, as may be
expected, rather limited in number.
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IDEES NOUVELLES POUR LA CONCEPTION D'AVIONS FUTURS

par

Pli.Poissori-Quinton
ON ERA

29 Ave de la Division Leclerc
92320 Chitillon, France

RESUME

Dans t..otte introdut-iun pr~liminaire a la table rondo prtivue sur la re-dicr.he do Lnfiguratiuns nouivdlls bt1n1fkant
d'interfulrentes atdrody~namiques favorables, onl pab., enl revue quelquos fonnules nouvelles d~av iuns sub.-eptibles d'&tc
didvcloppdes avoc succ~s danis les prochainos arnde~s.

Ceswr.ofigurations nouvelles bt~dilioront Joe progres majeurs reaisds non sculcuient en acrody nailliluc: nais Zgalc
niont dans Ics autres disciplines intt~ressant l'Aviation:

- Propulsion: mocillouro intdgration (ii motour A la collulo,
-Structures/Mat~riaux: prilse en conipto do deformnations ai~rodlastiques favorables,

Eledronique. introdu-tion du contr6le actif pour 'lptimisation doe la wrnfiguraition lcensible die sa issionl.

Ces progr~s seront appliqiuds poor des objeLtifs diffdrents suivant qu'il s~agit d'un av. in doe transport (optimilsation ai
l'dconomio du vol) oti do combat (recherche do ]a inanoctivrabilit6 et do l'efficacit6 militaite).

Eni cc qui concorno la forme gtoindiriquc de I'avion:

l'titilisation d'un plan Canard protlice l a voilure porniet dtJA doe bWn~Cir d'une inmorattiun tourbilloninaire
favorable aul vol A grande iniiidence pour tin avion doe combat, soil r6le sera dtendui aux -ontroles diredtes dic
portance et do force latdrale;

]a mise en fltuch iuversde tic ]a voiluro periettra egalenient doe incilleurs perfurman,.CS aux grands angles, le niskiuc
doe divergence stnicturale tant t vitt6 par l'oinploi doe iatriaux L.orposites fibrotix wonvonableawnt orient~s,

cette adaptatior. aeroelastique pernlise pair los niatdriaux winplosites sera Idillotirs CteondUC1 i*1 t op11 isatio o ic
cambrure et do vrillage, aussi bion pour l'aile tdlaiw3e d'un avion doe woinbat (fuo pour ,tlI J,. gtad il igLilicuil
stir oin avion doe transport, simultandinent le risque dio flottemient Stittural sera wnitr-6W par Vo0et aLtif Ui i
l'ordlinateur do bord;

l'application doe cc contr6le actif i ]a stabilisation artificielle doe l'avion en longitudinal et en transversal va
perinettre doe r&IUire sensibleinent la dimension des einponnages oul ti dt~elopper la formiulo "aiilcs volantLS"
d'oii rdduttion des traindes parasites ot doe frottLinonit, pour des tonnages implortaints. il dcv ient intiressaint de
rendre cette ailo volante habitable, avCL title repartition dotic laiargo utile Ie lorg doc 1'emcrguro, dotlu ione sensible
reduction do sa mrasse structuralo;

la formeC et l'eompla1Lolont des p~rises d'air, on lpartittilier pour los avions doe woihat nanoeivr-ats, influent
toonsidirablement sur loors performiantes et elles sont dirocteintcnt interattionnics par iL Jhamp dec Il'o et,'Ou do
fuselage, des oniplaceicnrts inhiabituols (ot atdrodynarniqoeint d~licats) sont 6todi~s pour los rundirk momils
sensibles i la d~tcction par l'advorsairo.

En Lc qui woncerne lintegration du propudseur a la (ellule, doe tr~s nonibreusos rethcrclies sunt actuellenlcnt onitrc-
prises pur rt~duire los interattions d~favurables, nilais aUSSI potir bWntifmcmr d'inltoractionls favurablcs lices a l'orientatmull

iable du jot propulsif (effet "jet flap" pour l'hyporsustentation).

Dans Ic domiaine dos avions doe transport, il s'agit doe Jhoisir des oniplatcints Lie nacolles do turbo-famis Lim noe
provoquent pas d'interat-tions a~rody nainiques d~favorables avc P'aile en ,ruisiere transsoniquo, tiut onl bcncficm1int JL
cot offot "jet flap" pour rdiirc los vitosses do d~collage et d'atterrissage.

Un autre .as diffitile d'interaction at~rodynaiiiquc apparait t6galement lorstit'il faut t6tudor Ia imist: eln platc d'ilimcs
"transsoniques" adapt~us au Vol doe .roisi~re rapidc (Mathlie 0,7 A 0,8). los survitesses induites par leor flux sur li sombre
doivent &cr ninimisies 1i partir dl' tudes thdoriques ct cxperimnntales soplmstitqutes, par ailleurs, l'l-Cmc INAmissuAKILIL
mnultipales Wrs chargtio pose ties probilb d'adrodynaiiqtie ot J'a~ro,1stct.,t comlplexes nslcossit.."' does tittmdes

pRECEDING PACZ BLANK-NqOT nYW)
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phiridiscipimaires approfonldies (adrodlyniamiqu.'/acotustiquce, structurceniatiriaux). Cependant, le cocitfefficacitt, dur
d'dveloppement d'unc notivelle gu~nidration d'avions A~ li.lices, tr~s u&onomique d'titilisation, peut apparaitre int~ressant all
cotirs die la prociraine (kCulcenie.

Uir second doinaine die l'iitdgrtioi dui propulseur ai la ceihule concerne les avions die combat manoctivrant, ofi line
orientation variable die jet propulsif perinet die faire participer le nioteur A la sustentation die I'avion (et gaknient 5 qon
freinage par inversion die pouissde).

lei encore onl retrouve des problnics die fo rtes interactions a~rodynanriques avec les diff~rentes parties die I'avionl.
dont l'ttude thdonque est encore peu avanece ct l'exjpdriinentation difficile, mais les avantages atrodynamiques; apport~s
par ce concept peuvent tre considd!rables, en particulier, Iorsque le jet propulsif tdbouclre i I'arri~e tie la voiltire. onl
bUndficic d'une forte lryperstistentation par effet "jet-flap" pernnettant d'amindiorer Ics performances A basse vitesse
(capacitd STOL) et 5i grand vitesse (inanoctivrabilitdt accruec).

Un dernier aspect die l'utilisation d'un jet A l'ainlioration (ic N'coulenient atdrodynanrique est le souftiage transversal
ipar tin jet onentd suivant I'envergure die I'aile qui perint d'engendrer line nappe tourbillonnaire hien organis&~ atu-dessus
die l'aile, creant ainsi line portance supplthiientalire et retardant le d~col 1ineit gcniiirais ti e ha voilure aux granlde
inicidences. cc concept petit d'ailletirs Wte avantageusenrent utilis6 cIhaquc fois qti'iI y a des zones d'L&oulement dk~oWk
difficiles ai rt~sorber (diffuseurs (ie priscs d'air. retieints, etc.).

IA
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